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ABSTRACT

Using primarily Yairah Amit’s work on hidden polemics as a template, 
plus Ancient Near Eastern literature, this work argues for a hidden 
polemic in Genesis 2-3 against certain excesses in royal ideology and 
practice. The key themes of knowledge and life— as well as other terms 
and motifs that are related to knowledge and life— are examined in 
Genesis 2-3 in connection with those same themes in other parts of the 
Old Testament and in the Ancient Near East. It is demonstrated that 
knowledge and life are common themes of royal ideology in the rest of the 
Old Testament and in the Ancient Near East in general. This ideology is 
often treated in a way that is favorable to kings and their ideology. 
However, there are other views that are not so favorable. Such views 
often involve hidden polemics that seek to protect the authors as well as 
the readers and/or hearers of the polemics. These polemics also, by their 
hidden nature, tend to draw the reader/hearer into the stories.
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INTRODUCTORY MATTERS

The thesis that is here argued is that Genesis 2-3, the Eden Narrative, is a 

hidden polemic against certain excesses in royal ideology. It will be critical to 

present evidence for such a hidden polemic, and to propose motivations for 

such hiding.

It is assumed here that the Eden Narrative does indeed make use of other 

materials,1 though the argument made here is not dependent for its validity 

upon the identification o f these sources. This thesis deals primarily with 

something like the “final form” o f Genesis 2-3. Some brief discussion 

concerning possible sources and their possible interrelationship will take 

place, nevertheless. This will occur primarily in the discussion of prior 

scholarship.

The expression “something like the final form” that was used in the prior 

paragraph requires explanation. Some Old Testament scholars have pointed 

out that the expression “final form” is itself problematic.2 The writings that

1 In view of the Eden Narrative’s use of the GilgameshEptc, this approach appears to be 
plausible. Cf. Jeffrey H. Tigay, The Evolution o f the GtlgarneshEptc
Un.vers.ty of Pennsylvania, 1982) and Jeffrey H. Tigay. ^
Criticism (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvan.a Press 1985). This prov.des a helpful and
appropriate analogy for what may be the backgroun or enesis
However, the Gilgamesh Epic is extant. Putative b.bl.cal sources for Genesis 2-3 are not. 
Therefore, while not deny.ng the possibility of var.ous sources w.th.n the Eden Narrative th.s 
thesis will focus on the text of Genesis as we now have it. The thes.s presented here is, thus, 
intentionally synchronic.
2 Cf. Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1985), 140. Fishbane writes, concerning the fluidity of the Hebrew Bible,
“The dominant trope of instruction in aggadic exeges.s thus suggests that every teaching 
which somehow transforms the received traditions in the process of their representation has 
place within the immense structure of inner-biblical aggadah . . . .  For it requires one o 
recognize, with the final tradent-teachers, that the Hebrew Bible is a variety of teachings and 
responses which each generation has added to its tradition, and that each successive layering 
of traditio is, inevitably, a reordering o f  the relative authority of the received traditions. In 
this sense, the received canon of Scripture, as a form of instruction, is quintessential^ an

Cf also John Barton. The Old Testament. Canon, Literature, and Theology: Collected Essays 
o f John Barton (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007), 185-191, for a discussion of some of the problems 
with the term “final form.”
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comprise the Old Testament were always subject to at least three tendencies, 

careful preservation, updating, and revision.3 Thus, the term final form is 

something of a misnomer. Therefore, it may be nearly as problematic to speak 

of the “final form” of a document or story, as it is to speak of the “sources” for 

a document or story.

However, it is difficult to discuss any ancient document, unless some sort 

of more or less final form is posited. Furthermore, the portions of Genesis 2-3 

that are contained in the DSS are very similar to the corresponding portions of 

Genesis 2-3 that are found in Codex Leningradensis and other more “modem” 

Hebrew texts.4 There are also very few significant variants in the LXX 

translation of Genesis 2-3.5 Therefore, while recognizing the validity of 

concerns for (and the inadequacy of) the term final form, this term will be 

used, bearing in mind that it here means something like the final form.

3 Eugene Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls ami the Origins o f  the Hebrew Bible (Grand Rapids. 
Eerdmans 1999), 11, detects two dynamics operating in the case of the scribes at Qumran 
“First, they often simply copied the individual books of the Scriptures as exactly as humanly 
possible. But secondly, sometimes the scribes intentionally inserted new material ha helped 
interpret or highlight for their contemporary congregation m a new situation the relevance of 
the traditional text.” Updating and revision may be regarded as shading off into «"e another. 
The common saying, “Every translation of a text is also an interpretation could perhaps be 
revised to “Every updating of a text is also a revision. In a similar vein cf. the discussion of 
the treatment of tradition in Kenton L. Sparks, Ancient Texts for the Study o f the Hebrew 
Bible: A Guide to the Background Literature (Peabody, MA.: Hendrickson, 2005), 20.
4 Cf. James Vanderkam and Peter Flint, The Meaning o f the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their 
Significance for Understanding the Bible, Judaism, Jesus, and Christianity (New York: 
Harper, 2002), 104-105. The authors comment that “. . .  the twenty-four Genesis scrolls are 
mostly fragmentary, with only thirty-four of the fifty chapters of Genesis represented (1-6, 8, 
10 12 17-19 22-24 26-27 32-37 39-43,45-50). It appears that the text of Genesis had 
become generally stable by’the Qumran period, since these manuscripts reveal a text generally 
close to the traditional Masoretic Text and the Samaritan Pentateuch . . . .  Beyon minor 
variations or differences in spelling, only eleven Genesis scrolls contain any variants worth 
noting (a possible exception being the book’s chronological system) and may e c assi ie a. 
mixed or non-aligned. Other manuscripts, notably the two (or possibly three) rom a i 
Murabba't, copied at the beginning of the second century CE, are virtually identical to the
Masoretic Text.” , .
Perhaps another alternative should be proposed. At times, scribes may have preserved the 
basic meaning of the texts, while updating the language somewhat for (then) mo em 
readers
5 Cf. John William Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text o f Genesis (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars 
Press, 1993), 22-50.
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The Structure o f the Argument o f  this Thesis 
The thesis will be organized as follows. Chapter 1 will set forth a

methodology for grounding this enquiry into the proposed hidden polemic in

Genesis 2-3. Criteria that have been proposed by scholars (particularly by

Yairah Amit) will be used to examine the Eden Narrative, as well as some

other Old Testament texts that seem to contain polemics against certain

aspects of royal ideology, or against certain kings.6 In addition to these

helpful criteria, one more criterion—a fifth is here proposed: the presence ot

polemic concerning royal ideology in other ANE7 8 literature. It polemic is, in

fact, found in other ANE literature, this might help to establish it in the Old

Testament as well, since royal ideology seems to have been relatively

consistent across the ANE.

Using other ANE literature is, to be sure, problematic. Scholarly 

approaches to ANE literature outside of the Old Testament has gone through 

various stages, in terms of its relation (or lack thereof) to the Old Testament. 

It is indeed important to be wary of the dangers of “parallelomania.” 9 Even

6 Cf„ for example, Brian P. Irwin. “Not Just Any King: Abimelech, the Northern Monarchy, 
and the final form of Judges,” JBL 131/3 (2012): 443-454. Irwin argues that it is not 
monarchy as such, which the Abimelech story in Judges inveighs against, but rather non- 
Davidic kings, particularly during the period of return rom t e exi e.
7 The abbreviation “ANE” for “the ancient Near East,” (as well as for “ancient Near Eastern ) 
will be used for the most part in this thesis.
8 Cf. Richard S. Hess, “One Hundred Fifty Years of Comparative Studies on Genesis 1-11: An 
Overview,” in “7 Studied Inscriptions from before the Flood': Ancient Near Eastern, Literary, 
and Linguistic Approaches to Genesis 1-11, edited by Richard S. Hess and David Toshio 
Tsumura, 362-382 (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1994), 3-26, for a helpful survey of
scholarship, up to the early 1990s. .
Cf. also William W. Hallo, “Compare and Contrast: The Contextual Approach to Biblical 
Literature,” in The Bible in the Light o f  Cuneiform Literature, Scripture in Context III 
Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Studies, edited by William W. Hallo, Bruce William Jones, 
and Gerald L. Mattingly (Lewiston, New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 1'990) J 1-30, who 
advocates a carefiil approach, which takes seriously both similarities and differences ot AMt 
and biblical literature.
9 Cf. Samuel Sandmel, “Parallelomania,” JBL 81/1 (1962): 1-13, who warns against the 
danger of comparing too closely, and so, not taking seriously the uniqueness ot ditterent 
works.
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when two texts use the same terminology, the two may be understood in 

radically different ways in two different cultures. Even within the same 

culture, two texts may use the same or similar language, but have very 

different meanings.

However, the use of similar words, roots, symbols, and concepts might be 

helpful in establishing a general royal ethos in the region, without attempting 

to establish precise relationships, or to argue for “influence.”10 11 While Hallo 

acknowledges that the questions “. . .  as to where, when and even in what 

direction it [i.e., “any alleged cultural interchange”] might have occurred” are 

important, he also writes,

The fact that we cannot always be sure of the place, the date, or the 
direction of the borrowing does not invalidate either the comparative or the 
contextual approach: modem literary criticism properly investigates literary 
parallels without necessarily or invariably finding the exact route by which 
a given idea passed from one author to another. And given the fragmentary 
nature of the ancient record, the answers cannot always be forthcoming."

In a similar vein, Walton warns against “. .  . the tendency to create 

uniform views where none exist. To speak o f ‘Mesopotamian thinking’ or 

‘Egyptian theology’ or ‘Israelite worldview’ is unquestionably presumptuous. 

It is like speaking o f ‘European culture’ today.”12 Furthermore, Walton warns 

against the danger of assuming continuity over time within the same area or 

ethnic group,13 or even within the same group at the same time.14

10 Cf. John Bright, A History o f Israel, 3rd edition (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1981), 226. 
While Bright is skeptical as to whether Israel took over the royal ideology of its surrounding 
nations in toto, he does acknowledge, “It is, of course, likely that features of Israel’s royal 
ideology were borrowed. The Israelite monarchy was, after all, an innovation for which no 
native precedents existed. A state that absorbed thousands of Canaanites, that patterned much 
of its bureaucracy on foreign models, and whose national shrine was constructed on a 
Canaanite pattern, doubtless borrowed features of its cult—and of its ideal of kingship—as 
well.”
11 Hallo, “Compare and Contrast,” 6.
12 John H. Walton, Ancient Israelite Literature in its Cultural Context (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1989), 15-16.
13 Ibid., 16.
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Walton sets forth ten important principles must be kept in mind when 

doing comparative studies. This thesis attempts to keep these principles in 

mind.

1. Both similarities and differences must be considered.

2. Similarities may suggest a common cultural heritage or cognitive 
environment rather than borrowing.

3. It is not uncommon to find similarities at the surface but differences 
at the conceptual level and vice versa.

4. All elements must be understood in their own context as accurately 
as possible before cross-cultural comparisons are made (i.e., careful 
background study must precede comparative study).

5. Proximity in time, geography, and spheres o f cultural contact all 
increase the possibility o f interaction leading to influence.

6. A case for literary borrowing requires identification o f likely 
channels o f transmission.

7. The significance o f  differences between two pieces o f literature is 
minimized if the works are not the same genre.

8. Similar functions may be performed by different genres in different 
cultures.

9. When literary or cultural elements are borrowed they may in turn be 
transformed into something quite different by those who borrowed 
them.

10. A single culture will rarely be monolithic, either in a contemporary 
cross-section or in consideration o f a passage o f time.

Since allusion is crucial to the detection (as well as to the hiding) of 

hidden polemic, it will be important to discuss allusion in some detail. The 

meaning and nature of polemic and the meaning and functions of royal 

ideology will also be treated in the chapter on methodology.

Chapter 2 will discuss previous scholarship, pointing out some of the 

strengths and weaknesses of various broad categories of approaches. It will be 

demonstrated that political interpretations of Genesis 2-3 are not lacking, 

including approaches that propose that the Eden Narrative is calling into 14 15

14 Ibid.
15 John H. Walton, Ancient Near Eastern Thought and the Old Testament: Introducing the 
Conceptual World o f the Hebrew Bible (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2006), 26-27.
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question certain aspects of royal ideology. However, such interpretations 

often seem to lack a clear methodology. A somewhat more reflective 

approach to hidden polemic—plus the fifth criterion that I am proposing (other 

ANE literature that is concerned with kingship)—may place these political 

approaches on a firmer methodological footing. This survey of scholarship 

will reveal the presence of scholarly approaches that suggest a hidden polemic 

against royal ideology and practice.

In chapters 3 and 4, an analysis of two of the most crucial elements of 

ancient royal ideology —knowledge and life—will be presented. These 

chapters will fulfill Amit’s second criteria: clues in other biblical texts that a 

polemic is occurring.

Chapter 3 will examine the theme of royal knowledge in the Old 

Testament outside of Genesis 2-3, primarily by examining the portrayals of 

two of the early kings of Israel, David and Solomon. Both of these kings are 

described as having wisdom, yet in the case of both kings, wisdom and 

knowledge are problematic—at least in the larger context of the stories of 

Samuel and Kings. Other Old Testament texts that seem to point toward a 

problematic connection and possible polemic debate concerning royal 

knowing will be noted briefly. These other texts would provide fruitful ways 

of further exploring the possibility of polemics against certain excesses in 

royal ideology in other, less obvious texts, such as Genesis 2-3.

Chapter 4 will examine the theme of royal reception and mediation of life 

in the Old Testament outside of Genesis 2-3. The primary focus will be an
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examination of Psalm 72. Other psalms,16 proverbs,17 and narrative biblical 

texts such as 2 Samuel 21:1-14, 1 Kings 17-18 that seem to connect the king 

directly with the theme of life also will be briefly discussed. As with 

knowledge, other Old Testament texts and other ANE materials will be noted 

that may suggest a variety of very different approaches to life in connection 

with royal ideology. Thus, the possibility that an Old Testament polemic of 

some kind is going on in connection with royal ideology and life will be 

argued.

Chapter 5 will examine Genesis 2-3, especially with a view to two of its 

themes: knowledge and life. It will be argued that these themes are critical for 

understanding the Eden Narrative, at least in its final form. Such themes also 

suggest a hidden polemic against the use of these themes in royal ideology. 

Other words and motifs in Genesis 2-3 that also may point toward a political 

setting for the story will be listed, and some will be discussed briefly. Genesis

16 Norman K. Gottwald, “Kingship in the Book of Psalms,” in The Oxford Handbook o f the 
Psalms, edited by William P. Brown (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 437, notes the 
following psalms “. ..  as testimony to the attitude toward kingship: Psalms 2, 18, 20-21,45, 
72,89, 110, 144, and 146.”
17 Scholars have tended to downplay the connections between the book of Proverbs and the 
Eden Narrative. There may be several possible reasons for this.
First, there has been a tendency—which has prevailed since the dawn of the enlightenment— 
to regard the Old Testament as a fragmented miscellany. When such a mindset prevails, 
scholars have an understandable reaction against looking for any unity (or even connections) 
in diverse texts of the Old Testament.
Second, Genesis 2-3—and the work of the Yahwist as a whole—has been regarded as widely 
separated in time from the book of Proverbs. Even if this were true, it would not 
automatically make a connection impossible, or even unlikely. After all, those same stories 
may refer (whether with approval or disapproval) to scholars who lived hundreds or even 
thousands of years ago. The assumption that later Hebrew writers would not have (whether 
intentionally or unintentionally) linked their own writings with earlier Hebrew writings needs 
to be seriously questioned. The precise nature of those linkages may not be recovered or 
recoverable, but the linkage itself makes a great deal of sense.
Third, scholars have tended to become embroiled in discussions over the referentiality (or 
otherwise) of the Solomonic references in the wisdom literature. While such discussions may 
be helpful, they may also mask the simpler and more general point: Such references to one of 
the greatest of Israel’s kings would have invoked an echo of both the greatness and the pitfalls 
of Solomon’s reputation in the literature.
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2-3 will be situated within its larger ANE context of the themes of knowledge 

and life, as these are connected with kings.

A brief conclusion will round off the thesis. This conclusion will include 

possible avenues for further investigation.
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A Few Words about Terminology and Formatting 

When reference is made to “Genesis 2-3,” this is shorthand for Genesis 

2:4a, 2:4b, or even 2:5 through 3:24. While it no doubt matters for some 

approaches to the Eden Narrative, for the argument that is presented here, it 

matters little where precisely the unit begins. However, the assumption here is 

that 2:4 serves as a bridge between the Creation Narrative of Genesis 1:1-2:3, 

and the Eden Narrative of 2:5-3:24.18 However, for the sake of brevity, the 

text of Genesis 2:4-3:24 (or 2:4a-3:24, or 2:4b-3:24, or 2:5-3:24) will generally 

be referred to as “Genesis 2-3.” Alternatively, the term “Eden Narrative” will 

be used.

In the interest of breaking up the monotony, the argument will employ 

certain synonyms for some words and phrases. The terms “explicit” and 

“implicit” polemic will follow Amit’s usage throughout. However, due to the 

frequency with which hidden polemic is mentioned, the term “cryptic critique” 

and other tenns will be used occasionally for “hidden polemic.”

As much as possible, the formatting that is original to quotes has been 

preserved. In particular, all italics in quotes belong to the sources quoted. 

Italics are used in the body of the thesis only for foreign words and 

expressions, and for sub-section titles within the chapters of this thesis.

Square brackets are used to enclose the first letter of a quote, in order to 

indicate when a different case (lower or upper) was originally used in the 

quote.

18 Cf. Victor P. Hamilton, The Book o f Genesis: Chapters 1-17, NICOT (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: Eerdmans, 1990), 149. While Tryggve N. D. Mettinger, The Eden Narrative: A 
Literary and Religio-historical Study o f Genesis 2-3,” (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2007), 13, 
thinks that the relevant text is 2:5-3:24, he also thinks of v. 4 as “a bridge” between 1:1-3 and 
2:5-3:24.
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Spelling in quotes has been preserved. American (rather than English) 

spelling in non-quotes in the text and footnotes is followed throughout.

Citations of primary and secondary sources involving subscripts, 

superscripts, etc. have been preserved.

All quotes from the Hebrew Bible are from the Codex Leningradensis 

Hebrew Text Westminster Morphology and Lemma Database of BibleWorks 

8, unless otherwise indicated. Quotes from the Greek translation of the Old 

Testament are from BibleWorks 8, BGT database, unless otherwise stated.

In cases where the versification of the Hebrew WTT diverges from the 
English Bible, the Hebrew appears first, with the English Bible versification 
following, enclosed in square brackets. The abbreviation EB is used in these

cases.
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CHAPTER 1: METHODOLOGY: 
ALLUSION, POLEMIC, AND ROYAL IDEOLOGY

Introduction

Because this thesis involves allusion, polemic, and royal ideology, it will 

be necessary to briefly discuss these three separate (yet interlocking) aspects.

It will be essential to set forth what each of these is, how to recognize it, and 

what purpose (or purposes) each might serve. Thus, there will be a three-part 

subdivision of each of the three components. After each of these crucial tenns 

has been discussed in turn, there will be a brief summary and conclusion as to 

how they may relate to one another, and how they relate to the argument 

presented here.

Additionally, since the thesis here presented concerning hidden polemic 

in Genesis 2-3 makes extensive use o f the work of Yairah Amit as a template, 

it will be necessary to discuss her work in some detail. In particular, two of 

her works are crucial to the present work: Hidden Polemics in Biblical 

Narrative, and “Epoch and Genre: The Sixth Century and the Growth of 

Hidden Polemics.”19 Amit’s work will be related to the work of others on 

allusion, polemic, and royal ideology.

19 Yairah Amit, Hidden Polemics in Biblical Narrative, BIS 25, translated by Jonathan 
Chipman (Leiden: Brill, 2000), and Yairah Amit, “Epoch and Genre: The Sixth Century and 
the Growth of Hidden Polemics,” in Judah and the Judeans in the Neo-Babylonian Period," 
edited by Oded Lipschits and Joseph Blenkinsopp (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 135- 
151.
Other works by Amit have also been consulted. These include the following: Yairah Amit, 
‘“The Glory of Israel Does Not Deceive or Change His Mind’: On the Reliability of Narrator 
and Speakers in Biblical Narrative,” Proof MI'S (1992): 201-212; Yairah Amit, “Biblical 
Utopianism: A Mapmakers Guide to Eden,” USQR 44/1 (1990): 11-17; Yairah Amit, History 
and Ideology: An Introduction to Historiography in the Hebrew Bible, translated by Yael 
Lotan (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999); Yairah Amit, “Hidden Polemics in the 
Story of Judah and Tamar,” in A Critical Engagement: Essays on the Hebrew Bible in Honour 
of J. Cheryl Exum, edited by David J.A. Clines and Ellen van Wolde (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Phoenix Press, 2011), 1-20.
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Some of the relevant ANE materials will be discussed during this chapter 

as well. This will address the fifth criterion that supplements Amit’s four 

criteria for recognizing polemic in the Old Testament. In particular, ANE 

materials that speak of kings in ways that are similar to Genesis 2-3 will be 

discussed. Once again, allusion, polemic, and ideology will be important for 

understanding the impact of other ANE materials upon the argument that is 

presented here.

I. ALLUSION

A. Defining Allusion

What is allusion? An often quoted definition is provided by Miner: “Tacit 

reference to another literary work, to another art, to history, to contemporary 

figures, or the like.”20 In a later edition of the same reference work, Miner 

gives a slightly different definition of allusion. Here, Miner defines allusion 

as “a poet’s deliberate incorporation of identifiable elements from other 

sources, preceding or contemporaneous, textual or extratextual.”21

“Although poetic a. [i.e., allusion] is necessarily manifested in words, 

what it draws on in another work need not be verbal. The words of the

Many other scholars have written helpful works on Old Testament polemics in particular 
texts—including in Genesis 2-3. These scholars and their works have contributed greatly to 
the argument here presented. Amit’s work has been especially helpful in providing a helpful 
distillation of many of the theoretical principles for detecting a hidden polemic, and also by 
giving practical examples from the Old Testament of such hidden polemics.
Also helpful have been James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts o f Resistance: Hidden 
Transcripts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), While he has not been quoted in this 
thesis, Barrington Moore, Injustice: The Social Bases o f  Obedience and Revolt (White Plains, 
N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe, 1978), has provided helpful background.
20 Earl Miner, “Allusion,” Encyclopedia o f  Poetry and Poetics, edited by Alex Preminger 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965), 18.
21 Earl Miner, “Allusion,” The New Princeton Encyclopedia o f Poetry and Poetics (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1993): 38-39.
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alluding passage may establish a conceptual rather than a verbal connection 

with the passage or work alluded to.”22

Allusion demands “an echo of sufficiently familiar yet distinctive and 

meaningful elements” and “an audience sharing the tradition with the poet.” 

Without these two elements, the interrelationship between two texts (or any 

non-textual phenomena) will not be recognized.23

Ben-Porat describes literary allusion in a more narrowly textual manner.
The literary allusion is a device for the simultaneous activation of two 

texts. The activation is achieved through the manipulation of a special 
signal: a sign (simple or complex) in a given text characterized by an 
additional larger “referent.” This referent is always an independent text.
The simultaneous activation of the two texts thus connected results in the 
formation of intertextual patterns whose nature cannot be predetermined.24

It is important that Ben-Porat notes that the “nature” of the intertextual 

relationship of two texts “cannot be predetermined.” Intertextual relations, 

even when they can be firmly established, can function in a number of 

different ways. This will be discussed below.

It may be somewhat helpful to distinguish “allusion” from other terms 

such as “inner-biblical exegesis” or “echo.” However, it may also be helpful 

to regard allusions as falling on a continuum with these other related literary 

phenomena, thus highlighting the fluid nature of allusions.25

Recognizing Allusion

22 Ibid., 39.
23 Ibid.
24 Ben-Porat, “The Poetics of Literary Allusion,” PTL 1 (1976): 107-108.
25 Richard B. Hays, Echoes oj Scripture in the Letters o f  Paul (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1989), 23. Hays claims not to distinguish consistently between “allusion” and “echo,” 
but then says, “In general, throughout the following pages, allusion is used of obvious 
intertextual references, echo of subtler ones.” In a sense, this demonstrates the very point 
which Hays is making: Intertextual references fall on a continuum, with points on the 
continuum shading off into one another.

17



By definition, recognizing allusion is difficult. If a “tacit reference”26 is 

indeed tacit, such difficulty would be unavoidable. Allusion will be easy to 

miss, at least for some readers. As Miner notes, “The test for a. is that it is a 

phenomenon that some reader or readers may fail to observe.”27 In a similar 

vein, Hays proposes a continuum for intertextual connections, ranging from 

explicit quotations to very faint echoes, with the degree of confidence that 

something is an allusion diminishing as one moves away from explicit 

quotations.

Quotation, allusion, and echo may be seen as points along a spectrum 
of intertextual reference, moving from the explicit to the subliminal. As we 
move farther away from overt citation, . . .  the intertextual relations become 
less determinate, and the demand placed on the reader’s listening powers 
grows greater. As we near the vanishing point of the echo, it inevitably 
becomes difficult to decide whether we are really hearing an echo at all, or 
whether we are only conjuring things out of the murmurings of our own 
imaginations.28

While recognizing the difficulty of detecting the presence and meaning of 

allusion,29 Hays proposes seven “. . . criteria for testing claims about the 

presence and meaning of scriptural echoes in Paul.”30 However, Hays 

acknowledges that the meaning of texts cannot be contained by his criteria

“hedges”.31

(1) Availability. Was the proposed source of the echo available to 
the author and/or original readers?32 . . .

26 Miner, “Allusion,” Encyclopedia o f Poetry and Poetics, 18.
Miner, “Allusion,” The New Princeton Encyclopedia o f Poetry and Poetics: 39.

Hays, Echoes o f Scripture, 23.

27

28 
29 Ibid., 32-33.
30 Ibid., 29.
31 Ibid., 32-33. In other words, although Hays thinks of the criteria he proposes as helpful, he 
admits that such criteria cannot be considered foolproof “rules” for establishing echoes or 
allusions.
32 Ibid., 29.
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(2) Volume. The volume of an echo is determined primarily by 
the degree of explicit repetition of words or syntactical 
patterns, but other factors may also be relevant: how 
distinctive or prominent is the precursor text within Scripture, 
and how much rhetorical stress does the echo received in 
Paul’s discourse?33 . . .

(3) Recurrence. How often does Paul elsewhere cite or allude to 
the same scriptural passage?34 . . .

(4) Thematic Coherence. How well does the alleged echo fit into 
the line of argument that Paul is developing?35

(5) Historical Plausibility. Could Paul have intended the alleged 
meaning effect? Could his readers have understood it? (We 
should always bear in mind, of course, that Paul might have 
written things that were not readily intelligible to his actual 
readers.) This test, historical in character, necessarily requires 
hypothetical constructs of what might have been intended and 
grasped by particular first-century figures.36 . ..

(6) History o f Interpretation. Have other readers, both critical and 
pre-critical, heard the same echoes? . . . While this test is a 
possible restraint against arbitrariness, it is also one of the least 
reliable guides for interpretation . . . .  Thus, this criterion 
should rarely be used as a negative test to exclude proposed 
echoes that commend themselves on other grounds.37

(7) Satisfaction. With or without clear confirmation from the 
other criteria listed here, does the proposed reading make 
sense? Does it illuminate the surrounding discourse? . . .
This criterion is difficult to articulate precisely without falling 
into the affective fallacy, but it is finally the most important 
test: it is in fact another way of asking whether the proposed 
reading offers a good account of the experience of a 
contemporary community of competent readers. . . . [T]he 
final test of the present study of Paul will come only in the 
reading, and the case is necessarily cumulative.38

There are always only shades of certainty when these criteria 
are applied to particular texts. The more of them that fall 
clearly into place, the more confident we can be in rendering 
an interpretation of the echo effect in a given passage.39

Berger has also articulated principles for determining allusion, applying 

them to the case of Ruth and 1 Samuel 25. Berger acknowledges that,

33 Ibid., 30.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid., 31.
38 Ibid., 31-32.
39 Ibid., 32.
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although recognizing an allusion is never a foregone conclusion, elements 

within a text may signal allusion.

As many have noted, the probability that one text alludes to another 
will generally depend on the distinctiveness and frequency of their common 
features. Thus, if the features in question are unexceptional, or if we 
observe just a handful of similarities distributed over large expanses of text, 
an argument in favor of allusion will most often fall short. At the same 
time, a particularly striking parallel might suggest allusion all by itself.
More important, an especially dense cluster of similarities might prove 
decisive even where each of them, taken individually, could otherwise have 
been seen as coincidental; the larger the number of moderately suggestive 
parallels, the more compelling they become when considered together.40

It is also possible to approach the matter of allusion in tenns of stages in 

the recognition of allusions. For example, in his more reader-centric 

approach, Ben-Porat identifies four stages that the reader goes through in order 

to recognize an allusion.

1. The reader recognizes . . the marking element(s) as belonging or 

closely related to an independent referent tex t. . . ,”41

2. The text to which the allusion refers is identified.42

3. “Modification o f the Initial Local Interpretation . . . ” of the 

alluding text.43

4. “Activation o f  the Evoked Text. . .  as a Whole, in an Attempt to 

Form Maximum Intertextual Patterns.”44

Leonard seeks to test certain methodological principles for determining 

intertextual allusions by a close examination of Psalm 78.45 He begins with

40 Yitzhak Berger, “Ruth and Inner-Biblical Allusion: The Case of 1 Samuel 25,” JBL 128 
(2009): 254.
41 Ibid., 110.
42 Ben-Porat, “Poetics of Literary Allusion,” 110.
43 Ibid.
44 Ibid., 111.
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two criteria that would certainly constitute criteria for an allusion: . . a 

paragraph-long quotation, complete with a citation . . . ,”45 46 In less clear cases, 

Leonard proposes . . eight principles as methodological guidelines.”47 

These eight are as follows.

(1) Shared language is the single most important factor in establishing 
a textual connection. (2) Shared language is more important than nonshared 
language. (3) Shared language that is rare or distinctive suggests a stronger 
connection than does language that is widely used. (4) Shared phrases 
suggest a stronger connection than do individual shared terms. (5) The 
accumulation o f shared language suggests a stronger connection than does a 
single shared term or phrases. (6) Shared language in similar contexts 
suggests a stronger connection than does shared language alone. (7) Shared 
language need not be accompanied by shared ideology to establish a 
connection. (8) Shared language need not be accompanied by shared form 
to establish a connection.48

Leonard holds that “themes” is too broad a resemblance to be used to 

argue persuasively for allusion.49 This seems to be a fair criticism. The 

argument has often been proposed that, because the Eden Narrative shares 

certain themes with other stories, this means that the Eden Narrative alludes to 

other stories that treat similar (or the same themes).50 However, while such 

themes are of interest, they likely should not be used as evidence for allusion 

to particular texts. On the other hand, they may corroborate such evidence, 

provided that evidence itself exists.

45 Jeffery M. Leonard, “Identifying Inner-Biblical Allusions: Psalm 78 as a Test Case," JBL 
127/2 (2008): 244-245.
46 Ibid., 246. If “allusion” is understood as an indirect or passing reference, a direct quote 
should be distinguished from allusion.
47 Ibid.
48 Ibid.
49 Ibid., 246-247.
50 Jonathan Magonet, “The Themes of Genesis 2-3,” in A Walk in the Garden: Biblical, 
Iconographical and Literary Images o f Eden, ed. Paul Morris and Deborah Sawyer (Sheffield: 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 39-46; Alan Jon Hauser, “Genesis 2-3: The Theme of 
Intimacy and Alienation,” in Art and Meaning: Rhetoric in Biblical Literature, JSOTSup 19 
edited by David J. A. Clines, David M. Gunn, and Alan J. Hauser, 20-36 (Sheffield: JSOT 
Press, 1982).
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Leonard points out that “[t]he description of the plagues in Psalm 78 is 

filled with language that corresponds to the plague narratives in the Torah.”51 

In particular, Leonard draws attention to the lexical linkages between Psalm 

78:51 and Exodus 12:12, 29.52 Indeed, Leonard cites a number of verbal 

parallels between Psalm 78 and the JE account of the plagues.53

In the second criterion (“shared language”), Leonard points out that, even 

when two texts have much language that is not shared, this in no way 

invalidates lexical evidence for allusion to another biblical text.54 In other 

words, the fact that some words are changed in an allusion does not affect the 

fact of allusion.55 According to Leonard, different wording, ignoring certain 

material present in the plagues, and even changes in the order of the plagues 

does not touch the essential point of the allusiveness of Psalm 78 to the JE 

account.56 “To demonstrate that two texts are not connected requires more 

than highlighting the differences between those texts. After all, an author 

certainly has the ability to borrow from a given text and then subtly or even 

radically to reshape the borrowed material for his or her own purposes.”57

Concerning the importance of shared language that is rare or distinctive, 

Leonard makes two excellent points. Common shared language does not 

automatically preclude the idea that one text is alluding to another. However, 

rare or distinctive language that is shared is a stronger indicator of the

51 Leonard, “Identifying Inner-Biblical Allusions,” 247.
52 Ibid., 247-248.
53 Ibid., 248.
54 Ibid., 249.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid., 250.
57 Ibid.
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presence of allusion.58 As an example of rare, shared language, Leonard cites 

the expression “n"V23. This phrase is used in both Psalm 78:13 and Exodus

15:8.59

Commenting on the accumulation of shared language, Leonard writes, 

“An implication flowing from the principle outlined here is the notion that 

strong evidence for allusions in some cases can lend support to less certain 

allusions elsewhere. Each additional connection found in a text provides 

supporting evidence for affirming less obvious allusions.”60

Shared contexts, even when the language shared is common, strengthen 

the possibility of allusion.61 However, shared ideology is not required for 

allusion.

A writer who depends on a particular text or tradition will often draw 
on the language of that underlying tradition. There is no reason to expect, 
though, that a later writer would understand or feel compelled to duplicate 
the ideological concerns of the earlier tradent.62 . . . [Commenting on later 
Christian and rabbinic authors who used Old Testament texts] . . . The fact 
that these later writers advanced ideologies different from those of the 
original authors has no bearing on the question of whether they allude to 
their writings.63
This observation would also hold true for allusions within the Old 

Testament. In fact, if one text completely agreed with the ideology of another 

to which it may allude, why would the more recent text even exist?

Leonard argues that a similar form (or gattung) is not required in order to 

establish allusion.64 To generalize Leonard’s observations about the link 

between Psalm 78 and the “murmuring tradition” of the Pentateuch, there is no

58 Ibid., 251.
59 Ibid., 251-252.
60 Ibid., 253.
61 Ibid., 255.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid., 256.
64 Ibid., 256-257.
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reason to expect that the allusions of any text to another text would have been 

constrained by the fact that the form of one text is different from the text that 

is being alluded to. The commonplace that “form follows function” may hold 

true at times, but in many cases, form and function are quite fluid in their 

relationship to one another. Allusions—whether or not they express similar 

ideologies—can be expressed by widely differing genres. For example, a 

joke, a poem, and an essay could all make reference to any of these (or other) 

genres, and could either agree, modify, or oppose the point of the text to which 

allusion is made.

In the second main section of his article, Leonard acknowledges the even 

greater difficulty

. . .  o f determining the direction o f these allusions. When one text is 
obviously later than another, as, for example, in NT allusions to passages in 
the Hebrew Scriptures, the direction o f allusion is easily ascertained. When 
dealing with passages in the Tanak, however, it is rarely possible to 
establish so definitively the priority o f texts, especially since demonstrably 
early texts often contain later, secondary elements.65

However, Leonard proposes the following criteria for determining the 

direction of influence. He seems to proceed from the stronger criteria to those 

that may be less compelling. These criteria are as follows:

1. The reader recognizes “. . . the marking element(s) as belonging or 

closely related to an independent referent te x t. . . ,”66

2. The text to which the allusion refers is identified.67

3. “Modification o f  the Initial Local Interpretation . . .’’ of the 

alluding text.68

65 Ibid., 257.
66 Ben-Porat, “Poetics of Literary Allusion,” 110.
67 Ibid.
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4. “Activation o f the Evoked Text. . . as a Whole, in an Attempt to 

Form Maximum Intertextual Patterns,”68 69

The first criterion is clear enough. The second involves . . orthography, 

morphology, syntax, vocabulary, content, and so on . . . .”70 However, as 

Leonard immediately concedes, “Naturally, each of these features is subject to 

debate, as evidenced by the fact that reputable scholars manage to settle on 

divergent dates for nearly every biblical text.”71

Concerning the third criterion (whether one text is capable o f producing 

the other), Leonard writes, “When comparing texts that appear to be 

connected, it is important to consider whether one text has sufficient breadth 

and depth to generate the other.”72 However, Leonard may be overestimating 

the value of this criterion for determining the direction of allusion. He gives 

as an example Genesis 12:10-20. This seems to be the story of the exodus. 

“The question is which story has left its mark on the other. The answer seems 

obvious.”73 Leonard asserts that the more developed story (that of the exodus) 

gave rise to the story of Abram and Sarai in Egypt. “It is nearly impossible . .

. to understand how an isolated pericope in Abram’s story could have given 

birth to the great complex of traditions that make up the exodus story.”74 

However, it is not really so “nearly impossible.” After all, while it is 

certainly possible to model a shorter story on a longer one, it is equally 

possible for shorter stories to be the impetus for a larger story or complex of

68 Ibid.
69 Ibid., 111.
70 Ibid., 258.
71 Ibid., 258-259.
72 Ibid., 260.
73 Ibid., 260.
74 Ibid.
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stories. Indeed, this particular direction of allusion seems to have been the 

case with Gilgamesh Epic. Shorter, simpler Sumerian stories seem to have 

been adapted and woven together to form the Gilgamesh Epic.75

The fourth criterion (one text assuming the other) involves a text referring 

to only part of another text. Such a reference would only make sense if the 

rest of the text was assumed.76 The fifth criterion means that, if a text has 

shown a general tendency to borrow from other texts, the likelihood is 

increased of that text to borrow from yet another text.77 The sixth criterion is 

that of a text using another text in a particular, stylistic and exegetical 

manner.78 In particular, determining the direction of an allusion is a matter of 

imagining how the direction of the allusion could have gone in the opposite 

direction.79

Leonard begins his conclusion by acknowledging that, “[although the 

principles outlined here guide the process of identifying and determining the 

direction of allusions, the process is often more art than science.”80 This is an 

appropriately tentative conclusion. The possibility of dating certain biblical 

texts, and of discussing the direction of influence may be helpful in some 

cases. Leonard is probably correct in faulting Eslinger for being too skeptical 

on this point of determining the diachronic direction of allusions in texts.81

However, while Leonard’s criteria for determining the direction of 

allusion are helpful for some texts, for the purpose of the argument that is here

75 Cf. J. D. Bing, “On the Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh,” JANES 7 (1975): 1-10.
76 Leonard, “Identifying Inner-Biblical Allusions,” 261.
77 Ibid., 262.
78 Ibid., 262-264.
79 Ibid., 264.
80 Ibid., 264.
81 Ibid., 243.
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presented, diachronic considerations will play little part. There are five 

reasons for this neglect of diachronic matters.

First, there are already many diachronic treatments that deal with the 

dating of Genesis 2-3, and its possible development through time. This is a 

well-worked field that can be accessed by anyone who is interested in the 

issue.

Second, dates for Genesis 2-3 range from the time of Moses, to the 

Hellenistic period.82 83 The lack of anything like a scholarly consensus suggests 

that attempts at dating are, at the very least, problematic.

Third, this thesis does not argue for a close literary connection between 

any two texts. Rather, the argument is that Genesis 2-3 references a general 

ANE world view concerning royal ideology. While texts have an evidentiary 

part to play in this argument, the main concern here it is the royal ideology 

that they appear to reflect. Thus, the relative dating o f texts that reveal such a 

general world view is somewhat less important than it would be if the

82 Cf., for example, Avi Hurvitz, “The Recent Debate on Late biblical Hebrew: Solid Data, 
Experts’ Opinions, and Inconclusive Arguments,” HS 47 (2006): 191-210, Terje Stordalen, 
Echoes o f  Eden: Genesis 2-3 and Symbolism o f the Eden Garden in Biblical Hebrew 
Literature (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters, 2000), 206-213; David M. Carr, Reading the Fractures 
o f Genesis: Historical and Literary Approaches (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John 
Knox Press, 1996).
83 For the very conservative view that Moses wrote Genesis 2-3, cf. John E. Hartley, Genesis, 
NIBC (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 2000), 15-17. For a similar approach, see also 
Paul J. Kissling, Genesis, The College Press NIV Commentary (Joplin, Missouri: College 
Press, 2004), 42-49.
For the older scholarly consensus that Genesis 2-3 was written during the United Monarchy 
(with or without the use of older materials), cf. Otto Kaiser, Introduction to the Old 
Testament: A Presentation o f its Results and Problems, trans. John Sturdy (Minneapolis, 
Minnesota: Augsburg, 1975), 78-91 (especially, pp. 82-84). Cf. also Gary A. Rendsburg, The 
Redaction o f Genesis (Winona Lake, Indiana, 1986), 107-108.
Somewhat more cautiously, John Day, From Creation to Babel: Genesis 1-11, LHB/OTS 592 
(London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 47-49, argues for a pre-exilic date, although not necessarily a 
date during the United Monarchy.
Increasingly, scholars seem to favor a very late date. Cf. Stordalen, Echoes o f Eden, 206-213. 
Stordalen opts, however tentatively, for a Persian dating for the Eden Narrative (p. 213).
An even more radically late date is exemplified by Russell Gmirkin, Berossus and Genesis, 
Manetho and Exodus: Hellenistic Histories and the Date o f the Pentateuch (New York: T & T 
Clark, 2006).
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argument of this thesis were concerned with the development of this world 

view through time, or if the relationship between specific texts were in view.

Fourth, while Leonard’s seems to be correct in pointing out specific (and 

numerous) connections between Psalm 78 and the Pentateuch, the same cannot 

easily be done in connection with Genesis 2-3. There do seem to be some 

connections between Genesis 2-3 and other biblical texts. However, these 

connections are not close enough to enable a firm diachronic determination 

about the direction the allusion would logically go. Thus, although Leonard’s 

criteria for detecting allusion are helpful to the argument of this thesis, his 

criteria for determining the direction of allusions are less so.

Fifth, the argument here is for a hidden polemic against certain common 

assumptions and assertions of royal ideology in the ANE. Because of the 

hiddenness of this polemic, it is argued that clues about the ancient time in 

which the Eden Narrative is set are likely a crucial aspect of that hiddenness, 

rather than clues to the date of its composition. In other words, setting the 

story “long ago and far away,” allows those who crafted and preserved the 

story to disguise the real target of their polemic.

A. The Purposes o f  Allusion

Many possible purposes and functions have been identified for allusions. 

According to Miner, “A. may be used merely to display knowledge . . .; to 

appeal to those sharing experience or knowledge with the poet; or to enrich a 

poem by incorporating further meaning.”84 According to Sommer,85 some

84 Miner, “Allusion,” The New Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, 39.
85 Benjamin D. Sommer, A Prophet Reads Scripture: Allusion in Isaiah 40-66, CJOD 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 18-20.
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purposes for allusion are “culturally conservative,” and some are “culturally 

innovative.”86 Allusion may, indeed, be used to give pleasure to the author of 

the newer work, by showing off his knowledge, and/or to the audience who 

read the newer work.87 Thus, allusion shares some of the DNA of jokes, since 

the familiar and the unfamiliar give pleasure in both allusions and jokes.88

Scholars often argue for very different—even contradictory—purposes for 

allusion within the same texts, even when there is agreement as to a text and 

its allusive source. For example, Berger89 and Fisch90 agree that Ruth is to be 

connected with the story of David and Bath-Sheba. However, Fisch argues for 

a positive role for Ruth vis-à-vis David—i.e., a purpose that serves to portray 

David in a positive manner. Berger, on the other hand, argues for Ruth’s 

negative role in assessing David. This exemplifies the very different—indeed, 

opposite— functions that can be predicated of two texts, even when there is 

agreement between competent scholars concerning the texts’ connectedness 

with one another.

Summary o f Scholarly Approaches to Allusion

The authors discussed in the above sections on allusion seem to agree that 

allusion is difficult to recognize. However, they all recognize that more or 

less objective criteria are needed, if the attempt to argue for allusion is to have 

any cogency. While the ways in which these criteria are described varies from 

scholar to scholar, there appears to be general agreement that words and 

phrases are indicators of allusion. Miner argues that, while verb al clues are

86 Ibid., 18-19.
87 Ibid., 19.
88 Ibid.
89 Berger, “Ruth and Inner-Biblical Allusion”: 253-272.
90 Harold Fisch, “Ruth and the Structure of Covenant History,” FT 32 (1982): 425-437.
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crucial in establishing the presence of allusion, the allusion may to be 

“concepts” as well as to texts.91 Also, there is agreement that rarer words and 

phrases in two texts are more likely to demonstrate allusion than if common 

words and phrases are used.

Some of the scholars discussed here—at least, based on the writings cited 

here— think of allusion as primarily a textual phenomenon. Others recognize 

the cross-fertilization between various media.92

A few scholars have argued that there is evidence that can help establish 

the temporal direction of the allusion. Many others remain silent on this 

matter, content with establishing criteria for allusion, rather than dealing with 

the time and direction of the allusion.

I. POLEMICS

A. Defining Polemics

Articles and books that contain the word “polemic” and its cognates rarely 

seem to define what they mean by the tenn. Yet the definition of the term 

matters greatly.

Merriam-Webster’s on-line definition seems fairly typical. “. . . an 

aggressive attack on or refutation of the opinions or principles of another 

b : the art or practice of disputation or controversy —usually used in 

plural but singular or plural in construction . . . ,”93 The Oxford English

91 Miner, “Allusion,” New Princeton Encyclopedia o f  Poetry and Poetics, 39.
92 While this thesis deals almost exclusively with texts, the fruitful and less well-worked field 
of iconography might reward further exploration. The difficulties of relating texts to 
iconography has often been noted in the scholarly literature. (Cf., e.g., Izak Cornelius, 
“Paradise Motifs in the ‘Eschatology’ of the Minor Prophets and the Iconography of the 
Ancient Near East. The Concepts of Fertility, Water, Trees and ‘Tierfrieden’ and Gen 2-3,” 
JNSL 14 (1988): 41-83.) However, despite the real and serious difficulties, it would be of 
interest to cautiously explore this area as well. (See, e.g., Othmar Keel, Goddesses and Trees, 
New Moon and Yahweh: Ancient Near Eastern Art and the Hebrew Bible, JSOTSup 261, 
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 16-17.)
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Dictionary has a similar definition. “A strong verbal or written attack on 

someone or something . .  . .”93 94

It may well be that the historical use of the word (stemming from the 

Greek word that often refers to literal warfare) has colored the modem 

understanding of the term “polemics.”95 However, the question should be 

raised as to whether more subdued attacks might also be considered 

“polemical” in nature as well.96

For the purpose of the argument here presented, polemic is any protest— 

no matter how muted or strong—against another position, institution, 

ideology, or person. This definition does not prejudge the intensity with 

which, or the methodology by which, polemic is used to oppose a particular 

view. Neither does it specify whether the polemic is verbal, written, or action- 

related. This definition does, however, retain the essentially oppositional 

nature of polemic.

93 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionarv/polemic. accessed 12- 31-2105.
94 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american enelish/polemic. accessed 12- 
31-2015.
95 Cf. Jonathan Crewe, “Can a Polemic be Ethical? A Response to Michel Foucault,” in 
Polemic: Critical or Uncritical, edited by Jane Gallop (New York: Routledge, 2004), 136- 
137.
96 To press the literal, obsolete meaning of polemics as “warfare,” it is worth pointing out that 
the act of tunneling under a city’s walls in order to conquer it is just as truly warfare, as is a 
direct assault on the city gates. Similarly, ideological polemic may consist of indirect, as well 
as direct, assaults upon another position.
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B. Recognizing Polemics97

As with recognizing explicit allusions (or better, “quotations”), 

recognizing open polemics is not difficult. 1 Samuel 8 is a textbook example. 

Kaplan contends that the expression “the manner of the king” in 1 Sam 8:11- 

18“. . .  should be viewed as part of the Furstenspiegel genre of discourse, a 

mode of critiquing and restraining royal power in the ancient Near East by 

raising a mirror to its excesses.”98

C. The Purposes o f  Polemics

What is the purpose of polemic? It might be better to ask about the 

purposes of polemic, for there are (at least in some cases) multiple polemical 

battles going on within the same text. Thus, for example, Strine argues 

cogently that Ezekiel is conducting a two-pronged attack: one against an intra- 

Judahite group,99 and one against the Babylonians.100

If Strine is correct, a significant underlying purpose of Ezekiel’s polemics 

is “identity formation.”101 If there is one purpose for polemic in general, this 

may well be that purpose: identity formation. Arguments about important

97 Many of the criteria for recognizing hidden polemic are similar—if not identical—to the 
criteria for recognizing that one text is alluding to another. Thus, much of the discussion on 
recognizing allusion is applicable to recognizing hidden polemic.
Also, there will be more discussion concerning recognizing hidden polemic in the section 
dealing with the work of Amit.
98 Jonathan Kaplan, “Samuel 8:11-18 as ‘A Mirror for Princes’,” JBL 181/4 (2012): 626. Cf. 
also Lyle Eslinger, “Viewpoints and Points of View in 1 Samuel 8-12.” JSOT26 (1983): 61- 
76.
99 C. A. Strine, Sworn Enemies: The Divine Oath, the Book of Ezekiel, and the Polemics of 
Exile, BZAW 436 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2013), 177-227.
100 Ibid., 228-268.
101 Ibid., 276-279.
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issues often may boil down to the establishment and/or maintenance of 

boundaries between “us” and “them.”102 103

While Scott does not appear to use the word “polemic,” the idea seems to 

permeate his work. Scott distinguishes between “public transcripts” and 

“private transcripts.” “Public transcripts” reflect the ideology of a dominant 

group, while “hidden transcripts” reflect the ideology of a subordinate group.

Public transcripts embody the ideology of the dominant elite. Scott 

writes,

Public here refers to action that is openly avowed to the other party in 
the power relationship, and transcript is used almost in its juridical sense 
(procès verbal) of a complete record of what was said. This complete
record, however, would also include nonspeech acts such as gestures and

103expressions.

While Scott, does appear to define what he means by “the hidden 

transcript,” he appears to use the term to describe what goes on within the 

dominated group, out of sight of the dominant elite. Such a hidden transcript 

“. .  . is produced for a different audience and under different constraints of 

power than the public transcript.”104

The zone between these two different ideologies, public and hidden, “. .  . 

is a zone of constant struggle between dominant and subordinate—not a solid 

wall. . . . The unremitting struggle over such boundaries is perhaps the most 

vital arena for ordinary conflict, for everyday forms of class struggle.”105 

When Scott speaks of “constant struggle” and “unremitting struggle,” his 

approach clearly involves polemical discourse. Both Strine’s and Scott’s

102 Ibid., 277-278. Strine points out that Ezekiel is attempting to establish the “us” as “those 
of us who are in exile, but who are faithful.” The “them” involves two polemic targets: the 
Judahites who are still in Judah, and the Babylonians.
103 Scott, Domination and the Arts o f Resistance, 2, fn. 1.
104 Ibid., 5.
105 Ibid., 14.
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approach suggest that the purpose of both public and hidden transcripts is not 

only to contest the other transcript. These transcripts also serve an internal 

function for each group: to keep the members of both the dominant and 

subordinate groups on the same message.

In dialog with Clines, who holds that the Bible is inherently ideological 

and essentially conflictual,106 Barr has raised a serious question as to whether 

or not ideology is a matter of conflict or o f consensus. “The idea that ideology 

is to be traced back to social conflict seems to me to be mistaken. All that has 

been said in our discussion of the definition of ideology seems to point in the 

opposite direction: ideology points towards a consensus, not a consensus with 

no exceptions at all, but a substantial general consensus.”107

However, there are two weaknesses with Barr’s analysis. Barr may be 

correct in pointing out that Clines’ example of the Ten Commandments as 

“ideological” is not the best example for Cline’s argument.108 But even if this 

is granted, it does not touch portions of the Old Testament in which conflict 

between different groups and ideologies is too obvious to be ignored. 1 Kings 

8, for example, seems to be exhibit a pro-royal ideology. However, 1 Kings 

8:27 appears to call that pro-royal ideology into serious question. Concerning 

1 Kings 8:27, Gray argues that the natural connection of 8:26 with 2:28 is “.. . 

suggesting that v. 27 is parenthetical, and perhaps a later theologizing

106 Barr is in dialog with D.J.A. Clines, “Possibilities and Priorities of Biblical Interpretation 
in an International Perspective,” BI 1 (1993): 67-87. (Cf. especially p. 86, to which Barr 
refers.)
107 James Barr, History and Ideology in the Old Testament: Biblical Studies at the End o f a 
Millennium, the Hensley Henson Lectures for 1997 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 
135.
108 Ibid., 134-135. Barr, 135, asks whether there was ever a “. . . Pro-Stealing class or party . .
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interpolation.”109 This tends to make the temple .. but the meeting-place of 

man and God . . . .”110 While Gray recognizes that verse 27 relativizes the 

temple, Gray does not acknowledge that it also relativizes the temple-builder 

Solomon, who is praying the dedicatory prayer over the temple. This implies 

that not all the ideology is a matter of consensus.

A second problem with Barr’s comment that ideology is more a matter of 

consensus than of conflict is also connected with the example given by Cline. 

This problem may be expressed in the form of a question: If there was never a 

“Pro-Stealing class or party,” why is stealing so often prohibited in the Old 

Testament?111 Of course, the “Pro-Stealing” class would not likely have 

acknowledged that they were really stealing. They would, no doubt, have 

embraced an ideology that justified their stealing—which would, thus, not 

have been considered stealing at all. Therefore, the matter of ideological 

conflict (and therefore, polemic, at some level) still seems to be present after 

all.

109 John Gray, I  & II Kings: A Commentary, 2nd, fully revised edition (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1970), 221.
Gary N. Knoppers, “Prayer and Propaganda: Solomon’s Dedication of the Temple and the 
Deuteronomist’s Program,” CBQ 57/2 (1995): 5, argues for a unifying blending of original 
source and the later deuteronomistic edition. He writes “Even though the Deuteronomist later 
(in 8:27) distances himself from the immanentization of divine presence proclaimed by his 
source, his very inclusion of this affirmation underscores the sanctity of the new sanctuary.” 
While the phrase “distances himself’ may not suggest a strong polemic, it does suggest a 
certain dissatisfaction with the source which the later editor was using. Thus, even in the 
writing of a scholar with a bias in favor of viewing 1 Kings 8 as a unit, there is the recognition 
of a certain tension within the text. However, neither Gray nor Knoppers seems to note that 
such tension relativizes the role of Solomon, as well as the role of the temple.
110 Gray, I  & II Kings, 221.
111 Cf., for example, Jeremiah 7:9; Hosea 4:2; 7:1; Zechariah 5:3.
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I. ROYAL IDEOLOGY

A. Defining Royal Ideology

Before discussing royal ideology per se, it would be best to briefly discuss 

ideology in a broader manner. What is it, how does one recognize it, and what 

is/are its purpose/s? However, this is no easy task. As Eagleton 

acknowledges, “[n]obody has yet come up with a single adequate definition of 

ideology . . . This is . . because the term ‘ideology’ has a whole range of 

useful meanings, not all of which are compatible with each other.”112 As 

Dyck points out, . . ideology and ideological criticism does and will 

continue to mean different things to different people both inside and outside 

the guild.”113 Concerning the term “ideology,” Barr notes that “[t]he term is 

used . . .  in a bewildering variety of ways . . . . ” 114 Mayes notes that, “[t]he role 

of ideology cannot, then, be understood simply in terms of integration and 

constitution; rather from the beginning, it belongs in a context of opposition to other 

ideologies and thus has a legitimating function.”115 Whether or not ideology is 

always “legitimating” is open to debate. However, even if it is considered as 

always legitimating, this would still suggest a polemic against some sort of 

counter-ideology that might (at least in theory) challenge such legitimating 

ideology.

112 Terry Eagleton, Ideology: An Introduction (London: Verso, 1991), 1.
113 Jonathan E. Dyck, “A Map of Ideology for Biblical Critics,” in Rethinking Contexts, 
Reading Texts: Contributions from the Social Sciences to Biblical Interpretation, JSOTSup 
299, edited by M. Daniel Carroll R. (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2000), 108.
114 Barr, History and Ideology in the Old Testament, 102.
115 Andrew D. H. Mayes, “Deuteronomistic Ideology and the Theology of the Old 
Testament,” JSOT 82 (1999): 64.
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Eagleton points out serious problems with defining ideology only in terms 

of the dominant group.116 He also has problems with the viewpoint (for 

example, of Martin Seliger) that ideology is essentially neutral, i.e., as a set of 

beliefs by which people live.117 In fact, Eagleton wants to preserve both the 

narrower and broader definitions, though he acknowledges their 

incompatibility.118 However, he also admits that a broad definition tends to 

make the term “ideology” so broad that it ends up meaning everything and 

nothing.119

On the other hand, not all of the power arrangements between groups 

must be seen as ideology. Some of these power arrangements are more 

important than others.120

Not everything, then, may usefully be said to be ideological. If  there is 
nothing which is not ideological, then the term cancels all the way through 
and drops out o f sight. To say this does not commit one to believing that 
there is a kind o f discourse which is inherently non-ideological; it just 
means that in any particular situation you must be able to point to what 
counts as non-ideological for the term to have meaning.121

Eagleton also points out that whether something that is said or written is 

ideology depends upon the context. “It is . .  a question of who is saying 

what to whom for what purposes. . . .  The general point, then, is that exactly 

the same piece of language may be ideological in one context and not in 

another; ideology is a function of the relation of an utterance to its social 

context.” 122

116 Eagleton, Ideology, 5-6.
117 Ibid., 6-7.
118 Ibid., 7.
119 Ibid., 7-8.
120 Ibid., 8-9.
121 Ibid., 9.
122 Ibid., 9.
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According to Eagleton, ideology implies . . conflicts within the field of 

signification.”123 It is inherently likely that, whenever an ideology is 

expressed, it implies that there is some other ideology about the matter.

Matters such as breathing do not generally require a supportive ideology, since 

breathing is usually considered a required human activity. Of course, even 

breathing can become an ideological issue in situations where “ethnic 

cleansing” needs to be justified by those doing the “cleansing.”

Eagleton points out that, in the case of any sort of ideology held by a 

number of people over time, there is likely to have existed at least some real 

evidence to support that ideology.124 However, while some ideology may be 

true at one level, it may be false at another.125

Miller begins his discussion of ideology by referring to “. . . two basic and 

generally similar definitions of ideology . .. ,”126 Miller seems to be in basic 

agreement with these, although he later revises them. The first is from 

Winston White, and the second is from James Luther Adams.

An ideology is a selective interpretation o f the state o f affairs in 
society made by those who share some particular conception o f what it 
ought to be.127

[An ideology is] that composite myth by which a society or group 
identifies itself, not only for itself but also for other societies and groups.
An ideology posits the group’s goals and justification o f these goals in 
terms o f which the group deals with other groups and with conflicts within 
the group; it defines and interprets the situation; it aims to overcome

123 Ibid., 11.
124 Ibid., 12.
125 Ibid., 16-17.
126 Patrick D. Miller, “Faith and Ideology in the Old Testament,” in Magnolia Dei— The 
Mighty Acts o f God: Essays on the Bible and Archaeology in Memory o f G. Ernest Wright, 
edited by Frank Moore Cross, Werner E. Lemke and Patrick D. Miller (New York: 
Doubleday, 1976), 466.
127 Miller, “Faith and Ideology,” 466. Miller is quoting from Winston White, Beyond 
Conformity (New York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1961), 6.
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indifference to the common good; it reduces excessive emphasis on 
individual action. It makes possible group action.128

As with polemics, many Old Testament scholars seem content with 

discussing royal ideology without defining what they understand by the term. 

Scott has written one of the seminal works on royal ideology, even though he 

speaks more generally of “dominant” and “submissive” groups.129 In 

particular, Scott’s discussion of the distinction between what he calls “public” 

and “private” transcripts—along with his discussion of the purposes of such 

transcripts—is helpful for understanding royal ideology.

What is “the public transcript?” Scott answers, “The public transcript is, 

to put it crudely, the ^c//:portrait of dominant elites as they would have 

themselves seen.”130 Since kings (and their officials) may certainly be 

described as a type of dominant elite, their ideology may certainly be seen as 

part of “the public transcript.” “The capacity o f dominant groups to prevail— 

though never totally—in defining and constituting what counts as the public 

transcript and what as offstage is, as we shall see, no small measure of their 

power.”131 The public transcript is expressed in its most extreme form in royal 

ideology.132

Hettema and van der Kooij set forth a simple definition of polemic as 

“controversial discourse.”133 The authors also identify .. three fields in 

culture and society, in which this notion of controversial discourse is

128 128 jyj£i|er  ̂“Faith and Ideology,” 466. The quote is from James Luther Adams, “Ideology 
and Religion,” [no further publication information available], p. 72, note 12.
129 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance.
130 Ibid., 18.
131 Ibid., 14.
132 Ibid.,
133 T.L. Hettema and A. van der Kooij, “Introduction,” in Religious Polemics in Context: 
Papers Presented to the Second International Conference of the Leiden Institute for the Study 
of Religions (LISOR) Held at Leiden, 27-28 April 2000, edited by T.L. Hettema and A. van 
der Kooij (Assen, The Netherlands: Royal Van Gorcum, 2004), xi.
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elaborated more distinctly: politics, literature, and religion.” However, the 

question might be asked as to whether these three areas were regarded as 

distinct in the ANE.

Hettema and Van der Keeij write,
In politics, polemic goes together with propaganda as a fonn of 

persuasive discourse. An extensive repertory of rhetorical devices is 
applied in political polemic: the use of deceit, disclaiming the rhetorical 
ability of the opponent, the manipulation of infonnation, the use of 
nonverbal techniques of communication, etc. Political polemic shows an 
intentional use of communication as a means of power. Polemic serves to 
establish a certain political power, and is a linguistics power itself.134

The authors hold that political polemics is the realm where the “. . . 

power, and even violence of language . . . emerges most eminently.”135

However, it would seem best to not prejudge the rightness, wrongness, or 

motivation for any ideology. Thus, a neutral definition is tentatively chosen 

for the argument presented here. For the purpose of this thesis, ideology is 

defined as a set of ideas that supports a particular position concerning an 

important person, belief, institution, or any other important social reality. 

Since humans tend to disagree in their ideas about important institutions, it 

may be assumed that ideology will often be oppositional in one way or 

another, and to one degree or another.

B. Recognizing Royal Ideology

In its most direct forms, recognizing royal ideology is generally not as 

difficult as either allusion or subtle polemic. There are at least two reasons for

134 Ibid.
135 Ibid.
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this. First, royalty permeates the extant literature of the ANE.136 Second, such 

literature, no matter the genre, tends to speak of the king in such exalted terms 

that it would be difficult to miss it.

Murray notes that, at least in broad terms, royal ideology is similar across 

space and time. “Given what we know of the ebb and flow of political and 

cultural contacts and dominations within the area, a hypothesis that allows for 

some degree of general diffusion of such claims and assertions within the area, 

albeit undergoing decontextualization and recontextualization in the process, 

is not unreasonable.”137 In a similar vein, Whitelam writes,

The ideal position of the king as judge, expressed in the well-being of 
nature and society along with the king’s concern for the underprivileged, 
was found to be consistent with similar conceptions of the Just King 
common to the ancient Near East as a whole. Such ideology also has an 
important part to play in reality. The failure of the king in his divinely 
commissioned task of judicial administration seriously undermined his 
position on the throne (2 Sam. xv 1-6).138

Since the thesis here presented also deals with general similarities in royal 

ideology across space and time,139 it seems appropriate to refer to other ANE 

aspects of royal ideology. Even ideologies that are outside of ancient Israel 

and Judah (and not contemporary with the very uncertain date of the Eden 

Narrative) may serve to provide at least general analogies to the royal ideology 

of Israel and Judah.

What were the most significant elements of royal ideology in the ANE? 

These can be analyzed in several ways. In general terms, victory in battle

136 Cf. Donald F. Murray, Divine Prerogative and Royal Pretension: Pragmatics, Poetics and 
Polemics in a Narrative Sequence about David (2 Samuel 5.17-7.29), JSOTSup 264 
(Sheffield: Sheffield University Press, 1998), 249-250.
137 Ibid., 250.
138 Keith W. Whitelam, The Just King: Monarchical Judicial Authority in Ancient Israel, 
JSOTSup 12 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1979), 219.
139 Cf., for example, J. N. Postgate, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Sumer and 
Akkad,” in CANE (New York: Scribner, 2000), 1: 395-411.
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against the king’s enemies and domestic achievements are the major 

components of royal ideology. These fundamental aspects of royal ideology 

are discussed briefly below.

For example, in discussing the god Ninurta, Annus notes that,
“Ninurta is the defender o f the divine world order; he is the god of 

warfare, agriculture, and wisdom. The connecting point between these 
seemingly contradictory roles is the institution o f kingship Ninurta 
personifies and the destiny he decrees for a mortal king. . . .  He is expected 
to give his victorious role over to the earthly king who can be seen as his 
incarnation or ‘icon.’ . . . Ninurta mythology is widely used in the royal 
rituals.”140

In fact, Annus speaks of Ninurta as “. . . the god of kingship . . . ,”141 

“Although Ninurta’s name seems to vanish in this process of identification 

with the other gods, the configuration of his cult lingers in royal ideology and 

rituals until the end of Mesopotamian civilization, and left a legacy for later 

periods.”142

Indeed, following Engnell’s lead, Annus thinks that the earthly king was 

identified with Ninurta.143 Annus also thinks that this connection “. . . is 

neither unique nor accidental . . . , ” but that such a connection perdures.144

As Annus points out, eternal life is a reward given to the victorious 

Ninurta, a gift that would be strange for a god, but more understandable if the 

earthly king was being addressed, along with the god.145 “As can be seen from 

the mythical text Creation o f Man and the King (Mayer 1987), kingship in the 

first millennium BC was considered as a part of the primordial world order. 

According to this text, the creation of the king immediately follows the

140 Amar Annus, The God Ninurta in the Mythology and Royal Ideology o f Ancient 
Mesopotamia, SAAS 14 ([Helsinki]: The Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project, 2002), 5.
141 Ibid., 6.
142 5-6.
143 Ibid., 6-8.
144 Ibid., 6.
145 Ibid., 6-7.
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creation of man.”146 Annus also points out that, “[t]his myth may also reflect 

the conceptual affinity of the king and Ninurta.”147 . . .  “The kingship in the 

Sumerian cities on earth was directly dependent on the divine kingship in 

Heaven.”148 *

Such language about the attributes of the king and his tasks is not foreign 

to some texts within the Old Testament. Concerning the lofty language of 

Psalm 21, Aster notes that, “[d]ivine attributes, such as TD2, Tin, nnn, and 

eternity are shared with the king in vv. 6-7a, and he is welcomed in YHWH’s 

presence in 7b.”14<> Aster comments,

In w . 6-7, the king is described (repeatedly) as partaking of divine 
attributes and as standing in the divine presence. The language used here is 
more than “praise in extreme terms”.150 The king is not only the best of 
humans but also acquires traits that are elsewhere reserved for YHWH.
This is exceptional even when compared to other psalms that speak of the 
king as crowned and assisted by YHWH, such as Psalms 18 and 89.151

The king is thus
. . . more than primus inter pares. He is endowed here with 

supernatural attributes and becomes a sort of superman. The royal 
ideology reflected in this psalm is exceptional for the Hebrew Bible, 
even within the corpus of royal psalms. The king possesses divine 
traits, is endowed by YHWH with what seems to be supernatural 
force, and benefits from the ensuing total destruction of the king’s 
enemies.152

C. The Purposes o f  Royal Ideology

146 Ibid., 7. And cf. fn. 17 for Annus’ sources. Annus appears to be referring to W. Mayer, 
“Ein Mythos von der Erschaffung des Menschen und des Königs,” Or 56 (1987): 55-68, but 
Annus appears to be translating the German title into English.
147 Annus, The God Ninurta, 7.
148 Ibid., 13.
144 Shawn Zelig Aster, “On the Place of Psalm 21 in Israelite Royal Ideology,” in Mishneh 
Todah: Studies in Deuteronomy and Its Cultural Environment in Honor o f Jeffrey H. Tigay, 
edited by Nili Sacher Fox, David A. Glatt-Gilad, and Michael J. Williams (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 2009), 309.
150 Aster is referring to David J. A. Clines, “The Psalms and the King,” in On the Way to the 
Postmodern: Old Testament Essays 1967-1998, JSOTSup 293 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1998), 698.
151 Aster, “Psalm 21,” 311.
152 Ibid., 314.
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In the case of royal ideology, there may well be more than one audience, 

and more than one purpose. Again, Scott’s work on the public transcript of 

dominant groups is helpful in understanding the purposes of royal ideology. 

Scott asks the question as to who the audience for the performance of the 

public transcript might be.153 To ask about audiences suggests also the 

question of what a performance of the public transcript is supposed to do 

either to or for such audiences. Certainly, as Scott points out, the public 

performances of the public transcript are designed to convince the subordinate 

class to think of their subjugation as an unavoidable reality.154

However, there is another audience: the dominant elites themselves.155 

Scott seems to recognize at least two aspects of the dominant elite’s 

reinforcement of its own public transcript. One aspect is that such 

performances serve to “police” members of the elite who might be inclined to 

dissent from the public transcript.156 Second, Scott asks whether such public 

performances may be “. . . a kind of self-hypnosis within groups to buck up 

their courage, improve their cohesion, display their power, and convince 

themselves anew of their high moral purpose?”157 Scott answers his own 

question, though in a tentative manner by writing, “The possibility is not all 

that farfetched.”158

However, if the Eden Narrative was a hidden polemic against royal 

pretensions, as is argued here, another aspect of the motivation of elites must 

be considered. Why would a body of literature such as the Old Testament

153 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 66-69.
154 Ibid., 66-67.
155 Ibid., 67-69.
156 Ibid., 67.
157 Ibid.
158 Ibid.
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(presumably preserved by some elite—royal, priestly, or otherwise) preserve a 

story that was questioning of their own undergirding ideology?

While motivation is often hidden to the actors themselves, their 

motivation is always opaque to observers. However, there are several 

possibilities. First, it may be that members of the elite who tell or preserve 

stories that are inimical to the ideology of the dominant class are disaffected, 

perhaps feeling that they have not received everything that they deserved. 

Certainly, envy can be a powerful motivator.

Second, it is also possible that some, even those in the elite group, may 

have wished to at least moderate the ideology and behavior of their own 

group. Self-criticism in any group is probably rare, but it is not unknown.

Third, it may be that the elite who wrote, adapted, and/or preserved the 

Eden Narrative were not an independent elite, but subordinate elite. In cases 

where an external power rules a nation or people, they make use of locals to 

administer the area. Such administrators may be considered a “subordinate 

elite.” Such people would have a certain amount of power, wealth, and 

influence, but would have to be very cautious as to how their power was used 

vis-à-vis imperial authority. If such a group were to question the imperial 

authority at all, a hidden polemic would be very be a virtual necessity for 

them.

In any case, ambivalent portrayals of royal ideology are not unknown in 

the ANE. Wyatt has pointed out that at least some West Semitic literature 

portrays kingship with a divided voice.

The ideal presentation of the king as one who converses with 
God or the gods—who may himself be called son of God—expressed 
a profound longing for not only the benefits of stable and competent 
government, but also those of true religion, in which all the values
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invested in kings and gods were expressed in practical and spiritual 
benefits. All too painfully, mundane reality often fell short o f these

. . 1 CQaspirations. 159

159 Nicolas Wyatt, “The Hollow Crown: Ambivalent Elements in West Semitic Royal 
Ideology,” in “There’s such Divinity Doth Hedge a King”: Selected Essays of Nicolas Wyatt 
on Royal Ideology in Ugaritic and Old Testament Literature, SOTS Monographs (Aldershot, 
U.K.: Ashgate, 2005), 48. [Originally published in UF 18 (1986): 421-436.]
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Amit: Hidden Polemic, Allusion, and Royal Ideology

While Amit does not discuss in depth allusion or ideology (whether royal 

ideology or the theory of ideology), she does discuss the function of polemic 

in biblical narrative, as well how to detect it. For example, Amit describes the 

migrations of the ark among the Philistines (1 Samuel 5:1; 6:12) as an open 

polemic that claims Yahweh’s supremacy over other gods.160

Amit’s approach recognizes a wide range of polemical discourse. Amit 

does not formally define what she means by the term “polemic,” although she 

does give a description of polemic, from which a definition can be abstracted. 

Polemics aim to reject, or at least, correct other ideas.161 Polemical texts 

“contest” other ideas either in the same text in which they occur, other ideas 

expressed elsewhere in the Bible,162 or ideas that are external to the Bible.163

“The description of a biblical text as polemical indicates its attitude 
toward an issue that lies at the center of some ideological struggle: one 
which generally—in one way or another—has some bearing upon reality. It

160 Amit, Hidden Polemics, 46-48.
161 Ibid., 6-7.
162 John D. Currid, Against the Gods: The Polemical Theology o f the Old Testament 
(Wheaton, Illinois: Crossway, 2013), 25, appears to believe that the major polemic aspect of 
the Old Testament is directed at the gods of other ANE cultures, although he specifically 
states that, “[t]he relationship between the Old Testament and ancient Near Eastern literature 
and culture is quite complex.” Currid’s brief analysis of what he means by the expression 
“polemical theology” is as follows:
“Polemical theology is the use of biblical writers of the thought forms and stories that were 
common in ancient Near Eastern culture, while filling them with radically new meaning. The 
biblical authors take well-known expressions and motifs from the ancient Near Eastern milieu 
and apply them to the person and work of Yahweh, and not to the other gods of the ancient 
world. Polemical theology rejects any encroachment of false gods into orthodox belief; there 
is an absolute intolerance of polytheism. Polemical theology is monotheistic to the very 
core.”
While much of the Old Testament may indeed evince a polemical agenda against the gods of 
the nations, Currid’s unspoken assumption that this is the major thrust of Old Testament 
polemics is questionable. Such an approach seems to suggest a more unified approach than 
the Old Testament itself demonstrates.
Amit is more nuanced than is Currid in her view that some biblical polemics were directed 
against various institutions, ideas, or practices, whether outside of Israelite/Judean culture, or 
within it.
163 Ibid., 7.
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is the way o f the world that ideological struggles are connected with its 
understanding and with the desire to correct and to shape it.” 164

Murray, writing concerning the polemical nature of 2 Samuel 5.17-7.29, 

sets forth a more explicit definition of polemics than does Amit. His lapidary 

comments concerning polemic are quoted at some length.

I am using it165 here to refer to the ideological dimension o f our text, 
with particular emphasis on the element of ideological conflict the text 
generates, conflict between a view I take the text to be promoting, and 
another (or others) which it seeks to undermine. The conflict concerns the 
scope and nature o f the Davidic monarchy over Israel, in particular, the 
proper relationship of the king (melek) to Yahweh, and to Israel as 
Yahweh’s people. Thus the polemics o f our text are made effective through 
its rhetoric o f persuasion, an aggressive but subtly developed rhetoric, kept 
latent in the earlier part of the text, to be made patent in the final section. . .
. [T]his polemic is directed into an ideological situation, much o f which is 
taken as known to the text’s reader, but which is no longer known in the 
same way by modem readers. But given that ideological conflict is bound 
up with conflicts of power in society, laying bare the polemics in our text 
also cannot well avoid attempting some identification o f what individuals or 
groups are implied as espousers o f the positions depicted, and speculating 
on what the envisaged author hoped to gain by his text.166

For the purpose of the argument here presented, a working definition of 

polemic literature is given that is slightly different from Amit’s implied 

definition, as well as from Murray’s more explicit definition. For the purposes 

of this thesis, polemic is defined as follows: Polemic literature is any piece of 

writing that seeks to contest any idea concerning some important institution or 

idea that has different interpretations. A hidden polemic is one in which a 

divergent idea expressed concerning an important institution or idea is 

expressed so indirectly that its very existence may be difficult to uncover.

Amit proposes several criteria for recognizing hidden polemic. The first 

criterion that Amit proposes for recognizing a hidden polemic is negative.

The text mentions neither the topic of the polemic, nor does it reveal the

164 Ibid.
165 Murray, Divine Prerogative and Royal Pretension, 23. Murray is referring to the term 
“polemics,” particularly as the term pertains to 2 Samuel 5:17-7:29.
166 Ibid.
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narrator’s stance toward the polemic. Thus, any piece of Old Testament 

literature can be considered a candidate to be a hidden polemic if it does not 

mention the topic. I quote Amit here at some length.

A polemic is hidden when its subject is not explicitly mentioned, or 
when it is not mentioned in the expected, conventional fonnulation.
Through various hints, the reader is left with the feeling that a double effort 
has been made within the text: on the one hand— to conceal the subject of 
the polemic, that is, to avoid its explicit mention; on the other—to leave 
certain traces within the text (referred to below as “signs”) that through 
various means will lead the reader to the hidden subject o f  the polemic.
The signs serve as both ruses to bypass explicit mention o f the subject, as 
well as techniques o f defamiliarization— that is, linguistic techniques to 
distract the reader, taking him away from the routine process o f reading and 
turning his attention toward those phenomena in which the author is 
interested, such as the presence o f a concealed polemic.167

This first criterion, considered in and of itself, would be inadequate for 

the purpose of establishing the presence of a hidden polemic. Sharp lodges an 

appropriate critique of Amit’s first criterion for recognizing a hidden polemic 

(lack of explicit mention of the topic or of the narrator’s position on that 

topic). Sharp writes that it cannot be claimed “. . . that we can know exactly 

what a text is about because of what it does not say. Yairah Amit strays 

perilously close to such a formulation when she accords the status of formal 

criterion to the absence of mention of something as evidence of a ‘hidden 

polemic.’”168 However, while Sharp’s caveat raises an important issue, it 

ignores the fact that this only one (and not, according to Amit, the most 

important) criterion.

The second criterion (the first positive criterion) helps the reader to 

recognize that there is at least the possibility of a hidden polemic in a given 

text. This second criterion is that the subject dealt with must be openly

167 Amit, Hidden Polemics, 93.
168 Carolyn J. Sharp, Irony and Meaning in the Hebrew Bible (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana 
University Press, 2009), page 259, end note 72.
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polemicized in other places in the biblical literature. The most important 

question to ask at this point is whether the subject is controversial.169 “The 

underlying assumption behind the claim as to the existence of hidden polemics 

is that the polemic itself, coupled with the need to conceal it, reflect a concrete 

problem of the authors’ world.”170

The third criterion involves finding clues in the text itself that there is a 

hidden polemic. This third criterion, Amit avers, keeps the exegete from 

imagining or imposing polemical concerns where none would have existed in 

the ancient world.171 She refers to the danger of interpreting ancient Scripture 

in accordance with modem interests in “homiletic exegesis”.172 She does not 

necessarily think that homiletic exegesis is entirely wrong,173 but wishes to 

listen to the author’s intention, as revealed in the text.174

A particularly important aspect of Amit’s third criterion is the presence of 

multiple signs.175 “There are cases, however, in which only one sign appears, 

albeit a number of times, and thus has greater allusive power. Generally 

speaking, the uncovering of a hidden polemic relies upon accumulative 

evidence— in this case, a series of signs that converge at one point: the hidden 

subject of the polemic.”176

It might be helpful to combine Amit’s second and third criteria, when one 

is looking at other texts in the Old Testament that seem to support a polemic in

169 Amit, Hidden Polemics, 94.
170 Ibid.
171 Ibid., 94-95.
172 Ibid., 95. Amit, p. 95, fn. 3, (following Melammed) thinks of homiletic exegesis as being 
“subjective,” whether that subjectivity is conscious or unconscious. In literal exegesis, by 
contrast, the “. . . exegete attempts to be objective.”
173 Ibid., 95, fn. 4.
174 Ibid.
175 Ibid., 95-96.
176 Ibid., 96.
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the text one is examining. In other words, there may be multiple and 

somewhat similar clues of polemic in other texts, even if the polemic is 

implicit or hidden. Obviously, if the polemic is explicit, it would be 

inappropriate to speak of “clues.” For example, in Hosea 13:11, the prophet, 

speaking for God, says, “1 gave you a king in My anger And took him away in 

My wrath.” In cases like this, it is not necessary to speak of “clues.” The very 

least that can be said is that the giving of the first king and the removal of the 

most recent king were both expressions of Yahweh’s anger. Whether or not 

the monarchs in between are critiqued—or monarchy, as such is critiqued—is 

not directly addressed by this text.177

Amit also regards support within the exegetical tradition—the fourth 

criterion—as an important criterion for recognizing a hidden polemic.178 “The 

underlying assumption is that, if the polemic is so well concealed that no 

commentator throughout the generations has so much as suspected its 

existence, perhaps it doesn’t really exist.”179

177 Cf. Hans Walter Wolff, Hosea, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974). [Originally 
published in German in 1965.] Wolff notes (page 221, note aa) that although the Greek 
presupposes waw consecutives, “.. . the imperfect in M  denote repeated actions that continue 
into the present. . . .” If Wolff is correct, then Hosea would seem to be saying that God has 
been in the habit of removing kings from office.
Cf. also Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 502-504—especially page 503, where the authors 
write,“[i]n the incipient past non-perfective the speaker has in view the initial and continuing 
phases within the internal temporal structure of a past situation.”
G. I. Davies, Hosea, NCBC (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 293, notes that, “[i]n view of 
the allusions to I Sam. 8 and the fact that the kings are given as well as taken away in wrath, 
it is hard to escape the conclusion that a total rejection of the institution of monarchy is 
intended here.”
On the other hand, cf. J. Andrew Dearman, The Book o f Hosea, NICOT (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 2010), 235. Dearman the need for caution “. . .  extrapolating a systematic 
viewpoint on monarchy from these brief references.” At the same time, Dearman writes that 
Hosea’s . .  assessment of the Israelite monarchy was likely no different than his assessment 
of priesthood, sacrifice, or the national temple at Bethel. They all had failed in the historical 
moment and resided under YHWH’s judgment. At the same time, all were gifts from YHWH 
in due season that had become corrupted.”
178 Ibid., 96.
179 Ibid.
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Amit’s summary of the four criteria for recognizing hidden polemic is

worth quoting in full.

a. Refraining from explicit mention o f the subject, which the 
author is interested to condemn or to advocate.180

b. The evidence of other biblical materials regarding the existence 
o f a polemic on the same subject.

c. The presence of a number of signs by whose means the author 
directs the reader toward the polemic so that, despite the absence 
o f explicit mention o f the polemical subject, the reader finds 
sufficient landmarks to uncover it.

d. Reference to the hidden subject o f the polemic in the exegetical 
tradition concerning the text in question.181

Amit goes on to say that, “the main burden of proof thus falls upon the 

third criterion, concerned with the finding of signs. The claim of the existence 

of a hidden polemic in a given text has greater weight if  it is possible to note a 

series of signs, or one striking, unmistakable sign, that points toward a 

polemic.”182 As already noted briefly, it may be that Amit’s use of the 

expression “unmistakable sign” is incorrect in the case of hidden polemics. If 

a sign, no matter how prominent it may be in a text, were truly 

“unmistakable,” would it even be appropriate to speak of “a hidden polemic” 

at all? Hidden polemics are likely designed to be uncovered by some, while 

they remain hidden to others. Without the possibility of mistaking the clues in 

the story, it would not be a hidden polemic.

It will be argued that there are a number of clues strewn throughout the 

Eden Narrative that support reading it as a hidden polemic against certain 

aspects of royal ideology. In particular, knowledge and life, which are

180 Ibid., 97. Compare Amit’s presentation in Amit, “Epoch and Genre, 141-142, where she 
omits this criterion. (However, in an e mail correspondence, Amit stated that she had not 
changed her mind about this criterion.)
181 Ibid., 96-97. Cf. also Amit, “Epoch and Genre, 141-142.
182 Amit, Hidden Polemics, 97.
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repeated themes in Genesis 2-3, will be discussed in more detail, while other 

possible clues will receive a much briefer treatment.

Summary o f the Methodology o f  This Thesis

The thesis argues that Genesis 2-3 is to be regarded as a hidden polemic 

against certain excesses in royal ideology. As such, the argument makes use 

of the work of a number of scholars who have examined the meaning and 

function of allusion, ideology, and polemic. Working definitions have been 

proposed for each of these three crucial terms. How to recognize allusion, 

ideology, and polemic (especially hidden polemic) has also been addressed. 

Various possible functions for allusion, ideology, and polemic have also been 

noted.

The many-sided nature of allusion, the often unconscious nature of 

ideology, and the very conscious, but careful, intent of hidden polemic have 

also been briefly addressed. The very nature of these matters makes certainty 

about conclusions very problematic. If allusions were quotes, if ideology were 

open and above board, and if hidden polemics were not hidden, there would be 

no problems with interpretation. However, since human nature is what it is, 

dealing with anything connected with human nature is likely to produce only 

inconclusive conclusions. Certainty is not a viable option.

However, the argument presented here, while not pretending to be 

authoritative or exhaustive, does rest on evidence as well as argument. The 

evidence is from the Old Testament, other ANE material, and above all from 

the Eden Narrative itself. It is now time to turn to this evidence and to these 

arguments.
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CHAPTER 2: ROYALTY AND GENESIS 2-3: EARLIER 
SCHOLARSHIP

Introduction: The Purposes and Limits o f this Sun’ey

Genesis 2-3 has demonstrated a seemingly boundless capacity to generate 

a bewildering number and variety of interpretations and readings.183 It is not 

the design here to discuss all of these readings and interpretations. In fact, 

while Stordalen expresses the need for a detailed survey,184 some helpful 

surveys and bibliographies of scholarship concerning the Eden Narrative do 

exist.185

However, some observations will be made concerning some general 

rubrics under which various scholarly approaches may be subsumed. The 

approach here presented will be in situated within these approaches.

Literature on the Eden Narrative is massive.186 However, this survey is 

primarily concerned with political interpretations of the Eden Narrative. Even 

within this limitation an exhaustive survey is not possible, since many 

thought-provoking political approaches to this story have been proposed. The 

fundamental goal of this survey is to demonstrate that, in the case of Genesis 

2-3, Amit’s fourth criterion for recognizing a hidden polemic is met. Other 

scholars have indeed argued for such a hidden polemic against certain royal

183 Cf. Claus Westermann, Genesis 1-11: A Commentary, translated by John J. Scullion, 3 
vols. (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984-6), 211. “The two trees in the middle of the garden have 
produced not only beautiful fruit but also a vast assortment of literature.” This is not only true 
of the two trees, but of the narrative as a whole.
184 Stordalen, Echoes o f  Eden, 188. Cf. also his brief, but helpful survey, pages 187-213.
185 Cf. Stordalen’s own extensive bibliography in Echoes o f Eden, 493-560; P. Joseph Titus, 
The Second Story o f Creation (Gen 2:4-3:24: A Prologue to the Concept o f Enneateuch? 
(Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2011). 515-556. Cf. also Phyllis A. Bird, “Genesis 3 in der 
gegenwärtigen biblicschen Forschung,” JBT9(\994): 3-24. Bird acknowledges that her 
article addresses only one aspect—albeit an important one—of modem research on the 
meaning of Genesis 3.
186 Cf., for example, the massive bibliography of Stordalen, “Echoes o f Eden, 493-560. See 
also Bernard Gosse, “L’ écriture de Gn 3, le serpent dualité de la femme et de l’homme,” BN 
98 (1999): 19.
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elements in the Eden Narrative.187 As will be noted, many scholars have not 

labeled elements of Genesis 2-3 as a “hidden polemic.” However, while 

terminology varies, it will be demonstrated that the idea of such a hidden 

polemic is not uncommon in the scholarly literature, even when the particular 

phrase “hidden polemic” is absent.188

First, some general observations on certain basic issues will set forth. 

These basic issues will suggest several broad rubrics for classifying the welter 

of interpretations of the Eden Narrative. Second, selected contributions of 

scholars on political readings of the Eden Narrative will be sampled, situating 

these political readings in the broad categories that have been identified. At 

the end of this chapter, the argument presented here will be situated in terms 

of these basic interpretive choices.

Basic Interpretive Issues in Genesis 2-3: Four Rubrics fo r  Interpretations

The following broad categories for interpretations of the Eden Narrative 

are here proposed. These are certainly not the only possible classifications. 

However, they do attempt to encompass several of the major interpretive 

issues that are involved. One should probably think of these, not in terms of 

either-or categories, but rather as falling on a continuum. For example, some 

scholars tend to think of the developments of Genesis 2-3 (and, in particular, 

chapter 3) as being very positive. Other scholars regard Genesis 3 as a

187 Ibid., 97.
188 Of course, the contrary view—i.e., that interpretations of the Eden Narrative may not be 
legitimately linked to the monarchy—are expressed by some. Cf. Rudolf Smend, "The 
Unconquered Land" and Other Old Testament Essays, edited by Edward Ball and Margaret 
Barker, translated by Margaret Kohl (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2013), 111. Smend writes, “The 
time when Adam, or at least Abraham, could be presented -  even if not without dispute -  as a 
‘type’ of monarchy is long since past.” However, Smend’s obituary for political approaches 
to Genesis (and indeed the entire Pentateuch) may be a bit premature.
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somewhat positive development in human development, and so, along the 

continuum.

Here, then, are the four rubrics which are proposed.

1. Interpretation of Component Parts of the Story, vs.
The Story as a Whole

2. A Univocal vs. a Polyphonic Approach to the Eden 
Narrative

3. Negative Interpretations of the Movement of the 
Entire Story, vs. Positive Interpretations, vs. a Mixture 
of Positive and Negative Aspects

4. Originist vs. Paradigmatic Interpretations

1. Interpretation o f Component Parts o f  the Story, vs. the Stoiy as a
Whole

Hamilton’s comment about the unity of the book o f Genesis as a whole is 

also relevant to Genesis 2-3. During the first eighteen centuries, Genesis was 

read as a unit.189 From the time of Astruc on, Genesis was read as a composite 

document by an increasing number of scholars.190 By the early twentieth 

century, the tendency to read the Old Testament as a composite document was 

becoming a scholarly consensus. This consensus lasted until roughly the 

middle of the twentieth century.

Genesis 2-3 was part of this trend. While from the time of Astruc onward 

some scholars have argued for the same author for Genesis 2-3, beginning 

with Budde and continuing to the present, many scholars have strongly 

advocated splitting Genesis 2 from Genesis 3. Budde’s argument that there 

are two major stories in this section dominated scholarly approaches for at

189 Hamilton, Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 11-12.
190 Ibid., 13.
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least half of the twentieth century.191 As recently as the English edition of his 

Genesis commentary, Westermann could confidently claim that, at the pre- 

literary stage, Genesis 2 and 3 were originally different stories that were 

brought together by J .192 Composite readings (and their concomitant 

interpretations) are still common in biblical scholarship.193

However, since at least the last twenty-five years of the preceding 

century, the so-called “final form” of the Eden Narrative has tended to be 

emphasized by many scholars.194 It is not that such scholars generally deny 

the composite nature of much of the Old Testament, or even of Genesis 2-3. 

However, many scholars think of the final form as being the primary textual 

interpretive datum.195 Redactors are no longer thought of as simply collectors 

of ancient stories, but as having their own agenda and their own story.196

191 Karl Budde, Die biblische Urgeschichte (Gen 1- 12, 5)  untersucht (Giessen: J. Ricker, 
1883), 51. Because Budde argues for seeing Genesis 2-3 as originally two distinct stories, he 
eliminates the tree of life from one of the stories. Mettinger, Eden Narrative, 7-9, xi, argues 
against the tendency toward . . running the tree of life through the chipper of classic source 
criticism . . . ” Cf. also the references in Stordalen, Echoes o f Eden, 190.
192 Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 189.
193 Cf., for example, Markus Witte, Die biblische Urgeschichte Redaktions und
theologiegeschichtliche Beobachtungen zu Genesis 1,1 11, BZAW 26 (Berlin: W de Gruyter, 
1998), especially, page 81.
194 Stordalen, Echoes o f  Eden, 197-201. Cf. also Mettinger, Eden Narrative, 41. Concerning 
reading the Pentateuch in a “final form" manner, cf. Ernest Nicholson, The Pentateuch in the 
Twentieth Century: The Legacy o f Julius Wellhausen (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1998), 249-268. For the argument here proposed, cf. especially 256, where Nicholson raises 
the question as to the relation of the Pentateuch to the Former Prophets. Many of Nicholson’s 
arguments about the relationship of diachronic and synchronic approaches to the Pentateuch 
would also be relevant to the larger Enneateuch.
195 The term “primary textual datum” is used in order to acknowledge the fact that many 
scholars read give more weight to other data—for example, the data revealed by archaeology 
or sociological studies.
196 Cf. the helpful discussion of the history, strengths, and weaknesses of redaction criticism 
in John Barton, Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical Study (Fouisville, Kentucky: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 1996), 45-60. Cf. also Yoram Hazony, The Philosophy o f 
Hebrew Scripture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), fn. on pages 37-38. 
Hazony notes the inadequacies of both the term “editor” and the term “redactor” for those who 
were responsible for “. . . the final form of the History.” Cf. also Hazony’s acknowledgment 
of his loose use of the term “author” for those responsible for the final form of “The Writings” 
(page 41, and endnote 27 on page 285).
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There is increasing attention to the Eden Narrative in its final form, rather 

than merely as a mine for extracting “original sources.”197 Until the more or 

less “final form” of Genesis 2-3 was examined for its own interpretive 

possibilities, the focus was upon recovering and interpreting the simpler 

stories and sources (whether written or oral or some combination of the two) 

that were regarded as being the substrata of Genesis 2-3. However, the Eden 

Narrative is being increasingly examined as part of larger literary units, 

whether the Primeval History, the Hexateuch, the Pentateuch, or the Primary 

History.198 199

There is no need to deny the possibility—indeed, the likelihood— of 

diverse materials in, as well as various editions of, the Eden Narrative. Tigay 

has demonstrated convincingly a similar evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic.'99 

The problem with using Tigay’s model for the Old Testament is that scholars 

do not (in contrast to Tigay) have the shorter stories that may have provided 

some of the building blocks for the larger story of Genesis 2-3. Thus, all 

attempts to reconstruct such smaller units must remain, at best, plausible

197 For a recent and well done example a fairly standard source approach, cf. John Day, From 
Creation to Babel. Day treats in a very helpful manner individual units, but has no general 
discussion of the Primeval History as such.
Cf. also the “final form” approach of Greenstein in Shaye J. D. Cohen and Edward L. 
Greenstein, The State o f Jewish Studies (Detroit: Wayne State University, 1990), 23-46 
(especially, page 23), and the spirited, though balanced, response by Levenson, 47-54.
198 Martin Emmrich, “The Temptation Narrative of Genesis 3:1-6: A Prelude to the 
Pentateuch and the History of Israel,” EQ 73 (2001): 3-20. Cf. especially page 3, fn. 7. 
Emmrich thinks that “[ultimately . . . Genesis 1-3 provide an introduction to the entire 
deuteronomistic history.” Cf. also Cynthia Edenburg, “From Eden to Babylon: Reading 
Genesis 2-4 as a Paradigmatic Narrative,” in Pentateuch, Hexateuch, or Enneateuch? 
Identifying Literary Works in Genesis through Kings, edited by Thomas B. Dozeman, Thomas 
Romer, and Konrad Schmid, SBLAIL 8 (Atlanta: SBL, 2011), 155-167.
199 Tigay, Evolution o f the Gilgamesh Epic.
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speculations. Berlin has appropriately warned of the tentative, and often 

circular, nature of literary reconstructions.200

Moreover, as scholars such as Alter have demonstrated, many elements in 

the text that were once thought to have indicated multiple sources can (and 

often should) be understood as integral to the biblical stories. “The biblical 

text may not be the whole cloth imagined by pre-modem Judeo-Christian 

tradition, but the confused textual patchwork that scholarship has often found 

to displace such earlier views may prove upon further scrutiny to be 

purposeful pattern.”201 Thus, regardless of ancient components or editions of 

the Eden Narrative, it is reasonable to focus on the text more or less as it now 

exists.

2. A Univocal vs. a Polyphonic Approach to the Eden Narrative

The attempt has frequently been made to reduce the Eden Narrative to a 

univocal meaning.202 Two examples may serve to illustrate the univocal 

approach to Genesis 2-3, and will further demonstrate how difficult it is to 

maintain such an approach.

Milgrom, for example, thinks that “. . . there is a plain, unambiguous 

meaning to the story, which we can readily see by paying close attention to the

200 A. Berlin, Poetics ami Interpretation o f Biblical Narrative (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 
1994), 111-134.
201 Robert Alter, The Art o f Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981), 133. Much 
earlier, cf. Umberto Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book o f  Genesis, Part I: From Adam to 
Noah (Genesis 1-6:8), translated by Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1961), 88; 
The Documentary Hypothesis and the Composition o f the Pentateuch: Eight Lectures, 
translated by Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1961) 20ff.
202 Cf., for example, D. R. G. Beattie, “What is Genesis 2-3 About?” £T92/1 (1980): 8. “I 
am asking what its author thought it was about, what he intended it to be about. . . .  1 plead 
only for a sense of perspective which will distinguish between constructions built upon the 
text and the plain, inalienable meaning of the text itself.’’Even such univocal approaches can 
result in vastly different interpretations.
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text, unencumbered by the overlay of subsequent theological traditions. It is a 

story about sexual awareness and the creativity of which that is a part.”203

However, maintaining a simple, univocal interpretation of the Eden 

Narrative is not itself simple. Milgrom seems to violate his own self-imposed 

limitation when he writes, at the end of his article, that Adam and Eve took of 

the forbidden fruit, “. .  . and we are here today with the power to create God’s 

kingdom on earth or to turn it into hell.”204 “God’s kingdom” and “hell” do 

not naturally arise from the “plain unambiguous meaning” of the text. Thus, 

even avowedly simple readings fall prey to complicating observations.

Sama also tries to reduce the Eden Narrative to a simple story. “It wishes 

to indicate very simply that evil is a human product, that God created the 

world good but that man, through the free exercise of his will in rebellion 

against God, corrupts the good and puts evil in its place.”205 Still, in the next 

paragraph, Sama acknowledges that the story’s message “. . . is complicated 

by its rich symbolism expressed in fragmentary form, and by its being an 

interweaving of many and varied mythic strands.”206 Thus, one wonders how 

Sama can use the term “simply” in describing the story.

On the other hand, many scholars have recognized that the story of 

Genesis 2-3 seems to be inherently a multi-voiced and complex text.207 Even

203 Jacob Milgrom, “Sex and Wisdom: What the Garden of Eden Story Is Saying,” BR 10/6 
(1994): 21.
204 Ibid., 52.
205 Nahum M. Sama, Understanding Genesis: The Heritage o f Biblical Israel (New York: 
Schocken Books, 1966), 24.
206 Ibid.
207 Reuven Kimelman, “The Seduction of Eve and the Exegetical Politics of Gender,” 5/4/1, 
(1996): 1. Cf. also the helpful summary of Bakhtin by L. Juliana Claassens, "Biblical 
Theology as Dialogue: Continuing the Conversation on Mikhail Bakhtin and Biblical 
Theology,” JBL122/1 (2003): 127-144.
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Carr, who also tries to take seriously the diachronic aspects of Genesis,208 

speaks of the whole book of Genesis in terms o f “. . . its intense multivoiced 

character.”209

There may be at least two reasons for such polyphony in the biblical text. 

First, composite authorship may be one of the main reasons. For those who 

hold this view, such authorship has often been regarded as resulting in 

“unevenness” or “awkwardness” in the text. Thus, Westermann writes,

The subject matter of the narrative is of universal interest and extent, 
and so account must be taken of a great number of narrative additions and 
motifs belonging to the formative period which are now a prominent part of 
the literary product. . . .  This is the reason why there are in Gen 2-3 
repetitions, lack of agreement, lack of balance, gaps in the line of thought, 
contradictions. One could not expect anything else. The interpreter 
therefore has to come to grips with two factors: first there is the text as we 
have it extending 2:4b-3:24; then there is the many-sided process of the 
formation of this text.210

Despite the preceding paragraph, Westermann attempts to approach 

Genesis 2-3 as a unity, and comments a few sentences later,

The whole event described in Gen 2-3 reveals a carefully constructed 
arch which begins with the command that God gives to his human 
creatures, and ascends to a climax with the transgression of the command.
It then descends from the climax to the consequences of the transgression— 
the discovery, the trial and the punishment. The conclusion, the expulsion 
from the garden where God has put the man and woman, calls to mind 
again the beginning. There is a well-rounded, clear and polished chain of 
events.211

Kimelman speaks o f “. . . the multidimensionality of the Eden story . . . 

,”212 In an essay on the theology of Genesis, Kaminsky makes a comment 

concerning the Old Testament, that could also apply more narrowly to the

208 Carr, Reading the Fractures o f Genesis, vii.
209 Ibid., 3.
210 Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 190.
211 Ibid. Perhaps the best and most fluid term one might use to describe biblical authorship is 
“composite artistry.” Cf. Alter Art o f Biblical Narrative, 131-154, especially, page 133.
212 Kimelman, “Seduction of Eve,” 1.
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Eden Narrative itself, both in its context, and perhaps even within the confines 

of the story itself.

One o f the most interesting features of the theology o f the Hebrew 
Bible is the willingness of the final redactors to incorporate diverse and 
even seemingly contradictory theological ideas within a single text, often in 
close proximity to each other. The theology o f the Bible is in many ways a 
raucous argument spanning centuries, which in turn has inspired later 
readers, perhaps more so in Jewish tradition than in Christianity, to continue 
to argue with the text and each other.213

Biblical texts may be polyphonic because there were a variety of positions 

and attitudes in ancient Israel that sought expression. Thus, at times, 

different—or even, contradictory—ideas seem to jostle one another within the 

same passage of the Old Testament. The idea that ancient Israelite religion 

and/or literature were monolithic may well be a mirage produced by of our 

distance in time.

Whatever the reason for the apparent polyphony, the composite nature of 

biblical stories and other genres may be the sign of an ongoing dialogue, or 

perhaps, even an ongoing conflict, between various ideas.214 No doubt, 

elites—in particular, royal elites—found it in their best interests to keep tight 

control of literary production and of the literary corpus.215 However, protest

213 Joel S. Kaminsky, “The Theology of Genesis,” in The Book o f  Genesis: Composition, 
Reception, and Interpretation, VTSup 152, edited by Craig A. Evans, Joel N. Lohr, and David
L. Petersen (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 635-656. In a broader sense, Schmid thinks of the entire 
book of Genesis as largely a dissenting voice within the Pentateuch, compared with Exodus- 
Deuteronomy. Cf. Konrad Schmid, “Genesis in the Pentateuch,” in The Book o f Genesis: 
Composition, Reception, and Interpretation, VTSup 152, edited by Craig A. Evans, Joel N. 
Lohr, and David L. Petersen (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 27-50, especially, pp. 47-48.
214 For a helpful approach to the various ways in which Israelite literature responded to the 
exile, cf. Bradley C. Gregory, “The Postexilic Exile in Third Isaiah: Isaiah 61:1-3 in Light of 
Second Temple Hermeneutics” JBL 126/3 (2007): 475-496. Cf. especially page 489. Gregory 
writes, “In the Hebrew literature composed in the wake of the destmction of Jerusalem and the 
resulting exile to Babylon, the exile was understood in various ways.” While Gregory is not 
writing with reference to Genesis 2-3, his comments and supporting arguments lend weight to 
the idea that post-exilic literature contains radically different ideas of what restoration from 
exile might look like. Gregory notes in particular differing concepts of the restoration (or 
otherwise) of the Davidic monarchy.
215 This seems to be the assumption behind Kennedy’s approach to Genesis 2-3. Cf. James
M. Kennedy, “Peasants in Revolt: Political Allegory in Genesis 2-3," JSOT 41 (1990): 3-14.
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literature tends eventually to penetrate the literary corpora of any people.216 

This would be especially true if two conditions are met.

First, it should be good literature. Probably very few biblical scholars 

would dispute that Genesis 2-3 meets this criterion. Sawyer undoubtedly 

speaks for many others when he describes Genesis 1 -3 as “. . . one o f the 

world’s best-known literary masterpieces . . .  ,”217

Second, such protest literature would be more likely to be included in a 

people’s literary deposits if the times are unsettled or transitional.218 Thus, the 

control of elites over literary production, preservation, and dissemination 

would be much weaker than during periods of strength and stability. If, as 

proposed here, Genesis 2-3 reached something like its present form during the 

exilic or post-exilic time, this might explain its inclusion in the book of 

Genesis, and as part of Israel’s literary deposit, despite its quietly subversive 

character. Geller’s statement may be something of an exaggeration when he 

states that biblical literature is “essentially polemical.”219 However, when 

protest literature occurs in sections of the Old Testament along with blatantly 

pro-royal ideology, the likelihood of polemic must be borne in mind, at least 

when considering the larger contexts.220

216 Cf., for example, Scott, Domination and the Arts o f Resistance, 14, 19, 164-165.
217 John F.A. Sawyer, “The Image of God, the Wisdom of Serpents and the Knowledge of 
Good and Evil,” in A Walk in the Garden: Biblical, Iconographical and Literary Images o f 
Eden, ed. Paul Morris and Deborah Sawyer (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 64.
218 Cf. Joseph Blenkinsopp, The Pentateuch: An Introduction to the First Five Books o f the 
Bible, ABRL (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 35; Amit, “Epoch and Genre,” 135-151.
219 Stephen A. Geller, Sacred Enigmas: Literary Religion in the Hebrew Bible (London: 
Routledge, 1996), 4.
220 Cf. J. J. M. Roberts, “In Defense of the Monarchy: The Contribution of Israelite Kingship 
to Biblical Theology,” in Ancient Israelite Religion: Essays in Honor o f Frank Moore Cross, 
edited by Patrick D. Miller, Paul D. Hanson, and S. Dean McBride (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1987), 377-396.Roberts (page 380) notes that the Old Testament’s inclusion of both pro- and 
anti-monarchic positions, relativizes both. “If the critique of kingship preserved in the biblical 
record relativizes kingship and destroys any claim which that form of human government may 
make to being the divinely authorized form of government, the positive appreciation for
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However, even if literature cannot be confidently dated to a transitional 

time—indeed, if such literature cannot be dated with confidence at all— 

hidden polemic concerning important and controversial topics is always a 

possibility that should be seriously considered. After all, it is likely that much 

literature arises out of dissatisfaction with institutions, practices, and ideas, as 

well as with dissatisfaction with the literature that seeks to justify these 

institutions, practices, and ideas. Thus, it may be that much literature is at 

least mildly polemical. The task is to understand the target and nature of such 

polemic. This is especially difficult with hidden polemic, by the very nature 

of its hiddenness.

In view of the text as it now exists, a polyphonic approach appears to be 

more fruitful than one that seeks for a “simple” meaning of the text. Even if 

the text is composite, the component parts of the story have been placed 

together is such a way that the voices are speaking at the same time, or at least 

in rapid succession. The voices may sometimes be modifying, and sometimes 

seeking to drown out the other voices. The redactors, by placing the various 

stories (or components within stories) in proximity, have made it virtually 

impossible to ignore that a conversation is occurring. Sometimes, the voices 

within the story or among the stories are in such profound disagreement that 

their juxtaposition can only be called a polemic. When one voice represents a

kingship relativizes the claims of any competing form of human government.” Roberts (page 
382) goes on to say that, “Dtr found this antimonarchical polemic in his sources, preserved it, 
but by interspersing it within and thereby juxtaposing it to other traditions he softened it, 
thereby bringing it more into line with his own qualified acceptance of kingship.”
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position that is not supported by those who are in power, it will likely be 

muted. In other words, such a polemic will likely be a hidden one.221

3. Negative Interpretations o f  the Movement o f  the Entire Story, vs.
Positive Interpretations, vs. a Mixture o f Positive and Negative Aspects

Another great divide in interpreting Genesis 2-3 may be described as the 

“negative, positive, or mixed-bag” approaches. Is Genesis 2-3 a story that is 

essentially a story of sin and punishment, or a necessary development for the 

human race and/or the individual, or is it describing a mixture of positive and 

negative aspects?

Jewish interpretive tradition has usually regarded the developments in 

Genesis 3 as fundamentally negative, although Jewish interpreters have rarely 

regarded the disobedience of Adam and Eve as being determinative for the 

whole human race.222 Traditionally in pre-critical Christian interpretation, the 

story has been read as a story of human failure. Often this has been labeled 

“sin” or “the fall,” and has been taken as determinative for the entire human 

race, and thus, as very negative indeed.

The general tendency in modem critical scholarship is to discount the sin 

or fall approach to Genesis 2-3. Indeed, the terms “sin” and “fall” are often 

encased in quotation marks, in order to show that authors are using 

conventional terms with which they do not agree.223 Baker, for example, has

221 It may well be that at least some of the widely—if not wildly—differing modem 
interpretations of the Eden Narrative are to be attributed to different scholars attending to 
different voices in the text’s conversation.
222 Cf., for example, W. Guenther Plaut, editor, The Torah: A Modern Commentary (New 
York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1981), 38.
223 John Baker, “The Myth of Man’s ‘Fall’—A Reappraisal,” ET92 (1980/81): 235-237, is 
typical of many others. See also Lyn M. Bechtel, "Genesis 2.4b-3.24: A Myth about Human 
Maturation.” JSOT67 (1995): 4; Susan Niditch, Chaos to Cosmos: Studies in Biblical 
Patterns o f Creation, SPSH 6 (Chico, California: Scholars Press, 1985), 30; Westermann, 
Genesisl-l/ , 190.
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the word “Fall” in the title of his article, but encloses the word in quotes.224 

Beattie, in a similar vein, writes concerning the word “sin,” “I begin simply 

with a suspicion, which arises from the observation that no word for sin 

appears anywhere in the story. . . .  Is it not odd that a writer should fail to 

mention the subject about which he was writing?”225 Barr similarly notes the 

absence of words for “sin” or “disobedience” in Genesis 2-3.226

However, the origin-of-sin approach still has its champions.227 Gordon 

notes that in biblical narrative, the seriousness of human actions is not always 

explicitly indicated.

At any rate, Barr’s citing of youthful curiosity rather than hubris 
certainly understates the significance of Eve's action. The key point about 
the eating of the forbidden fruit is that it is an act of disobedience, and there 
is no problem in recognizing that manifestations of the human condition 
worsened after Eden: this, after all, gives rise to the “spread of sin” theme 
that others have detected in early Genesis (von Rad 1962, 154-60). Indeed, 
it is a recurrent feature of Old Testament descriptions of wrongdoing that it 
is not necessarily the luridness of the fault or sin that determines its 
gravity.228

Concerning the absence o f any of the specific words for sin in Genesis 2- 

3, Gordon points out that, in fact, many stories in the Old Testament lack 

terminology for what they mean to say. Thus, for example, 2 Samuel 7 lacks 

the word for covenant (rv n ).229 Gordon thinks that the biblical narratives

224 Baker, “The Myth of Man’s ‘Fall’.” 235.
225 Beattie, “What is Genesis 2-3 About?” 8.
226 James Barr, The Garden o f Eden and the Hope o f Immortality (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1992), 4. Cf. Beattie, “What is Genesis 2-3 About?” 6. Cf. also Bernard F. Batto, 
“Paradise Reexamined,” in The Biblical Canon in Comparative Perspective, SIC 4, ANE 
Texts and Studies 11, edited by K. Lawson Younger, Jr., William W. Hallo, and Bernard F. 
Batto (Lewiston, New York: Edwin Mellen, 1991), 33-66.
227 Cf. Robert P. Gordon, “The Ethics of Eden: Truth-Telling in Genesis 2-3,” in Ethical and 
Unethical in the Old Testament: God and Humans in Dialogue, edited by Katharine J. Dell 
(New York: T&T Clark, 2010), 14-15; Hamilton, Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 163, 165, 208, 211- 
212. For an older, brief expression of the same approach, cf. Derek Kidner, Genesis: An 
Introduction and Commentaty, TOTC (Chicago: Illinois, 1967), 73. However, Kidner 
acknowledges that the doctrine of sin is only “latent” in Genesis 3.
228 Ibid., 14-15.
229 Ibid., 15.
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often . . do not use the lexicon of sin because events are left to speak for 

themselves. Conversely, Gen 6:5-8 speaks of the wickedness of the 

antediluvians and of their evil imaginings, but that is because the passage does 

not tell us what precisely they did or thought, and hence the generalizing 

statement about wickedness and evil.”230

Gordon’s reading of the matter seems persuasive, and represents the view 

adopted in this thesis. After all, a very clear command is given (Genesis 2:16- 

17). The command is disobeyed (Genesis 3:6). An inquiry concerning the 

wrong-doing takes place (Genesis 3:8-13). Punishment is meted out (Genesis 

3:14-19, 22-24). As Dennis Bratcher writes concerning the idea of sin in 

Genesis 2-3, “The word is never used anywhere in our story, perhaps because 

the message is so clear.”231

Another fairly common approach to the Eden Narrative is to think of it as 

recording a development that is a mixture of the negative and positive.232 

Thus, for example, Wellhausen speaks of both emancipation and alienation in 

connection with the knowledge of good and evil.233 He writes that, “[a]s the 

human race goes forward in civilisation, it goes backward in the fear of 

God.”234 Sawyer thinks of the Eden Narrative as chronicling the continuing 

development of the image of God (Genesis 1:26-28). However, Genesis 2-3 

also conveys that “[s]uch powerful wisdom does not, however, lead inevitably

230 Ibid., 15.
231 Dennis Bratcher, “The ‘Fall’—A Second Look: A Literary Analysis of Genesis 2:4-3:24,” 
in Biblical Resources for Holiness Preaching: From Text to Sermon, voi. 2, edited by H. Ray 
Dunning, (Kansas City, MO.: Beacon Hill Press, 1993), 324.
232 Cf. Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 186-190, and his bibliographies at the beginning of each 
sub-section or excursus.
233 Julius Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History o f Ancient Israel with a Reprint o f the 
Article Israel from the Encyclopedia Britannica, MG 35, translated by J. Sutherland Black and 
Allan Menzies (Cleveland: Meridian, 1957), 302-303.
234 Ibid., 302.
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to life and success, as the serpent implies (Gen. 3.5), and the glib purveyors of 

wisdom claim (e.g. Job 5.17-27; Prov. 3.13-18). It can also lead to suffering 

and death.”235 Nevertheless, Sawyer acknowledges that, in his view, the story 

seems more positive than negative when it portrays human nature as it 

presently exists.236

However, against the idea that Genesis 3 records a positive and negative 

event, it will be argued in the chapters on the crucial themes of knowledge and 

life in Genesis 2-3 that the man and woman are portrayed as knowledgeable 

before they partook of the forbidden fruit. Furthermore, they are endowed 

with life and placed in an environment bursting with fertility. Thus, the 

argument of this thesis is that the Eden Narrative tells of an essentially 

negative development.

4. Originist uv Paradigmatic Interpretations

Many scholars regard Genesis 2-3 as a tale o f origins.237 Of course, they 

may disagree as to precisely what origins are the subjects of the Eden 

Narrative. As already noted, some pre-critical writers, as well as some 

critical scholars, have read Genesis 2-3 as a story about the origin of sin.238 

Others hold that the story is an explanation as to why life is difficult.239 For 

example, Andreasen holds that the story explains “. . . why existing conditions 

are what they clearly ought not to be.”240

235 Sawyer, “The Image of God,” 70.
236 Ibid., 72-73.
237 Cf., for example, Blenkinsopp, The Pentateuch, 54; Jack M. Sasson, ‘“The Mother of All . 
. .’ Etiologies,” in A Wise and Discerning Mind: Essays in Honor o f Burke O. Long, Brown 
Judaic Studies 325, edited by Saul M. Olyan and Robert C. Culley, 205-220), 205-220.
~38 Cf. 4 Ezra 3:21; 7:118; Robert Saler, “The Transformation of Reason in Genesis 2-3: Two 
Options for Theological Interpretation,” CTM 36/4 (2009): 275-286.
239 Westermann, Genesisl-l 1, 276-277.
240 N. E. Andreasen, "Adam and Adapa: Two Anthropological Characters,” A USS 19/3 
(1981): 191.
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O ther scholars have taken the story to be parad igm atic . For exam ple,

Cooper writes,

“The story of defection in Gen 3 is obviously intended to be 
paradigmatic: acting autonomously—that is, relying on reason and sense 
rather than on God’s word—defies the order that is inherent in creation, 
causing the world to revert, in some manner, to its primordial chaos. This 
paradigm is exemplified in many biblical narratives, undergirds the biblical 
system of law, and is well attested in prophetic and poetic texts as well.’’241

Several scholars have interpreted the paradigm psychologically.242 

Parker holds that Genesis 2-3 is not a story of sin and fall, but a maturation 

myth. The process is painful, but necessary.243

It may in fact be unnecessary to choose between originist and 

paradigmatic approaches to the Eden Narrative. Perhaps this modem 

distinction between the origin of reality and paradigmatic realities would not 

have been recognized by the peoples of the ANE. Enns points out that, in the

241 Alan Cooper, “The Lord Grants Wisdom”: The World View of Proverbs 1-9,” in Bringing 
the Hidden to Light: the Process o f Interpretation: Studies in Honor o f  Stephen A. Geller, 
edited by Kathryn F. Kravitz and Diane M. Sharon (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2007), 29-43. 
(The quote is from page 30.)
242 Cf., for example, Kim Ian Parker, “Mirror, Mirror on the Wall, Must We Leave Eden,
Once and for All?: A Lacanian Pleasure Trip through the Garden,” JSOT 83 (1999): 19-29. 
Parker holds that Genesis 2-3 is not a story of sin and fall, but a maturation myth. The process 
is painful, but necessary (29). “It seems that Adam and Eve act out in a very unconscious 
manner the way in which a child goes through the Oedipal stage and enters into society.” 
Walton takes a similar approach. Cf. Walton, Genesis, 213-216.
Cf. also A. York, “The Maturation Theme in the Adam and Eve Story,” in Go to the Land I 
will Show You: Studies in Honor Dwight M. Young, edited by J. Coleson and V. Matthews 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1996), 393-410. York makes a strong argument for Genesis 2-3 
as a story which tells how humankind is like that gods in knowledge, but not in immortality. 
However, he regards the tree of life as being incidental to the story. This somewhat weakens 
his case. If the motif of the tree of life (which symbolizes immortality) is peripheral, then how 
can the theme of immortality be central to the story?
Furthermore, York does not deal with the command of the deity in Genesis 2:17. Is it really 
likely that the Yahwist—or indeed any ANE author—would have thought of wisdom as being 
attained by disobeying a direct command of a god?
While York quite rightly is skeptical about “theological” or “philosophical” interpretations, he 
ought perhaps to have been more cautious concerning psychological readings as well.
243 Kim Ian Parker, “Mirror, Mirror on the Wall,” 83 (1999): 19-29. It should be pointed out 
that Parker thus falls into the (mostly) positive camp, which was discussed above. This well 
illustrates how the various categories identified in this thesis are not airtight compartments.
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ancient world, earthly realities are rooted in . . formative primordial divine 

actions . .  . .”244

While I find many of Enns’ observations useful, he does not link Adam 

with kingship explicitly. Rather, Enns finds in Adam a portrait of the basic 

outline of Israel’s history and of Israel’s fundamental struggles to obey God’s 

commands. However, surely kingship is itself an important part of Israel’s 

history. Furthermore, the tendency of kings to disobey God—even as those 

kings claim to be wise—is also part of Israel’s history as conceived by some 

of the Old Testament literature. One need only to think of the summaries in 

the Deuteronomistic History,245 or the repeated prophetic pronouncements 

about the connection between the sins of kings and God’s punishment of Israel 

to see that royal attitudes and behaviors are closely linked with the exile in 

some of Israel’s literature.'46

Similarly to the position of Enns, Blenkinsopp notes that, “[t]he impulse 

to trace the course of history backward to human origins arose not only from a 

natural curiosity about the remote past, but also from a need to validate the 

present social and political order. The basic idea was that normative value is 

to be found only in the past, and the more remote the better.”247

While Blenkinsopp’s observation is correct concerning the connection 

between stories of origins and present reality, it is questionable whether all 

myths arise “. . . from a need to validate the present social and political order.” 

Why could myths not, just as easily, be used to challenge the status quo?

244 Peter Enns, The Evolution of Adam: What the Bible Does and Doesn’t Say about Human 
Origins (Grand Rapids: Brazos, 2012), 61.
245 1 Kings 11; 2 Kings 17:7-23.
246 Cf. Jeremiah 15:4; Hosea 13:10-11. Cf. Günther Wittenberg, “The Image of God: 
Demythologization and Democratization in the Old Testament,” JTSA 13 (1975): 16.
247 Blenkinsopp, The Pentateuch, 54.
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Indeed, as already indicated, some scholars seem to treat the Eden 

Narrative as both a story of origins, and also as a paradigm of ongoing human 

realities.248 Concerning the narratives in the Primeval History, Gertz writes 

that, . .  these narratives constitute a statement of basic belief, fairly 

widespread in ancient cultures, emphasizing that everything (present and 

future) received its essence at the beginning.”249 Similarly, Alonso-Schokel 

thinks of Genesis 2-3 as etiology in service of explaining (then) present 

realities.250 Therefore, this division between originist and paradigmatic 

interpretations of the Eden Narrative may be somewhat helpful for heuristic 

purposes, so long as one remembers that it may be a modem category that 

ancient readers/hearers might have found simply puzzling. Such heuristic 

divisions may become more misleading than helpful, when they are taken too 

seriously, or when they become rigid, air-tight compartments for attempting to 

understand narratives.

There are many reasons for the diverse approaches and interpretations that 

have been discussed above. Differing understandings of this supposedly 

composite account lead scholars to exceedingly varied positions.251 In 

particular, those who think in terms of composite authorship often tend to be 

satisfied with deciding what the “original” elements of the composition meant,

248 Andreasen, "Adam and Adapa,” 179-194. Andreasen thinks of Adam and Adapa as being 
two very different characterizations of humankind, but characterizations, nevertheless. While 
Adreasen does not use the word "paradigm” or “paradigmatic,” his reading of Adapa and the 
Eden Narrative would seem to fall under that rubric.
249 Jan Christian Gertz, "The Formation of the Primeval History,” in The Book o f  Genesis: 
Composition, Reception, and Interpretation, VTSup 152, edited by Craig A. Evans, Joel N. 
Lohr, and David L. Petersen (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 107.
250 L. Alonso-Schökel, “Sapiential and Covenant Themes in Genesis 2-3,” in Studies in 
Ancient Israelite Wisdom, edited by J. Crenshaw, 468-480 (New York: Ktav, 1976), 468.
251 Cf. Budde, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 188, fn. 2.
For a general discussion of the composite nature and authorship of the so-called “J” document, 
cf. Cuthbert Simpson, The Book o f Genesis, IB 1: 439-448.
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without seeming to be very concerned with the document in its final form.252 

However, even those who take the final form as being the primary—or 

exclusive—text to interpret often find little common ground in their 

conclusions.253

Of course, these diverse understandings may be attributed to varying 

degrees of “literary competence,” or different understandings of what such 

literary competence entails.254 In particular, a difference regarding genre may 

lead to very different understandings of the meaning of any text.255 There is

252 Budde, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 48-53, 456-463, 64-70. Budde argued that the original 
contribution in the story was the tree of knowledge. An unimaginative redactor later added 
the tree of life, which was a mythological motif in the ANE. Because Budde argues for seeing 
Genesis 2-3 as originally two distinct stories, he eliminates the tree of life from one of the 
stories. More recently, see Westermann, Genesis 1-11. While Westermann states that it is not 
the purpose of the study of tradition history to simply break the text into smaller bits (588- 
589), he scarcely comments on the tree of life (212-213).
Opposed to this approach, cf. Mettinger, Eden Narrative, 7-9. Mettinger, xi, argues against 
the tendency toward “. . . running the tree of life through the chipper of classic source 
criticism . . . . ” Cf. also the references in Stordalen, Echoes o f  Eden, 190.
253 Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 250-251. Westermann refers to Th. C. Vriezen with approval: 
“The great variety of possible opinions rests above all on the enigmatic nature of the text 
which is deliberately only suggestive.” Westermann himself thinks that something has been 
lost by the transgression of the man and woman, but that the knowledge of the man and 
woman is “positive”, and shows that they have “. . . progressed by eating the fruit.”
254 Cf. John Barton, Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical Study, 11-12; David G. 
Firth. “Ambiguity,” in Words and the Word, edited by David G. Firth and Jamie A. Grant 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2008), 154.
255 For some helpful sources which discuss the meaning, importance, and limitations of genre 
analysis, cf. E. D. Hirsch, Jr. Validity in Interpretation (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1967), 68-126; John Frow, Genre, NCI (London: Routledge, 2006); Frans de Bruyn, “Genre 
Criticism,” Encyclopedia o f Contemporary Literary Theory : Approaches, Scholars, Terms, 
edited by Irena R. Makaryk (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 79-85; A. R.
George, “The Epic of Gilgames: Thoughts on Genre and Meaning,” in Gilgames and the 
World o f Assyria: Proceedings o f the Conference held at Mandelbaum House, The University 
o f Sydney, 21-23 July 2004, edited by Joseph Azize and Noel Weeks (Leuven: Peeters, 2007), 
37-65; Alastair Fowler, Kinds o f Literature: An Introduction to the Theory o f Genres and 
Modes (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1982); David Duff, editor, 
Modern Genre Theory, LCR (Harlow, England: Pearson Education Limited, 2000); Tremper 
Longman III, “Literature, Interpretation, and Theology,” NIDOTTE 1: 103-124; Richard L. 
Schultz, “Form Criticism and the OT,” DTIB: 233-237; G. J. Brooke, “Genre Theory, 
Rewritten Bible and Pesher,” DSS 17 (2010): 361-386.
For discussions of the genre of Genesis 2, cf. Richard F. Carson and Tremper Longman III, 
Science, Creation and the Bible: Reconciling Rival Theories o f Origins (Downers Grove: 
InterVarsity Press, 2010), 56-69. However, the authors deal with Genesis 2, largely in 
isolation from Genesis 3. Since the Eden Narrative is treated here as being essentially a unity, 
this approach must be found wanting. In order to understand the genre of a text, it is vital to 
correctly identify the general boundaries of the text.
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much truth in Hirsch’s comment that, “[i]n fact, every disagreement about an 

interpretation is usually a disagreement about genre . . . ,”256

However, there is still another possible reason for such diversity, and one 

that is adopted here. It may be that varied and evenly contradictory clues were 

left intentionally in the Eden Narrative. This would have served to disguise 

the polemical nature of the narrative from those in power who would likely 

have caused trouble for the author, readers, and hearers. For the reader who 

was the hoped-for comprehending one, such clues served to confuse the reader 

enough to make the reader wonder what is really going on in the text. At this 

point, the reader may begin to notice some clues that point in the direction of a 

hidden, but major, theme—a polemic against certain excesses in royal 

ideology.

The present thesis proceeds on the assumption that the Eden Narrative is 

at once a story about human origins, and a story that is paradigmatic.

Evidence that it is operating on more than one level and with more than one 

agenda will be presented in the chapter on Genesis 2-3.

Political Interpretations o f  Genesis 2-3 
There are not a few scholars who have taken the various basic approaches

just discussed, who have also introduced proposals for a political connection

of some kind in Genesis 2-3. Thus, the contention that Genesis 2-3 relates to

ancient royal ideology is not entirely new. For example, Stordalen notes that

. .  an astonishingly large number of studies propose that Genesis 2-3 is

While this thesis confines itself primarily to Genesis 2-3, it would be helpful to investigate the 
larger context of Genesis 1-3, 1-4, the Primeval Narrative, and the entire book of Genesis, in 
order to examine the presence of royal concerns in these chapters. For example, would it be 
possible for ancient Israelites to hear the name of “Babylon” (*532) in Genesis 11:9, without 
thinking of an oppressive royal approach? This would likely have been the case at any time 
from the time of King Hammurabi until the end of the Old Testament period.
256 Hirsch, Jr. Validity in Interpretation, 98.
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commenting upon political events or situations contemporary with ‘J ’.”257 

Stordalen distinguishes between studies that suggest a critique of royal 

ideology in general,258 and those that deal with particular political affairs.259 

This distinction, although useful, may be overdrawn. After all, a criticism of 

royal ideology in general might easily be applied to particular political 

situations or actors. By the same token, criticism of any particular king might 

well undermine royal ideology in general.

This political approach to the Eden Narrative, despite appearing to gain 

momentum, still seems to be a minority position.260 This is surprising since, 

as Mein points out, “Kings are a source o f perpetual moral interest in the 

Hebrew Bible. Their virtues and vices take up great swathes of the narrative

257 Stordalen, "Echoes o f Eden, 314. Some more recent studies include Mira Morgenstern, 
Conceiving a Nation: The Development o f Political Discourse in the Hebrew Bible 
(University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2009); Mark G. Brett, 
Genesis: Procreation and the Politics o f Identity, OTR (London: Routledge, 2005); Ron Moe- 
Lobeda, The Mystery o f Eve & Adam: A Prophetic Critique o f the Monarch (Eugene, Oregon: 
Pickwick, 2012); One of the earlier hints of a Jewish political interpretation of the Eden 
Narrative is in Genesis Rabbah 21:8, which connects the expulsion of Adam from the garden 
with the destruction of the temple and thus with exile. Cf. Louis H. Feldman, “The Concept 
of Exile in Josephus,” in Exile: Old Testament, Jewish, and Christian Conceptions, edited by 
James M. Scott (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 149-150. Feldman contrasts Genesis Rabbah with 
Josephus, who merely says that God had “removed the man and woman to another place.”
For a discussion of critical scholars who have seen some aspect of royal ideology in Genesis 
2-3, cf. Stordalen, Echoes o f Eden, 312-316. Cf., for example, Anne Gardner, “Genesis 2:4b- 
3: A Mythological Paradigm of Sexual Equality or of the Religious History of Pre-Exilic 
Israel,” SJT 43 (1990): 1-18; Enns, Evolution o f Adam, 65-70; Edenburg, “From Eden to 
Babylon,” 155-167.
On the other hand, see Norman K. Gottwald, The Politics o f Ancient Israel, LAI (Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2001). Although Gottwald is tremendously interested in 
reading the Bible politically, he does not even have an index entry for Genesis 1-11 in the 
index of biblical passages and ancient sources. It is as though political thought does not begin 
until the call of Abram.
258 Ibid., 188, fn. 5.
259 Ibid., fn. 6.
260 For example, Rüdiger Jungbluth, Im Himmel und auf Erden: Dimensionen von 
Königsherrschaft im Alten Testament, BWANT, IO* series, volume 16 (Stuttgart: 
Kohlhammer, 2011). In his monograph, Jungbluth does not refer to Genesis 2-3 at all.
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books. They are frequently on the receiving end of prophetic invective and 

(less frequently) the subject of hopeful prediction.”261

There may be several reasons for this under-recognition of a political 

element in the Eden Narrative. First, as Rosenberg has pointed out, there is an 

historic tendency to read the Old Testament theologically, rather than 

politically.262 Second, the emphasis upon individualism, especially associated 

with the Enlightenment, may well have predisposed scholars to read Genesis 

2-3 in a non-political, individualistic manner. Third, some scholars have 

regarded Genesis 2-3 as a myth, and hence, as incapable of conveying a 

serious political message, or of only being useful for preserving the status 

quo.263 Fourth, some scholars have argued that the elite of Israel and Judah 

would have only written or preserved pro-royal literature. Fifth, from the 

standpoint of modem scholars, the non-existent or weakened monarchies of 

our own time do not naturally predispose us to see any connection between 

ancient literature and royal ideology.

Furthermore, since Genesis 2-3 is part of the Primeval Narrative, and thus 

set before the stories of the Patriarchs and the exodus, the Eden Narrative is 

often regarded as being about a period prior to Israelite kingship, even in its 

earliest possible formulation. Thus, in the only form in which Genesis 2-3 

now exists, the presence of a hidden political agenda is often thought to be 

excluded.

261 Andrew Mein, “Psalm 101 and the Ethics of Kingship,” in Ethical and Unethical in the 
Old Testament: God and Humans in Dialogue, edited by Katharine J. Dell (New York: T & T 
Clark, 2010), 56.
262 Cf„ for example, Joel Rosenberg, King and Kin: Political Allegory in the Hebrew Bible 
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1986), x.
J f i ' l

For precisely this position, cf. Kennedy, “Peasants in Revolt,” 3-14.
For the view that myth may either support, question, or modify royal ideology, cf. H. A. J. 
Kruger, “Myth, ideology, and wisdom: A brief survey,” OTE 14/1 (2001): 47-75 (especially, 
page 52).
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However, the Eden Narrative is now attached to larger literary blocks, and 

appears to provide an introduction to them. Also, Genesis 1:26-30, the 

immediate context for the final form of Genesis 2-3, uses royal language to 

describe the man and woman whom God has created. Furthermore, the 

genealogy of Chapter 10—and thus the final form of the Primeval History— 

mentions “the beginning” of Nimrod’s kingdom as being Babel, Erech,

Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar, as well as, Nineveh, Rehoboth-Ir, 

Calah, and Resen Assyria.264 It is also likely that the name “Babel” in Genesis 

11 would have possessed a political resonance with the readers/hearers of the 

Primeval History. On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that nowhere 

is there a clear reference to Israelite or Judean kings in either the Eden 

Narrative or in the Primeval History.

Even when a connection between the Eden Narrative and kingship has 

been posited, the theme has often been thought of as a minor or more remote 

strand in the story.265 Van Seters argues that, in Genesis 2-3, J used themes 

from Ezekiel 28:12-19 and Ezekiel 28:2-10, but not in a royal manner.

However, the royal figure of Ezekiel has lost all aspects of royalty in 
Genesis and become a human pair. They do not have royal vestments but 
are naked and only clothed by the deity when expelled from the garden.
They do not have wisdom until after they disobey the divine command and 
eat the fruit, and this is not presented as an act of hubris so much as the 
result of youthful curiosity.266

On the other hand, Van Seters thinks that the naming of the animals and 

the association of the man and woman with the garden of pleasure may be

264 Genesis 10:10-12.
265 Cf., for example, the careful manner in which Brueggemann writes: “This text may be a 
reflection on the role of wisdom, perhaps in an aggressive royal context.” Walter 
Brueggemann, Genesis, Interpretation (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1982), 51. See also his 
cautious comments concerning the possibility of a royal critique on page 40.
266 Joint Van Seters, “The Creation of Man and the Creation of the King,” ZAW 101 (1989): 
333-342.
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remnants of the royal theme.267 This stripping the story of royal trappings may 

not, however, suggest a lack of royal interest, as Van Seters thinks. Indeed, 

this would be strange in light of van Seter’s own argument. Why would the 

author of Genesis 2-3 use so many royal motifs, without intending any 

connection with royalty?

Mendenhall was by no means the first scholar to argue for a political 

understanding of Genesis 3. However, his position is worth serious discussion 

in connection with the investigation here presented for several reasons. First, 

he makes a strong argument for a political reading of Genesis 3. Second, his 

contribution concerning the dating, genre, and meaning of Genesis 2-3 has 

been widely influential, being cited by other secondary literature.268 Third, 

although his arguments and observations are strong, the approach adopted here 

may further strengthen and clarify some of his observations.

Mendenhall’s approach to Genesis 3 is set forth as follows:
The thesis to be presented here is nearly as simple as the story itself— 

namely, that the apparently naive and childlike story is actually a work of 
utmost artistry and sophistication that stems from the “wisdom” tradition of 
ancient Israel. It is a mashal: an “analogy” or, better yet, a “parable” that 
was told to convey a point, one that could hardly be communicated in any 
other way with such pathos and sympathy.269

Mendenhall states that, “Similarities or classifications pointed out and 

taught by the elite have social status, and it is an affront to respectable society 

to point out analogies that are in conflict with the accepted social system. It is

267 Ibid., 340.
268 Cfi, for example, Beverly J. Stratton, Out o f Eden: Reading, Rhetoric, and Ideology in 
Genesis 2-3, JSOTSup 208 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 226.
269 Ibid., 320.
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only when a social system is destroyed that a new value system can make its 

claim to validity, and this is the historical context of Genesis 3.”270

Certainly, such a time of societal unrest would be fertile ground for such 

an anti-elite value system to germinate. However, it is questionable whether 

the destruction of an elite system would be the only time in which such an 

anti-elite system would sprout or thrive. Ideologies that contest the dominant 

ideology are, no doubt, always present in any society. At times of complete 

(or nearly complete) political dissolution, such “minority reports” may become 

the dominant attitude of a given society. Thus, it is arguable that there is less 

need for a mashal (which Mendenhall argues is the genre of Genesis 3) in a 

time of radical dislocation than during a time of a pervasive pro-royal 

ideology. A more hidden approach, such as he proposes for Genesis 3, would 

be more likely whenever there is still some elite group that is dominating 

society. Thus, if indeed Genesis 3 is, as Mendenhall writes, . . actually a 

work of utmost artistry and sophistication that stems from the ‘wisdom’ 

tradition of ancient Israel,” then it might be more appropriate to look for a 

time and provenance when royal ideology needed to be questioned in a more 

cautious manner. However, when would such a time and provenance exist? 

Speaking truth to power is always and everywhere a difficult and dangerous 

task.

Indeed, the examples Mendenhall gives had their settings during times 

when monarchy was either being initiated, as in Jotham’s fable, or was being 

challenged in some way, as in 2 Samuel 14:1-24. Perhaps the best case of a

?70
George E. Mendenhall, “The Shady Side of Wisdom,” in A Light unto My Path: Old 

Testament Studies in Honor o f Jacob M. Myers (ed. Howard N. Bream, Ralph D. Heim, and 
Cary A. Moore (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1974), 327.
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parable that challenged the king’s prerogative to do whatever he wished is 

found in 2 Samuel 12:1-15.271 Regardless of whether these stories reflect 

courtly reality, they likely would have possessed a flavor of verisimilitude for 

an ancient author and his audience. Thus, Mendenhall’s own examples might 

suggest that the genre of parable—at least when the genre challenges, rather 

than supports royal ideology—might be more likely found during a time when 

royal ideology was strong, rather than at a time when such ideology was weak.

In fact, Mendenhall himself appears to acknowledge this, although he 

does so in the form of a question. After pointing out the existence of an 

educated elite of the wise “. . . upon whom rested the whole structure and 

function of the political state,” Mendenhall asks if it is not the case that, “. .  . 

educated elitism is an international phenomenon, and has similar effects in 

radically different societies?”272 If his question must be answered in the 

affirmative, as Mendenhall implies, then criticisms of such elites and the 

political ideologies might arise at any time. Such criticisms would nearly 

always be unwelcome to the current rulers, since criticism of one king or 

dynasty might be interpreted as criticism of all kings and dynasties.273 

However, if the criticisms were disguised, it might well endure, and even be 

preserved, by the very elites and kings at whom the criticism was directed.

Therefore, the quest for a time in which a story such as the Eden Narrative 

might have received something approaching its final form needs to be 

broadened. Mendenhall assumes that Genesis 3 is critical of the

271 Ibid., 326. Indeed, Mendenhall cites this passage in his article.
272 Ibid., 322.
273 This is noted by J. G. McConville, God and Earthly Power: An Old Testament Political 
Theology: Genesis -Kings (London: T & T Clark, 2006), 29. He writes, “In the nature of the 
case, what holds for Assyria may hold also for Babylon, Persia and so on. Indeed, the biblical 
literature itself exploits the possibilities for typology inherent in the language and imagery it 
employs . . . .
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Israelite/Judean monarchies and the elite who at once supported royal ideology 

and were supported by such ideology. However, it is more probable that the 

disguised nature of the Eden Narrative is an indicator that an uncritically pro

royal mindset was still prevalent at the time when the story was written. The 

precise target of the “minority ideology” that called into question royal 

pretensions may have been intentionally obfuscated. Such deliberate 

obfuscation would have served several purposes for those who told the story. 

First, it would have helped keep the story teller/writer and the listener/reader 

alive. Second, it would have helped the story to be preserved.274 Third, such 

an indirect criticism in a story that might be read or heard in different ways 

would tend to draw the reader/hearer into the story in a way that more direct 

criticisms do not. The rhetoric of indirectness is a powerful tool of 

communication.

One aspect of the disguised nature of Genesis 3 (that Mendenhall notes, 

but does not fully explain) is the apparently archaic language of Genesis 3. 

“The contention here is that Gen 3 is a parade example of Exilic imitation of 

archaic language, entirely in harmony with its setting and purpose. The 

language is no more tenth century than is the prose of the prologue to the book 

of Job.”275 It should be noted here that, although Mendenhall speaks of such 

“archaic” language being consonant with the story’s purpose, he does not 

explain how such language is in line with that purpose.

Perhaps such archaizing language is an intentional aspect of literary 

misdirection. By using ancient Hebrew words—as well as by telling a story of

274 What happens to direct, prophetic critiques of royal ideology and behavior is well
illustrated by King Jehoiakim’s disposal of Jeremiah’s scroll (Jeremiah 36:20-26). Direct 
criticisms of kings were likely not considered food for thought, but, rather, as fuel for the fire. 
~75 Mendenhall, “Shady Side of Wisdom,” 327.
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man qua man and by setting the story in primeval times—the author is 

attempting to deflect the suspicion that he is doing precisely what he is doing: 

criticizing certain excesses of royal ideology. Thus, Mendenhall’s arguments 

are strengthened by the argument here presented.

Where does Mendenhall’s approach to the Eden Narrative fall in terms of 

the typology of basic approaches that is proposed here? First, in terms of 

interpretation of component parts of the story, vs. the story as a whole, 

Mendenhall is difficult to categorize. On the one hand, he does not deal with 

“sources” in a classical, nineteenth or twentieth century manner. On the other 

hand, Mendenhall deals only with Genesis 3, without so much as a reference 

to chapter 2. Is this because he believes that chapters 2 and 3 come from 

different sources or traditions? He does not say.

However, Mendenhall does refer to the story’s reinterpretation of more 

ancient traditions.27'1 The term “traditions” is probably preferable to “sources” 

in most cases. The idea of appropriating, adopting, or even transforming older 

traditions, recognizes the intergenerational and fluid aspects of stories. 

Certainly, elements of Genesis 2-3 should be recognized as, at the very least, 

analogous to various ANE traditions—in particular, some of the elements of 

Gilgamesh. Nevertheless, Mendenhall basically approaches the story of 

Genesis 3 as a whole, acknowledging the presence of older elements in the 

story, but without a detailed analysis of those putative older elements.

In terms of the univocal versus polyphonic nature of the story, 

Mendenhall’s approach seems to straddle the two. As with many other 

advocates o f an essentially univocal or “simple” meaning, Mendenhall also 276

276 Ibid., 321.
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recognizes that, behind this apparent simplicity, the story . . is actually a 

work of utmost artistry and sophistication . .. ,277 His use of this word (as 

well as his modifying of the adjectives “naïve” and “childlike” with the adverb 

“apparently”) reveals that Mendenhall does not, after all, take a simplistic 

approach to this seemingly simple story.278 Indeed, he recognizes that Genesis 

3, which he takes to be a mashal, tells “. . . a story, completely irrelevant to 

any existing contemporary vested interests . . . ,” which nevertheless involves 

a principle that relates precisely to those contemporary vested interests.279 

Thus, for Mendenhall, the polyphonic nature of Genesis 3 is endemic to its 

genre and rhetorical purpose.

Concerning the division between those who approach the Eden Narrative 

as a positive, negative, or ambiguous (mixed) story, Mendenhall’s approach 

falls clearly in the camp of those who take the story as a tale of a negative 

development. In fact, Mendenhall dismisses “[t]he attempt to read into the 

narrative a fall ‘upward’ . . .” as “. .  . a simple illustration of the misuse of 

biblical narrative.”280 Commenting on Eve’s desire for wisdom (i.e., the 

knowledge of good and evil), Mendenhall writes,

This is a very subtle jibe—a comment upon King Solomon’s wisdom 
that also effectively neutralized the old Israelite covenant theology and ethic 
in favor of becoming ‘modem.’ The result: schism, and destruction at the 
hands of Shishak. For wisdom as a means of achieving goals has rarely 
been able to evaluate the goal itself.281

The old wisdom had proclaimed: “An expectation deferred is a 
sickness of heart; but a ‘tree of life’ is an object of desire realized.” One is 
immediately reminded of the case of poor Amnon, wasting away in his 
incestuous desire for his half sister, until his “wise” ways and means 
committee found a way for realization—which also turned out to be a “tree

277 Ibid., 320.
278 Ibid.
279 Ibid., 325-326.
280 Ibid.
281 Ibid.
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of life” for no one (2 Sam 13). The expulsion from Paradise made the "tree 
of life” inaccessible, and the divine curses constantly reminded Adam’s 
children that the experience of evil is not necessarily being “like God, 
knowing good and evil.”282

In terms of the fourth category of basic approaches to Genesis 2-3— 

originist versus paradigmatic—Mendenhall is difficult to categorize.

Although he does not use the word “paradigm”, the idea does seem to be 

implied. For example, Mendenhall writes, “After the final destruction, 

predicted by virtually all the pre-exilic prophets, some anonymous and 

chastened “wise man” saw the course of history in a new light and used old 

traditions to construct a new parable of the human plight.”283 The references 

to “the course of history” and “human plight” take Mendenhall’s approach out 

of the etiological, and into the paradigmatic. He is not speaking of the quest 

for origins, but of the recognition of patterns of royal ideology and its 

consequent behavior and the results such ideology and behavior for the 

monarchy and the nation. Mendenhall’s use of the words, “analogy” and 

“parable” also identify him as falling into the paradigmatic camp. Both words 

suggest a story told at one level, with implications at another level.

Mendenhall’s position may be summarized as follows. He regards 

Genesis 2-3 as a mashal, or parable that was told to question royal pretensions 

concerning wisdom. It is thus in the stream of skeptical wisdom, a type of 

wisdom that was aware of the limits of wisdom. As such, Genesis 2-3 has 

much in common with the book of Job, as well as with certain stories within 

the Deuteronomistic History. The story of Genesis 3 is read holistically— 

although Mendenhall seems to assume that Genesis 3 is to be considered

282 Ibid., 331.
283 Ibid., 325.
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separately from Genesis 2. This contrasts with Budde and others.284 

Mendenhall approaches Genesis 3 as being capable of being read at two 

distinct levels. He definitely thinks of Genesis 3 as a negative portrayal of 

Israelite kingship, and thinks that such a portrayal came from the time when 

Israelite kingship was no more. For this reason, and for others, he conceives 

of the story as being told during the exilic period.

Mendenhall makes a strong argument that Genesis 3 is a criticism of royal 

ideology. However, his argument might be further strengthened by connecting 

Genesis 3 more closely with Genesis 2. It will be argued that the language of 

life and related motifs—which are especially prominent in Genesis 2—also 

serve to call into question royal pretensions. Furthermore, the archaizing 

language may be one aspect of the author’s/redactor’s disguising of a polemic 

that questions royal ideology.

However, it is questionable whether the destruction of an elite system 

would be the only time in which such an anti-elite system would sprout or 

thrive, as Mendenhall asserts. The story could have assumed something close 

to its final form at any time when criticism of royal ideology was present, yet 

was perceived as dangerous by some of the elite intelligentsia. Since such 

criticism may always be present, and is always dangerous since it challenges 

powerful vested interests, it seems best to remain a minimalist concerning the 

methods and assumptions that are used by Mendenhall to date Genesis 2-3.

Furthermore, while it is certainly true that archaizing language may 

account for the more seemingly archaic words, it is always possible that such 

words appear because the story is, in fact, archaic. Later words and phrases

7X4 Budde, Die biblische Urgeschichte, 51; Westermann, Genesisl-11, 212.
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might well be regarded as an updating o f more ancient language. Thus, 

archaic words are not necessarily indicative of an early date, and late biblical 

Hebrew words are not automatically indicative of a late date.

However, the fact that some of the language and stories of Genesis 2-4 do 

have significant points of contact with the monarchy—particularly with David 

and Solomon—may argue that the story received its final form after the end of 

the Davidic Monarchy.285 This goes against the grain of many arguments that 

assume that connections with the Davidic Monarchy prove the time of the 

writing of the Eden Narrative. However, if one wishes to criticize royal 

ideology, it is most unwise to leave clues as to which precise royal line one is 

criticizing. Thus, the language of the setting of the story may point to the 

monarchical era, but this does not necessarily argue for an early date. On the 

contrary, such a setting in a story that is critical of royal ideology may be part 

of the disguise that is being adopted as part of the hidden polemic.

Another scholar who has identified an “undertone” of political criticism 

in the Genesis 2-3 story is Holter."86 He notes that the serpent has sometimes 

been taken as representing “. . . a polemic against non-Yahwistic religion,”287 

However, Holter also acknowledges that the mention of Yahweh having

285 Cf. Gary A. Rendsburg, “Biblical Literature as Politics: The Case of Genesis,” in Religion 
and Politics in the Ancient Near East, edited by Adele Berlin (Bethesda, Maryland: University 
Press of Maryland, 1996), 47-70. Rendsburg argues strongly for an early date for Genesis, 
based primarily on what he takes to be many clues which link Genesis with the period of the 
United Monarchy.
However, his modem analogies of Miller’s “The Crucible” and the television show 
M*A*S*H* seem ill-conceived to illustrate his point. Miller’s work and M*A*S*H* are, by 
Rendsburg’s own admission, set in earlier times, yet related to (then) contemporary events, yet 
Rendsburg uses the clues for an early date for Genesis to argue for the time of composition, 
rather than the time of setting for the book.
286 Knut Holter, “The Serpent in Eden as a Symbol of Israel's Political Enemies: Yahwistic 
Criticism of the Solomonic Foreign Policy?” SJOT 4/1 (1990): 107. (For the entire article, cf. 
106-112.
287 Ibid., 107.
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created the serpent sits awkwardly with this reading.288 Holter thinks that the 

repeated use of the Hebrew root ntojl, used in close connection with both the 

serpent and the woman, . . reveals a deliberate contrasting between the 

serpent and the woman”.289

Holter argues that even though J hardly could understand the religion of 

Israel’s neighbors as initiated by Yahweh,290 he would certainly regard these 

peoples as a part of Yahweh’s creation. It is well known that J elsewhere uses 

a theriomorphic phraseology in his description of a nation or people. For 

example, in Genesis 49 some of Jacob’s sons are compared with animals.291 

In particular, Holter points out that Israel’s enemies are described as 

“serpents”. This is true of the Philistines (Isa. 14:29), and of Egypt (Jer. 

46:22). This may also be the thrust of Jer. 8:17.292 Even though he 

acknowledges that “. . . these three texts are younger than Gen 3, they make it 

clear that the ‘serpent’ might act in the Old Testament as a metaphor for 

political enemies of Israel, a phenomenon which of course is linked to the 

important religious function serpents had among Israel’s surrounding 

peoples.”293

Holter also points out that the word used of the conflict between the 

woman (and her seed) and the serpent (and his seed)—TD'H—may support his

288 Ibid.
289 Ibid., 108. However, this Hebrew root is so commonly used that Holter appears to be 
straining on this point.
290 On the other hand, cf. Judges 11:24, where Jephthah states that at least one Israelite 
thought of the god Chemosh as giving their land to the Ammonites. The fact that this was 
recorded in the Old Testament may indicate that the Old Testament (and those who preserved 
it) was more comfortable with polytheism than Holter suggests.
291 Ibid.
292 Ibid., 108-109.
293 Ibid., 109.
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thesis, since this same noun is used in Ezekiel 25:15 and 35:5 of the Philistines 

and the Edomites, respectively.

cp: TOf?ri npp23 n,rra‘?s niia:; ]t  rnrr 'hn -ibk ns Ezekiel 25:15
cbis nn'N n'nuisb daaa sxaa

NAU Ezekiel 25:15 ‘Thus says the Lord GOD, “Because the Philistines have 
acted in revenge and have taken vengeance with scorn of soul to destroy with 
everlasting enmity,”

)*p ]vj nss dtn nss ann-'T-^y btato’-'iiirnKnani cbiy nrrs nvn ]in

Ezekiel 35:5
□pa iQpa’i nap^s c'mibs nifty ]T  mn' ’nx  npx ns 

cbiy ns'N n’ntcsb taas sxais

NAU Ezekiel 35:5 “Because you have had everlasting enmity and have 1 delivered 
the sons of Israel to the power of the sword at the time of their calamity, at the time of 
the punishment of the end,”

Holter is in basic agreement with W. von Soden294 and M. Gorg,295 who 

had . . suggested that the dependence o f Adam on Eve in Gen 3 reflects the 

dependence of Solomon on his Egyptian wife.”296 However, Holter thinks that 

the critique is broader than that proposed by von Soden and Gorg.

How is Holter to be situated in terms of the rubrics that are identified in 

this survey? Holter clearly deals with the final form of the text, even as he 

deals with individual elements within it. Certainly, his highly symbolic 

interpretation of the serpent puts him in the category of a more complex

294 Wolfram von Soden, “Verschlüsselte Kritik an Salomo in der Urgeschichte des 
Jahwisten?” WO 7/2 (1974): 228-240.
295 M. Görg, “Weisheit als Provokation: Religionsgeschichtliche und theolgische Aspekte der 
Südenfallerzählung,” in Die Kraft der Hoffnung. Fs J. Schreiner, edited by A. E. Hierhold, et 
al. (Bamberg : St. Otto, 1986), 19-34.
2 )b Ibid., 110-111. This “dependence” (for Holter, von Soden, and Gorg), is shown by the fact 
that the woman seems to be the main actor in Genesis 3.
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interpretation of the story. Holter seems to regard the Eden Narrative as 

largely a warning, and not as any kind of “fall upwards.” Finally, Holter 

thinks of the story as being paradigmatic, with the serpent symbolizing and the 

humans’ responses to him as a warning paradigm for Solomon and his foreign 

and domestic policies.

While Holter regards the Eden Narrative as, at least to some degree, 

criticising royal ideology, Kennedy thinks of Gen. 2-3 not as questioning royal 

pretensions, but rather as legitimizing those pretensions.297 Kennedy’s reading 

of the story accounts for many (though not all) of the elements of the story, 

and presents a coherent interpretation of the story as a whole. A detailed 

summary of Kennedy’s reading of the story is in order.

Following Sternberg, Kennedy asserts that literature is always 

ideological.298 Furthermore, following Thompson, Kennedy holds that “. . . 

ideology designates the process by which meaning or signification serves to 

sustain or legitimate social relations of domination . . . ,”299 Kennedy goes on 

to point out that other ANE cosmologies, such as Enuma Elish, are “. ..  

expressions of power that legitimated the social and political agenda of the 

culture that produced them.”300

Kennedy’s reading of the story presupposes a very close connection 

between God and the king.301 Such a close connection does seem to be behind 

such sayings as Proverb 24:21, as well as Psalm 110. It may well be that, if

9Q7 Kennedy, “Peasants in Revolt: 3-14.
298 Ibid., 3.
299 Ibid.
300 Ibid., 4.
301 Ibid., 4. Cf. also Gale A. Yee, “Gender, Class, and the Social-Scientific Study of Genesis 
2-3,” Semeia 87 (1999): 177-192, who also assumes a close correlation between Yahweh and 
king on the one hand, and Adam and Eve and peasants on the other hand.
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the story of Genesis 2-3 ever circulated independently of Genesis 1, the Eden 

Narrative was indeed intended to be read as legitimating royal ideology in 

precisely the way Kennedy proposes. However, it is more difficult to read it 

purely in this way, once it is considered in tandem with Genesis 1, and with 

the rest of Genesis and the Primary History. In Genesis 1:28, the man and 

woman are told to rule (Trn) over the animals. As Sawyer has pointed out, the 

image of God that is mentioned in chapter 1 may well inform our reading of 

Genesis 2-3 in some way. If so, the theme of the image of God in Genesis 

1:26-28 may be a challenge to the then prevailing ANE symbolism of kings as 

the image of a god, rather than a close linking of the king with God.302

Furthermore, as Sanders notes, “.. . as the notion of hostile takeover 

present in a tenn such as ‘appropriation’ implies, adaptation can also be 

oppositional, even subversive. There are as many opportunities for divergence 

as adherence, for assault as well as homage.”303 Indeed, Sanders has an entire 

chapter that deals with “constructing alternative points of view.”304

As Kimelman writes,
There is probably no episode of the Bible that has been subject to a 

greater variety of interpretations than the story of the Garden of Eden. This 
variety is due to the fact that no single line of interpretation has accounted 
for all the data. That is to say, no single meaning of the story has exhausted 
all its features. If every reading perspective leaves a remainder, the only 
question is whether one reading accounts for more of the data than another 
in a coherent way. Indeed, it may even take multiple readings to account 
for all the data. The claim to significance of the following reading lies in its 
capacity to minimize the remainder by providing a structure for illuminating

302 J. Richard Middleton, The Liberating Image: The Imago Dei in Genesis l (Grand Rapids: 
Brazos Press, 2005), 104.
303 Julie Sanders, Adaptation and Appropriation, NCI (London: Routledge, 2006), 9.
304 Ibid., 97-119. There are many verbal hints in Genesis 2-3 that the man is described in 
royal language. This will be argued in more depth in subsequent chapters. However, some of 
these hints should perhaps be mentioned here: the man receiving the breath of life, the 
commission to till and guard the garden, the task of naming the animals, and the phrase “the 
knowledge of good and bad,” all suggest the humans’ royal status. Kennedy seems to be 
focusing on some of the clues, while ignoring others, which seem to point in a different 
direction from the interpretive direction Kennedy has taken.
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the narrative that explains its overall thrust, accounts for the interaction of 
its characters, and sheds light on interpretational difficulties.305

Kennedy is perhaps ignoring some of the clues listed above306 due to his 

presupposition concerning the ideological monopoly of elites on literary 

production. He writes that “.. . ideology designates the process by which 

meaning or signification serves to sustain or legitimate social relations of 

domination . . . .”307 Certainly, much literature can and does serve to 

legitimize political domination. However, this is not inevitably so. Literature 

can also challenge the status quo.308 At the very least, as part of the Primary 

History—the section of the Old Testament that stretches from Genesis through 

2 Kings—a very mixed picture of kingship obtains.309 Examining the Eden 

Narrative as part of this larger context makes it less likely that Genesis 2-3 can 

be read, in its present form, as an uncritical validation of pro-royal ideology.

Gnuse argues for granting “. . . anti-royal fervor and the radical equality 

of people” more prominence in our understanding of the Primeval History of 

Genesis 1-11. Indeed, he labels these themes of anti-royal fervor and radical 

equality of people as an overlooked message.310 He thinks that this is

305 Reuven Kimelman, “The Seduction of Eve and Feminist Readings of the Garden of Eden,” 
(http://wiudaism.librarv.utoronto.ca/index.php/wiudaism. accessed 10-29-2014).
306 Cf. fn. 295.
307 Kennedy, “Political Allegory in Genesis 2-3,” 3.
308 Cf., for example, Mark G. Brett, Genesis: Procreation and the Politics o f  Identity, 8. Brett 
speaks of the final form of Genesis as resistance literature which exerts its influence “. .. 
behind the back of powerful ideologies.” As will be argued in the chapters on knowledge and 
life, the Gilgamesh Epic, as well as certain portions of the Old Testament, seems to question 
royal pretensions and practices, at least in some measure.
309 Cf. J. J. M. Roberts, “The Enthronement of Yhwh and David: The Abiding Theological 
Significance of the Kingship Language of the Psalms,” CBQ 64/4 (2002): 675-686. Even 
Roberts, 675-676, who argues for a fairly positive portrait of kingship in the Old Testament 
nevertheless acknowledges that the biblical judgment on the monarchy is “. . .  ambiguous and 
multivalent. . . .”
310 Robert K. Gnuse, “An Overlooked Message: The Critique of Kings and Affirmation of 
Equality in the Primeval History,” BTB 36/4 (2006): 147. This is in contrast to his basic 
approach (only a few years before) in Robert K. Gnuse, “A Process Theological Interpretation 
of the Primeval History in Genesis 2-11,” HBT29/1 (2002): 23-41.
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especially likely when Genesis 1 and 2 are considered together.311 Humankind 

being “in the image of God” is a common ANE way of speaking about 

kings.312 Furthermore, the fact that it is Yahweh who plants the garden, rather 

than the man, demonstrates that Yahweh, and not Adam, is the king in Eden.313 

This is true, even if the man and woman are portrayed in a royal fashion in 

certain ways, for example, as fulfilling a royal function in naming the 

animals.314 Thus, Gnuse deals primarily with the final form, opts for a 

complex (“overlooked”) message in the Eden Narrative and, indeed, in the 

entire Primeval History. Gnuse argues for both a positive interpretation 

(human equality) and a negative interpretation (the critique of kings) in 

Genesis 2-3, and in the rest of the Primeval History. Finally, Gnuse is clearly 

reading the Eden Narrative as paradigmatic.315 In another article, Gnuse is 

less explicit concerning his paradigmatic approach. However, when he writes 

of such “themes” as “the radical equality of people,”316 and “a strident critique 

of kingship,” it is clear that he is broadening his interpretation to the point of 

making it paradigmatic.317

Coats seems to take a moderating position regarding royal ideology in the 

Eden Narrative. Genesis 2-3 does speak in royal language, but also calls into 

question certain royal pretensions.

311 Ibid., 150-151.
312 Ibid., 150.
313 Ibid.
314 Ibid., 150-151.
315 Cf. Gnuse, “Process Theological Interpretation of the Primeval History,” 23-41, in which 
the paradigmatic aspect is even more explicitly expressed. For example, Gnuse, 25-26, speaks 
(with approval) of theological approaches which have identified “patterns” of grace, sin, 
punishment, and forgiveness.
316 Gnuse, “An Overlooked Message,” 147.
317 Ibid., 146.
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. . .  As a tale the unit derives in some manner form the royal court (see 
Richter). The Paradise Man is the royal man; his garden, his animals, his 
wife constitute his court. He exercises dominion over them as he names 
them (cf. 1:28). The Paradise Man thus wields power in his garden, power 
to know good and evil, to discriminate between alternatives for the future of 
his subjects. Yet, the tale is not simply a propaganda piece for the royal 
man. His knowledge of good and evil was originally denied him. His grasp 
of it was an act of disobedience, an affront to God. His expulsion from the 
Garden is a denial of his power. The story thus derives from circles 
(wisdom?) who stand over against the king to admonish, instruct, and 
correct him, or finally to impeach him.118

One scholar who has approached Genesis 2-3 from a political 

standpoint—at times cautiously, and at other times less so—is Brueggemann. 

Parrish notes .. three methodological pillars . .  on which Brueggemann’s 

work rests. “He has a preference for literary modes of reading biblical 

literature; he is intensely concerned about the social function of biblical texts; 

he is fiercely dialectical.”318 319

At the confluence of Brueggemann’s social concern and dialectical 

approach is his conception of the ambiguity of the legitimating and 

countercultural aspects of texts. As Parrish points out,

Depending on who wields authoritative texts and traditions, they are 
either a part of the prevailing culture’s process of constructing, legitimating 
and maintaining social worlds, or they are countercultural in their effort to 
construct alternative social worlds. The same text can sometimes function 
in both ways, as his shrewd analysis of Psalm 37 demonstrates 
(Brueggemann 1995, 235-57).320

One of Brueggemann’s early writings in which he interpreted Genesis 2-3 

in a political manner was published in 1968.321 Speaking of a consensus that 

no longer exists, he writes, “Because of the work of von Rad and Wolff, we

318 George W. Coats, Genesis with an Introduction to Narrative Literature, FOTL I (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1983), 59.
319 V. Steven Parrish, “Brueggemann, Walter,” DMBL. 244-245.
320 Ibid., 245.
321 Walter Brueggemann, “David and His Theologian,” in David and His Theologian: 
Literary, Social, and Theological Investigation o f the Early Monarchy, edited by K. C. 
Hanson; Eugene, Oregon: Cascade Books, 2011), 1-28. [Originally, published as Walter 
Brueggemann, “David and His Theologian,” CBQ 30 (1968): 156-181. Pagination is given in 
the 2011 reprint.]
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can now safely conclude that these stories are an attempt to create theological 

legitimacy for the monarchy and speak a warning in the context of covenant to 

the ambitions of the Davidic house.”322 Brueggemann argues for close links 

between Genesis 2-11 and the Succession Narrative of 2 Samuel 9-20, 1 Kings 

1-2.323 His hypothesis is that, “[t]he J construction in Genesis 2-11 is 

dependent upon the David story. The particular order of the Genesis materials 

is dependent upon the career of the sons of David in their quest for the 

throne.”324 Human sin, as well as God’s judgment and grace, are mirrored in 

the Davidic dynasty. The task of the theologian in Genesis 2-11 is that of

. . . extending the experience of this representative man and his family 
to the experience of all Israelites. This extension was a natural, legitimate 
thing to do, for in such a society, what happens to the king does indeed 
happen to every member of the realm. Thus the theologian is not simply 
applying a personal experience to the community but is asserting that the 
experiences of the royal house are in fact events in the life of the whole 
realm.325

Brueggemann posits that four stories in Genesis 3-11 are to be related to 

four stories in the Succession Narrative.326 327

Adam and Eve (Gen. 3:1-24), and David and Bathsheba (2 Sam. 11-12)
Cain and Abel (Gen. 4:1-16), and Amnon and Absalom (2 Sam. 13-14)
Noah and the Flood (Gen. 6-93-7), and Absalom and David (2 Sam. 15-20)
The Tower of Babel (Gen. 11:1-9), and Solomon and David (2 Kings 1-2)

According to Brueggemann, the same basic factors are present in each of 

these stories. He notes in particular two factors, “(a) The dramatic sequence 

moves persistently toward a more precarious relation between Yahweh and his

322 Ibid., 2-3.
323 Ibid., 3-4.
324 Ibid., 4.
325 Ibid.
326 Ibid., 5.
327 Ibid., 5. The precise listing of verses which Brueggemann takes to be the relevant story of 
the flood has not been listed in this thesis.
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human family, (b) The tendency in each story is to show that the real issue is 

the graciousness of Yahweh.”328

While there are certainly some apparent points of contact between the 

stories of Genesis 2-11 and the Succession Narrative, these points are so 

general as to remain less than fully convincing. This is shown by the fact that 

Brueggemann resorts to such general concepts as “. . .  sin, confession, 

judgment and graciousness.”329 Brueggemann seems to acknowledge the 

weakness of his parallels with such statements as he makes concerning his 

linkage of Adam and Eve with David and Bath Sheba. “The parallel in 

Genesis 3 is not precise . . . .”330 In the case of the linkage of Noah and 

Absalom, Brueggemann admits that “. . . the points of similarity are not 

pervasive . . . .”331

Brueggemann thinks that, in Genesis 2-3, the Yahwist transforms David 

into “every man” both in his reception of God’s good gifts, and in his 

temptations to misuse God’s good gifts.332 Brueggemann comments that, “[i]n 

the David narrative, the loss of the kingdom or part of it is threatened. It is 

not, I think, forcing the narrative to see a parallel in Gen 3:23-24 in which the 

man is expelled from his garden. The loss of garden and loss of kingdom 

come to mean the same thing, exile.”333

328 Ibid., 5.
329 Ibid., 7.
330 Ibid., fn. 32, p. 8. (The fn. begins on p. 7.)
331 Ibid., 13.
332 Ibid., 23. Cf. also Walter Brueggemann, “The Trusted Creature,” in David and His 
Theologian: Literary, Social, and Theological Investigation o f the Early Monarchy, (edited by 
K. C. Hanson; Eugene, Oregon: Cascade Books, 2011), 61. [Originally published as “The 
Trusted Creature,” CBQ 31 (1969): 484-498. Pagination is from the 2011 reprint.]
333 Ibid., 9.
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While many of the conclusions Brueggemann draws appear cogent, he 

does not account for the reason for the less than convincing parallels between 

Genesis 2-11 and the Succession Narrative. However, Brueggemann’s 

argument is strengthened if, as is argued here, the inexact parallels between 

the Eden Narrative and the Davidic materials may be the result of the need to 

speak allusively and elusively concerning the subject. In any case, his work 

meets Amit’s fourth criterion (i.e., other scholars who have proposed guarded 

criticism of the monarchy) in Genesis 2-3.

Is Brueggemann correct, however, when he argues that the points of 

contact between Genesis 2-3 and the stories about David suggest the dating of 

the materials in Genesis 2-3? It may well be that, precisely because of the 

allusiveness of the references in the Eden Narrative, such allusions would 

remain too strong to have assumed their final form during the time of the reign 

of David or Solomon, since such references, indirect though they may be, 

would likely result in repression of the story. These oblique references to 

David would more likely stem from a time during the divided monarchy, or 

even later, when even those fairly close to the throne may have entertained 

some doubts about the exercise of kingship, and royal ideology that 

underpinned it. It would still have been very important to mute such 

misgivings. The clues in the Eden Narrative that appear to point toward the 

Davidic period would have served well the purposes o f such a muted protest.

It has been demonstrated that political interpretations of Genesis 2-3 are 

not lacking in the exegetical literature. It has also been shown that such 

political interpretations differ greatly from one another. Some scholars have 

taken Genesis 2-3 as legitimating royal ideology. Others have interpreted the
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Eden Narrative as calling royal ideology into question. Still others have 

posited a support of royal ideology, but with reservations and provisos. Even 

those scholars have posited a royal (or an anti-royal) agenda have disagreed as 

to how prominent this theme in the Eden Narrative. Furthermore, scholarly 

approaches may be divided into interpretations that see a particular polemic 

against particular kings—especially King Solomon—and interpretations that 

are generally critical of royal ideology.

But does a choice need to be made between those approaches that may 

refer to a specific king, or to monarchy in general? Perhaps anything that 

challenges a political policy, attitude, or action undermines or calls into 

question some aspect of royal ideology. Perhaps, too, any challenge to royal 

ideology renders all individual royal policies, attitudes, and actions open to 

criticism. On the other hand, if Genesis 2-3 is a hidden polemic against royal 

ideology, it would logically be prudent to make the details of the story reflect 

earlier times and/or different geographical locations from the time and place 

that was the real target of the polemic. This stratagem would be less likely to 

raise royal suspicions than a setting that was more contemporary or closer in 

geography.

One possible approach to the divide between so-called pro-royal and anti

royal interpretations of the Eden Narrative is the qualified legitimization 

approach. This has often been thought to be the result of composite 

authorship. One author may have been legitimizing royal ideology, and 

another may have been questioning—at least in some measure—royal 

ideology. It is not clear, even if this is true, that it can be determined which 

version of the story came first, and which version was the polemic. One can
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certainly imagine a situation in which an earlier, legitimizing story was first, 

while a later author called such legitimacy into some question. This would 

especially occur when the downsides of royal rule had become clearer over 

time.

However, one could also imagine a situation in which an earlier, 

somewhat skeptical story could be co-opted by a later, legitimizing author. 

Early on in the process of the centralization of power, there might well have 

been voices raised in opposition. Later, when royal power had been 

consolidated, earlier questioning voices would have been muted (or, at the 

very least, moderated) by a pro-royal emphasis.

On the face of it, it seems more likely that the pro-royal story was the 

earlier of the two versions. Certainly, a negative attitude toward kings would 

accord with Judah’s and Israel’s later experience with kings who were, at best, 

of dubious value. At worst, these kings would have been either of two 

unpopular sorts: either oppressive puppet kings, in charge of collecting taxes 

for their foreign overlords, or rebels against those foreign kings who ended up 

bringing retribution in the form of siege, death, and destruction.

In any case, the redactor apparently thought that the earlier material made 

a coherent story—along with the redactor’s own (or other) contributions.

Even if the redactor merely combined earlier accounts without contributing 

anything substantial to them, the fact still remains that the redactor thought the 

accounts were compatible. If the redactor blended the two accounts, adding 

what he thought appropriate, then there is another story, in addition to 

whatever stories he may have used and blended. In either case, if this is a
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story about royalty, in its final form, it seems to be somewhat dubious about 

certain aspects of royal ideology.

The mythical elements in Genesis 2-3 have been frequently noted,334 and 

often denied.335 There are those who would not speak of “mythical elements,” 

but would simply refer to Genesis 2-3 as myth.336 It is sometimes assumed 

that myths inherently support the status quo, and would thus be pro- 

monarchical.337 However, as Kruger and others have pointed out, myths may 

either support or challenge prevailing power arrangements.338

Conclusion

What may be concluded from this brief and selective survey of scholarly 

work on Genesis 2-3? The following are preliminary observations.

First, political interpretations of the Eden Narrative are much more 

common than is sometimes recognized. They are represented throughout 

much of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first century as well. Thus, 

Amit’s fourth criterion—that of a hidden polemic (although not always called 

that)—has been satisfied.

Second these political interpretations range from those that think of a 

political angle as the primary interpretive motive of Genesis 2-3, to those 

scholars who think of any political aspect of the story as remote at most.

334 Cf.. e.g., Brevard S. Childs, Myth and Reality in the Old Testament, 2nd ed., Studies in 
Biblical Theology (London: SCM Press, 1962), 49.
335 Cf. for example, John N. Oswalt, The Bible among the Myths: Unique or Just Different? 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2009). Oswalt, 17-18, does not deny the presence or use of 
mythic elements in the Bible. However, he pleads “.. . that we not overplay those similarities 
so that they obscure the much more significant differences that affect every interpretation of 
the similarities.”
336 Cf. Robert Gordis, “The Significance of the Paradise Myth,” AJSLL 52/2 (1936): 86-94. 
Mettinger, Eden Narrative, 69-70, 73, eventually refers to the Eden Narrative as a myth, 
although he does not wish to prejudge the issue in the earlier part of his analysis (p. 1).
337 N. Wyatt, Myths of Power: A Study of Royal Myth and Ideology in Ugaritic and Biblical 
Tradition, UBL 13 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1996), 367-369, especially page 367.
338 Kruger, “Myth, ideology, and wisdom,” 47.
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However, if the argument here presented has validity, this apparent remoteness 

may be, in fact, one technique of the hidden polemic in the Eden Narrative.

Third, even among scholars who take the story to be strongly political in 

nature, there is a vast range of approaches. On the one hand, there are scholars 

who think that the Eden Narrative is pro-royal ideology at its very core.

Others regard it as questioning the pretensions of kings. Between, there are 

scholars who argue that the Eden Narrative is cautiously supportive of royal 

ideology.

Fourth, it has been argued that the position of scholars who take a 

political approach to Genesis 2-3 is strengthened in certain ways by regarding 

the story in its final form as a hidden polemic. One aspect of this 

strengthening is the clarification of the reason for some of the lack o f clarity in 

the story and the differences among interpretations—i.e., that apparently 

contradictory details of the story were placed (or left) in it in order to make 

sure that the story could be read and interpreted in more than one fashion.

Where does the present argument fall in terms of these interpretive 

rubrics? The present argument is attempting to examine the Eden Narrative as 

a whole, rather than in its parts. The contention here is that the story is not 

limited to one possible meaning. In fact, it may be read—indeed was likely 

intended to be read—as a story within a story. The argument here presented 

holds the Eden Narrative to be paradigmatic, interpreting Genesis 2-3 as a 

hidden polemic warning against certain royal excesses in ideology and 

practice based on such ideology. Thus, the argument here is that the Eden 

Narrative is not a “fall upward.” To the contrary, Genesis 2-3 is a narrative 

that presents a decidedly negative development.
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CHAPTER 3: ROYALTY AND KNOWLEDGE IN THE ANCIENT 
NEAR EAST AND IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

Knowledge and Royal Ideology in the Rest o f the ANE

This chapter on knowledge in relation to kings is a great deal shorter than 

is the next chapter on life and kings. The reason for this is simple: the 

connection between kings and knowledge or wisdom is more commonly 

acknowledged by the scholarly community than is the connection between 

kings and life.

This discussion will attempt to accomplish three major tasks. The first is 

to establish that knowledge is one of the major components of royal ideology 

in the ANE (outside of Israel and Judah) across time and geography. The 

second major task is to establish the fact that not all of these portrayals are 

positive. In fact, some of the connections between kings and knowledge seem 

to be polemical. They appear to call into question the knowledge of the king 

to one degree or another. Third, it will be argued that the Old Testament also 

recognizes the connection of knowledge and royalty, but also, in some texts, 

problematizes that connection.

Kings and Knowledge in the ANE

Knowledge is often predicated of kings in the ANE.339 Kalugila points 

out that divine wisdom is predicated of kings in Egypt,340 Mesopotamia,341 and

339 Leonidas Kalugila, The Wise King: Studies in Royal Wisdom as Divine Revelation in the 
Old Testament and Its Environment (Lund, Sweden: CWK Gleerup, 1980); Stuart Lasine, 
Knowing Kings: Knowledge, Power, and Narcissism in the Hebrew Bible (Atlanta: Society of 
Biblical Literature, 2001); Marc Zvi Brettler, God is King: Understanding an Israelite 
Metaphor, JSOTSup 76 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1989).
340 Ibid., 12-38.
341 Ibid., 38-61. See also K.M. Streck, Assurbanipal und die letzten assyrischen Könige bis 
zum untergange Niniveh's II, Vorderasiatische Bibliothek (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1916), 5, 
255ff., 257.
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the West Semitic region.342 For example, Kalugila notes that, in Egypt, “[t]he 

king’s wisdom is often expressed in tenns of Sia.”343 Sia was the god of 

perception.

Queen Hatshepsut’s made an inscription in the temple of Amun at 

Kamak, in which she claims (among other things) to have fulfilled the 

command of Amun by setting up the obelisk. She claims that her heart was 

Sia, the god of intelligence, before Amun. It is worth noting that 

understanding is closely connected to obedience to the god in Hatshepsut’s 

inscription.

“I did not stray from what he commanded.
My heart was Sia before my father,
I entered into the plans of his heart.”344

Turning to Mesopotamian royal ideology, a close connection between 

knowledge/wisdom and kings can be detected. George writes, primarily 

concerning Gilgamesh, but with a wider view,

The epic . . . bears some relation to the well-established literary genre 
of "royal counsel.” Kings, by virtue o f their many counselors and the 
special trappings and rituals o f kingship, were expected to be wise and 
sagacious. Many ancient Near Eastern collections of proverbial sayings 
purport to be the teachings o f a king or other notable to his son or 
successor.345

Indeed, the Pennsylvania manuscript of Gilgamesh bears the title Shutur 

eli sharri, "surpassing all other kings,” emphasizing that this epic is about a 

king, and not simply about a man as man. George writes,

The fear o f death may be one o f the epic’s principal themes but the 
poem deals with so much more. As a story o f one m an’s “path to wisdom”,

342 Kalugila, Wise King, 62-68.
343 Ibid., 21.
344 Miriam Lichtheim, translator, Ancient Egyptian Literature: A Book o f Readings: Volume 
II: The New Kingdom (Berkeley: University of California, 1976), p. 27, lines 12-14.
345 A.R. George, translator, The Epic o f Gilgamesh : The Babylonian Epic Poem and Other 
Texts in Akkadian and Sumerian (London: Allen Lane, 1999), xxv.
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o f how he is formed by his successes and failures, it offers many profound 
insights into the human condition, into life and death and the truths that 
touch us all. The subject that most held the attention o f the royal courts o f 
Babylonia and Assyria was perhaps another topic that underlies much o f the 
poem: the debate on the proper duties of kingship, what a good king should 
do and should not do.346

Gilgamesh is presented in the prologue as being wise,347 and as “knowing 

all things,” or “knowing the depths.”348 George notes that “[t]he word naqbu 

has two meanings, (a) ‘totality’ and (b) the deep body of an underground water 

believed to supply springs and wells, that is, the cosmic realm of Ea better 

known as the Apsu. The root is seen in the rare verb naqabu, an equivalence 

of Sumerian bur, ‘to be deep’. On this evidence meaning (b) of naqbu, ir 

primary; meaning (a) arose through idiomatic expression in which the ‘depth’ 

of something meant the totality of it.”349

George acknowledges that “[t]he translator is left in a quandary as to 

which meaning of naqbu to choose . . .  ,”350 While George admits that 

evidence for both “totality” and “the Deep” are present in the epic, he opts for 

the meaning . . the ‘Deep’ (or ‘Deeps’) . .  . ,”351 352 However, he concludes his 

discussion by saying, “It remains possible that we are expected to understand 

naqbu in both its literal meanings, ‘all” and the ‘Deep’ (or ‘Deeps’), but the 

line becomes more pregnant with meaning if the word is understood as 

symbolizing profound wisdom.”35-

346 Ibid., xxi.
347 Ibid., 1. Cf. also George’s comments on line 2, in A.R. George, The Babylonian 
Gilgamesh Epic: Introduction, Critical Edition, and Cuneiform Texts, Volume 1 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2003), 444.
348 Ibid., line 4.
349 Ibid., 444.
350 Ibid.
351 Ibid.
352 Ibid., 444-445.
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While the precise nature of Gilgamesh’s knowledge is debatable, it would 

seem that two things are not debatable. First, Gilgamesh is portrayed as 

having significant knowledge. Second, Gilgamesh is portrayed as a king. In 

light of the evidence throughout the ANE that kings are pictured as being 

endowed with significant knowledge, this ought not to surprise either ancient 

hearers/readers or modem interpreters.

However, what might be surprising to ancient hearers and readers of the 

Epic is that Gilgamesh does not know that he cannot avoid death, without a 

long and seemingly fruitless quest. This would seem to problematize, if not 

polemicize against, the knowledge of King Gilgamesh.

The relation of Genesis 2-3 to Gilgamesh has often been noted.353 It may 

well be that the Eden Narrative should be viewed as not only using some of 

the motifs of the Gilgamesh Epic, but also as having at least some of the 

“generic” flavor of Gilgamesh. Davenport has made a strong case for taking 

Gilgamesh—at least in its eleven-tablet version— as being a critique of the 

imperialistic tendencies of the Assyrian Empire.354 Might not the Eden 

Narrative have a similar agenda?

In a similar fashion to Gilgamesh, the Adapa Myth speaks of Adapa as 

having been given wisdom by the gods, but not life. The similarities between 

Adapa and Adam seem, at the very least to reveal some common motifs, so the 

fact that Adapa has knowledge, but not eternal life may well be appropriate to

353 Joseph Blenkinsopp, “Gilgamesh and Adam: Wisdom through Experience in Gilgamesh 
and in the Biblical Story of the Man, the Woman, and the Snake.” In Treasures Old and New: 
Essays in the Theology o f the Pentateuch. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 2004, 85-101; 
Ronald A. Veenker, “Forbidden Fruit: Ancient Near Eastern Sexual Metaphors,” HUCA 70-71 
(1999-2000): 57-73.
354 Tracy Davenport, “An Anti-Imperialist Twist to ‘The Gilgames Epic’,” in Gilgames and 
the World of Assyria: Proceedings of the Conference held at Mandelbaum House, The 
University of Sydney, 21-23 July 2004, edited by Joseph Azize and Noel Weeks, ANESSup 
21 (Leuven: Peeters, 2007), 1-23.
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the discussion here.355 While Adapa is nowhere called a king, not too much 

should made of this, since the distinction between ancient kings and priests 

was not often clear. In any case, it is of interest that Adapa and the other sages 

were all connected with kings. In the case of King Sargon II, he is said to be 

“the wise king, the master of all lore, the equal of the sage (i.e., Adapa).”356

Knowledge and Royal Ideology in the Old Testament

It requires little argumentation to make the case that the Old Testament is 

tremendously interested in kingship. Whether it is the recurrent phrase in 

Judges, “for in those days, there was no king in Israel,”357 the frequent 

references to human kings or the divine king in Psalms, the very 

circumscribed role of kings in Deuteronomy, or the references to kings in 

Isaiah, kings figure very largely among the interests of the Old Testament.358

Knowledge and related themes are also exceedingly common in the Old 

Testament. Indeed, the Hebrew root is so common as almost to appear 

commonplace. Furthermore, the root UT has a wide range that defies 

limitation to a few simple meanings. However, while knowledge and wisdom 

are common themes in the Old Testament, and while they are not limited to 

kings, they do seem to be especially connected with kings.

In Israel, knowledge and wisdom are especially linked with the name of 

King Solomon. The attribution of the book of Proverbs to Solomon is

355 Andreasen, "Adam and Adapa,” 179-194.
356 Cf. D. G. Lyon, Keilschifttexte Sargon 's Königs von Assyrien, 5 (1722-705 v. Chr.), AsB 
(Leipzig: Zentralantiquariat der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, 1977), 6:38. For 
various connections between Adapa and Neo-Assyrian kings, Cf. Charles Halton, “Allusions 
to the Stream of Tradition in Neo-Assyrian Oracles,” ANES 46 (2009): 50-61. Halton notes 
some connections between kings of vastly different times and regions: e.g., Adapa and 
Esarhaddon (52-54), ZimrT-Lim (54-55), and Sin-sarra-iskun (55).
357 Judges 17:6; 18:1; 19:1; 21:25.
358 The interest in kings in Samuel and Kings scarcely needs to be mentioned.
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frequently ignored, because it is perceived as being a mere convention. 

Clements’ reference to Solomon as . a figurehead to which the ascription 

of wisdom could be attached” is typical.359 Without entering into the debate as 

to the accuracy of this ascription, its presence is still worth noting. Such an 

attribution clearly shows that knowledge and wisdom were especially 

associated with kings, no matter what the degree of accuracy of the references 

to Solomon in Proverbs.

1 Kings 4:29-34 summarizes Solomon’s great wisdom, linking it with 

international wisdom. Since kings in the ANE were routinely connected with 

wisdom and knowledge, this implies an intimate connection between Israelite 

kings (or at least, with King Solomon) and knowledge as well.

29 Now God gave Solomon wisdom and very great discernment and breadth 
of mind, like the sand that is on the seashore.
30 Solomon's wisdom surpassed the wisdom of all the sons of the east and all 

the wisdom of Egypt.
31 For he was wiser than all men, than Ethan the Ezrahite, Heman, Calcol and 

Darda, the sons o f Mahol; and his fame was known in all the surrounding 
nations.
32 He also spoke 3,000 proverbs, and his songs were 1,005.
33 He spoke of trees, from the cedar that is in Lebanon even to the hyssop 

that grows on the wall; he spoke also of animals and birds and creeping things 
and fish.
34 Men came from all peoples to hear the wisdom of Solomon, from all the 

kings of the earth who had heard of his wisdom.
Besides the general attribution of wisdom to Solomon, there are several 

specific instances that may be closely connected with the knowledge of good 

and evil in particular.360 For example, many scholars have cited the reference

359 Ronald E. Clements, Wisdom in Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 19. Similarly, 
cf. Tremper Longman III, Proverbs, BCOTWP (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2006), 23- 
26.
360 Cumbersome as the whole expression is in both Hebrew and in translation, it is 
questionable whether the phrase can be shortened for this tree of Genesis 2-3, without 
changing the meaning. Many interpreters do argue in terms of “the tree of knowledge”, rather 
in terms of “the tree of the knowledge of good and evil”. Cf., for example, Nicholas John 
Ansell, "The Call of Wisdom/The Voice of the Serpent: A Canonical Approach to the Tree of
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to knowing good and evil in 2 Samuel 14:17, 20 as evidence for their various 

approaches to the meaning of the phrase in Genesis 2-3.361 In particular, those 

scholars who have taken the phrase “good and evil” as a meristic expression 

have appealed to 2 Samuel 14:17 as corroboration of their position.362 This 

instance is especially congenial to the meristic approach, since in v. 20 the 

king is said “to know everything that is upon the earth”.363 Even Hamilton, 

who does not think that the phrase “good and evil” is being used meristically 

in Genesis 2-3, admits that the phrase inni nian in 2 Samuel 14: 17 functions 

as a merism. Hamilton notes that v. 20 clearly speaks of universal (or, at least,

Knowledge,” Christian Scholar's Review 31:1 (2001): 31-57. In addition to the title, Ansell 
frequently refers to “the tree of knowledge,” but only twice to “the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil”.
However, since the Eden Narrative consistently speaks of the knowledge/knowing/ knowers of 
good and evil as a package, it seems preferable to take the phrase as it stands. Furthermore, it 
is implied that the man and woman had some degree of knowledge even before the pair had 
partaken of the forbidden fruit, as Gordis and Bledstein have noted. Cf. Adrien Janis 
Bledstein, “The Genesis of Humans: The Garden of Eden Revisited,” Judaism 26/2 (1977): 
191; Robert Gordis, “The Knowledge of Good and Evil in the Old Testament and the Qumran 
Scrolls,” JBL 76 (1957): 127. See also Anthony Tharekadavil, “Is Genesis a Confusion?”
Bible Bhashyam 28 (2002): 627. This tree does not represent knowledge per se, as noted by 
Stordalen, Echoes o f Eden, 244.
361 Cf., for example, Howard N. Wallace, The Eden Narrative, Harvard Semitic Monographs 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985), 126; Gerhard Charles Aalders, Genesis vol. I, Bible Student’s 
Commentary, trans. William Heynen (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1981), 88. See also 
Hamilton, Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 165. Hamilton thinks that 2 Samuel 14:17 is the clearest 
example of a meristic nuance for the phrase “good and evil”. Cf. also Barr, Garden o f Eden, 
62. Even Barr acknowledges the similarity of 2 Samuel 14:17 to the phrase in Genesis 2-3.
“Of the various biblical passages that use the phrase s-n am, some seem to me not to be a 
parallel except under misleading semantic arguments, and the one that strikes me as closest is
II Samuel 14.17___” However, Barr seems to hold that, even in the case of 2 Samuel 14:17,
"[k]nowing the difference is the essential thing (page 62).” See also John A. Bailey, “Initiation 
and the Primal Woman in Gilgamesh and Genesis 2-3 fJB L  89 (1970): 137-150. On the other 
side of the argument, Bailey writes, “Most of the parallel OT passages in which ‘good and 
evil’ occur point to its meaning ‘everything possible,’ the two opposites good and evil being 
employed not for their own sake but to express a totality (what lies between the two)—a case 
of merism”(146).
362 In addition to the references in the preceding fn., see Gordis, “The Knowledge of Good 
and Evil in the Old Testament and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Poets, Prophets, and Sages:
Essays in Biblical Interpretation (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1971), 204, 213, 
fn.s 31-33. Gordis seems to be proposing that the phrase is a merism, but then Gordis limits 
the opposites of “good” and “evil” to “normal” and “unnatural sex”. See also Gina Hens- 
Piazza, O f Methods, Monarclis, and Meanings: A Sociorhetorical Approach to Exegesis, 
Studies in Old Testament Interpretation (Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press, 1996),
114.
363 The Hebrew reads #r<a'B‘ rv,a]-lK'-ta, t[;d:l'.
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omni-terrestrial) knowledge.364 The relevant verses, 2 Samuel 14:17 and 20, 

are as follows.

WTT 2 Samuel 14:17

'2 nma?*? 'n x -iy i Krrvrr ^nnsw "laxhi 
v r ^n'^K nirn inn) 2iun ynuib -^»n "h k  p  z'r.bar, ^¡(622

W

NAU 2 Samuel 14:17 “Then your maidservant said, ‘Please let the word of my 
lord the king be comforting, for as the angel of God, so is my lord the king to 
discern good and evil. And may the LORD your God be with you.’”

NVTT 2 Samuel 14:20

-a-nn-riK 2nt ^121} ntcy itn n  ■ostin 220 "11222*7

)*in 2 T2s ‘*72-nN nsn1? c'nbxn -¡is:*?« 1122172 cyn "nxi ntn

2 Samuel 14:20 “in order to change the appearance of things your servant 
Joab has done this thing. But my lord is wise, like the wisdom of the angel of 
God, to know all that is in the earth.”

However, the propriety of using the phrase in 2 Samuel 14:20 to argue for 

a particular usage of the phrase “the knowledge of good and evil” is open to 

some question. It should be noted that the phrase is not precisely the same as 

that in Genesis 2-3. One major difference is that the verb that governs the 

words r irn  2ian is not a form of the root 2T, as in Genesis 2-3, but rather of 

vnti. On the other hand, as Fretheim has pointed out, the terms “knowing” and 

“hearing” in the Old Testament are frequently closely connected.365 In any 

case, the root 2T does occur in v. 20 on the tongue of the Tekoite woman.

364 Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 165.
365 Terrence E. Fretheim, “2 T ,” NIDOTTE 2: 410.
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T his tends to confirm  that, at least in 2 Sam uel 14, the tw o H ebrew  roots j rp

and are closely connected.

Without denying the value of using 2 Samuel 14:17, 20 to elucidate the 

phrase in Genesis 2-3, it might also be appropriate to take into consideration 

the larger context of 2 Samuel 14, and the function of knowledge in the over

all rhetorical purpose of this section of Samuel.366 What is often not noticed 

in the wider context of 2 Samuel 14, however, is the fact that David’s 

knowledge becomes rather questionable.367 Can it really be that it takes the 

king so long to realize that the woman is telling him his story? It is especially 

natural to wonder about this, since earlier David had been induced by the 

prophet Nathan to pronounce judgment against David himself by means of a 

fictitious story. It should also be noted that the chapter tells the reader/hearer 

at the beginning of this chapter that Joab knew (using the root jjt ) the heart of 

the king. The readers/hearers are also told that the woman was a wise woman. 

On the other hand, it is only in the (wisely) flattering language of the woman 

that David is said to be able “to hear (Vfcwb) the good and evil” (inni aiisn).

366 It should also be noted that, even at the level of phraseology, the words which the wise 
woman of Tekoa uses are obviously heavily laden with flattery. While this is not a bad idea 
when one is approaching a king with a fictitious case designed to get him to reverse course in 
a messy family, dynastic succession, and justice issue, it may somewhat lessen the seriousness 
with which her ascriptions of wisdom to King David should be taken by the reader/hearer.
367 This wider context and its problematizing of David’s wisdom is noted in Larry L. Lyke, 
Parabolic King David with the Wise Woman o f Tekoa: The Resonance o f Tradition in 
Parabolic Narrative, JSOT Sup 255 (Sheffield: Sheffield University Press, 1997). William H. 
Propp, “Kinship in 2 Samuel 13,"Catholic Biblical Quarterly, 55/1: 39-53, has pointed out 
this dynamic of interpretation in connection with chapter 14. He writes (page 40), “David’s 
plight is all the more painful if the reader can find solutions for the king’s problems that elude 
the king himself. I will suggest that the parable of the woman of Tekoa (1 Sam 14:5-11), 
properly interpreted, could show David the way out of his difficulties. But the king, in getting 
Joab’s point, misses the author’s point—implicitly, Yahweh’s point.. . and comes to a wrong 
judgment in the matter of Absalom. The demonstration will demand rather fine analysis, but I 
presume that the original audience, living within the same kinship system as the characters in 
the text, understood the plight of David’s family better than modem readers, and intuited what 
we today must painstakingly deduce.” Similarly, cf. Robert Alter, The Story o f  David (New 
York: W. W. Norton, 1999), 279.
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In the larger context of the so-called “Succession Narrative,” the words of 

the woman become even more ironic. It would seem that neither David nor 

Joab “knows” that Absalom, who is being brought back by David, will shortly 

rebel against the king and seize the kingdom, thus endangering both Joab and 

David. In this larger context, then, David’s ability to "hear the good and evil,” 

his earth-encompassing knowledge that is like an angel of the LORD (v. 17) or 

of God (v. 20) becomes deeply problematic.

It is not being argued here that the presentation of David in 1 Samuel-1 

Kings 2 is completely negative. As Gilmour points out, even if the unity of 1 

Samuel 8-12, “. . . incorporates a number of tensions within the text 

[s]uch a position requires an understanding of the ideology of the text that is 

more nuanced than the extremes of pro- or anti-monarchy.”368 A text, when 

considered in isolation, may well evince a pro-royal ideology. However, that 

same text, when considered in its context, may call that pro-royal ideology 

into question.

Another occurrence of seemingly similar usage of the phrase “good and 

evil” and the royal connection with such knowledge is found in 1 Kings 3:3- 

15. Again, it is important to look not only at words and phrases, but also at 

this story about the knowledge of good and evil in its larger context. Often it 

is assumed that the knowledge of good and evil in 1 Kings 3 is viewed in a 

positive light. However, there are some clues within the story that should give 

the reader/hearer pause. Furthermore, in the larger context, this type of 

knowledge is viewed as ambiguous, at best, and highly problematic at worst.

368 Rachelle Gilmour, Representing the Past: A Literary Analysis of Narrative Historiography 
in the Book of Samuel, VTSup 143 (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 169-170.
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First, as various scholars have pointed out, Solomon is presented as

something of a problematic character, even in chapter 3.369 The mention of

Solomon’s marriage to the daughter of Pharaoh, for example, in 1 Kings 3:1,

and the mention of the people . . still sacrificing on the high places . . (v.

2) immediately precede the account of Solomon’s dream.

It is arresting that although Solomon’s request “was 
pleasing in the sight of the LORD” (v. 10), God does not echo 
Solomon’s words regarding the knowledge of good and evil.370

This is arresting since God does, in fact, repeat verbatim 
several parts of Solomon’s dream request. It would seem that 

1 Kings 11 casts its shadow back across the preceding
chapters.371 *

369 Cf. Vladimir, Wozniuk, “The Wisdom of Solomon as Political Theology,” Journal o f  
Church & State, 4/1 (1997): 657-681. See also Johnny E. Miles, Wise King-Royal Fool, 
Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 399 (London: T & T Clark, 
2004), especially 41-43.
Christina Duncker, Der andere Salomo: Eine sychrone Untersuchiung zur Ironie in der 
Salomo-Kompostiion I Könige 1-11 (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2008), 185, also points 
out that, in the light of Solomon's ruthless actions in 1 Kings 2, his claim to youthfulness and 
inexperience in chapter 3 take on a decidedly ironic tone.
37(1 Cf. Helen A. Kenik. Design for Kingship: The Deuteronomistic Narrative Technique in 1 
Kings 3:4-15, SBLDS 69 (Chico, California: Scholar’s Press, 1983), 121-127. Kenik notes 
the variation in the terms used for God in this Solomonic dream section—'HN (“lord”), mm 
(“LORD”), C'rrix (“God”). Whether or not the distinction among the names is as bright as 
she argues is questionable. However, she may well be correct in noting that these distinctions 
may signify more than—or something other than—different sources. Kenik also notes the 
similar variation in Genesis 3:1-5, where (in contrast with the verses which come before and 
after), the serpent and the woman both refer to D’ribx, rather than to the DVtbx m n \ The 
difference between □’ribs and mrr may often be, as Cassuto has pointed out, the distinction 
between the God of Israel (mrr) and a more international view of God (mnbx). Cf. Umberto 
Cassuto, The Documentary Hypothesis and the Composition o f the Pentateuch: Eight 
Lectures, translated by Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1961) 20fT. If Genesis 3 is 
read as a critique of Solomon, one wonders if the author/redactor of Genesis 3 is not signaling 
the trouble ahead with Solomon’s “internationalism”.
371 In dealing with Proverbs 1 -9, Johnny E. Miles, Wise King-Royal Fool, JSOT Supplement
Series, 399 (London: T & T Clark, 2004), 30, fn. 7, acknowledges that “. ..  the indirect 
language of satire imbues it with a power to conceal its critique from some (most especially its 
chief target) listening to its discourse.” Miles notes that, whether or not Proverbs 1-9 is satire 
“in the formal sense of genre,” it can be read as satire (30-31). The same might be said of 1 
Kings 2-11.
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CHAPTER 4: ROYALTY AND LIFE IN THE ANCIENT 
NEAR EAST AND IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

Introduction372

While the connection between the theme of life and ANE kings in general 

(and Israelite kings in particular) has sometimes been exaggerated,373 this 

connection has also been downplayed. An overemphasis on the part of some 

scholars on a particular theme tends to trigger an opposite reaction.

However, the perceived exaggeration of an approach to a text ought to 

make scholars more cautious, but not so cautious as to reject that approach out 

of hand. For example, as Ringgren has pointed out, there is a close connection 

between the king and the vocabulary of eternal life in the Old Testament.374

Life and related concepts are frequently associated with kings in the ANE 

world-view.375 This is true across time and geography. The association 

between kings and life is found in a wide variety of genres, from myths, to 

inscriptions, to letters. This theme also appears to be present in

373 General comments are made in this introduction. Evidence and arguments will be 
presented (and scholarly works cited) in the body of the chapter.
373 One thinks here of Geo Widengren, The King ami the Tree o f  Life in Ancient Near Eastern 
Religion (Uppsala: Lundequistska, 1951). Widengren’s wide-ranging quests for parallels to 
the tree of life, and many of the connections he makes may well have provoked a reaction 
against the very idea of such a connection between life and kings. Certainly, Widengren’s 
methodology (as well as some of his detailed conclusions) may be faulted. However, this 
does not automatically mean that all his conclusions are entirely wrong.
374 H. Ringgren, “rrn,” W O T  4:324-344.
375 Cf. Mark W. Hamilton, “Prosperity and Kingship in Psalms and Inscriptions,” in 
Literature as Politics, Politics as Literature: Essays on the Ancient Near East in Honor o f  
Peter Machinist, edited by David S. Vanderhooft and Abraham Winitzer (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 2013), 185. Hamilton thinks that the concern of ancient kings for the prosperity 
of their subjects “..  . appears only sporadically in surviving texts.” While this may indeed be 
true for prosperity as such, if one expands the search to royal concern for the well-being of 
subjects (for example, in the provision and management of water, which is a vital condition 
for prosperity), the evidence is considerably more abundant. Such evidence will be presented 
later in this chapter.
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iconography.376 The connection seems to be positively portrayed in most 

extant materials.377 However, negative portrayals are not absent.

Sometimes, this connection between the king and life may have been 

understood in a very straightforward manner. For example, after a period of 

foreign invasion or internal strife, even the common people may have yearned 

for the stability that only a long reign could provide. At other times, the 

language o f life would have amounted to nothing more than hofstil, the 

language of courtly protocol. This would have been especially likely with 

letters to the king, and particularly where those letters are explaining why 

something the king desires has not been done, or with letters making some 

request of the king.

No doubt, kings encouraged this association of themselves with life. Such 

an association would have strengthened their authority and control. Whether 

the kings believed their own ideology is beyond recovery, or at least, it is 

beyond the argument here presented.

376 Concerning the various possible relationships between iconography and literary remains, 
cf. Irene Winter, “Touched by the Gods: Visual Evidence for the Divine Status of Rulers in 
the Ancient Near East,” in Religion and Power: Divine Kingship in the Ancient World and 
Beyond, OIS 4, edited by Nicole Brisch (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2008), 76.
However, trying to make specific connections between the iconography of a so-called “tree of 
life” in the ANE on the one hand, and the Eden Narrative on the other hand, is highly suspect. 
Cf. Jeremy Black and Anthony Green, “Stylised Tree and its ‘Rituals’,” Gods, Demons and 
Symbols o f Ancient Mesopotamia: An Illustrated Dictionary (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1992), 170-171.
377 Since it has often been palaces and administrative buildings which have been the primary 
target of archaeologists in the past, the positive portrayal of kings ought not to come as a 
surprise. On the other hand, more negative portrayals of kings would have been less likely to 
be preserved in royal or administrative archives.
Additionally, it may well be, as Sparks has pointed out, that the writing materials themselves 
militated against certain kinds of writings surviving for long. It would have been advisable 
for criticisms of royal ideology and behavior to be written on perishable materials. Cf. the 
perceptive comments by Sparks, Ancient Texts for the Study o f  the Hebrew Bible, 17. Sparks 
points out one obvious aspect of genre which is easy to ignore: the material on which 
documents are written. For example, when a king or scribe writes on stone, it is because a text 
is important (at least in the mind of someone) and intended to last.
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Nevertheless, no matter how differently royal ideology may have been 

understood at various times and places (and among various strata of society, 

even during the same period), the language of royal ideology was relatively 

stable throughout the ANE, and across time.378 Mowinckel’s assessment, 

that Israel shared many aspects of culture—including royal ideology—with its 

ANE neighbors, still seems fundamentally true.379 This commonality of 

language and general themes suggests that a mind-set or “worldview” 

concerning kings was common in the ANE, including Israel/Judah.

While this connection is most frequently portrayed positively in the extant 

literature and iconography, there are some indications of another, more 

negative assessment of the connection of life and the royal worldview. The 

life of a particular king may be shortened by the decree of the gods, based on 

the king’s actions. In addition, there are certain stories that deny that the king 

can live forever. Rather, he shares the mortality of all humankind.

378 J. N. Postgate, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Sumer and Akkad,” 395, 
strikes the correct balance, considering ancient royal ideology both stable and dynamic. Cf. 
also the caveat of Scott R. A. Starbuck, Court Oracles in the Psalms: The So-Called Royal 
Psalms in their Ancient Near Eastern Context, SBLDS 172 (Atlanta: SBL, 1999), 7-8.
379 Sigmund Mowinckel, He that Cometh: The Messiah Concept in the Old Testament and 
Later Judaism, translated by G. W. Anderson (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 23, 25. See 
also John Day, “The Canaanite Inheritance of the Israelite Monarchy,” in King and Messiah in 
Israel and the Ancient Near East: Proceedings o f the Oxford Old Testament Seminar, edited 
by John Day, JSOTSup 270 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 72-90. Similarly, cf. 
Bernard M. Levinson, “The Reconceptualization of Kingship in Deuteronomy and the 
Deuteronomistic History’s Transformation ofTorah,” FT51/4 (2001): 511.
On the other hand, Henri Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods: A Study o f Ancient Near Eastern 
Religion as the Integration o f Society & Nature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948), 
338-339, thinks that the differences between Israel’s monarchy and that of other ANE states 
are more significant than the similarities. While Frankfort’s work is an appropriate caution 
against assuming too much similarity between the various states in the ANE, he sometimes 
seems to draw too stark a contrast. For example, he thinks of 2 Samuel 23:3-4 as being the 
exception, rather than the rule in terms of the connection of the king, the people, and nature. 
However, is it certain that it is exceptional? As will be pointed out later in this chapter, there 
are many other clues that the view of kingship which is reflected in 2 Samuel 23:3-4 is found 
in other sections of the Old Testament as well.
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Furthermore, the king is sometimes portrayed as one who does not mediate 

life to his people, but rather, death.380

Similarly, life is frequently associated with kings in the Old Testament in 

a positive manner. The king is one who receives life from God. The king (or 

perhaps the king’s dynasty) is wished eternal or long life, or is said to possess 

eternal or long life. The king also mediates God’s gift of life to his people, by 

providing water and fertility.381

At other times, the king’s connection with life is portrayed in a negative 

fashion in the Old Testament. His reign may be shortened by God, due to the 

king’s disobedience. The king is sometimes depicted in the Old Testament as 

one who fails to mediate life to his people, or even as one who mediates death. 

Indeed, the wish for a long or “eternal” life for the king and/or his dynasty is 

sometimes presented in a very problematic light.382

In this chapter, some of the positive and negative portrayals of kings, and 

their connection with life, will be surveyed. There will be two major sections. 

In the first section, positive and negative portrayals of kings and their 

connection with life in the ANE, excluding for the moment, the portrayal of 

the kings of Israel and Judah, will be discussed. In the second section, 

positive and negative portrayals of kings in the Old Testament, leaving out 

Genesis 2-3, will discussed.

380 Evidence and citations of scholarly literature, as well as of primary sources (in translation) 
for these general observations will be given below.
381 Evidence for these observations will be given below.
382 Evidence for these observations will be given below.
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Life and Kings in the Ancient Near East Outside o f  Israel/Judah

It has often been assumed that, with the possible exception of certain 

segments of Israelite society, kingship was uniformly portrayed in a positive 

light in the ANE383. This is not entirely accurate. Certainly, monarchy is the 

only form of government that the ANE seems to have recognized. As Baines 

notes, in Egypt, “[f]rom the state perspective, the ideological alternative to 

kingship was not some other form of rule but chaos.”384 This seems to have 

been the general mind-set in the ANE.

On the other hand, it may well be that this widespread assumption of a 

positive perception of kingship has resulted from an excessive concentration 

upon royal monuments and inscriptions. As Leprohon points out, scholars 

need to “. . .  investigate all of the primary sources, from the loftiest royal 

rescripts and sacred temple images to the profane classic folktales, the last of 

which can portray the kings in less than respectful tones.”385 The same may 

be said of royal ideology in Mesopotamia and the Western Levant.

However, it can scarcely be denied that the extant literature is primarily 

from elites. It would, no doubt, have been difficult for much anti-royal 

polemic to be preserved. Subordinate groups may tell stories and sing songs, 

but more durable media (such as stone inscriptions) are not as likely to be 

preserved for them.

383 Israel may seem to be an exception. Cf. Norman K. Gottwald, “Early Israel as an Anti- 
Imperial Community,” in In the Shadow o f  Empire: Reclaiming the Bible as a History o f  
Faithful Resistance, edited by Richard A. Horsley (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 
2008), 9. For the contrary position, cf. J. M. Roberts, “In Defense of the Monarchy,” 377-396.
384 John Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship: Official Forms, Rhetoric, Context,” in King and 
Messiah in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 17.
385 Ronald J. Leprohon, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Pharaonic Egypt,” in 
The Ancient Near East, edited by Jack Sasson, 1:273-287 (New York: Scribner, 2000), 274.
Of course, folk tales are often transmitted orally. When such tales are written down, they are 
likely preserved by a powerful elite, if not by the royal court itself. These tales would, then, 
likely be edited so that anti-elite or anti-monarchic elements would be softened.
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Although life is regarded as a gift of the gods to all humankind in the 

ANE, it is especially a gift given to kings. While metaphors that describe this 

gift vary somewhat from culture to culture—as well as across time—the 

connection itself is fundamental to ANE royal ideology. This worldview 

frequently referred to the king as the receiver o f life from the gods. Another 

positive way of expressing this royal worldview is the statement, or the wish, 

that the king, or his dynasty, will or should “live forever”. The king is also the 

mediator of life and fertility to his people. At times, the king is also portrayed 

as giving life to the peoples of other lands.

The Royal Ideology o f Life in Egypt

Perhaps the closest connection between the king and life is to be found in 

Egypt,386 although this connection may have been more an ideal than a 

reality.387 While life is seen as a divine gift to all humankind,388 it is 

especially the king who receives life from the gods.389 The Egyptian symbol 

for “life”, the pictogram r (ankh), is the final element in many Egyptian royal 

titles, providing a statement that the pharaoh is “given life”.390 Often this is 

associated with a god who gives to the pharaoh life that is like the life of that 

god.391 This recognition that pharaoh is given life by one or more gods is

386 Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods, 309-310.
387 Leprohon, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Pharaonic Egypt,” 273.
388 James P. Allen, “From Papyrus Leiden I 350 (1.16),” in COS 1:24. Of Amun it is said,
“Fie began crying out while the world was in stillness,
his yell in circulation while he had no second, 
that he might give birth to what is and cause them to live, 
and cause every person to know the way to walk, 
their hearts live when they see him.”
389 Elke Blumenthal, Untersuchungen zum ägyptischen Königtum des Mittleren Reiches 1: die 
Phraseologie. ASAW, p.-h. 61/1 (Berlin (East): Akademie-Verlag, 1970), 82-84.
390 John Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship: Official Forms, Rhetoric, Context,” in King and 
Messiah in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 22. Similarly, see Mowinckel, He that Cometh, 
28-30.
391 Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship, 2.
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attested from earliest dynastic times onward.392 Leprohon points out that the 

ankh, the sign of life, is one of three major symbols of the pharaohs that grace 

their scepters. These symbols are frequently portrayed in iconography as 

being given to the pharaohs by the gods.393

Several of the pharaoh’s have the word ankh in their names, particularly 

in their throne names.394 These names seem to posit some connection between 

the pharaoh and life. Such names as Merenre ( ‘Ankhkatu) Intef II 

(Wah’ankh), Senwosret I (Ankhmeswe), Ameny Intef IV (Seankhibre), and 

Semenkhare (Ankh-kheperu-re) are typical.

It must be acknowledged that the king receiving life from the gods may 

suggest a position of inferiority to the gods.395 Indeed, Egyptian kings are 

sometimes listed as separate from both humanity and the gods.396 However, 

no matter the precise understanding of the connection, there does appear to be 

a close connection between pharaohs and life— at least in terms of the 

language used.

In Egypt the king not only received life from the gods, but also mediated 

life to humans.397 In iconography, he often holds the hieroglyph for life,398

392 Ibid., 22.
393 Cf. Leprohon, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Pharaonic Egypt, 276.
394 However, other Egyptians besides Pharaohs also had names which incorporated the ankh 
symbol, and it is impossible to ascertain the precise function of the word ankh in royal names.. 
For example, cf. Peter A. Clayton, Chronicle o f the Pharaohs: The Reign-By-Reign Record o f  
the Rulers and Dynasties o f  Ancient Egypt (London: Thames and Hudson, 1994), 71.
Ankhtify, a warrior during the weak Herakleopotian Dynastic Period (2160-2040 B.C.E.) has 
the ankh symbol as part of his name. There is no way of discerning if many of the common 
people might have had the ankh as part of their name as well. It is therefore unwise to infer 
too much from its use for kings.
395 John Baines, “Kingship, Definition of Culture, and Legitimation,” in Ancient Egyptian 
Kingship, edited by David O'Connor and David P. Silverman (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1995), 11.
396 Ibid., 10.
397 Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship,” 22.
398 Cf. Leprohon, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Pharaonic Egypt,” 276.
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and . . faces toward an implied humanity rather than toward the gods.”399 

The Instruction o f Ptahhotep (plausibly, according to Lichtheim, toward the 

end of the Sixth Dynasty) speaks of the putative author, Ptahhotep, who is .. 

Mayor of the city, the Vizier . . as having received . . one-hundred-and- 

ten years of life as gift of the king . .  . .”400

Often, his function in the giving of life is associated with air or breath,401 

as well as with the provision of water, and fruitfulness.402 Wifall notes that, “.

. . a building inscription of Amen-hotep III to the god Amon-Re states that the 

god ‘gives to them the breath of life.’” The word “them” refers to the Asiatics 

who bring to the pharaoh their children, so that the pharaoh may give them 

“the breath of life”.403 While life is certainly a gift given by god or the gods— 

in this case, by Amon-Re—life is also a gift that the pharaoh mediates to 

others. In a similar vein, Bonheme notes that “. ..  “Ahmose ‘infuses the noses 

of women with the breath of life.’”404

Indeed, as Mowinckel notes, in Egypt, all life, order, and fertility was 

associated with the king.405 “In himself he embodies and holds in harmonious 

equilibrium the two powers, Life and Death, the gods Horns and Seth, who are 

in conflict, and yet, by the very tension between them, create and renew

399 Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship,” 23.
400 Miriam Lichtheim, translator, Ancient Egyptian Literature: A Book of Readings: Volume 
I: The Old and Middle Kingdoms (Berkeley: University of California, 1975), 76.
401 Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship,” 23.
402 Henri Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods: A Study o f Ancient Near Eastern Religion as the 
Integration o f Society & Nature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948), 57-60.
403 Walter Wifall, “The Breath of His Nostrils: Gen 2:7b,” CBQ 36/2 (1974): 238, fit. 11. Cf. 
James B. Pritchard, editor, 3rd edition, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old 
Testament (Princeton: Princeton University Press) 1969, 376, column 1, lines 24-25. Note 
also (lines 36, 38-39) that “the countries of Punt come to pharaoh to beg him for “the breath of 
[his] giving”.
404 Marie-Ange Bonheme, “Kingship,” OEAE. 2: 239. Ahmose reigned from ca. 1550-1525 .
405 Ibid., 28-29.
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life.”406 Furthermore, the pharaoh . . gives life to men. He is the ‘ka’ or 

life-force of all his subjects.”407

In Egypt, the king is frequently wished a long or eternal life. Indeed, the 

king is often thought of as living, in some sense, forever. Pepi I (ca. 2332 -  

2283), in a royal temple decree, speaks of himself as having been given “..  . 

life, duration, and dominion; may he live like Re.”408 In a tomb inscription, 

Neferkare (Pepi II) speaks of himself as one “. . . who lives forever.”409 The 

Instruction ofPtahhotep speaks of King Isesi (ca. 2388-2356) as one . . who 

lives for all eternity.”410

However, not all the references to Egyptian kings are favorable, as 

Leprohon points out.411 Our understanding of Egyptian royal ideology cannot 

(or, at least, should not) be based exclusively on royal inscriptions or formal 

art. Some genres seem to have presented the king more favorably than did 

other genres.412 Of Khufu (ca. 2609-2584 BCE), Clayton writes, “. .  . Khufu’s 

character was severely blackened by later chroniclers and strongly contrasted 

with the lives of his successors Chephren (Khafte) and Mycerinus 

(Menkaure).”413 Baines argues that references to Egyptian kings were not 

necessarily as universally positive as has been previously thought.414 

Particularly, in the first millennium, kings were portrayed in very mortal

406 Mowinckel, He that Cometh, 28.
407 Lichtheim, Volume I: The Old and Middle Kingdoms, 29.
408 Ibid., 28.
409 Ibid., 27. He does seem to have lived a long life, although not the one-hundred years 
which earlier scholars proposed. Cf. Jean Leclant, “Pepi II,” OEAE 3: 34-35.
410 Ibid., 62.
411 Leprohon, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Pharaonic Egypt,” 274.
412 Silverman, “The Nature of Egyptian Kingship,” 50. Cf. also Leprohon, “Royal Ideology 
and State Administration in Pharaonic Egypt,” 274.
413 Clayton, Chronicle o f the Pharaohs, 46. It would seem that these “later chroniclers” were 
very late indeed. Zahi Hawass, “Khufu," OEAE 2: 234, cites only late Greek sources as 
portraying Khufu in a negative manner.413
414 Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship,” 46.
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terms.415 Wente points out the fact that particular kings are sometimes 

criticized in private letters.416 According to Posener, some Egyptian kings 

appear to be compromised in some of the tales.417

One example of a very negative portrayal of a pharaoh is noted by 

Silverman. Silverman notes that Queen Hatshepsut was portrayed in 

pornographic graffiti that seems to be a form of political satire. The artist, 

who was apparently a scribe, was probably commenting on this particular 

queen rather than on the institution of kingship per se.418

The words of Rib-Adii to the pharaoh also paint a somewhat negative 

picture of pharaoh’s capacity to “give breath” to his dependents in the Levant. 

Rib-Adii complains that the pharaoh has sent him no troops to hold his city, 

and that . . there was no breath of the mouth of the king to me . . . ,”419 The 

life-giving breath of pharaoh is only experienced if pharaoh sends archers to 

his loyal minion.

In the Tale ofSinuhe, when Sinuhe praises pharaoh rather extravagantly 

to his host in Canaan, one Ammunenshi, his host says, in effect, “That is all 

very well and good, but you are here. If you stay with me, I will do you 

good.”420 Thus, pharaoh’s praise seems to cease at the border of Canaan, at 

least in this story. Yet, it is a story told in Egypt. This suggests that even

415 Ibid.,” 46-48.
416 Edward Frank Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt, SBLWAW 1 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1990), 183, no. 301.
417 Georges Posener, De la Divinité du Pharaon, CahSA 15 (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 
1960), 89-103.
418 Ibid., 57-58.
419 Cf. Prichard, editor, ANET, 484, EA, No. 137, lines 71-72. Abimilki refers to Pharaoh as 
the one “. . . who gives life by his sweet breath.”
420 Lichtheim, Volume I: The Old and Middle Kingdoms, 226, lines 76-78.
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Egyptians can tell and hear stories in which pharaoh is spoken of in less than 

exalted terms.

However, even when Egyptian kings were criticized, such criticism was 

couched in royal terms, and was implicit, if not hidden.421 This tendency to 

critique certain aspects of royal ideology, or to criticize individual kings with 

royal language, demonstrates how prevalent the idea (and the ideal) of 

kingship was. Even in its breach, the connection between Egyptian kings and 

life was implied.

The Royal Ideology o f  Life in Mesopotamia 

Concerning the relationship of rulers to the gods, and concerning the 

purpose of the kings, in Sumer, Assyria, and Babylonia, Lambert writes, “In 

one respect all three of these cultures were unanimous. Rulers ruled by the 

express authority of the gods, and were expected to create a prosperous, well- 

governed land. Documents of royal origin frequently state that this aim was 

achieved, but we do not know how far the subjects of the rulers agreed.”422 As 

in Egypt, Mesopotamian kings were most often portrayed in a very positive 

way. As Lambert has noted, nearly from the beginning of writing, writing 

existed mostly for “. . . the king, high officials and wealthy businessmen.

Thus, royalty figures often in the surviving documents, but rarely is criticism 

of it preserved—for obvious reasons.”423

In Mesopotamia, life was also considered a gift from the gods, sometimes 

said to be given to humankind in general. Note the phrase, “Gula, who gives

421 Baines, “Ancient Egyptian Kingship,” 17.
422 Lambert, “Kingship in Ancient Mesopotamia,” in King and Messiah in Israel and the 
Ancient Near East, edited by John Day, 55.
423 Ibid., 54.
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life to mankind . . . .”424 However, life is more often regarded a gift given by 

the gods to kings. In a document entitled, “Prayer of Ashurbanipal to Ninlil,” 

Ashurbanipal affirms both Ninlil’s gift of life to all people (“the dark-headed 

race”), but is especially grateful for Ninlil’s concern for protecting the life of 

the king. Thus, in line 7, Ashurbanipal writes, “Mankind, the dark-headed 

race, pray unto thee for their life.” In line 17, Ashurbanipal writes, “Thy . . . .

.., whom thou hast succoured unto life, and whose soul thou hast protected,— 

.” Despite the broken nature of this line, it occurs immediately after a section 

that begins with NinliPs gifts to Ashurbanipal and the royal line from which 

he has sprung (line 15ff.)425 For example, “you kept me protected in your life- 

giving baby-sling and watched over me.”426

Another text that speaks of life as a gift that the gods gave to all mankind, 

but also that life was especially given by the gods to kings is from Samsuiluna, 

son of Hammurabi (ca. 1750-1712). He names a wall “Shamash-Has- 

Bestowed-on-Samsuilua-Lordship-Strength-and-Life.”427 The sturdiness of 

the wall (as well as the inscription itself) was, no doubt, designed to impress 

upon the one seeing them the power and vitality of the king.

Sometimes, the gift of life to Mesopotamian kings is intensified by a wish 

for “everlasting” life. Wishes for a long life (or even for “everlasting” life) for 

the king abound, a fact that is often obscured by English translations that

424 Cf. “balatu,” CAD 2:47. [The reference is to Kiichler Beitr., plate 2:25.] Leo Oppenheim, 
Ancient Mesopotamia: Portrait o f a Dead Civilization, revised edition, completed by Erica 
Reiner (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), 304-305 notes that Gula was the 
goddess “of death and healing”, and is referred to as “the Great Lady Physician.”
425 S. Langdon, Babylonian Penitential Psalms to which are added Fragments of the Epic of 
Creation from Kish in the Weld Collection of the Ashmolean Museum Excavated by the 
Oxford-Field Museum Expedition, OECuT 7 (Paris: Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 
1927), 72-73.
426 “balatu,” CAD 2:47. [The reference is to OCuT6, pi. 13:17.]
427 “balatu,” CAD 2:47.
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Michalowskitranslate with the words “be well”, or “be in good health.”428 

points out that a common Sumerian expression (which has the Sumerian word 

ti, the equivalent to Akkadian balatu) is used is used as a blessing for King 

Shulgi, and that the same expression is used for Hammurabi.429

Michalowski suggests as an idiomatic rendering of the wish, “Long live 

the king!” Similarly, a lack of concern for the king’s life is a serious sign of 

disrespect, if not of insubordination. Shulgi’s grand vizier, Aradmu, is irate at 

the fact that neither Apilasa nor his servants enquire about the king’s life.430

Often the king is wished eternal life.431 However, here (as will be seen 

later in dealing with the comparable Hebrew root cby), one should not think of 

eternity as timelessness. Rather, one should probably think in terms of a long 

reign, and extended dynasty, and enduring fame.432 Nevertheless, whatever 

the particular, and no doubt varied, understandings of the wishes for life may 

have been, it is noteworthy that the language of life is so often part of royal 

ideology.

Furthermore, Mesopotamian kings not only receive life from the gods, but 

are also responsible to mediate that life in relation to their subjects. King

428 Although these translations may accurately reflect the meaning of the phrase, they may 
also obscure the fact that the same (or similar) Akkadian words and phrases are being used.
429 Piotr Michalowski, The Correspondence o f the Kings o f  Ur: An Epistolary History o f an 
Ancient Mesopotamian Kingdom (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2011), 253-254. “This 
expression has a very specific technical meaning in this context. The term silim-ma is not 
“hail” or “bon santé” but a very specific obligation to inquire about the king’s well-being and 
safety. It seems to allude to a blessing that was used in the time of Sulgi that might be 
idiomatically rendered as “Long Live the King.” The wording of this blessing is explicitly 
provided in ArS4: 6-7 (letter 8). Cf. also Winter, “Touched by the Gods,” 82-83.
430 Ibid., 250. It should be noted (275-276) that Shulgi, in his letter which replies to Aradmu, 
seems to be unconcerned about the supposed breach of royal protocol. Shulgi is more 
concerned with how things are really going on the frontier. This might suggest that Shulgi 
was not enamored by his own royal ideology.
431 Cf. “dârü,” CAD 3: 115-118. The word dârü is used of kingship and royal lineage (116- 
117). It is also worth noting that it is sometimes connected with life (117).
432 These are some of the translations which are suggested by the CAD article.
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Lipit-Ishtar of Isin (ca. 1934-1924 B.C.E.),433 claims to be “the life of the land 

of Sumer”.434 His strength and his beneficent provisions for the land of Sumer 

stem from the fact that he is the son of Enlil, as Lipit-Ishtar repeatedly 

states.435 Thus, the king and his god—as well as other gods who are also 

given honorable mention in the hymn—are very closely identified in the 

mediation of life.436

Kings are sometimes associated with a “plant of life,” although the exact 

nature of such an association may elude us. There is, for example, a 

mysterious reference to “the plant of life” in a letter from one of the servants 

of the king. “When 1 acquired the plant of life of the eclipse of Tammuz (IV), 

it disappeared in the king’s presence.”437 In another letter, a man named 

“Rasil” thanks the king for his past mercies to him, but also says, “You are a 

merciful king. You have done good to all the four quarters of the earth and 

[placed] the plant of life in their nostrils.”438

Shulgi is described as “. .  . a fruit-bearing mes-tree that stands beneath the 

gods and above the watercourses”.439 It is said of Shulgi,

433 A. Leo Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia: Portrait o f  a Dead Civilization, revised 
edition, completed by Erica Reiner (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), 406.
434 A. Falkenstein, and W. von Soden, Sumerische und Akkadische Hymnen und Gebete 
(Zürich: Artemis Verlags, 1953), 127.
435 Ibid., 126, 127, 130.
436 Cf. Alasdair Livingstone, Court Poetry and Literary Miscellanea, SAA 3.39 (Helsinki: 
Helsinki University Press, 1989), page 100, #39, lines 25-26, where the king seems to be 
identified with the god Ninurta.
437 Simo Parpola, editor, State Archives o f  Assyria, Volume X: Letters from Assyrian and 
Babylonian Scholars (Helsinki: Helsinki University Press, 1993) letter 371, p. 308, lines 12- 
13. This reference to the plant of life may or may not be connected with the sending of 
“sorceresses” to the king, which is mentioned in the same letter. However, the fact that they 
are mentioned in the same letter may indicate a connection.
438 Ibid., letter 166, p. 128, line 13.
439 Andrew C. Cohen, Death Rituals, Ideology, and the Development of Early Mesopotamian 
Kingship: Toward a New Understanding of Iraq’s Royal Cemetery of Ur, AMD 7 (Leiden: 
Brill/Styx: 2005), 123. Cf. also Jacob Klein, The Royal Hymns of Shulgi King of Ur: Man's
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On the day of his elevation to kingship,
He radiated like a fertile m e s -  tree, watered by fresh water,
Extending (his) blossoming branches toward the pure water-course;
Upon his blossoming branches Utu conferred the (following) blessing: 
“Being a fertile m e s -  tree, he has borne pure fruit,
Sulgi, the righteous shepherd of Sumer, will truly spread 
abundance!”440

Other Mesopotamian literature also refer to the king’s role as being (or 

providing) the plant of life. For example, in a neo-Babylonian letter, the 

writer says, “the king, my lord, has revived us . . . he has placed the Plant-of- 

Life at our nostrils”.441 Esarhaddon prays, “. . . [M]ay my royal rule be as 

pleasing to people as the Plant-of-Life”.442

In a flattering letter of petition from Adad-shumu-usur to Ashurbanipal, 

Adad-shumu-usur refers to the king's reign as established and blessed by the 

gods Shamash and Adad, and bringing great fruitfulness in human births, an 

abundance of water and crops.443 Furthermore, the king has pardoned 

prisoners and healed the sick. This is a description of the good life indeed! 

Hammurabi is also referred to as “the lord who keeps Uruk alive, providing its 

people with water in abundance.”444 Of Iddin-dagan, it is said: “According to 

the word of Enlil, your gaze gives life to men, your word heals men.”445 

Zaccagnini points out that this theme of providing water, and even the way the

Quest for Immortal Fame, TAPS 71/7 (Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society, 
1981), 11.
440 Ibid., 24, fn. 122. While Klein points out various “tree-metaphors” in connection with 
various early Mesopotamian kings, he also warns about the danger of interpreting the 
metaphors literally, or pressing the metaphors too far.
441 “balatu,” CAD 2:49. Cf. ABL 771:6, edited by R. F. Harper [14 vols.] (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1892-1914).
442 “balatu,” CAD 2:49. Cf. R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons, Konigs von Assyrien 
(=AfO 9), 26.
443 Lambert, "Kingship in Ancient Mesopotamia,” 69-70. Cf. also Tammi J. Schneider, An 
Introduction to Ancient Mesopotamian Religion (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2011), 119, 128. 
Schneider notes (119) that one of functions of kings in Mesopotamia was “providing 
abundance” for his people. This seems to be especially significant because Mesopotamian 
religion is very oriented toward this life, rather than some future life after death.
444 Theophile J. Meek, “The Code of Hammurabi,” in Prichard, editor, A NET, 3rd edition, 
page 164, column ii, lines 39-40.
445 Cf. SAHG, 253.
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theme is expressed, span the period from Hammurabi (1792-1750 B.C.E.) to 

the time of Sennacherib (704-681).446

Many other ANE materials show evidence of a various connections 

between the king and life.447 For example, in Hammurabi’s inscription in 

connection with building the wall of the cloister in Sippar,448 the king says the 

following.

I, Ha[m]mu-rapi, [mighty], k[ing of Babylon],, when the god Utu, 
my l o r d , I ,  being one who heeds the word which he has 
spoken . . . ,449

At that time, in order to increase (the amount of) food, I piled up a 
dike in the flooded field (and) built the wall of the cloister upon it.450

1 dug there the canal Aia-hegal (“Aia is abundance”) and poured 
abundant water in it.451

In the prologue to the Law Code of Hammurabi, the king says that he . . 

brought about plenty and abundance . . . ,”452 In the prologue to the law code 

that bears his name, Hammurabi boasts of several things. These may be 

summarized as his appointment by the gods, his proficiency in war, his piety, 

particularly in caring for or reestablishment of temples, his provision of water 

and abundance for the various cities that he controlled, and giving life to the 

cities under his charge.

446 Carlo Zaccagnini, “An Urartean Royal Inscription in the Report of Sargon’s Eighth 
Campaign,” in Assyrian Royal Inscriptions: New Horizons in Literary, Ideological, and 
Historical Analysis: Papers of a Symposium held in Cetona (Siena) June 26-28, 1980, OAC 
17 (Roma: Instituto Per L’Oriente, 1981), 259-295. Cf. especially 286-291.
447 Cf. especially CAD 2:55-56.
448 Cf. Douglas Frayne, The Royal Inscriptions of Mesopotamia: Early Periods / 4: Old 
Babylonian Period (2003-1595), (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), 332.
449 Ibid., 332.
450 Ibid., 333.
451 Ibid.. 333.
452 Robert Francis Harper, The Code o f  Hammurabi, King o f  Babylon, about 2250 B.C. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1904),
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Often related to the provision of water, although sometimes mentioned 

separately, is the planting of gardens, or being a gardener.453 However, the 

idea that kings in the ANE were routinely referred to as “gardeners” per se is 

difficult to substantiate.454 Gowan has warned against thinking that the 

references to kings as “gardeners” in the ANE are clearer than they are.455

On the other hand, it seems safe to speak more generally and say that 

kings are frequently associated with gardens, both textually and 

iconographically.456 In particular, large and varied orchards, by their very 

nature, would have been established and maintained by the wealthy and 

powerful. Who would be more wealthy and powerful than the king? Thus, it 

is not at all surprising to find kings boasting of establishing large and elaborate 

gardens.457 Stronach thinks that 900 and 500 B.C.E. was “. . . a period within 

which one or another outstanding monarch, whether Assyrian, Babylonian, or

453 Nicolas Wyatt, ‘“ Supposing Him to be the Gardener’ (John 20:15): A Study of the 
Paradise Motif in John,” 61-76.
454 A student at Hebrew Union College, Michael, stated that Dr. David M. Weisberg said to 
him that the Akkadian word for "gardener” is really only used in connection with the birth 
narrative of Sargon.
Unfortunately, Dr. Weisberg has departed this world, so this could not be verified. Certainly, 
the CAD does not list the words, which relate to gardening as particularly related to kings. 
Indeed, these words are more often used of common gardeners.
Even in the Birth Narrative of Sargon, the precise function of Sargon saying, “During my 
garden work, Istar loved my (so that) 55 years I ruled as king,” is by no means certain. Does 
it suggest, as was thought by scholars early on, that Sargon had usurped the throne? This 
would be strange in an otherwise laudatory tale. Is it simply a motif which the author used to 
highlight the “rags-to-riches nature of this story? (This seems to be the basic approach of 
Brian Lewis, The Sargon Legend: A Study o f the Akkadian Text and the Tale o f  the Hero Who 
Was Exposed at Birth, ASORDS 4 (Cambridge, MA.: American Schools of Oriental 
Research, 1980), 249. Similarly, see Sabina Franke, “Kings of Akkad: Sargon and Naram- 
Sin,” CANE 2: 831-841, especially page 836.
455 Donald E. Gowan, When Man Becomes God (Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1975), 79-80. 
Cf. also Jacob Klein, The Royal Hymns o f Shulgi King o f Ur: M an’s Quest for Immortal 
Fame, TAPS 71/7 (Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society, 1981), 11, 24, fn. 122.
456 Cf. Kathryn L. Gleason, “Gardens in Preclassical Times,” OEANE 2: 382-385; David 
Stronach, "The Garden as a Political Statement: Some Case Studies from the Near East in the 
First Millennium B.C.” BAI, n.s. 4 (1990): 171-180.
457 Cf. Arie Van der Kooij, “The Story of Paradise in the Light of Mesopotamian Culture and 
Literature,” in Genesis, Isaiah and Psalms: A Festschrift to Honour Professor John Emerton 
for his Eightieth Birthday, VTSup 135, edited by Katharine J. Dell, Graham Davies, and Yee 
Von Koh (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 3-20.
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Achaemenid, can be seen to have turned to the creation of a great park or 

garden in order to underscore the accomplishments of his reign.”458 While 

specific reference to the king as a “gardener” seems to be limited to Sargon I, 

the association of kings with gardens is widespread.459

This positive assessment of kings is not, however, the only way in which 

kings are presented in Mesopotamia. Postgate thinks of the Curse o f Agade as 

evincing the same royal ideology as is seen in other Sumerian and Akkadian 

materials. It simply does so more covertly.460 However, one wonders if the 

Curse o f  Agade may have been intended to provide guidance for the present 

king. Under the text, there might well be a subtext that carried the message, 

“And if you, the present king, make the same mistakes, you and your (our) 

city will face a similar fate.”461

The classic case of a negative portrayal of a king’s connection with life is 

in the Gilgamesh Epic. This negative portrayal of a king is especially 

noteworthy because it occurs in a document that seems to have been 

widespread in its distribution and its influence. Furthermore, many later kings 

of Mesopotamia portrayed themselves as descendants (or “brothers”) of 

Gilgamesh.462 This negative aspect is especially important to the argument

458 David Stronach, "The Garden as a Political Statement: Some Case Studies from the Near 
East in the First Millennium B.C.” Bulletin o f the Asia Institute, n.s. 4 (1990): 171
459 Ibid.
460 Postgate, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Sumer and Akkad,” 396.
461 Cf. Sparks, Ancient Texts for the Study o f the Hebrew Bible, 285. Sparks thinks of the 
Curse as a theological justification of the transition from Akkad in the north to Ur in the 
south. However, as Sparks acknowledges concerning the author, . . his more subtle 
motivations for composing the text are not clear.”
462 Christopher Woods, “Sons of the Sun: The Mythological Foundations of the First Dynasty 
ofUruk,” 7/lA£7? 12/1 (2012): 78-79.
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here presented, because the Eden Narrative has so many points of contact with 

themes and motifs in Gilgamesh.4̂

Sometimes, the polemic against certain aspects of royal ideology of 

kingship in Gilgamesh has been deemphasized (or even ignored) because 

Gilgamesh has been interpreted as “everyman” by Western readers and 

scholars.463 464 However, it seems significant that Gilgamesh is the king of 

Uruk.465 The futility of his quest for eternal life (or for eternal youthfulness) is 

finally made apparent to him by the loss of the plant of life to the serpent.

This plant would have “made the old man young again.” Gilgamesh returns to 

reign over Uruk, knowing that he cannot live forever. Even a king—indeed, 

even a king who is two-thirds god—must die.

463 Cf. Blenkinsopp, “Gilgamesh and Adam,” 85-101. Blenkinsopp, 93-95, holds that Enkidu 
is more similar to Adam than is Gilgamesh. There are many similarities between Enkidu and 
Adam, but also between Adam and Gilgamesh. The combining of some of the characteristics 
and motifs of the two main characters from Gilgamesh is interesting, and would be worthy of 
further investigation. However, working this out in detail is beyond this present work.
464 Cf., for example, Tzvi Abusch, “The Development and Meaning of the Epic of Gilgamesh: 
An Interpretive Essay,” JAOS 121/4 (2001): 614. For a perceptive critique of this approach, cf 
Wyatt, Myths o f Power, 368-369.
465 Cf. Andrew George, The Epic o f Gilgamesh: The Babylonian Epic Poem and Other Texts 
in Akkadian and Sumerian (New York: Bams and Noble, 1999), xiii. George thinks of “the 
proper duties of a king” is one of the themes of the epic. See also Tzvi Abusch, “The 
Development and Meaning of the Epic of Gilgamesh: An Interpretive Essay,” JAOS 121/4 
(2001): 614-622. See also David Damrosch, The Hidden Book: The Loss and Rediscovery o f 
the Great Epic o f Gilgamesh (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2006), 199. Damrosch 
comments, “The Gilgamesh epic highlighted a range of problems confronting ancient kings 
and their subjects. . . . For all his godlike splendor, though, Gilgamesh is far from a model
ruler. The initial verses introduce troubling notes of violence, excess, and lack of control . . .
♦»

On the other hand, cf. Daniel E. Fleming and Sara J. Milstein, The Buried Foundation o f the 
Gilgamesh Epic: The Akkadian Huwawa Narrative, CM 3 (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 37, 61, who 
point out that some of the older Akkadian versions of the Huwawa Narrative (which they take 
to be based on a separate narrative) do not make much of Gilgamesh’s royal status, at least not 
explicitly. Appropriate caution must be used at this point. Not all versions and antecedents of 
Gilgamesh can be reduced to one meaning or one emphasis.
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George points out that mortality is one of the crucial themes of the Epic in 

all its permutations.466 However, even George seems to think that Gilgamesh 

becomes a type of “everyman”.

Gilgames, formerly a lofty hero and majestic warrior-king, becomes a 
figure that, above all, suffers, a person with whom any man can identify. In 
this way he turns into a character more akin to the subject of the Poem of 
the Righteous Sufferer (a first-person autobiography) than to the mighty 
monarchs glorified in an earlier epoch—Sulgi and Sargon, for example.
When the poem was restructured as a third-person autobiography in the 
format of wani-literature, it became more explicitly a vehicle for wisdom.
The evolution of the poem’s message lies in the manner and emphasis of its 
delivery, rather than in a preoccupation with new concerns.467

The tendency to treat Gilgamesh as a paradigmatic story that deals with 

universal human realities, may have contributed to a downplaying of the 

story’s agenda of calling into question certain aspects of royal ideology of 

kingship.468 However, Gilgamesh is repeatedly described as a king.469 

Furthermore, in ANE thought, the king was sometimes connected with ancient 

kings. In addition, the king was, in a sense, the embodiment of his people. As 

Tigay has pointed out, the late version of the Gilgamesh Epic begins with 

conventional language of being chosen by the gods for kingship from birth.470

466 A. R. George, “The Epic of Gilgames: Thoughts on Genre and Meaning,” 37-65. (Cf. 
especially p. 57.)
467 Ibid., 57. Similarly, cf. N.K. Sandars, The Epic o f  Gilgamesh, Penguin Classics (London: 
Penguin, 1960), 7. In the first line of his introduction, Sandars mentions that Gilgamesh was 
the king of Uruk. However, Sandars almost immediately describes the story as expressing “. . 
. a very human concern with mortality
468 Cf., for example, Blenkinsopp, “Gilgamesh and Adam,” 85-101 (especially, p. 86).
469 The same may be said of Ziusudra. Cf. Jacobsen, Thorkild. “The Eridu Genesis.” JBL 
100/4 (198): 516, 522. Helge S. Kvanvig, Primeval History: Babylonian, Biblical, and 
Enochic: An Intertextual Reading, JSOTSup 149 (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 66-67, notes that, “[i]n 
the Sumerian Flood Story Ziusudra bears the title of king. . . . The portrait of the hero as a 
king corresponds to the section before, which deals with the origin of civilization (co. 11). 
Essential for the establishment of civilization is that “the lofty crown and the throne of 
kingship had come down from heaven” (11, 89). The sentence introduces the foundation of 
the five cities that according to the composition became the cornerstones of civilization in 
antediluvian time. In Gilgamesh Utnapisti is not directly called a king, but his royal status 
seems presupposed. He is connected with Shuruppak, the last city in the list of the cities in 
the Sumerian Flood Story, where he is called “son of Ubar-Tut” XI, 11-13, 23).”
470 Tigay, Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic, 153-158.
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Like the hymnic epithets at the beginning of section c, the description 
of the divine creation and endowment of the hero seems to have been 
modeled on that topos as it appears in royal inscriptions and hymns. The 
closest parallels currently known are found in inscriptions. In view of the 
numerous parallels between royal inscriptions and royal hymns, and of the 
biographical content of the latter, it would not be surprising to find this 
topos in royal hymns as well. The hymns do indeed contain numerous 
formulas of the type “endowed with such-and-such a quality by the god so- 
and-so.471

Tigay also notes the similarity of the late version of Gilgamesh to the self

description of Ashurbanipal.472 Indeed, as Tigay points out, there are many 

parallels between the account of Gilgamesh’s birth and that of Mesopotamian 

kings.473

This emphasis upon Gilgamesh as king is not merely a late development 

in the stories about Gilgamesh. In the Sumerian tale, The Death o f Gilgamesh, 

Enlil created Gilgamesh for kingship, but not eternal life.474 475 Here, kingship 

and life are mentioned in contradistinction to one another. The king is not the 

mediator of life. He does not even possess eternal life himself. George 

comments, . .  the incipit of at least one of the Old Babylonian versions of 

the epic, that represented by the Pennsylvania and Yale tablets, was 

‘Surpassing all other kings’ (sutur eli sarri)."415 Yet such preeminence does 

not include eternal life. If this is so for Gilgamesh, how much more true 

would it be of lesser kings?

471 Ibid., 156.
472 Ibid., 156, 154. Tigay’s reference here is to D. D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records o f  Assyria 
and Babylonia, 2 volumes (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1926-1927) vol. 2, § 986.
473 Tigay, Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic, 153-158.
474 S. N. Kramer, “The Death of Gilgamesh,” in ANET, 3rd edition, p. 50, section A, lines 33-
35.
475 A.R. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic: Introduction, Critical Edition, and 
Cuneiform Texts, volume 1 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 29. George 
acknowledges that in the Standard Babylonian Text, the first twenty-eight lines, which speak 
of the travails of Gilgamesh, are added, and thus the incipit (which is, of course, no longer an 
incipit) is moved to 1. 29 of tablet I.
For references to the possibly historical aspect of Gilgamesh’s kingship, cf. George, 
Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, 101-106.
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George also notes, in his introduction to Gilgamesh, that the epic is 

concerned, not only with the theme of mortality, but also with the proper 

behavior of kings.476 Davenport regards Gilgamesh as having to do with royal 

behavior. According to her, the epic is designed to be specifically “anti- 

imperialist”.477

Abusch suggests a very schematic way of understanding the meaning of 

the three successive major versions of the epic.478 Abusch’s essay also holds 

that all of the three major versions of the story deal with kingship in some 

way.479 He thinks that in all three versions, Gilgamesh seeks immortality, and 

discovers that this is impossible.480 In the Old Babylonian Version, he is told 

by Siduri that he needs to settle down and become a family man.481 In the 

“Eleven-Tablet Version” (which Abusch takes to be identical with the first 

eleven tablets of the Standard Babylonian Version482), Gilgamesh is urged to 

become a responsible ruler.483 In the twelve-tablet version, he prepares to be 

the king of the world of the dead.484 It may be doubtful as to whether such a 

schematic approach can account for all the differences and similarities in the 

various fragmentary versions that have been discovered thus far. However,

476 George, The Epic of Gilgamesh, xiii.
477 Tracy Davenport, “An Anti-Imperialist Twist to ‘The Gilgames Epic’,” in Gilgames and 
the World o f Assyria: Proceedings o f the Conference held at Mandelbaum House, The 
University o f Sydney, 21-23 July 2004, edited by Joseph Azize and Noel Weeks, ANESSup 21 
(Leuven: Peeters, 2007), 1-23.
478 Tzvi Abusch, “The Development and Meaning of the Epic of Gilgamesh: An Interpretive 
Essay,” JAOS 121/4 (2001): 614-622. (Cf. especially 614.) Similarly, see Tigay, Evolution o f  
the Gilgamesh Epic, 242.
479 Abusch, “Development and Meaning of Gilgamesh” 616.
480 Ibid., 621.
481 Ibid., 621-622.
482 Ibid., 618.
483 Ibid., 622.
484 Ibid.
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Abusch seems to be on target when he asserts that the Gilgamesh Epic is 

connected with kingship.

The Royal Ideology o f  Life in Hatti and the Western Levant

Concerning the Hittite Empire, Beckman notes that . a boon granted to 

the king and his family constituted a gift to all of Hittite society. A prayer 

delivered to the god Telipinu on behalf of Murshili II requests. “To the king, 

queen, princes, and to the Land of Khatti give life, health, strength, long years, 

and joy in the future! [And to them] give future thriving of grain, vines, fruit, 

cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, mules, asses—together with wild animals—and of 

human beings!”4X5

It is worthy of note that the royal family is mentioned first, and only 

afterwards the land. Furthermore, the prayer is for “life” and “long years”, as 

well as for fertility of plants, animals, and humans. While the nature of the 

connection between the blessings upon the royal family and the rest of the 

blessings is not made explicit, it seems significant that they can be mentioned 

in the same breath, and that the royal family is mentioned first.

Bachvarova has discussed a Hurro-Hittite ritual in which kings from long 

ago and far away are all linked to the present king.485 486 She thinks “[o]verall, 

the sarrena ritual suggests that the histories of the divine and human worlds 

were linked into a single master narrative by the middle o f the second

485 Gary Beckman, “Royal Ideology and State Administration in Hittite Anatolia,” in The 
Ancient Near East, edited by Jack Sasson (New York: Scribner, 2000), 1:531.
4X6 Mary R. Bachvarova, “From ‘Kingship in Heaven’ to King Lists: Syro-Anatolian Courts 
and the History of the World,” JANES 12 (2012): 97-118.
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millennium BCE.”487 Such a narrative serves to legitimate a local royal 

court.488

While there is not as much literary and iconographic evidence from the 

Western Levant as there is from Egypt or Mesopotamia, the evidence there is 

suggests a similar attitude toward life and kingship. The material sometimes 

portrays this connection in a positive manner, with the king receiving life from 

the gods, mediating life to his people, and having life or living forever. At 

other times, the connection between kings and life is placed in a more 

negative, problematic manner.

Turning to West Semitic writings, there is a very similar terminology 

connecting kings and life.489 For example, in a letter from Abimilki of Tyre to 

Pharaoh Akh-en-Aton, Abimilki speaks of both Pharaoh and the Sun-God as 

those who give life through their sweet breath.490

Healey notes some interesting connections between Ugaritic materials and 

the Psalms 491 He argues that Ugaritic kings were regarded as partaking of 

some sort of blessed life after death.492

(25) . . . w tcn. btlt
cn t . cirs . hym  . 1 a q h t . g :r  
irs . h ym  . I attik . b l m t  
vv aslhk . assprk . cm  . b cl. 
s n t . cm  .b n  i l . tsp r . yrhm  

(30) k b cl . k y h w y . y 's r .  h w y . y cs  
r . w ysq yn h  . y b d  . w  y s r  . clh

487 Ibid., 97.
488 Ibid., 98-99. While it is not pursued in this thesis, the literary linking of kings with ancient 
(even primeval) figures could be another piece of evidence for a royal aspect in the Eden 
Narrative.
489 Douglas J. Green, “I Undertook Great Works”: The Ideology of Domestic Achievements 
in West Semitic Royal Inscriptions, FAT, 2nd series 41 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010).
490 ANET, 484, EA, No. 147.
491 Cf. J. Healey, “The Immortality of the King: Ugarit and the Psalms,” Or 53 (1984): 245- 
254.
492 Ibid., 249-250.
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n cm[n . w y ]  cnynn . ap ank . ah wy 
aqht f.gjzr.

(35) srgk. hhm.mt. \ihryt.mh.yqh 
mh.yqh.mt. ■’atryt.spsg.ysk 
lr’is. hrs.hr. qdqdy 
[ Jmt.kl. ’amt.w’an.mtm. 3a m fn

25 And she answered, the virgin
'Anat: “Ask for life, 0  Aqhat, warrior,
ask for life, and I will give (it) to you, immortality,
and I will bestow (it) upon you. I will make you count with Baal’
years, with the sons of El you will number months.

30 Like Baal, as he gives life—he makes a feast for the one given life, 
makes a feast and makes him drink; there chants and sings for him 
a sweet singer— and she said to him, “so I too will make live 
Aqhat, the warrior.” And Aqhat, the warrior, replied:
“Do not lie, O virgin. Behold to the warrior

35 your lies are filth. Death, the final lot, nothing takes away, 
nothing takes away death, that which comes after. Glaze will be 
poured upon (my) head, potash on top of my pate.
. . .  the death of all I will die; indeed I will surely die.”493 494

Whether or not Healey is correct in his understanding of the meaning of 

the terminology, it is worth noting that the language of etemality—however 

understood—occurs in connection with kings in material that is geographically 

close to Israel. It is clear that Anat is offering Aqhat, at the very least, a very 

long life. Furthermore, the language is very similar to that of Psalm 61:7.495

It should be noted that the language Anat to the king need not taken as 

sincere. Indeed, it almost certainly should be taken as a lie. In fact, Aqhat 

takes her words as untruthful.496

Keret and Aqhat deal with the theme of immortality (or, rather, its lack 

among human kind, even among kings). In addition to the theme of 

immortality, Aqhat also deals with the theme of fertility, as it is related to the

493 Ibid., 246-247.
494 Ibid., 247. Fora somewhat different translation, cf. ANET, p. 151. Both translations agree 
on the matter of Anat’s basic offer and Aqhat’s adamant refusal.
493 Psalm 61:7 will be discussed further in the sub-section, where Old Testament texts which 
connect the king with life will be treated.
496 Cf. Healey, “The Immortality of the King,” 247. Cf. lines 33-35 of the Ugaritic text.
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earthly king, in the form of the crown prince. Thus, although Coogan thinks 

that Aqhat . . was preserved because it was, in the end, a good story,”497 he 

comments in his introduction to the work,

Nearly every Ugaritic text translated here has to do with fertility in 
some way, and Aqhat is no exception. Just as Baal’s subjection to Death 
resulted in drought, so a drought followed Aqhat’s murder. As the 
fragmentary texts which we have called The Healers suggest, the Aqhat 
cycle presumably continued with his restoration to life and the consequent 
return of fertility to the fields. For the king and, by extension, his son were 
vital to continued agricultural prosperity.498

Indeed, Anat herself connects Aqhat’s death with the drought. Anat says, 

“and because o f his death, the first fruits of summer have withered, the ear in 

its husk.”499 Natan-Yulzary thinks that the drought ends with Pughat’s 

revenge upon Yatpan.500 Ntan-Yulzary invokes 2 Samuel 21:1-14 as an 

example of the same motif.501

In the Keret Story, there are some of the same themes and motifs as in 

Aqhat, though developed in a somewhat different fashion. Parker has noted 

that there are “. . . two broad categories . . .” in the interpretation of Keret: the

497 Cf. Michael David Coogan, editor and translator, Stories from Ancient Canaan 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1978), 31.
498 Ibid., 30-31. Cf., however, Simon B. Parker, The Pre-Biblical Narrative Tradition, 
SBLRBS 24 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), 134-135. Parker does not agree with connecting 
Aqhat with The Healers, and thus thinking in terms of Aqhat’s revivification. However, this 
does not touch the essential point. It is not argued here that Aqhat was restored to life. It does 
seem likely, however, that the drought ended with Aqhat’s remains being given a proper 
burial, and with the avenging of Aqhat s death. In this, there may be an interesting parallel, 
but also a difference between Aqhat and 2 Samuel 21:1-14. In Aqhat, the order is proper 
burial, and then revenge. In 2 Samuel 21, the order is revenge, and then proper burial. If one 
thinks of end stress, the story in Aqhat may emphasize revenge, while 2 Samuel 21 may 
emphasize proper burial. However, both stories have both elements (revenge and proper 
burial), and in both cases these themes are connected with kings.
499 Ibid., 40, tablet 3, lines 7-9.
500 Cf Shirly Natan-Yulzary, “Contrast and Meaning in the 'Aqhat Story,” VT62 (2012): 
433-449.
501 Ibid., page 446, fn. 34. He simply refers to the 2 Samuel passage, without comment.
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“mythico-cultic or historico-political”.502 Parker himself seems to be in the 

historico-political camp.503

However, it may be asked if this is not a false dichotomy. Why could not 

history intersect with mythical and cultic concerns?504 As is often the case, 

modem categories may serve heuristic purposes, but they may also mislead as 

to how the ancients would have told, heard, and thought about their own 

stories.

Whether the royal elements in Keret are “historicized myth” or 

“mythologized history”, the royal element is prominent in the story. As 

Coogan points out, “The centrality of kingship as a Canaanite institution is 

well illustrated by the three tablets containing the story of Kirta.”505 Coogan 

goes on to note that, “[t]he hero of the cycle is a king, . . . and the basic theme 

that unites the episodes is the survival of his dynasty.”506

Keret is also concerned with the connection between the king and the fertility 
of nature.

. . . [T]he king was responsible for the prosperity of his subjects.
There was a direct connection between the health of the king and the 
agricultural cycle, or, more accurately, the king and the gods were jointly 
responsible for the harvest. When Baal died, Death reigned and nothing 
grew; when the king was ill, the crops failed and famine resulted. Thus 
Kirta’s sickness, the subject of the cycle’s second episode, was a failure of 
kingship . . . .507

502 Parker, The Pre-Biblical Narrative Tradition, 205.
503 Ibid., 205-206.
504 For a good discussion of the difference and overlap of myth and history, cf. Richard H. 
Moye, “In the Beginning: Myth and History in Genesis and Exodus,” JBL 109/4 (1990): 577- 
598.
505 Coogan, Stories from Ancient Canaan, 52. However, cf. Murray Howard Lichtenstein, 
“Episodic Structure in the Ugaritic Keret Legend: Comparative Studies in Compositional 
Technique” (PhD dissertation, Columbia University, 1979), 410-431. Lichtenstein thinks that 
the primary themes of Keret are loss and restoration, as well as loyalty and its lack.
506 Ibid.
507 Ibid., 55.
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Malamat has pointed out some of the concerns of the king of Byblos are 

particularly important for understanding Israel’s royal ideology. These 

concerns include longevity of life, reign, and dynasty.

“The pursuit of longevity for the monarch is a widespread motif in the 
ancient near East and frequently appears in royal petitions to patron deities. 
Particularly close in time and location to Solomon, kings of Byblos entreat 
their gods to grant them long life. An inscription of king YeHimilk (mid- 
10th century B.C.E.) states:

May Baalsamem and the Lady of Byblos and the Assembly of the 
Holy Gods of Byblos prolong the days and years of YeHimilk over Byblos, 
for [he is] a righteous and upright king before the Holy Gods of Byblos!”508

It is difficult to decide how to categorize some of these examples of the 

portrayal of royalty just given. Should they be regarded as positive or 

negative?

Additionally, does a text call into question the immortality of only one 

king, or of kings in general? Certainly, the denial of life in the case of a 

particular king might be a criticism of that king, rather than a criticism of royal 

ideology, per se. However, the denial of a close and positive connection 

between a king and life in even one text could call the connection into 

question more generally. In any case, it can be stated with a fair degree of 

confidence that the language of life is closely associated with kings in the 

Ugaritic material.

Summary: Life and Kings in the ANE Outside o f  Israel

Outside of Israel, life is the gift of the gods to humankind. However, life 

is especially a gift that the gods give to the king. The king in turn gives life 

(or is life) to his people. Occasionally, the king is even the mediator o f the life 

for foreign peoples. In a similar vein, kings are often associated with the

508 Abraham Malamat, “Longevity: Biblical Concepts and Some Ancient Near Eastern 
Parallels,” AfOB 19 (1982): 215-224, reprinted in History o f  Biblical Israel: Major Problems 
and Minor Issues, CHANE 7 (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 397.
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provision of water, with large and ornate gardens, and with fertility, all of 

which are related to and help to comprise life.

Kings are also frequently associated with eternal life. The exact nature of 

the ancient reader/hearer of such stories and language may be impossible to 

ascertain. However such language was understood, such language is redolent 

of royal ideology in the ANE.

There are also literary materials that seem to call into question the 

association of life with kings. The lives and reigns of certain kings may be 

shortened, due to their injustice or impiety. Especially stories such as the 

Gilgamesh Epic, Keret, and Aqhat seem to convey that, in at least some cases, 

kings are not to be associated in an unreserved manner with life and fertility. 

Kings are sometimes rather pointedly portrayed as not living forever.

Life and Kings in Israel/Judah in the Old Testament Excluding Genesis 2-3

While the connection between kings and life does not seem to be quite as 

strong in Israel and Judah as elsewhere in the ANE, the connection is still 

present. Sometimes, these associations are positive in nature, but at other 

times, the associations are negative. First, the positive associations will be 

discussed, and then those connections that seem to have a negative valence 

with regard to royal ideology. Then, the evidence will be examined under the 

same rubrics that were used for the rest of the ANE: the connections of God as 

the giver of life—and sometimes, as the giver of “eternal life”509—to kings, 

and kings as mediators of life to their people, including motifs and themes 

related to life (fertility, water, and gardens).

509 The expression “eternal life” is enclosed in double quotation marks in order to express the 
treatment of it as a questionable term, which is patient of many nuances, most of which may 
not suggest never-ending life.
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Life Granted to the King by God

Similarly to the conception of the rest of the ANE, in Israel and Judah, 

life is a gift that God gives to all humans.510 Indeed, the fact that God gives 

life to all humankind seems to be emphasized in the Old Testament more than 

it is in the rest of the ANE—at least, in the documents now extant. This, in 

itself, may be significant. Frequently, these Old Testament references are in 

contexts in which the king does not make even a cameo appearance. This may 

suggest a relatively lesser significance for the king as mediator of life in the 

Old Testament’s conception of human life.

However, not too much should be built on this narrow foundation. As is 

often the case, the quantity of ANE documents that evince a particular 

emphasis may be connected primarily with the documents that have been 

discovered, rather than with the real literary remains of a people. This 

realization should render all conclusions tentative.

Even in the Old Testament—and similarly to what is observed in the rest 

of the ANE—God gives life to the king. While this certainly suggests a 

positive connection between the king and life, it is not usually expressed in a 

categorical statement, but rather, is expressed as a wish or prayer.511 

Furthermore, a precise interpretation of the relevant phrases may be 

impossible to establish. Is the primary emphasis upon the words “God gives,” 

or on the words “to the king?” Is the gift of life to the king conditional, or 

unconditional?

510 Cf., for example, Deuteronomy 8:3; 32:39; 1 Samuel 2:6; Job 27:3; 34:14; 34:15; Psalms 
22:29; 30:3; 68:20; 104:30; Ecclesiastes 12:7; Isaiah 38:16-20. However, note that, even in 
the case of 1 Samuel 2:1-10, there are royal overtones (cf. v. 10).
511 1 Kings 1:31 (in which the verb is jussive) is typical.
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1 Kings 3:3-15 is illustrative. When Solomon’s prayer pleases the LORD 

(in part, at least, because Solomon does not ask for a long life512), God offers 

him a long life.513 However, it should be noted that such long life is 

contingent upon Solomon’s obedience.

Other parts of the Old Testament seem to be more confident in their 

claims concerning God’s gift of life to kings. Particularly in Psalms, God’s 

gift of life to kings is prominent.

WTTPsalm 61:7

"iftt -iTias vnije? rpoin □"p"

NAU Psalm 61:7

Thou wilt prolong the king’s life; His years will be as many generations.

This psalm expresses royal ideology, though not entirely in a triumphant 

vein.514 Hossfeld and Zenger note that, “[b]ehind the petition for long life for 

the king stands the notion, typical of ancient Near Eastern concepts of 

kingship, that a long and happy life for the king is a sign of divine blessing for 

his land (cf. 72:5; 89:37).”515 However, it should be noted that the prayer is 

for a long life, even for a life that spans many generations, but not an unending

512 1 Kings 3:11.
5*3 1 Kings 3:14. The long life and other blessings God promises to Solomon are contigent 
upon his obedience. Note that the nominal form of the root is used in 1 Kings 3:14, and that 
the verbal form of the same root is used in Genesis 2:16 and 3:11, 17.
514 On the possibility that this psalm is not a royal psalm, but that verses 6-7 [E., 7-8] are a 
later interpolation, cf. Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, and Erich Zenger, Psalms 2, Hermeneia, 
translated by Linda M. Maloney (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), 106-107. These scholars 
argue that the verses are indeed an interpolation, but that they are an appropriate insertion in 
what they regard as the “so-called Messianic Psalter . . .” (107). Even if these verses are a 
later interpolation, the fact remains that a redactor thought it an appropriate insertion. Thus, it 
would, in any case, reflect royal ideology at some stage in Israel’s (or Judah’s) history. This 
would be the case whether the final redactor of the psalm was looking back with nostalgia, 
forward with longing, or was praising the present king.
515 Ibid., 108.
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life.516 Furthermore, these are not confident statements, but prayers. Still, the 

fact that such a prayer is made for the king seems to reflect a high royal 

ideology with respect to God’s gift of life to the king.

Psalm 21 contains similar statements concerning the king.

wrrpsalm 21 ;5

"tjn o b iy  D ’ D ’  - j i N  i 1? n n n : bsm  c ,! ,n

nau psaim 21:4

He asked life of Thee, Thou didst give it to him, Length of days forever and 
ever.

This psalm portrays the king as having received the gifts for which he 

prays.517 He has a responsibility to pray to God for these gifts, and to trust 

God.518 While Aster may overstate his case, this psalm seems to imbue the 

king with almost superhuman qualities.519 Commenting on Psalm 21:4,

Terrien writes, “If the expression ‘a multitude of days, forever and ever,’ is not 

oriental hyperbole and should be taken literally, it may have been influenced 

by Egyptian mythology. The god Amon-Re declares to Thutmosis III (ca.

1444 B.C.E.), ‘Mayest thou live eternally.”’520 However, it should also be 

noted that Psalm 21 appears to be linked with Psalm 20. This perhaps narrows 

the meaning of cbrj considerably. In Psalm 21, it may be that the king is 

simply giving thanks for the granting of deliverance in battle, as he had

516 The word C’vbrd  (“forever”) does occur in Psalm 61:4. However, caution must be 
exercised as to how the expression is understood.
517 J. H. Eaton, Kingship and the Psalms, SBT, second series 32 (Naperville: Alec R. 
Allenson, [1976?]), 117.
518 Ibid., 118.
519 Aster, “Psalm 21,” 307-320, “Place of Psalm 21 in Israelite Royal Ideology,” in Mishneh 
Todah: Studies in Deuteronomy and Its Cultural Environment, edited by Fox, et al. See 
especially p. 314.
520 Samuel Terrien, The Psalms: Strophic Structure and Theological Commentary (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 222.
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requested in Psalm 20. As Broyles points out, “[b]oth psalms make 

abundantly clear that the king’s power is not absolute but derived—from 

Yahweh (esp. 20:1-2; 21:7; 21:1,5, 7, 9, 13).”521 Broyles goes on to note that, 

“[t]he psalm is careful to circumscribe the king’s exalted position not only 

with respect to God (as noted above) but also with respect to his subjects.”522

Holtz argues that the same accomplishments that are combined in royal 

inscriptions in Mesopotamia—namely, victory in war and providing domestic 

abundance—are also present in Psalm 144.523 Concerning Psalm 144, Broyles 

notes the transference of what had once been royal prerogatives to the exilic 

community as such.524

The king is associated with life in other genres outside of Psalms as well. 

In some cases, someone is swearing by the life of the king.525 2 Samuel 15:21 

is of particular interest. Ittai, one of David’s mercenaries, swears his loyalty 

with the words “As the LORD lives, and as my lord the king lives”. It may be 

worth noting that it is a mercenary (and thus not necessarily a follower of 

Yahweh) who speaks of the life of the king’s god and of the king himself in 

parallel.

Mulder notes the prevalence of similar language “. . .  from the Amama 

letters to Greek literature . . . .”526 While Mulder notes that the expression 

“forever” may have “. ..  originally related to the deification of the king . . . ” in

521 Craig C. Broyles, Psalms, N1BC (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1999), 110.
522 Ibid., 111. Cf. also James Luther Mays, Psalms, Interpretation (Louisville: John Knox 
Press, 1994), 103-104. Mays notes that the king must request whatever endowments and 
victories he has from God. “None of his gifts and endowments were inherent in his person."
523 Shalom E. Holtz, “The Thematic Unity of Psalm cxliv in Light of Mesopotamian Royal 
Ideology,” VT58 (2008): 367-380.
524 Craig C. Broyles, Psalms, NIBC (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1999), 501-502, 503.
525 Cf. 1 Samuel 17:55; 2 Samuel 14:19. Cf. also G. Gerleman, “rrn .” TLOT 1:414.
526 Martin J. Mulder, I Kings: Volume 1: 1 Kings l - l  l, HCOT (Leuven: Peeters, 1998), 64.
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surrounding cultures, . . in Israel it is no more than a hyperbole of the 

courtly style of speech . . . .”527 However, as Mulder also notes, the word obii? 

is emphasized especially in connection with David’s name.528

It should be kept in mind that the word “forever” is parallel with the 

phrases “length of days” and “generations and generations.” This suggests a 

great length of time, but not necessarily limitless time. As Anderson points 

out, the request for “life” may well be a request for " . . .  a life characterized by 

vitality and prosperity.”529 Anderson may also be correct in holding that the 

king is hoping to live on through his descendants. Thus, the request for eternal 

life may really be a request for a long-lived dynasty.530

References to etemality (or length) of life are not common in the Old 

Testament, but when such a concept does occur, it is frequently associated 

with kings.531 Thus, Nehemiah says to the Persian king, “Let the king live 

forever.”532 Bathsheba says to King David—after he has decided that her son, 

Solomon, will be king after David—’’May my lord King David live 

forever.”533 This may support Anderson’s point made above that the desire for

527 Ibid., 64.
528 Ibid.
529 A. A. Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, Volume I: Psalms 1-72, New Century Bible 
Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1972), 181.
530 Ibid. This approach might suggest that Bathsheba’s wish for the king to live forever (1 
Kings 1:31) may not be ironic after all. It is also possible that this is an example of hofstil, 
and is a way of speaking euphemistically of a wish that King David would still reign for a 
long time. In this regard, see Ernst Jenni, “Das Wort ‘olam im Alten Testament,” (Part 2),
ZA W 65/1 (1953): 5. However, Jenni does acknowledge that a more “concrete conception” 
(“konkrete Vorstellungen”) of the very essence of kings is in the background of this 
conventional courtly language.
531 Brettler, God is King, 52-53, points out that, even when the idea of etemality is transferred 
to God, it is almost always associated with God’s reign.
532 Nehemiah 2:3.
533 1 Kings 1:31.
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eternal life is the desire to live on through one’s offspring.534 In the story of 

the succession to the throne (especially in the light of what readers/hearers are 

told of David’s sexual impotency and unawareness of what is going on his 

own kingdom), there may be a heavy dose of irony in this expression. This is 

especially the case since Bathsheba does not express a desire for the king to 

live forever at the beginning of her audience with King David, but at the end, 

after he has granted her request for her son, Solomon, to succeed David as 

king.

This is not to say that the king, his advisers, or servants (or ordinary 

working peasants) all necessarily interpreted these words that connect kings 

with life (or “eternal” life) in the same way, or took them with the same degree 

of seriousness. It is sufficient for the argument that is here made that the 

language of life and death was associated with kings in Old Testament 

literature, at least linguistically.

Brettler thinks of the wish that the king would “live forever” and similar 

phrases as being hyperbole.535 “These phrases serve a double function: they 

are intended to flatter the king, but also reflect the hopes of the people for 

stability since chaos often broke out when a king died or was assassinated.”

No doubt, this is true. The argument that is being made here does not turn, 

however, on a precise understanding of ancients. No matter how these phases 

may have been understood, it seems to represent the language o f royal 

ideology.

534 Anderson, Psalms . . . ,  181. Cf. also Ernst Jenni, “obiti ’ oläm eternity,” Theological 
Lexicon o f  the Old Testament, 2:859.
535 Ibid., 51-52.
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Since human kings cannot attain perpetual life, this wish becomes 
modified into the desire for an everlasting dynasty (North, 1932:24).536 
This is reflected in various types o f divine promises to the Davidic 
monarchy (see Weinfeld, 1970), where God promises to perpetuate the 
dynasty forever (Pss. 89:5, 30; 132:12; 1 Chr. 22:10; 28:7; 2 Chr. 13:5), or 
to make it as stable as the astral bodies (Ps. 89:37-38). Although non- 
Davidic kings are promised dynasties (1 Kgs. 11:38), the promises are 
never phrased in such superlative terms. Similar dynastic promises to non- 
Judean kings probably existed in antiquity, but were not preserved in the 
predominantly pro-Judaean historiographical texts.537

Brettler points out that even God’s etemality is often associated with 

God’s kingship. Indeed, according to Brettler, “[instances where God’s 

eternal nature is connected to his kingship outnumber cases where he is 

generally declared eternal by a ratio of five to one; this suggests that the 

Israelites understood God’s eternal life primarily as an entailment of his 

kingship.”538

Brettler suggests that the king’s “longevity” becomes God’s “eternal life”. 

Thus, while people speak of the human king’s “eternal life” in jussives, they 

speak of God’s eternal life in the indicative. Furthermore, God has lived from 

eternity past (Ps. 102:25b-27), “.. . a claim that no human king could make.” 

Brettler writes, “Among the attributes shared by Yahweh and the king are 

eternal life, wisdom, wealth, and strength. These are bestowed by God, who 

can remove them as well, as narrated in reference to the transition between 

Saul and David in 1 Sam 16:13-4 . . . .”539

Immortality is often seen as the element that typifies divine beings; it 
is thus significant that Ps 21:4 says o f the human king, “He asked you for 
life; you have it to him— length o f days forever and ever.” This is

536 The reference is to C. R. North, “The Religious Aspects of Hebrew Kingship,” ZAW 50 
(1932): 24.
537 Ibid., 52.
538 Brettler, God is King, 52-53. Some of the texts which Brettler lists as examples of this 
linkage of God’s etemality with the fact that God is king: Numbers 23:21; 1 Samuel 12:12; 
Isaiah 6:5; 19:4; Jeremiah 8:19; Micah 2:13; Zephaniah 1:5; Malachi 1:14; Psalms 5:3; 10:16; 
Daniel 4:34. (These are found on pages 172-173, endnote 2, which is erroneously listed as 
endnote 3 in the text of the book on page 52.)
539 Marc Zvi Brettler, “King, Kingship,” N1DB 3:508.
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expressed in toned-down form elsewhere, with the promise that the Davidic 
dynasty will last forever, or in Ps 72:17, “May his name endure forever, his 
fame continue as long as the sun.”540 541

In a similar vein, Rose points out how common are wishes for the 

immortality of the king and/or his dynasty. The epithet 'olam “. . . appears 

regularly in contexts in which royal dimensions of the divinity are 

emphasized, ‘olcmi designates the ‘fullness’ (totality) of the experience of time 

and space. . . . Within the world of human experience in the ancient Near 

East, this “transcendence” was extensively personalized and symbolized in the

The King as the Mediator of Life to Others in the Old Testament

There are certain parts of the Old Testament that do seem to express the 

idea that life, fertility, and related themes are especially relevant to kings. 

Sometimes, these themes are expressed in a way that supports a “high” 

monarchical ideology. At others, these themes seem to challenge such “high” 

ideology. In both cases, these sections of the Old Testament seem to support 

the idea that these life and fertility motifs are, in some way, within the 

province of royal ideology.

Psalm 72 and Other Selected Passages

Commenting on some ANE and biblical texts—particularly, Psalm 72— 

Hamilton comments on the differing ways in which Psalm 72 may be read.

The texts demonstrate how a trope of kingly self-presentation could 
serve either to explain actual practices and thus legitimate rule, as in many 
of the inscriptions under consideration, or to imagine an unreal but desirable 
situation and thus reorient legitimate rule, as in certain royal psalms of the 
Hebrew Bible. Such texts serve rulers’ pursuit of fame, as well as the 
approbation of the divine realm, in that the display of care for subjects 
endorses a positive view of the ruler and of the elaborate network of

540 Ibid., 509. Similarly, cf. Martin Rose, “Names of God in the OT,” AB 4: 1004.
541 Martin Rose, "Names of God in the OT,” AB 4: 1004.
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deference and obedience of which the ruler is part, and which sustains the 
ruler’s claims concerning royal largesse.542

There are several indicators in the Old Testament of a connection between 

royal ideology and fertility—or, more often it would seem, a lack of fertility. 

On the positive side of the ledger, Psalm 72 is perhaps the best illustration.543 

For the king—as well as for his son544—the prayer to God is that the king 

would command obedience from foreign powers,545 administer justice to the 

poor and oppressed,546 and be an instrument of abundance for both the country 

and the city.547 As Tate has pointed out, this connection between the king and 

fertility is found in Israel, as well as throughout the ANE.548 Broyles notes 

that, in Psalm 72, “The whole psalm then cycles around four topics: the 

needy, agricultural fertility, the king’s longevity, and his influence among the 

nations.”549

Virtually all scholars acknowledge that Psalm 72 is connected in some 

way with royal ideology. In fact, Tate notes that, “Ps 72 is universally

542 Mark W. Hamilton, “Prosperity and Kingship in Psalms and Inscriptions,” in Literature 
as Politics, Politics as Literature: Essays on the Ancient Near East in Honor o f  Peter 
Machinist, edited by David S. Vanderhooft and Abraham Winitzer (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 2013), 186-187.
543 For some helpful discussions, cf. Shalom M. Paul, “Psalm 72:5—A Traditional Blessing 
for the Long Life of the King,” JATuS' 31/4 (1972): 351-355; Roland Boer, “National Allegory 
in the Hebrew Bible,” JSOT74 (1997): 95-116; David Jobling, “Deconstruction and the 
Political Analysis of Biblical Texts: A Jamesonian Reading of Psalm 72,” Semeia 59 (1992): 
95-127. See also Jungbluth, Im Himmel and aufErden, 82-85. Jungbluth has a brief 
summary of the ANE material which relates to the king as the guarantor of the land’s 
fruitfulness. He specifically mentions Psalm 72 in this connection (83-84).
544 Psalm 72:1.
545 Psalm 72:9-11, 15.
546 Psalm 72:12-14.
547 Psalm 72:16.
548 Marvin E. Tate, Psalms 51-100, WBC 20 (Dallas: Word Books, 1990), 224. Cf. also 
Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, and Erich Zenger, Psalms 2, Hermeneia, translated by Linda M. 
Maloney (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), 204-205.
549 Craig C. Broyles, Psalms, NIBC (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1999), 295.
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considered to be a royal psalm.”550 However, specific interpretations differ 

widely.551

Many scholars have taken the language of Psalm 72 as merely reflecting 

“court style.” This seems to render the language devoid of any real content or 

power.552 Others argue that the psalm is completely imbued with a “high” 

royal theology that is uncritically supportive of kingly pretensions. Thus, for 

example, Tate comments, “Psalm 72 offers a glimpse of the ideal relationship 

among ruler, God, and people. The people pray for the empowerment of the 

king, who uses the gifts God gives, not for his own benefit or even for the 

benefit of the powerful, but for the least of all among the people.”553 554 While 

Tate speaks of the portrait of Psalm 72 as “ideal,” he also says that the psalm 

is not messianic, but speaks of an earthly king. However, the psalm reflects an 

idealism that may have contributed to the development of messianic 

expectations.534

Murray thinks of Psalm 72 as anything but a polemic against royal 

pretension. Along with Psalm 2, 45, 89, and 132, Psalm 72 portrays 

“enthusiastic support” for an attitude toward kingship that emphasizes “. . . the 

king’s role as unique deferent of the divine will for his people in blessing and

550 Marvin E. Tate, Psalm 51-100, WBC 20 (Dallas: Word, 1990), 222.
551 Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, and Erich Zenger, Psalms 2, Hermeneia, translated by Linda M. 
Maloney (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), 205.
552 Shalom M. Paul, “Psalm 72:5—A Traditional Blessing for the Long Life of the King ” 
JNES 31/4 (1972): 351-355.
553 Ibid., 225.
554 Ibid., 226.
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salvation .. . .”555 Kessler thinks that the king who is portrayed in Psalm 72 is 

only a step removed from God.556

Still other scholars think of Psalm 72 as more a pattern for rulers, than a 

statement about actual royal performance.557 The psalm would thus be, not an 

unqualified endorsement of the performance of kings, but would provide a 

challenge to royal pretensions, as well as providing benchmarks for the 

performance of kings.558 For example, Hamilton thinks that Psalm 72 

commends care for the poor, rather than conquest of neighboring countries, as 

being the proper goal of good rule.559

Concerning Psalm 72, Davis points out that “[t]he psalm shows what 

might be called an ‘ecological’ view of justice; it promotes a vision of 

tsedeqah (‘right relationship, righteousness’) and shalom (‘well-being, peace’) 

operative in both political and agricultural spheres.”560 However, as Davis 

notes, how these two matters are related in Psalm 72 is “[a] challenge for

555 Murray, Divine Prerogative and Royal Pretension, 312.
556 Rainer Kessler, “Gott und König, Grundeigentum und Fruchtbarkeit,” ZA W 108 (1996): 
225-226.
557 Patrick D. Miller, Jr., “Power, Justice, and Peace: An Exegesis of Psalm 72,” FAMA 
(1986): 65-70. Cf. also Tryggve N.D. Mettinger, King and Messiah: The Civil and Sacral 
Legitimation o f the Israelite Kings, ConBOT 8 (Lund: Gleerup, 1976), 100. Mettinger writes, 
“The observation may seem to be too trivial to be put on record but should nevertheless be 
emphasized: this material clearly depicts the king as a man in submission to and dependent on 
the God of Israel.”
558 Cf. Walter Houston, “The King’s Preferential Option for the Poor: Rhetoric, Ideology and 
Ethics in Psalm 72,” Bibint 7/4 (1999): 341-367, especially, page 351. Houston holds that, 
“[ijdeology is never simply lies: it is a partial, and partisan, view of the truth, and it has to be 
plausible to its consumers. The consumers of ideology always extend beyond the class of its 
producers, unless society is held together by nothing but sheer force. And the plausibility of 
this ideology depends in large part on expectation. All our knowledge of the ancient Near 
East shows that kings were expected to do justice, to protect the poor and oppressed, and there 
is some substantial evidence to show that at least some of them tried to do so, consequently 
that the language of our text in this regard was likely to raise serious expectations.”
559 Ibid., 204.
560 Ellen F. Davis, “Scriptural Texts: 3.1, Two Psalms,” in Justice and Rights: Christian and 
Muslim Perspectives edited by Michael Ipgrave (Washington: Georgetown University Press, 
2009), 21.
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interpreters . . . .”561 She thinks of the connection between justice and 

abundant fertility as operating at two levels: the . . suprapolitical, or 

‘mythic,’ and sociopolitical.”562 While Davis acknowledges the “mythic” 

aspect of royal ideology, the fact that she places double quotation marks 

around the word “mythic” seems to signal her difficulty with that approach to 

the connection. Furthermore, her discussion seems to focus on the logical 

connection between the king’s exercise of justice and fertility.563 “Multiple 

stories show that Israel’s peasant fanners were acutely aware of the king’s 

responsibility for justice and directly responsive to (sic) failures of justice. In 

an agrarian economy, when justice fails in high places peasants become highly 

vulnerable to land loss.”564

Furthennore, Davis thinks of the Old Testament as largely demonstrating 

the breach of justice (and hence of fertility) perpetrated by kings. “The 

biblical narratives of kingship regularly show first early promise that a given 

monarch might fulfill that charge, then steady erosion of this hope.”565

One of the dividing lines in interpreting Psalm 72 is concerned with 

whether the verbs are primarily (or in toto) to be taken as jussivcs or as 

futures. If they are taken primarily or entirely as jussives, then they are a wish 

or prayer for the king.566 Some of the verbs are clearly jussive in form, and 

Hossfeld decides to translate all the verbs as jussives. If this is the case, then

561 ibid., 21.
562 Ibid., 21.
563 Ibid., 22-23.
564 Ibid., 22.
565 Ibid., 22.
566 The verbs are analyzed in this way by Hans Ulrich Steymans, “Le psautier messianique— 
une approche sémantique,” BLT 238, in The Composition o f the Psalms, edited by Erich 
Zenger (Leuven: Peeters, 2010), 173. See also Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, and Erich Zenger, 
Psalms 2, Hermeneia, translated by Linda M. Maloney (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), 202.
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Psalm 72 would not be a blank check for royal pretensions.567 However, if 

many of the verbs are imperfects (or futures), they may speak of what the king 

will, in fact, be and do.

Goldingay points out that each of the sections of Psalm 72 (vss. 1-7, 8-14, 

and 15-17) “. .  . begin with an explicit volitive . . . ,”568 For example, the 

verbs in vss. 8 (“jTl) and 15 (vr;), if taken as volitives, seem to introduce at

least a bit of uncertainty. It is not a foregone conclusion that the king will 

exhibit these qualities or experience these outcomes.

Houston points out that, at the very least, the verbs in vss. 12-14 ought to 

be translated as futures. He notes the presence of the '3, in v. 12, and very

properly asks, “But is there any parallel for ki being used in this way before 

volitive verbs?”569

There are especially two aspects of Psalm 72 that relate to the theme of 

this chapter. The first is the king’s connection with life-giving fertility. The 

second is the prayer for a long life for the king.

567 Ibid.
568 John Goldingay, Psalms, Volume 2: Psalms 42-89, BCOT (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2007), 
381.
569 Walter J. Houston, Contending for Justice: Ideologies and Theologies o f Social Justice in 
the Old Testament, LHB/OTS 428 (London: T & T Clark, 2005), 139, fn. 20.
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Regarding the king’s connection with fertility, Eaton writes,

God’s gift of life to his king brings life also to his people. Their saying 
“may the king live!” (I Kings 1.31 etc.) was more than a pleasantry; their 
interest was involved. Under his shade they lived; he was their breath of 
life (Lam 4.20). So his life was the sincere object of their prayers (61,6f., p.
48; 72:15). In Psalm 72 the theme of the eternal life of the righteous king 
(w. 5, 17, p. 162) intertwines with that of the fertility of his land and people 
(w. 3, 7, 16); he is like the life-bringing rain (v. 6).570

There are a number of other Old Testament passages that seem to suggest 

such a connection between kings and fertility—or a lack of fertility. Kapelrud 

points out that, no matter what motivated David to sacrifice the sons of Saul, a 

connection of the king (or the former king) with fertility or the lack thereof, is 

assumed in 2 Samuel 21:1-14.571 Hanson, following Kapelrud, notes that, 

“[t]he connection of the king and restoration of fertility is fundamental here 

. ,”572 However, no matter what the particular approach to the structure or 

analysis of various scholarly approaches, Psalm 72 does contain royal 

language. No matter whether such language places the king in an exalted 

position right beside God, or in a humble position below God, the language of 

justice, world-wide rule, fruitfulness, and longevity probably reflects royal 

language and pretensions in ancient Israel. This is all the more likely since the

570 Long ago, J. H. Eaton, Kingship and the Psalms, SBT, second series 32 (Naperville: Alec 
R. Allenson, [1976?]), 165-166, pointed out how both of these themes are intertwined in 
Psalm 72, as well as in other parts of the Old Testament.
571 Arvid S. Kapelrud. “King and Fertility: A Discussion of 11 Sam 21:1-14,” in God and His 
Friends in the Old Testament," ([Oslo?]: Universitetsforlaget, 1979), 44-45. Similarly, cf. 
Jungbluth, Im Himmel and aufErden, 82-85. See especially, 84-85. Cf. also Martin Ameth, 
‘‘Sonne der Gerechtigkeit": Studien zur Solarisierung der Jahwe-Religion im Lichte von 
Psalm 72, BZABR 1 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000), 54. Ameth points out that the 
connection of the king with fertility in the ANE is “.. . keine neue Erkenntnis ..  . .”
It is likely that the primary emphasis in 2 Samuel 21 is on the idea that it was not David, but 
Saul, who was responsible for the drought, even though the drought occurred during David’s 
reign. At least, that seems to be the point of 21:1. However, Walter Brueggemann, First and 
Second Samuel, Interpretation (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1990), 336-338, reads David’s 
actions as much more a matter of "Realpolitik” than as a matter of faithfulness.
This debate, as important as it is, tends to obscure an assumption which underlies both 
positive and negative readings of David—i.e., kings are associated with fertility, and 
sometimes, with a radical lack of fertility.
572 K. C. Hanson, “When the King Crosses the Line: Royal Deviance and Restitution in 
Levantine Ideologies,” BTB 26/1 (1996): 13.
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language of Psalm 72 seems closely parallel to other ANE literature that deals 

with kings.573

This saying could, of course, simply refer to the king’s favor as leading to 

life in a derivative fashion. This seems to be the way Toy takes the proverb.

“Life is long and happy life,= prosperity.”

While Toy may well be correct that the king’s moral qualities are not in 

view, the proverb seems to contain loftier language than Toy acknowledges.574 

The use o f the language about God’s face shining seems to reflect language 

that is usually reserved for God. Dell comments on Proverbs 16:15 (in 

connection with Psalm 72:2, a verse that she had just cited), “In verse 15 it is 

usually God’s face that is described as shining (cf. Num. 6:25), while here it is 

the king’s another indication of a fluidity of role.”575 Fox notes that, “’Light 

of the face’ signifies graciousness and friendliness. It is used of God (e.g., Pss 

4:7; 44;4; 89:16) and man (Qoh 8:1b; Sir 7:24a [MS A]; 13:26a [MS A];

32:1 la).”576 Van Leeuwen seems to be correct when he comments,

[t]he section on the king concludes with another proverb pair, which 
follows naturally upon the preceding one. . . .  Verse 15 portrays the life- 
giving favor of the king in terms of light from his face and the gracious 
clouds that bring spring rain, thus ensuring a fruitful summer harvest (see 
19:12; 20:2; Jer 5:24; Hos 6:3). Once again the king’s power to do good or 
ill reflects prerogatives of the heavenly king, Yahweh (negatively, see 2

573 Cf. Alasdair Livingstone, Court Poetry and Literary Miscellanea, SAA 3.11 (pp. 26-27) 
(Helsinki: Helsinki University Press, 1989), 26-27. Cf. also Arneth, “Sonne der 
Gerechtigkeit”, 78, 111. Ameth’s arguments that there is a literary dependence upon the 
Coronation Hymn of Ashurbaniapal are not entirely convincing. However, it seems safe to 
say that both the Ashurbanipal material and Psalm 72 share a fundamentally common ANE 
view of kingship. Cf. also Victor H. Matthews and Don C. Benjamin, Old Testament 
Parallels: Laws and Stories from the Ancient Near East, second edition (New York: Paulist, 
1997), 165.
574 Perhaps “the arbiter of fate” should be not be preceded by the word “simply”. To be an 
arbiter of fate would place one in a very “pivotal” position in a society. Cf. Cristiano 
Grottanelli, “Kingship: An Overview,” ER 8: 312-317.
575 Katharine J. Dell, The Book o f Proverbs in Social and Theological Context (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006), 113.
576 Michael V. Fox, Proverbs 10-31: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 
AB 18B (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 617.
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Kgs 6:32-33; Ps 78:49-50; positively, seeNum 6:25; Pss 4:6; 44:3; 89:15).
. . . Once again the parallelism of God and king is reinforced.577

Although there are many positive connections between kings and life in 

the Old Testament, the connection between kings and life/fertility seems to be 

portrayed in an essentially negative way in a number of passages. Life, 

fertility, and rain are sometimes pictured as being given by the LORD God, 

quite apart from the king. For example, it is God who gives rain,578 or who 

withholds rain.579

The themes and motifs of Psalm 72 that relate to life and fertility, and that 

reflect royal language and pretensions, are also be reflected in other parts of 

the Old Testament.

For example, Proverbs 16:15 should be considered.

'VTTProverbs 16:15

oipbti ays ijis-n D,sn

NAUProverbs 16:15 “In the light of a king's face is life, And his favor is like a 
cloud with the spring rain.”

Another passage that portrays the connection between life/fertility/rain 

and kings is 2 Samuel 23:4.

577 Raymond C. Van Leeuwen, “The book of Proverbs: Introduction, Commentary, and 
Reflections,” in NIB 5: 161. Cf. also Christopher B. Ansberry, Be Wise, My Son, and Make 
My Heart Glad: An Exploration o f the Courtly Nature o f the Book o f Proverbs, BZAW 422 
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), 106. Ansberry writes that, “. . . the favor of the king is compared 
with images of natural renewal (16:15; 19:12). As Yahweh’s immediate agent, the king 
possesses the power to enforce order in society and bestow a full, abundant life on his 
subjects.”
578 Deuteronomy 11:14; 28:12; Job 5:10; Psalm 147:8; Amos 4:7 Zechariah 10:1. The 
Zechariah passage comes right after the prophecy of the coming restoration, which includes 
the arrival of the humble king (9:9).
579 Deuteronomy 11:17; 28:24; 1 Samuel 12:17-18; 1 Kings 8:35-36; 17-18; Isaiah 5:6; Amos 
4:7.
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" IT2 Samuel 23:4

[‘“inc wn ibse mjp niny x'b p a  ttiaprnr p a  -nxai

NAU2 Samuel 23:4 “he is as the light of the morning when the sun rises,

A morning without clouds, When the tender grass springs out of the earth, 

Through sunshine after rain.”

The second aspect of the king’s relationship to life is the prayer (or wish) 

for long life for the king. These wishes are expressed in Psalm 72:5 and 17. 

Verse 5 has a number of problems that seem to frustrate understanding.580 The 

MT has a plural verb form p x p )  that has no obvious antecedent. Dahood 

takes the verb as singular, and translates, “May he revere you.”581 However, 

the LXX has oupnapapeyei (“May he prolong/continue long”). This seems to 

indicate that the translators may have seen -p-iN'i.582 Furthermore, Paul has 

proposed that the Hebrew words D27 and ’lab can sometimes have the meaning 

“like.” This parallels other court language in the ANE.583 Tate points out that 

Psalm 89:37-38 uses the same metaphor for the length of the Davidic 

dynasty.584 In any case, Psalm 72:17 clearly expresses a prayer/wish for the 

king’s long reign.

This association of the root cbv with kings is also present in the Old 

Testament, and is not an isolated phenomenon.585 Other than references to

58(1 Shalom M. Paul, “Psalm 72:5—A Traditional Blessing for the Long Life of the King,” 
JNES 31/4(1972): 351.
581 Mitchell Dahood, Psalms 51-100, AB 17 (Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1968), 
180.
582 This is noted by Marvin E. Tate, Psalm 51-100, WBC 20 (Dallas: Word, 1990), 220, note 
5.a.
583 Paul, “Psalm 72:5,” 351. Paul cites Psalm 106:6; Job 9:26; Ecclesiastes 2:16; 1 Chronicles 
25:8; and Ezekiel 31:8, as examples of these nuances.
584 Tate, Psalm 51-100, 220, note 5.b.
585 Martin Rose, “Names of God in the OT,” AB 4: 1004.
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God or to “everlasting” laws, covenants, and holy days, the root □ 

(“everlasting?”) is used primarily of kings.586 In his chapter titled “Royal 

Qualities,”587 Brettler lists long life588 and wisdom589 as the first two of six 

qualities that . . are typically applied to human kings and are projected on to 

God as king.”590

This is especially true in Psalm 72. However, a very positive view of the 

connection of kings with life, fertility, and rain also may be seen in such 

passages as 2 Samuel 23:3-4 and Proverbs 16:15. Commenting on Proverbs 

16:14-15, Ansberry writes, “. . .  the favor of the king is compared with images 

of natural renewal (16:15; 19:12). As Yahweh’s immediate agent, the king 

possesses the power to enforce order in society and bestow a full, abundant 

life on his subjects.”591

In connection with the king, life is opposed to death here. It is interesting 

to note that the king’s favor (i3i2S“|) is linked with the spring rain. One aspect 

of royal ideology in Israel may be suggested in this simile, since righteous 

kings are mentioned elsewhere in connection with rains and fertility,592 and 

wicked kings (or kings acting wickedly), with drought and famine.593

Crenshaw aptly comments, “Nowhere in these two collections of truth 

statements does Egyptian influence shape the expression more notably than in

586 Cf., for example, 2 Sam. 22:51; 1 Ki. 1:31; 2:45; 1 Chr. 28:4; Neh. 2:3; Ps. 18:50; Prov. 
29:14; Dan. 2:4; 3:9; 5:10; 6:6,21. Several of these references (e.g., 2 Samuel 22:51; 1 Kings 
2:45; and Psalm 18:50) clearly relate to the longevity of the dynasty.
587 Brettler, God is King, 51-75.
588 Ibid., 51-53.
589 Ibid., 53-55.
59,1 Ibid., 51. The six qualities Brettler lists are long life (51-53), wisdom (53-55), wealth (55- 
57), strength (57-68), majesty (68-72), and beauty (72-73).
591 Ansberry, Be Wise, My Son, and Make My Heart Glad, 107.
592 Psalm 72:6-7, 16; 2 Samuel 23:3-5.
593 2 Samuel 21:1-6; 1 Kings 17-18. Cf. Jungbluth, Im Himmel und aufErden, 84-85. 
Jungbluth notes the contrast between a king who rules justly and one who does not.
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chap. 16, which goes so far as to assert that royal judgments cannot err 

because God directs the king’s thinking Prov 16:10).”594 Crenshaw goes on to 

note the lofty view of the king expressed in Proverbs 16:12-15. Whether or 

not there is “Egyptian influence” in this section of Proverbs, there does indeed 

appear to be a lofty view of kingship. This seems to mirror the rest of the 

ANE royal language, whether of Egypt or Mesopotamia. Hamilton thinks 

that the concern of ancient kings for the prosperity of their subjects “. . . 

appears only sporadically in surviving texts.”595 While this may indeed be 

true for prosperity as such, if one expands the search to royal concern for the 

well-being of subjects—including the ideology of mediated fruitfulness—the 

evidence is considerably more abundant.

The book of Proverbs is not universally positive in its portrayal of kings. 

For example, Brown holds that Proverbs 28:3 is a pointed contrast to Psalm 

72:6.596 Yoder points out that the sages were aware of the destructive use of 

power by kings. In her overview of chapter 28, she writes,

Whereas the portrait of the king to this point in Proverbs is rather 
idealistic . .. , the sages shift in chapters 28-29 from wholesale admiration 
to caution about the reality of wicked rulers—who, like roaring lions or 
charging bears, trample the poor (28:15), callously and ignorantly extort 
from their people (28:16; 29:4b), and let transgressions go unchecked 
(29:16). The rulers’ damage is far-reaching: the king who entertains lies 
emboldens wicked officials (29:12), and the whole communities cry out or 
go into hiding (28:28; 29:2; cf. 28:2). For many readers, the sages’ warning 
is a much-needed corrective to their earlier veneration of government; it

594 James L. Crenshaw, “The Sage in Proverbs,” in The Sage in Israel and the Ancient near 
East, edited by John G. Gammie and Leo G. Perdue (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 214.
595 Hamilton, “Prosperity and Kingship in Psalms and Inscriptions,” 185.
596 William P. Brown, Seeing the Psalms: A Theology o f Metaphor (Louisville: 
Westminster/John Knox, 2002), 127, notes the lovely water metaphor for kingship in Psalm 
72:6, but also the contrast between what a king ought to be and do for his people, and the way 
kings frequently function, as reflected in Proverbs 28:3. However, Brown’s observation 
depends on dubious emendations and interpretation of Proverbs 28:3, and thus must be 
considered suspect. Cf. Michael V. Fox, Proverbs 10-31: A New Translation with 
Introduction and Commentary, AB 18B (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 820.
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wrests apart the king and god—who were previously conjoined (e.g., 16:10,
15; 19:12; 21:1; 24:21-22).597

Thus, while there are positive portrayals of this connection between kings 

and life, there are also others that either seem to downplay or even question 

such a connection. It is true that, in the Old Testament, as in other ANE 

literature and iconography, ultimately, the life-giving power o f the king comes 

from the gods.

In the Old Testament, there are many passages that portray Yahweh as the 

exclusive giver of life and fertility, without any intermediary—including the 

king. Many of these passages that emphasize that Yahweh gives life and 

fertility to Yahweh’s people directly occur in biblical books (or portions of 

books) that, at least in their final form, seem to “democratize” Yahweh’s 

blessings.598 These books may indeed allow for monarchy, but they do seem 

to limit its scope.

There are also passages in the Old Testament that seem to do more than 

limit monarchy. There may, in fact, be a hidden polemic. Such stories as 

Samuel calling for a rainstorm during a usually dry time (2 Samuel 12:16-18), 

in a passage that is suspicious of monarchy may be more than an arbitrary sign 

of God’s power and displeasure. It may also be a criticism of royal 

pretensions about the king’s ability to mediate God’s life-giving and 

fructifying power. Similar polemics may be at least one element of the story of 

the drought in 2 Samuel 21:1-14, as well as in 1 Kings 17-18.

597 Christine Roy Yoder, Proverbs, Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries (Nashville: 
Abingdon, 2009), 264-265.
598 Deuteronomy is a parade example. Here, where kingship is severely limited, it is 
repeatedly emphasized that Yahweh is the one who gives life (32:39) and fertility (26:10) to 
the nation, and to those who obey him (4:4; 6:2; 30:6; 30:15, 19, 20; 32:47). There is no role 
for the king in mediating these blessings. By emphasizing the responsibility of all Israel, as 
well as by the obvious limitations expressed in 17:14-20, the author(s) of Deuteronomy both 
“democratize” the blessings of their God, and relativize the power of the monarchy. Exile, 
however, will be shared by both king and people, if they disobey (28:36).
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On the other hand, even if these passages do polemicize against royal 

pretensions, this does not necessarily equate to a connection with Genesis 2-3. 

Such a hidden polemic would, however, suggest that the Old Testament does 

in fact contain such polemics. This would fulfill Amit’s second criterion— 

that such a polemic exists in other places in the Old Testament. Thus, while 

the arguments made in this chapter do not prove that such a polemic exists in 

Genesis 2-3, these arguments do point toward that as a possibility.

In the Old Testament, the king is not only portrayed as receiving life from 

God, but also as mediating life to his people. While the king’s connection to 

life may have been understood in a variety of ways,599 the underlying royal 

ideology of life is apparent.

An example of a passage that portrays the connection between 

life/fertility/rain and kings is 2 Samuel 23:4. As Brueggemann points out, 

“[i]n its lyrical imagination, Israel likens the power of good public 

administration to the power for life in a well-ordered creation.” However, 

Brueggemann goes on to state that such affirmations are not without 

conditions. “The psalm speaks of enemies of the king, but the words also 

contain a warning to the king. In such irresponsible people, there is neither 

sun nor rain nor life.”600 Hamilton similarly writes, “There is no blanket 

approval of kingship per se, and certainly no endorsement of tyranny, 

insensitivity, and self-preoccupation.”601 Hertzberg thinks that 2 Samuel 23:4 

is, ‘. . . not a question of the relationship of the ruler to man and to God, but of

599 For example, some may have taken the connection of life and the king as a statement of 
fact, while others interpreted such language as a statement of how kings ought to operate. A 
range of differing options between those extremes might be posited.
600 Walter Brueggemann, First and Second Samuel, Interpretation (Louisville: John Knox 
Press, 1990), 346.
601 Victor P. Hamilton, Handbook on the Historical Books (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 
2001), 366.
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God’s dealings with him; the results of the covenant made between God and 

the house of David are life-giving, fructifying, producing blessings, like the 

beginning of the rains (Isa. 55.10).”602 It may be open to interpretation—and 

therefore, to debate—as to the precise connection between Israelite kings and 

fruitfulness. However, on the most conditional interpretation, as on the most 

absolutistic interpretation, it is difficult not to observe some sort of connection 

between the king and the fructifying of the land.

In discussing Psalm 72, Hamilton writes “. . . that behind its elaborate 

pictures of tribute bearing and receiving lies a mental construct that allows the 

appropriation of political ideas more at home in the Assyrian empire (and, 

mutatis mutandis, successor realms) than in the tiny state of Judah.”603 “This 

structure elegantly creates a vision of reality in which king and deity act in 

consonance. The text weaves together the divine and royal levels as though 

there were no possible dissonance.”604

Hamilton notes that, “[g]ood governance, sanctioned by the deity, consists 

of placing goods in the proper hands, here not the nobles and powerful 

supporters of the king, but destitute.”605

Hamilton concludes that, even though slogans might vary from kingdom 

to kingdom, “. . . the evidence at hand suggests not merely a shared royal 

language, but a shared cultural assumption, namely, that the monarchy should 

aid in the prosperity of the people . . . .”606

602 H a n s W ilh e lm  H ertzb erg , I  & II  Sam uel, O T L , translated  b y  J. S. B o w d e n  (P h ila d elp h ia :  

W e stm in ster , 1 9 7 6 ) , 4 0 1 .

603 Ib id ., 1 9 8 -1 9 9 .

604 Ib id ., 2 0 0 .

605 Ib id ., 2 0 1 .

606 Ib id ., 2 0 4 -2 0 5 .
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Although there are many positive connections between kings and life in 

the Old Testament, the connection between kings and life/fertility seems to be 

portrayed in an essentially negative way in a number of passages. Life, 

fertility, and rain are sometimes pictured as being given by the LORD God, 

quite apart from the king. For example, it is God who gives rain,607 or who 

withholds rain.608

2 Samuel 21:1-14 speaks of a drought that occurred during David’s reign, 

but is pictured as being the result of a breach of covenant by the previous king, 

Saul. It is important to note that there is an underlying assumption that the 

king is in some way connected with fertility, or its lack. In fact, several 

scholars have noted the connection between Psalm 72 and 2 Samuel 21:1- 

14.609

As Kim has pointed out, it is difficult to determine precisely who (if 

anyone) is the hero/heroine in 2 Samuel 21:1-14.610 Kim acknowledges that 

the king is responsible for fertility.611 However, as Kim also points out, it 

would seem that the ending of the story (and of the drought) comes primarily 

as a result of Gods action, rather than by Rizpah’s or David’s actions, even 

though both Rizpah and David do play a part in preparing for the return of the

607 D e u te r o n o m y  11:14; 2 8 :1 2 ; Job 5 :1 0 ; P sa lm  1 4 7:8 ; A m o s  4 :7  Z ech a r ia h  1 0 :1 . T h e  
Z ech a ria h  p a s sa g e  c o m e s  right after th e  p r o p h e c y  o f  the  c o m in g  resto ra tio n , w h ic h  in c lu d e s  
the arrival o f  the  h u m b le  k in g  (9 :9 ).

608 D e u te r o n o m y  1 1 :17; 2 8 :2 4 ;  1 S a m u el 1 2 :1 7 -1 8 ; 1 K in g s  8 :3 5 -3 6 ;  1 7 -1 8 ; Isa ia h  5:6; A m o s  

4 :7 .
609 Y air  L orb erb au m , Disempowered King: Monarchy in Classical Jewish Literature, K L JS  9  
(L o n d o n : C o n tin u u m , 2 0 1 1 ) ,  12 , fn. 3 8 . “T h e  k in g ’s r ig h te o u sn e ss  b r in g s  b e n e f it  to the  
p e o p le  (P sa lm s 7 2 ) , w h ile  h is  s in s  are the s in s  o f  th e  p e o p le  . .  . (L o rb erb a u m  h ere  refers to  2  
S a m u el 2 1 :2 4 , but th is is  an error. H e  is l ik e ly  in te n d in g  2  S a m u e l 2 4 :2 1 .)  C f. a lso  Jun gb lu th , 
Im Himmel und aufErden, 8 4 -8 5 ; K . C . H a n so n , “W h e n  th e  K in g  C r o sse s  th e  L ine: R o y a l  
D e v ia n c e  and R e stitu tio n  in  L ev a n tin e  I d e o lo g ie s ,” BTB 2 6 /1  (1 9 9 6 ):  15 , 2 2 .

610 J in -S o o  K im , Bloodguilt, Atonement, and Mercy: An Exegetical and Theological Study o f  
2 Samuel 21:1-14, E u rop ean  U n iv e r s ity  S tu d ies  (F ran k fu rt am  M ain : P eter  L a n g , 2 0 0 7 ) .  C f. 
e s p e c ia l ly  p a g e s  7 4 -7 5 ,  w h ere  K im  refers to “th e  e n ig m a tic  a c tio n  o f  R iz p a h .”

611 Ib id ., 127.
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fructifying rain.612 It may well be that the story is suggesting that a king (Saul, 

in this case) could be responsible for a drought, but the king is not able to 

produce fertility.613

Another passage that connects the lack of fruitfulness to the king is 1 

Kings 17-18, the confrontation between Elijah and Yahweh on the one side, 

and King Ahab and the prophets of Baal on the other. The conflict between 

Yahweh and Baal in regard to who can provide rain has often been noted. 

Hauser, for example, begins his book with the rather straightforward assertion, 

“That the stories in 1 Kings 17-19 are anti-Baalistic is self-evident.”614 It has 

less often been observed that King Ahab plays a key role in the narrative. This 

“key role” serves, somewhat paradoxically, to marginalize Baal, the prophets 

of Baal, but also King Ahab.615 If King Ahab is supposed to be involved in

612 Ib id ., 2 7 8 . H a n s W ilh e lm  H ertzb erg , I  & I I Samuel, O T L , tran slated  b y  J. S. B o w d e n  
(P h ila d e lp h ia : W e stm in ster , 1 9 7 6 ), 3 8 4 , th in k s that R iz p a h ’s  a c tio n s  c le a r ly  im p a ct D a v id ,  
m a k in g  h im  m ore  in c lin e d  to g iv e  the d ea d  a d e c e n t burial.

613 C o n ce rn in g  2 S a m u el 2 1 :1 -1 4 , M a ry  J. E v a n s , I and 2 Samuel, N I B C  (P e a b o d y , M A .,  
2 0 0 0 ) ,  2 3 1 ,  a c k n o w le d g e s  that the sto ry  is  “e n ig m a tic ” , but d o e s  n o t th in k  “ . .  . H er tzb er g ’s 
su g g e s t io n  that R iz p a h ’s  p ro tectio n  o f  the  b o d ie s  o f  her so n s  in v o lv e d  'r a in -m a g ic ” . . . .  
R izp a h  m a y  h a v e  h o p ed  that the sa c r if ic e  o f  her  so n s  w o u ld  b e  g iv e n  m e a n in g  b y  the  c o m in g  
o f  rain , but th e  a c co u n t p resen ts u s  o n ly  w ith  h er  g r ie f .” H o w e v e r  the  v a r io u s  a c to rs  in the  
sto r y  (or  the narrator, for  that m atter) m a y  h a v e  u n d ersto o d  th e  a c tio n  o f  D a v id  an d  R iz p a h ,  
th e  fact rem a in s that a la ck  o f  fertility  b ro u g h t o n  b y  a la c k  o f  rain  w a s  c o n n e c te d  w ith  th e  
p r e v io u s  k in g , Sau l. R ain  and co n se q u en t fe r tility  c o u ld  o n ly  return w h e n  the p r e se n t k in g , 
D a v id , a c ted  to  put th in g s  right. U lt im a te ly , it is  G o d  w h o  is  “m o v e d  b y  en trea ty  fo r  the  la n d ” 
(v . 14), but G o d  o n ly  d o e s  so  after the a c tio n  o f  th e  k in g  in  g iv in g  the  S a u lid e s  a p ro p er  bu rial. 
W h ile  E v a n s m a y  b e correct in sp ea k in g  o f “ . . . D a v id ’s la c k  o f  r e sp o n s ib ility  for  th e se  
e v e n ts” (2 3 0 ) ,  D a v id  m u st s t ill resp on d . T h is  s u g g e s ts  that the  k in g  is , in  so m e  s e n s e ,  
r esp o n s ib le  for  the fer tility  o f  the land.
In a s im ila r  m ann er, S im e o n  C h a v e l, “C o m p o sitr y  and C r ea tiv ity  in  2  S a m u el 2 1 :1 -1 4 ,” JBL 
122/1  ( 2 0 0 3 ) : ,  n o te s , “ In d eed , the sto ry  o f  th e  fa m in e  ta k es it for  g ran ted  that th e  
r esp o n s ib ility  for  the n a t io n ’s w e ll-b e in g  h a s a lrea d y  d e v o lv e d  u p o n  D a v id 's  sh o u ld e rs , for  
w h ic h  r ea so n  it fa lls  to  h im  to d ea l w ith  the  G ib e o n ite s , fu lf i l l  their  d e m a n d s, and b rin g  
b le ss in g  to Isra e l.”
C f. a lso  J o se p h  B le n k in so p p , Gibeon and Israel: The Role o f Gibeon and the Gibeonites in the 
Political and Religious History o f Early Israel, S O T O S  M o n o g r a p h  2 (C a m b rid g e , U .K .:  
C a m b rid g e  U n iv e r s ity , 1 9 7 2 ), 9 3 -9 4 . B le n k in so p p  th in k s that the  s to r y  o f  2 S a m u el 2 1 :1 -1 4  
m a y  r eflec t the  C an aan ite  m yth  o f  B a a l, A n a th , an d  M ot.

614 A la n  J. H auser , From Carmel to Horeb: Elijah in Crisis, J S O T S u p  85  (S h e ff ie ld :  A lm o n d  

P ress , 1 9 9 0 ) , 11.
615 C f. V o lk m a r  F ritz, 1 & 2 Kings: A Continental Commentary, tran slated  b y  A n se lm  
H a g e d o m  (M in n e a p o lis :  A u g sb u rg  F ortress, 2 0 0 3 ) ,  190.
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insuring the fertility of the land, then the king’s role as a mere observer of the 

contest between Elijah and the prophets of Baal may itself be a significant 

comment on the impotence of the king in the sphere of the fructifying rains.616

Hauser argues that death is portrayed as posing repeated challenges to 

Yahweh, all of which Yahweh responds to by showing that Yahweh is in 

control of life and death.617 “The structure of chapter 17 is carefully designed 

to present Yahweh as the God whose power enables him to feed or not to feed, 

to send water or drought, to grant life or cause death, as he wills.”618

On the other hand, “. . .  Ahab and Jezebel are agents not only of Baal but 

also of death.”619 Fretheim notes that, “The conflict between Baal and 

Yahweh takes on historical and bodily form in the figures of Ahab (and 

Jezebel) and Elijah . . . .” 620 This linking of the king and queen to death seems 

to strike at the very heart of both baalistic theology and royal ideology.

There are other examples from the Old Testament that seem to call into 

question any royal life and death power. Thus, King Jehoram, when 

approached by an emissary from Syria for healing, protests, “Am I God, to kill 

and to make alive?” This may be an example of Naaman of Syria (as well as 

the Syrian king) thinking that Israel operated with the same royal ideology as 

obtained in their own and other surrounding cultures. In this ideology, a king 

is the representative of his god and/or goddess, and thus responsible for 

“restoring life” in the form of healing.

616 C f. W alter  B r u e g g em a n n , 1 & 2 K ings , S &  H  B C  (M a co n : S m y th  &  H e lw y s  2 0 0 0 )  2 0 9  

2 1 9 -2 2 1 .
617 H a u ser , F ro m  C arm el to  H o reb , 1 2 -2 2 .

618 Ib id ., 12.

619 Ib id ., 2 9 .

620 T ere n c e  E. F reth e im , 1 & 2 K ings, W B C  (L o u isv ille :  W e stm in ste r  Joh n  K n o x  P ress  

1 9 9 9 ), 9 5 .
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On the other hand, Jehoram may have been confronted with his own royal 

ideology in such a direct way that he felt trapped. The denial of a person’s 

capacity to act in a certain manner might well be taken as suggesting that 

someone expected that ability to be present. In any case, it is interesting that 

the king may have been expected by the king of a neighboring nation to be a 

mediator of healing and life.621 However, it was the prophet Elisha who was 

God’s mediator in healing Naaman. This may be an ironic comment on where 

the real power in Israel lay.622

Lamentations 4:20 pictures the king as the people’s breath. However, the 

contrast between the people’s expectation (“we said”) and the reality is 

palpable. Lamentations, whether or not it has ironic intent,623 certainly seems 

to . . contrast between their hopes in the king and the bitter actuality.”624 A 

connection with ANE royal ideology has often been noted, especially with 

Egyptian royal ideology.625

There are texts in the Old Testament that clearly regard kings in a very 

negative light. A few of the more obvious examples are listed below.

" TT Hosea 13:11 

T 'l r - 't  "SNa *^¡3

621 It is a lso  p o s s ib le  that, e v e n  th o u g h  the  k in g  o f  S y r ia  d o e s  n o t m e n tio n  the  p ro p h et, h e  m a y  
h a v e  e x p e c te d  th e  p rop h et to  b e  a sso c ia te d  w ith  th e  roya l court. C e rta in ly , w h a te v e r  N a a m a n  
m a y  h a v e  th ou gh t, it is  arresting  that th e  letter  from  th e  S y r ia n  k in g  is  to the Isra e lite  k in g , and  
d o e s  not m e n tio n  the  p rop h et at all.

622 T h is  iron ic  p o in t m a y  h a v e  b e e n  m ad e  e v e n  m ore p o in te d  b y  the  fact that E lish a  d o e s  not 

e v e n  sh o w  h is  fa c e  to  N a a m a n . O n e  th in k s o f  th o se  A N E  w r it in g s  (p a r ticu la r ly , le tters to  the  
k in g ) in w h ic h  th e  w riter  sp ea k s o f  “se e in g  the k in g s  fa c e  and l iv in g .” H o w e v e r , the  e m p h a s is  
in  the sto ry  in 2 K in g s  5 is  u p on  the G o d  o f  Israel, rather than  o n  e ith er  th e  k in g  o r  the  

prophet.
623 D e lb e r t R H iller s , Lam entations, s e c o n d  e d it io n , A B  7 A  ( N e w  Y ork: D o u b le d a y , 1 9 9 2 ),  

152.

624 Ib id ., 151.

625 J. d e  S a v ig n a c , “T h e o lo g ie  P h araon iq u e et M e s s ia n ism e  D T s r a e l ,” V T 1  (1 9 5 7 ):  8 2 .
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NAlJ Hosea 13:11 “I gave you a king in My anger And took him away in My 
wrath.”

w tt Deuteronomy 28:36

^ i r n t o  rnrr
n n s  n y T 'N 'b  i m  ' i r b x  ip Sa c 'p n  -rax 

'-t*' p  c*“rx  cn^N cui rnayi

NAU Deuteronomy 28:36 “The LORD will bring you and your king, whom 
you set over you, to a nation which neither you nor your fathers have known, 
and there you shall serve other gods, wood and stone.”

1 Samuel 8, as discussed in the chapter on methodology in this thesis, is a 

strong warning against the excesses in royal practice. Such excesses are 

portrayed as the rule, rather than the exception. Such a negative portrayal is at 

least close to being worthy of the designation “polemic.”

These passages seem to suggest a not-so-hidden polemic, and would 

fulfill Amit’s second criterion—that such a polemic exists in other places in 

the Old Testament. Such open polemic passages make it reasonable to look 

for polemics in passages that are less openly confrontational. However, it 

must be acknowledged that hidden polemic is more difficult to detect. Even to 

its original audience, it would have been difficult to detect, and that, by 

design.

In Israel and Judah, life, along with related concepts of fertility, rain, and 

gardens, is a divine gift, as it is in the rest of the ANE. The king is frequently 

associated with such concepts, both as the primary receiver o f life, and as the 

mediator of life to his people and even his land. A very positive view of the 

connection of kings with life, fertility, and rain also may be seen in such 

passages as 2 Samuel 23:3-4 and Proverbs 16:15.

Frequently, the wish (or statement) that a king should (or would) “live

forever” is not taken by modem scholars as an important statement. There are
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good reasons for this. First, as Jenni has pointed out, it is not appropriate to 

import Greek or later ecclesiastical concepts into the Hebrew and ANE world

views, a mistake that has often been made in the past.626 Secondly, as scholars 

have correctly pointed out, the wishes for the king to “live forever” are often 

parallel to words and phrases that suggest long life, rather than unending life. 

Thirdly, wishes for the kings “everlasting” life are often part of courtly 

protocol. Fourthly, the wish is often for a long dynasty, rather than for an 

individual king to live forever. Nevertheless, it is arresting that such 

expressions are frequently used of kings. Thus, the language (however it may 

have been understood) does seem to be frequently connected with kings and 

with royal ideology, or, at the very least, with courtly language.

However, in the Old Testament, there are many passages that portray 

Yahweh as the exclusive giver o f life and fertility, without any intermediary— 

including the king. Many of these passages that emphasize that Yahweh gives 

life and fertility to Yahweh’s people directly occur in books that, at least in 

their final form, seem to “democratize” Yahweh’s blessings. These books 

may indeed allow for monarchy, but they seem to try to clip its wings.

Ecclesiastes 2:5-6 supports such a reading of Genesis 2:10-14. Solomon 

boasts that he made ponds of water for himself, in order to water “a forest of 

growing trees” (Ecclesiastes 2:6).627 The possibility of an echo between

626 Ernst Jenn i, “ D a s W ort ‘o la m  im  A lten  T e sta m en t.” (Part 1.) ZAW 6 4 ( 1 9 5 2 ) -  1 9 7 -2 4 8  
M itc h e ll D a h o o d , Psalms 51-100, A B  17 (G ard en  C ity: D o u b le d a y  &  C o m p a n y . 1 9 6 8 ) x x v i-  
x x v ii;  an d  John  F. H e a le y , “T h e  Im m o rta lity  o f  th e  K in g: U g a r it  an d  th e  P sa lm s  ” Or 53
(1 9 8 4 ):  2 4 5 -2 5 4 ,  are tw o  o f  the fe w  sc h o la r s  w h o  argu e  that th e  H e b r e w  root ca n  so m e t im e s  
m ea n  w hat is  fr eq u e n tly  m ean t in  m o d e m , p o p u la r  p a r la n ce  as “e ter n ity .”

627 C f. C . L. S e o w , “Q o h e le t ’s  A u to b io g r a p h y ,” in  Fortunate the Eyes that See: Essays in 
honor o f David Noel Freedman, e d ite d  b y  A . B e c k  (G ran d  R ap id s: E erd m an s, 1 9 9 5 ) 2 7 5 -2 8 7
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Genesis and Ecclesiastes might be suggested by Solomon’s words.628 Verheij 

notes the multiple connections between Genesis 1-3 and Ecclesiastes 2:4-6.629 

Verheij thinks that “. . . ‘Qohelet’ not only poses as a king, but even—for a 

moment—as God.”630 This may be worded a bit too strongly. However, it is 

clear that God is not mentioned in these verses, and that the king is 

emphasizing his own activity, as demonstrated by the repeated use of (’b) in

verses 4 (twice), 5, and 6. Verheij writes concerning Qoheleth’s words about 

laying out his garden as follows: “Now his mention of this certainly sounds 

like the well-known language of an ancient king, boasting that he has done 

what in fact his workmen have accomplished. However, in its actual wording 

this passage is a paraphrase of the planting of the Garden of Eden, with indeed 

Qohelet himself as subject, instead of God . . . ,”631

Verheij points out a number of words that Genesis 2-3 and Qoheleth 2:4-6 

share: “to plant”, “garden”, “tree/all/fruit”, “to drench”, “to sprout”, and “to 

work, make”. “Taken separately, these words are not remarkable; for the most 

part they are indeed very common in Biblical Hebrew. It is their combined 

occurrence here and in Genesis that establishes a firm link between the 

texts.”632

Verheij is, of course, assuming that Ecclesiastes was written after Genesis

1-3. Whether or not the date of Old Testament documents can be established 

with confidence, the connection between the LORD God, the planting of the

628 D a v id  M . C le m e n s , “T h e  L a w  o f  s in  and death: E c c le s ia s te s  and G e n e s is  1 -3 ,” Them elios 
19 (1 9 9 4 ):  6.
629 A rian  V e rh eij, “P a ra d ise  R etried: O n Q o h e le t  2 .4 -6 .” J S O T  5 0  (1 9 9 1 ):  113-1  15.

630 Ib id ., 113.

631 Ib id ., 114.

632 Ib id ., 114.
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garden, and the king’s planting of the garden is worth noting. However, 

whereas in Ecclesiastes, it is the king who plants the garden, in Genesis 2-3, 

the emphasis is upon the LORD God as the planter of the garden and provider 

of water. “The LORD God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden 

to cultivate it and keep it.”633

The connection of life and kings is also found in the book of Proverbs.

The book of Proverbs, at least in its final form, is connected with kings, no 

matter how the connection is understood. The royal connection meets us in 

the first words of the book: (“The proverbs of Solomon, the son of David, 

king of Israel.”) Regarding Solomonic “authorship” of Proverbs, Longman 

seems very skeptical.634 He seems reluctant even to attribute much importance 

to the Solomonic references. After noting that, apart from the superscriptions 

themselves, “. . . we cannot say anything with great confidence.” However, 

Longman acknowledges that this royal connection does affect how the 

proverbs function in their present context.635

Even the so-called “court sayings” may not have originated in the court, 

as Golka has pointed out.636 However, whether they originated in the royal 

court or among the peasants, the language is associated with royalty. The 

argument here is not for a particular social setting for the origin of these 

proverbs, but merely for the fact that they speak of kings in radically different

633 G e n e s is  2 :1 6 .

634 L o n g m a n  III, P roverbs, 2 3 -2 6 .

635 Ib id ., 2 6 .

636 F ried em an n  W . G o lk a , The L eo p a rd ’s  Spots: B ib lica l an d  A frican  Wisdom in P roverbs 
(E d in burgh: T &  T  C lark , 1 9 9 3 ). C f. e s p e c ia l ly  pp . 1 6 -1 7 . W h ile  G o lk a ’s b a s ic  p o in t se e m s  
to  b e  w e ll tak en , h e  r ea c h e s  c o n c lu s io n s  w h ic h  are, p erh a p s, to o  c o n fid e n t. C erta in ly , 
p ro v erb s c o n c e r n in g  th e  roya l court c o u ld  h a v e  o r ig in a te d  a m o n g  p ea sa n ts . H o w e v e r , is  it 
r e a lly  certa in  that th is  is  w h ere  th ey  o r ig in a ted ?  E v e n  G o lk a  a c k n o w le d g e s  that “ . .  . o n e  
c o u ld  b e  tem p ted  . .  to  s e e  P roverb s 1 6 :1 4 -1 5  a s  h a v in g  th e ir  so u r c e  in  th e  r o y a l court, 
th o u g h  G o lk a  h im s e l f  d o e s  not y ie ld  to the tem p tation .
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ways: sometimes positively, and at other times in a decidedly negative 

fashion.

While some scholars have held that Proverbs 3:18 is a direct reference to 

the tree of life in Genesis 2-3,637 more often the references to the tree of life in 

Proverbs have been taken as being “a faded metaphor”.638 Ringgren thinks 

that the phrase “tree of life” in Proverbs is used “. . . in a weakened sense that 

has nothing to do with the tree of life in Paradise . . . .  In short, ‘tree of life’ 

has here become simply a symbol of happiness.”639

However, Hurowitz holds that Proverbs 3:13-20 is Wisdom literature’s 

response to the story in Gen. 2-3.640 Hurowitz acknowledges that the last three 

references to the tree of life in Proverbs (11:30; 13:12; and 15:4) may be 

metaphorical.641 However, the reference in Proverbs 3:18 may be more 

intimately connected with the tree of life in Genesis 2-3.642 There seem to be

637 Franz D e litz s c h , Biblical Commentary on the Proverbs o f Solomon, v o lu m e  1, tran slated  
b y  M . G . E a sto n  (G ran d  R apids: E erd m an s, 1 9 7 1 ) , 9 4 . (C f. a lso  D e l i t z s c h ’s c o m m e n ts  o n  
1 3 :12  (2 7 8 ) . R ich ard  J. C liffo rd , Proverbs: A Commentary (L o u isv ille :  W e stm in ste r  John  
K n o x  P ress , 1 9 9 9 ) , 5 5 ,  se e m s  to im p ly  the  sa m e , s in c e  h e  w r ite s  that “P ro v erb s r ev e rses  
G e n e s is
P aul E . K o p ta k , Proverbs, N 1 V A C  (G ran d  R aid s: Z o n d er v a n , 2 0 0 3 ) ,  1 2 3 , tr ies  to  k e e p  in  
te n s io n  the d ifferen t m e a n in g s  o f  the ph rase  “th e  tree  o f  l i f e ” in G e n e s is  2 -3  an d  P ro v erb s  
3 :1 8 , w ith  th e  id ea  that, “ . .  . readers o f  lo n g  a g o  m a y  h a v e  b e e n  rem in d ed  o f  th e  a c c o u n t  o f  
G e n e s is  and n o ted  that n o w  th ey  are e n c o u r a g ed  to tak e h o ld  o f  th e  tree o f  life — h ere  in  
P roverb s a m eta p h o r  for  acq u ir in g  and f o l lo w in g  w isd o m

638 R a lp h  M a rcu s, “T h e  T r ee  o f  L ife  in P r o v e r b s ,” JBL 6 2  (1 9 4 3 ):  1 1 9 -1 2 0 . C f. a lso  

C raw ford  H . T o y , A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book o f Proverbs, IC C  ( N e w  
Y ork: C h arles S c r ib n e r ’s  S o n s , 1 9 1 6 ), 6 9 -7 0 .  T o y  sp ea k s o f  the  tree o f  l if e  in P ro v erb s a s  “ . .
. a fig u ra tiv e  e x p r e s s io n  (p ro b a b ly  a c o m m o n p la c e  o f  th e  p o e t ic a l v o c a b u la r y ) . . .  .” S e e  a lso  
P. J o sep h  T itu s, The Second Story o f Creation (Gen 2:4-3:24: A Prologue to the Concept o f 
Enneateuch? (Frankfurt am  M ain: P eter  L an g , 2 0 1 1 ) .

639 R in g g ren , “r r n ,” TDOT4 :3 3 5 .

640 V ic to r  A v ig d o r  H u r o w itz , "Paradise R eg a in ed : P ro v erb s 3 :1 3 -2 0  R e co n sid ered ,"  in  S e fe r  
M o sh e : the M o sh e  W e in fe ld  J u b ilee  V o lu m e : S tu d ies  in  th e  B ib le  and the A n c ie n t  N e a r  E ast, 
Q um ran, an P o s t -B ib lic a l  J u d a ism  (W in o n a  L ak e , In diana: E isen b ra u n s, 2 0 0 4 ) ,  4 9 . In  a 
s im ila r  v e in , a lb e it  m ore ca u tio u s ly , c f. S to rd a len , E c h o e s  o f  E d en , 3 7 3 -3 7 4 .

641 Ib id ., 5 0 .

642 Ibid .
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several connections between Proverbs 3:13-20 and Genesis 2-3.643 Hurowitz 

points out several points of contact between Proverbs 3:18 and Genesis 2-3.

The most obvious allusion to the Garden of Eden story is the Tree of 
Life itself. No other location on earth hosted such a tree. To be sure, some 
scholars suggest that the tree of life here is only a metaphor, but its 
nonmetaphorical status can be established by finding other allusions to 
Genesis 2-3 in adjoining verses. Thus, we must now investigate whether 
the tree stands alone as an isolated motif or is an integral part of a broader 
array of intertextual connections.644

Hurowitz argues for the double use of DIN in vs. 13 as “. . .  intentional 

and motivated by literary considerations.”645 While Hurowitz does not 

explicitly argue for this use of DTK as a proper noun in Proverbs, he does argue 

that in Genesis 3:17, 21; and 4:25, this Hebrew word is used as a proper 

noun.646

Hurowitz thinks of the initial words of Prov. 3:17 and the initial words of 

v. 18 would naturally coalesce in a reader’s mind.

But the most unique and significant allusion to Genesis 3 occurs in the 
initial words of Prov. 3:17 and 18. . . .  Combining these words yields . . .
“Her ways are the ways of/toward the Tree of Life”, echoing loudly . . . “the 
way of the Tree of Life”, which is the final locution, concluding the Garden 
of Eden story. Only a reader so absent-minded that he would forget the 
content of one verse immediately upon reading the next would be deaf to 
the combination of the words and obtuse to what they echo.647

Hurowitz’s argument is somewhat weaker than it might seem at first 

blush. After all, the roots DTK and “pn are exceedingly common in the Old 

Testament. Is it really certain that an ancient reader/hearer would have 

naturally made the connections that Hurowitz assumes? However, general 

associations with royal ideology may have been awakened by such language.

643 In a  s im ila r  v e in , s e e  R . S . H e n d e l, “G ettin g  B a c k  to  th e  G ard en  o f  E d e n ,” B R  1 4 /6  
(D e c e m b e r , 1 9 9 8 ): 17, 4 7 . H e  w r ites  (4 7 ) ,  “W isd o m , it se e m s , o ffe r s  a p e r fec t e x is te n c e  in  a 
m o re  than m eta p h o r ica l fa sh io n .”

644 Ibid., 56.
645 Ib id ., 5 7 .

646 Ib id ., 5 7 , fn. 18.

647 Ib id ., 6 0 .
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This association would have been even more likely, given the general 

connection between the book of Proverbs and King Solomon.648 The fact that, 

in its final fonn, Proverbs is associated with King Solomon suggests that 

individual proverbs and instructions would naturally have been read as 

somehow connected to royal ideology, either as supporting or challenging that 

ideology, or perhaps, universalizing that ideology. However, to universalize 

is, at the same time, to challenge royal hegemony in the mediation of life.

This conventional linking might be another subtle hint that the phrase “the tree 

of life” is to be connected with the royal court.649 Also, as Malamat has 

pointed out, Solomon’s vision and prayer, and God’s response (1 Kings 3) 

seem “. . . to be cast in the mold of wisdom literature, as witness its close 

similarity to Proverbs 3 . . . .”650 Furthermore, as Ansberry has pointed out, 

some contextual clues in Proverbs 3:13-18 suggest a royal setting for this 

discourse. Thus, Ansberry points out that Turn "itiiy (“riches and honor”) is “.

. . an expression used primarily in reference to royal figures.”651

Marx has seen Proverbs 3:18 as a kind of “democratization” of the 

promise to Solomon in 1 Kings 3:4-15.652 In Proverbs, the “father” promises

648 W h eth er  there is a factu al c o n n e c t io n  b e tw e e n  S o lo m o n ic  a sc r ip tio n  and r ea lity , it is  
su ff ic ie n t  for  the a rgu m en t w h ic h  is here  p r e se n ted  that r e fe r e n c e s  to  the  tree  o f  lif e  m ig h t, 
v e r y  n atu ra lly , b e  c o n n e c te d  in the m in d s o f  hearers/read ers w ith  r o y a l id e o lo g y  in P roverb s.

649 F or the c o n n e c t io n  b e tw e e n  w isd o m , th e  r o y a l court, and  G e n e s is  2 -3 ,  c f. M e n d e n h a ll,  
“ S h a d y  S id e  o f  W isd o m ,” 3 1 9 -3 3 4 ;  H . A . J. K ru ger, “M y th , id e o lo g y ,  an d  w is d o m ,” 4 7 -7 5 ;  
A n sb erry , B e Wise, M y Son, 5 8 . A n sb erry  n o te s  (p a g e  5 8 )  th e  freq u en t c o n n e c t io n  o f  “r ic h e s  
and h on or” in  v . 16 w ith  r o y a lty  (5 8 , 6 9 ) .  H e  a lso  m a k e s  an  a rgu m en t fo r  c o n n e c t in g  
P roverb s 3 :1 8  w ith  ro y a lty .

650 A b rah am  M a la m a t. “ L o n g e v ity :  B ib lic a l  C o n c e p ts  and S o m e  A n c ie n t  N e a r  E astern  
P a ra lle ls .” A fO B  19 (1 9 8 2 ):  2 1 5 -2 2 4 ,  rep rin ted  in  H istory o f  B ib lica l Israel: M ajor P roblem s  
an d  M inor Issues, C H A N E  (L eid en : B r ill, 2 0 0 1 ) ,  4 0 0 .

651 C h risto p h er  B . A n sb erry , B e Wise, M y Son, a n d  M ake M y H eart G lad: A n E xplora tion  o f  
the Courtly N ature o f  the B ook o f  Proverbs, B Z A W  4 2 2  (B erlin : D e  G ru yter , 2 0 1 1 ) ,  5 8 .  
A n sb erry  is  referrin g  to  P ro v erb s 3 :1 6 .

652 A lfr ed  M arx, “ S o lo m o n , o u  le  m o d è le  d e  l ’h o m m e  h e u r e u x ,” V T 5 8 /3  (2 0 0 8 ):  4 2 0 -4 2 3 .  
M a r x ’s  b a s ic  p o in t is  th is: P roverb s 3 :1 3 -1 8  refers to  1 K in g s  3 :1 4 -1 5 ,  and o ffe r s  to  e v e r y  
w is e  p er so n  the c h a n c e  to  r e c e iv e  the sa m e  p r o m ise  as S o lo m o n  d id .
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to his “son” that, if he behaves in a wise way, the same promises given to 

Solomon will also obtain for the son. Such democratization may also a kind 

of subtle criticism of Solomon. Perhaps this section of Proverbs is quietly 

challenging the supposed royal monopoly of wisdom.653 Proverbs 3 (and 

perhaps much else in the book of Proverbs) also challenges the connection 

between the king and life. Dell concludes that, in Proverbs, kings were not 

accorded “..  . uncritical attribution of righteousness and justice . . . .  Many 

proverbs concern the wise use of power and in reference to the monarch this is 

even more important. This motif is not so much criticism of the king as 

realization of the importance of the maintenance of the ideal. Contrasts are 

made in usual wisdom style to show that kings are not infallible and often fail 

to satisfy the ideal.”654

653 S im ila r ly , c f. J o h n n y  E. M ile s , Wise King-Royal Fool, J S O T S U P  3 9 9  (L o n d o n : T  &  T  
C lark , 2 0 0 4 ) .  W h ile  M ile s  m a y  o v er-rea d  ( i f  n o t m isrea d ) h is  te x ts , there  is , at the  v e r y  lea st, 
a m ea su red  reap praisa l o f  S o lo m o n  in P ro v erb s 1 -9 . E v e n  in  a so m e w h a t n e g a tiv e  r e v ie w  o f  
th e  b o o k  b y  M ile s , E. C. L u ca s , “R e v ie w  o f  Wise King-Royal Fool b y  J o h n n y  E . M ile s ,” JSOT 
2 9 /5  (2 0 0 5 ):  7 7 , a c k n o w le d g e s  that th e  b o o k  “ . .  . d o e s , th o u g h , c h a lle n g e  th e  read er to  
c o n sid e r  w h eth er  there  is  an  im p lic it  c r it ic ism  o f  S o lo m o n  in  P ro v erb s 1-9 . . . . ”
C f. a lso  J a m es L. C ren sh a w , “T h e  S a g e  in P ro v e rb s,” in The Sage in Israel and the Ancient 
near East, e d ite d  b y  John  G . G a m m ie  and L eo  G . P erd u e  (W in o n a  L ake: E isen b ra u n s, 1 9 9 0 ) ,  
2 1 4 . C ren sh a w  n o te s  h o w  th e  “ . . . in te rm in g lin g  o f  p o p u la r  a p h o r ism s and la n g u a g e  from  
E g y p tia n  co u rtiers illu s tra tes  the c o m p le x ity  o f  Isra e lite  w is d o m  literatu re. N o  s in g le  
so c io lo g ic a l  grou p  w a s  r esp o n s ib le  fo r  the sa p ie n tia l c o rp u s, w h e th e r  fa m ily  or  royal c o u r t.” 
C ren sh a w  d o e s  n o t, h o w e v e r , sp ea k  in  term s o f  “d e m o c r a tiz a t io n ” , n or  d o e s  h e  argu e fo r  a n y  
sort o f  p o le m ic  a g a in st certa in  a sp e c ts  o f  royal id e o lo g y .

654 K atharine J. D e ll,  “T h e  K in g  in  the W isd o m  L itera tu re ,” in  King and Messiah in Israel 
and the A ncient Near East, 185.
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CHAPTER 5: KNOWLEDGE AND LIFE IN GENESIS 2-3 
AS CLUES TO A HIDDEN POLEMIC AGAINST EXCESSES

IN ROYAL IDEOLOGY

In the previous two chapters, it has been argued (and evidence has been 

presented) that the themes of knowledge and life are frequently connected 

with kings and with royal ideology in the ANE. This is true across time, from 

the third millennium to the Hellenistic era.655 Knowledge and life are 

connected with kings across geography, as well as across time. These two 

themes are central to royal ideology from Egypt to Mesopotamia, and from the 

Hittite Empire to Ugarit. The royal connection with life and knowledge is 

reflected in widely various genres, usually in a very positive light. At other 

times, life and knowledge are related to kings in a much more problematic 

fashion.

It has also been argued that life and knowledge are connected with kings 

in the Old Testament. Often, these connections are very positive. However, 

even within particular texts, the relationship of kings to life is sometimes 

presented in a problematic or even a negative light. This is true in specific 

texts as a whole, even when parts of the same text seem to present royal life 

and knowledge very positively.

In this chapter, it will be argued, by examining the theme of knowledge 

(and related ideas) and life (and related ideas) in Genesis 2-3, that there are 

crucial clues within the Eden Narrative that suggest a polemic involving life

655 W h ile  th e se  th e m es and c o n n e c tio n s  w ith  r o y a lty  c o u ld  b e  fr u itfu lly  p u rsu ed  up  to th e  v e r y  
p resen t, th is th e s is  is  l im ite d  to  the p e r io d  w h ic h  is  c o v e r e d  in the  O ld  T esta m en t.
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and knowledge as critical aspects of royal ideology.656 Some of these clues 

appear to be connected with other biblical materials in which pro-royal 

ideology and/or anti-royal polemic occurs. Furthermore, other ANE materials 

to which the Eden Narrative seems to be closely connected also seem to be 

engaging in a polemic against important aspects of ANE royal ideology— 

particularly knowledge and life.

The chapter will be subdivided as follows:

A. KNOWLEDGE IN GENESIS 2-3 AS A HIDDEN POLEMIC 
AGAINST EXCESSES IN ROYAL IDEOLOGY

1. The Importance o f  Knowledge and Related Ideas in Genesis 2- 
3.

2. The Centrality and Meaning o f the Tree o f the Knowledge o f
Good and Evil in Genesis 2-3.

3. Knowledge in Genesis 2-3 as a Clue to a Hidden Polemic
against Excesses in Royal Ideology.

B. LIFE IN GENESIS 2-3 AS A HIDDEN POLEMIC AGAINST 
EXCESSES IN ROYAL IDEOLOGY.

1. The Importance o f Life and Related Ideas in Genesis 2-3.

2. The Centrality o f  the Tree o f  Life in Genesis 2-3.

3. Life in Genesis 2-3 as a Clue to a Hidden Polemic against
Excesses in Royal Ideology.

C. OTHER CLUES IN GENESIS 2-3 FOR A HIDDEN POLEMIC 
AGAINST EXCESSES IN ROYAL IDEOLOGY.

D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: HOW THE CLUES IN 
GENESIS 2-3 POINT TOWARD A HIDDEN POLEMIC AGAINST 
EXCESSES IN ROYAL IDEOLOGY AND PRACTICE.

A. KNOWLEDGE IN GENESIS 2-3 AS A HIDDEN 
POLEMIC AGAINST EXCESSES IN ROYAL 
IDEOLOGY

The following subsection on knowledge will be organized as follows. 

First, the importance of knowledge and related ideas will be set forth. Second,

656 C f. L eon ard , “Id e n tify in g  In n e r -B ib lica l A llu s io n s ” : 2 4 1 -2 6 5 ;  B erg er , “R u th  an d  Inner- 

B ib lic a l  A llu s io n ” : 2 5 3 -2 7 2 ;  H a y s, E choes o f  Scripture-, S o m m e r , A P rophet R eads Scrip ture , 

4 7 9 -8 9 .
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the centrality and possible meanings of the tree of the knowledge of good and 

evil will be presented. Third, it will be argued that the theme of knowledge 

should be considered a hidden polemic against certain excesses in royal 

ideology.

The Importance o f  Knowledge and Related Ideas in Genesis 2-3.

The importance of knowledge in Genesis 2-3 has been frequently noted 

by scholars.657 A perusal of many bibliographies on Genesis 2-3, or scanning 

the footnotes or endnotes of commentaries and monographs will substantiate 

this claim. In particular, the tree of the knowledge of good and evil has been 

recognized by many scholars as having a great significance.

However, there are other indicators of the importance of knowledge in 

Genesis 2-3, in addition to the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Thus, 

references to knowledge and related concepts other than the tree of the 

knowledge of good and evil will be discussed, before turning to the tree itself. 

These related concepts would include:

a. Uses of the root J7T outside its usage in the phrase
which connects it with good and evil.

b. Uses of other roots which are definitely related to
knowledge, including:

i. D-ia.

ii. *?3t0.

657 H ere is  a partia l l is t in g  fo r  th o se  w h o  r e c o g n iz e  k n o w le d g e  (v a r io u s ly  u n d e rs to o d ) as an 
im portant th em e  in G e n e s is  2 -3 : L a sin e , Knowing Kings; S a w y e r , “T h e  Im a g e  o f  G o d ” ; Ivan  
E n g n e ll, “ ‘K n o w le d g e ’ an d  ‘L if e ’ in the C rea tio n  S to r y ,” in  Wisdom in Israel and in the 
Ancient Near East. Essays Presented to Professor H. H. Rowley, V T S S u p  3 (L e id en : E. J. 
B r ill, 1 9 6 9 ), 1 0 3 -1 0 9 ;  Barr, Garden o f Eden, 8 8 -8 9 ;  W a lla c e , Eden Narrative, 101; Stratton, 
Out o f Eden, 6 7 -1 0 8 ;  and Y ork , “ M atu ration  T h e m e ” , 3 9 3 -  4 1 0 .  (C f. e s p e c ia l ly  p a g e  4 0 6 .)
C f. a lso  Joh n  G o ld in g a y , “P o s tm o d e m iz in g  E v e  an d  A d a m  (C a n  I H a v e  M y  A p r ic o t  a s W e ll  
as E atin g  I t? ),” in The World o f Genesis: Persons, Places, Perspectives, e d ited  b y  P h ilip  R. 
D a v ie s  and D a v id  J. A . C lin e s , JS O T S u p  2 5 7  (S h e ff ie ld :  S h e ff ie ld  A c a d e m ic  P re ss , 1 9 9 8 ) , 5 0
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iii. Roots which may also be related to knowledge
are nxn (“to see”—2:19;658 3:16) and (“to 
hear”—3:8, 10, 17).659

iv. Other Motifs which Suggest Knowledge in
Genesis 2-3.

1. Adam naming the animals and Eve.660

2. Eve’s dialogue with the serpent (3:1-5)
and her evaluating of the tree (3:6).

a. Uses of the root in ' outside its usage in the phrase 
which connects it with good and evil.

The root in ' occurs 6 times in Genesis 2-3. The infinitive construct with 

the article (ninn) occurs two times, in 2:9 and 17. The infinitive construct 

with the preposition (b) is found in 3:22. The participle occurs in 3:5 of God 

(in ') and of the man and woman, if they should partake of the fruit ( 'in '). The 

finite imperfect verb occurs in 3:7, after the man and woman have partaken of 

the fruit (IVTI).

The root in ' occurs 6 times in Genesis 2-3. The infinitive construct with 

the article (ninn) occurs two times, in 2:9 and 17. The infinitive construct 

with the preposition (S) is found in 3:22. The participle occurs in 3:5 of God 

(in ') and of the man and woman, if they should partake of the fruit ( 'in '). The 

finite imperfect verb occurs in 3:7, after the man and woman have partaken of 

the fruit (lin 'l).

There are other indicators of the importance of the root in ' in Genesis 2- 

3, in addition to the frequent occurrence of the root in '. The root is used as

658 In G e n e s is  2 :1 9 , the  root HNT is  a v irtu a l sy n o n y m  fo r  S IT .

659 C f., for  e x a m p le . P ro v erb s 1:2-7 . S e e  a lso  T erren ce  E. F re th e im , “i n ' , ” N ID O TTE  2: 4 1 0 .

660 C f. 1 K in g s  4 :2 9 -3 4 .  W h ile  “n a m in g ” is  n o t m e n tio n e d  in 1 K in g s  4 ,  “ sp ea k in g  o f ’ 
a n im a ls  and p la n ts m a y  su g g e s t  that w isd o m  is  g e n e r a lly  c o n n e c te d  w ith  an  e x p a n s iv e  
k n o w le d g e  o f  nature.
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one of the main descriptors for one of the two named trees in 2:9, and in 2:17. 

The root VI' is also used by the serpent to describe God as a knower of what 

will happen to the man and woman when they have partaken of the forbidden 

fruit, and to describe the effect of this fruit on the man and woman (3:5). In 

3:7, the root is used to describe the fact that the man and woman “knew that 

they were naked,” after they had partaken of the forbidden fruit (3:7, 10).

NVTTGenesis 3:5

c v 'y v  m a  c r n  Q ’ n b tt u t  - s

v-n aits 'irr  cn'vn

NAUGenesis 3:5

“ F o r  G o d  k n o w s  th a t in  t h e  d a y  y o u  e a t  f r o m  it  y o u r  e y e s  w i l l  b e  

o p e n e d ,  a n d  y o u  w i l l  b e  l ik e  G o d ,  k n o w i n g  g o o d  a n d  e v i l . ”

Three observations are in order. First, the same basic form and stem (qal 

participle) is used in this verse for God’s knowing and for the knowing of the 

man and woman that the serpent predicts. This may be the serpent’s (and the 

narrator’s) attempt to forge a close link between God as knower with the 

woman and man as knowers.

Second (and at the same time), the serpent seeks to drive a wedge 

between what God knows and what the woman and man can know. The 

implications of the serpent’s words might be paraphrased somewhat as 

follows: “What God knows,” the serpent suggests, “is not what he said, nor 

what you will come to know. You will come to know good and evil. God is 

holding out on you!” Thus, the serpent suggests the possibility of God

likeness, even as the serpent also suggests God’s distance.
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Third, it is often argued that the serpent must be a reliable speaker, since 

at least two of the things he says are true.661 The man and woman do not “die 

on that day”, and they do—according to the LORD God—become “like gods 

(or “like God”) knowing (or “knowers o f ’) good and evil”. On the contrary, 

some scholars argue that the serpent is not a reliable speaker, or (at the very 

least) not entirely reliable.662 This will be discussed later in this chapter, when 

the phrase in] nio in Genesis 3:22 is examined in more detail.

The findings concerning knowing and knowledge thus far may be 

summarized in the following manner. Knowledge is an important—if not the 

crucial—concern of this narrative. This is shown by the prominence of three 

key roots for knowledge and knowing: UT, CIS, and beta, and perhaps also by 

the roots rtN"i and SEta663 as well as by other indicators of the humans’ 

knowledge. The woman and man are portrayed as knowing both before and 

after partaking of the forbidden fruit. However, their knowledge after 

partaking of the fruit is portrayed in a somewhat ambiguous light.664

a. Uses of other Hebrew roots related to knowledge,

i. The use of CIV.

661 T h is  is  a cru c ia l, i f  o ften  u n a c k n o w le d g e d , w atersh ed  in  a p p ro a c h e s  to the  E d e n  N arrative , 
and w ill  b e  d isc u s se d  later in th is chapter. C f. Barr, G arden o f  E den , 8 , 12 , 14. B arr is  
p erh ap s the m o st d irect and v e h e m e n t o f  th e  m a n y  sc h o la r s  w h o  h o ld  that the  serp en t to ld  the  
truth. C f. a lso  B ern ard  F. B atto , Slaying the D ragon: M ythm aking  in the B ib lica l Tradition  
(L o u isv ille :  W e stm in ste r /J o h n  K n o x  P ress , 1 9 9 2 ) , 5 9 .

662 C f., for e x a m p le , G o rd o n , “E th ics o f  E d en , 2 6 .

663 T h e  w ord “p erh a p s” is  an im portant w o rd  here. C erta in ly , th e  ro o ts  n m  and im ti c a n  b e  

u se d  o f  m e a n s o f  c o g n it io n . H o w e v e r , the w o r d s are so  c o m m o n  and m u lt id im e n s io n a l that 
n o t to o  m u ch  w e ig h t  sh o u ld  b e  g iv e n  to th eir  o c cu rr en ce  in  G e n e s is  2 -3 .

664 C f. S a ler, “T ra n sfo rm a tio n  o f  R e a so n  in  G e n e s is  2 - 3 ,” 2 7 5 -2 8 6 .  S a ler  se e k s  to se t forth  

tw o  in terp retive  o p tio n s , h e  s e e s  b o th  as h a v in g  v a lid ity . T h e  tw o  o p tio n s  w h ic h  h e  se ts  forth  
are w h at h e  c a lls  the  “c la s s ic a l  fa ll trad ition ” and th e  E n lig h te n m e n t p o s it io n , w h ic h  te n d s to  
regard the k n o w le d g e  a cq u ired  in the  g a rd en  m ore  p o s it iv e ly  (2 7 5 ) .  In fa ct, S a le r  s e e m s  to  set  
forth  a third in terp reta tive  o p tio n . H e  s e e m s  to id e n tify  th is  third o p tio n  w ith  a “p o s t-  
E n lig h te n m e n t” ap p roach  (2 7 5 ) ,  w h ic h  regard s the  k n o w le d g e  a cq u ired  in E d en  as  
“a m b ig u o u s” (2 8 4 -2 8 5 ) .
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It is not only the repeated use of the root in ' that signals a concern with 

knowledge and knowing in Genesis 2-3. The words e r a  (3:1) and ‘rs irn 1? 

(3:6) deserve attention in any discussion concerning the meaning of 

knowledge in Genesis 2-3.

W1T Genesis 3:1

. . .  D-rfcK nirv nip ntfK nnian n»n Sse  any rrn tfnam
T  T T  v  T “  T T T  T T “ :

NAU Genesis 3:1

“Now the serpent was more crafty than any beast of the field which the LORD 
God had m ade.. . . ”

The word play with the word D’ipny (“naked”) in 2:25 has frequently 

been noted.665 The purpose of the word play, however, is not clear.666 Stratton 

thinks that “. . . the couple’s covering suggests they have been transformed 

from naked to shrewd.”667 However, when God comes into the garden, the 

man explains his hiding by saying, “I was naked” (3:10). How shrewd are the 

man and woman, when the man, at least, still feels naked after he has made a 

garment for himself? Edwin Good notes the irony that the shrewd (Dili?)

serpent promises these two naked (D'rany) people that their eyes will be

opened, and they will be like God, knowing good and evil. However, instead, 

when they partake of the fruit, their eyes are opened, and they know that they

665 H a m ilto n , G enesis: Chapters 1-17 , 187 . G o rd o n  J. W e n h a m , G enesis 1-15, W B C  (W a co :  
W ord, 1 9 8 7 ), 7 2 . W e n h a m  sp ea k s o f  th is  as “ . . . o n e  o f  the m o r e  o b v io u s  p la y s  o n  w o r d s  in  
the t e x t . .  . . ” W en h a m  (4 5 )  a ttem p ts to retain  the  w ord  p la y  in tra n sla tio n  b y  u s in g  the  w ord  
“n u d e” for  the m an and w o m a n  (2 :2 5 ) , and the  w ord  “sh r e w d ” fo r  the  serp en t (3 :1 ) .

666 Barr, G arden o f  Eden, 6 9 -7 0 . C f. e sp e c ia lly , the a r tic le  b y  B e c h te l ,  “ R e th in k in g  the  
In terpretation  o f  G e n e s is  2 .v b -3 .2 4 ,  8 1 . B e c h te l h e lp fu lly  n o te s , “ A n  e m p h a s is  o n  la n g u a g e  
th rou gh  w o r d p la y s  is  ty p ic a l o f  sy m b o lic  c o m m u n ic a tio n . W o r d p la y s  fu n ctio n  a s  f la sh in g  
s ig n p o s ts  in d ic a tin g  the  e m p h a s is  o f  th e  narrative and r e la te d n e ss  b e tw e e n  sep a ra te  ite m s .”

667 Stratton , O ut o f  Eden, 16 2 , fn. 1.
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are . . . naked ( D D T I l ) .668 Good’s contention that “nakedness” in Hebrew

primarily suggests “helplessness” seems basically on target.669 The man and 

woman, then, have their eyes opened, not to their god-likeness, nor likely to 

their sexuality, but to their helplessness.

The serpent is described as “. . . more crafty than any beast of the field 

which the LORD God had made.” Perhaps the fact that this serpent was a 

creature that God had made indicates something about the source of its 

shrewdness. On the contrary, perhaps the author wishes the readers/hearers to 

note the fact that the serpent was one of the LORD God’s creatures, thus 

relativizing the shrewdness of the serpent. Rosenberg670 and Kass671 have 

suggested that the serpent’s own motivation may have been revenge for 

having been passed over by Adam when Adam was looking for a partner. 

However, while the serpent claims to know God’s motives, neither the 

narrator nor the serpent reveals the serpent’s motives.

Another play on words involving the serpent may occur in 3:14. God 

pronounces a curse (Tntf) upon the serpent. This word recalls the earlier 

statement about the serpent’s shrewdness (cny). The similarity of the 

phraseology in 3:1 and 14 can be seen by placing the relevant phrases in 

juxtaposition.

rnfcn n*n Sse  ana

668 E d w in  M . G o o d , Irony in the O ld Testam ent (P h ila d e lp h ia : W e stm in ste r  P re ss , 1 9 6 5 ) , 8 3 -  

8 4 .
669 Ib id ., 8 4 . S e e  a lso  M a g o n e t, “ T h e m e s  o f  G e n e s is  2 - 3 ,” 4 3 .  S e e  a lso  H . N ieh r , 
“m V ,"T D O T ,  11 -3 4 3 -3 4 9 . N ieh r  id e n tif ie s  m a n y  d iffe re n t c o n n o ta t io n s  o f  n a k ed n e ss , but it 

w o u ld  s e e m  that, in  m o st  o f  th em , there is th e  e le m e n t o f  sh a m e , h u m ilia tio n , h e lp le s sn e s s , or  

v u ln era b ility .

670 R o sen b e rg , K ing  and  Kin, 5 4 .

671 L e o n  R . K a ss, The B eginning o f  Wisdom: R ead ing  G enesis  (N e w  Y ork : F ree  P ress , 2 0 0 3 ) ,  

8 0 -8 1 .
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rntort rrn bsm nanarrbaa nnx m x
V T -  T -  T  • T -  T

. . more crafty than any beast of the field . .
“Cursed are you more than any animal and more than any beast of 

the field . . ”672

Thus, the shrewdness of the serpent seems to be called into question and 

relativized by clues that the narrator gives us in his description of that 

shrewdness, as well as by God’s words to the serpent at the trial of the three 

leading characters in Genesis 3. The reader/hearer might be inclined initially 

to think well of the serpent, or at least to give him the benefit of the doubt. 

However, when the readers/hearers hear that he is "ins, this becomes more 

difficult.

i. The use of bsfa.

b-ta is another root which is important for the theme of knowing. In 3:6, 

the narrator takes the readers/hearers into the inner reasoning of the woman.

NVTT Genesis 3:6

b p x p b  }*y n  n iu  '2  r r a x n  t o r n  
*?2Nh] insp np_m b'swnb  yrn "ipn;n a 'ru b  xrrrnxn

i?2s,T rr^Nb-na ]nni

672 T h is  tran sla tion  is m y  o w n .
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NAU G enesis  3 :6

“When the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a 
delight to the eyes, and that the tree was desirable to make one wise, she took 
from its fruit and ate; and she gave also to her husband with her, and he ate.”

The root byd occurs some 77 times in the Old Testament, with 

approximately 25% (19 occurrences) in the book of Proverbs. It is significant 

that this word is associated with a book that is explicitly associated with the 

names of kings, and has some sayings that expressly address matters 

concerned with kings. This same root, byj}, occurs in the programmatic 

prologue to Proverbs (1:3), as part of the overriding purpose of the entire 

book.

The woman demonstrates discernment even before she has partaken of the 

fruit that gives knowledge.673 To be sure, the root used here (byj) is different 

from that used to describe the fruit of the tree or its effects (in ’) and different 

again from the root used to describe the serpent (E"iy). However, these three 

roots are sometimes used in parallel, or in close proximity in the Old 

Testament.674

2. The Centrality and Meaning o f  the Tree o f  the Knowledge o f Good and Evil 
in Genesis 2-3.

One component that contributes to this plethora of interpretations of the 

Eden Narrative is “the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.” While the 

importance of this tree in Genesis 2-3 is generally acknowledged, the precise 

meaning of the knowledge of good and evil in the Eden Narrative remains

673 It sh o u ld  b e  n o te d  that th e  Z X i 'd o e s  n o t h a v e  a w o r d  c o m p a r a b le  to  the  H e b r e w  b ’Sfonb  

C f. John  W illia m  W e v e r s , N otes on the G reek Text o f  G enesis, 3 9 .

674 C f.. for  e x a m p le , the u se  o f  the  ro o ts  v r r  (P ro v . 1:2), b z v  ( p r0v . 1 :3 ), and  o i l?  (P ro v . 1 :4).
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elusive. Agreement on the importance of a theme does not equate with 

agreement as to the understanding of the meaning of that theme. Barth 

comments, “To the tree of knowledge there are no parallels either in the Old 

Testament or in the general history of religion. The result has been an even 

greater variety of attempts to explain it.”675

The individual words in the phrase in i aits n inn  are themselves common 

and fairly well understood.676 However, the phrase itself remains difficult, 

particularly in the context of the Eden Narrative. Interpretations of this phrase 

may be classified in many ways.677 While, for the purpose of this survey, the 

major approaches to the phrase are categorized as six in number, several of 

them could be combined, or could be further subdivided. Furthermore, it 

should be remembered that at least some of the approaches are not mutually 

exclusive, and that two or more of the approaches may be held by the same 

scholar. Finally, as will be noted, many of these approaches appear to be 

connected in some way with royal ideology in other biblical texts.

The Knowledge o f  Good and Evil as Moral Discernment.678 

To a reader untouched by modem scholarship, the phrase “the knowledge 

of good and evil” might seem simple: The phrase refers to moral discernment, 

ethics, or conscience. The man and woman were unable to know right from 

wrong before they partook of the tree, and able to do so afterwards.

675 Karl B arth , Church Dogmatics, V o lu m e  III, Part 1, tran slated  b y  J. W . E d w a rd s, O.
B u sse y , and H aro ld  K n ig h t (E dinburgh: T . &  T . C lark , 1 9 5 8 ) , 2 8 4 .  C f. a lso  R . W . L.
M o b e r ly , “D id  the S erp en t G et It R ig h t? ” JTS 3 9  (1 9 8 8 ):  2 1 . S e e  a lso  W a lla c e , Eden 
Narrative, 122 .

676 C f., for e x a m p le , Jack  P . L e w is , TWOT, 3 6 6 .

677 For so m e  o f  th e  m a n y  c la s s if ic a t io n  sc h e m e s , s e e  W e ster m a n n , Genesis 1-11, 2 4 2 -2 4 5 ;  
H a m ilto n , Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 1 6 3 -1 6 6 .

678 C f. B u d d e , Die biblisch Urgeschichte, 6 9 . S . F isch er , “ p i t  a its ,” in d er  E rzä h lu n g  v o n  

P arad ies und S ü n d e n fa ll,” BZ 22 (1 9 3 4 ):  3 2 3 -3 3 1 .
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Support for this position is the fact that, before partaking of the forbidden 

fruit, the man and woman were naked, yet unashamed. After partaking, they 

were morally awakened, so that they became ashamed and hid from God.

This suggests a guilty conscience, and the possession of moral awareness.

However, Wellhausen noted several problems with this view.679 How 

could conscience—which Wellhausen defines as “. . .  the faculty of moral 

distinction . . —be a bad thing?680 Furthermore, “conscience” would be a 

specifically human quality, rather than a divine one (Genesis 3:22). 

Wellhausen also pointed out that the expression “good and evil” really means 

what is “beneficial or harmful”, not moral right or wrong.681 Moreover, 

Wallace points out a logical problem: How could the couple have been guilty 

of disobedience unless they already knew right from wrong?682

However, perhaps this “moral conscience” approach has been dismissed 

too facilely. It is possible to think of moral discernment on a gradient.

Perhaps the man and woman had some level of moral discernment before they 

partook of the forbidden fruit, but more discernment afterwards.683

679 Ju liu s W e llh a u se n , P rolegom ena zur G eschichte Israels  (B erlin : G . R o m er , 1 8 8 6 ) , 3 1 4 -  
3 1 6 . C f. a lso  R. N o rm a n  W h yb ray , The G ood L ife  in the O ld  Testam ent (L o n d o n - T  & T  
C lark , 2 0 0 2 ) ,  2 2 -2 3 .

680 C f. W e llh a u se n , P ro leg o m e n a  to the H is to ry  o f  A n c ie n t  Israel, 3 0 1 .

681 T h is  is  n o t to  s a y  that th e  w o rd s ca n n o t carry  th o se  c o n n o ta t io n s  at t im es .

682 W a lla c e , E den N arra tive , 116.
O f  c o u r se , th e  q u es tio n  w h ic h  c o u ld  b e  a sk ed , “D id  th e y  n e e d  to  k n o w ?  W a s n o t ju s t  o b e y in g  
e n o u g h ? ”
C f. D e re k  K id n er, G enesis: A n In troduction a n d  C om m entary, T y n d a le  O ld  T e sta m en t  
C o m m e n ta r ie s  (C h ic a g o : I llin o is , 1 9 6 7 ) , 6 3 . T h is  s e e m s  to  b e  K id n e r ’s  b a s ic  p o in t. “In th e  
c o n te x t, h o w e v e r , th e  e m p h a s is  fa lls  o n  the  p ro h ib itio n  rather than th e  p ro p er tie s  o f  the tree. It 
is  sh o w n  to u s  a s fo rb id d en . It is  id le  to a sk  w h at it m ig h t m e a n  in itse lf;  th is  w a s  E v e 's  error  
A s  it s to o d , p ro h ib ited , it p resen ted  the a ltern a tiv e  to  d isc ip le sh ip :  to  b e  se lf -m a d e , w r es tin g  
o n e 's  k n o w le d g e , sa t is fa c t io n s  and v a lu e s  from  th e  c rea ted  w o r ld  in  d e f ia n c e  o f  th è  C reator  
( c f  3 :6 ) . E v en  m ore  in stru c tiv e  is  the  o u tc o m e  o f  the e x p e r im en t: s e e  o n  3 :7 . In a ll th is  the  
tree  p la y s  its  part in th e  o p p o rtu n ity  it o ffe r s , rather than  th e  q u a lit ie s  it p o s s e s s e s ;  l ik e  a  d o o r  
w h o s e  n a m e  a n n o u n c e s  o n ly  w hat lie s  b e y o n d  it .”

683 G erhard  C h a rles A a ld e r s , G enesis  v o i .  I, B ib le  S tu d en t's  C o m m e n ta r y , tran sla ted  b y  
W illia m  H e y n e n  (G ran d  R ap id s: Z o n d erv a n , 1 9 8 1 ) , 9.
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1. The Knowledge o f Good and Evil as Moral Autonomy684

One basic definition of autonomy runs as follows: “[pjutting moral weight

on an individual's ability to govern herself, independent of her place in a 

metaphysical order or her role in social structures and political institutions . . . 

,”685 Thus, moral autonomy is a self-motivated approach to human choice, 

whereas moral discernment implies a standard of good and evil that is outside 

of the individual, whether this “individual” is a person or a societal grouping 

of whatever size.

The moral autonomy approach to the knowledge of good and evil has 

much to recommend it. This approach seems intelligible to modem 

westerners, since it portrays the tendency of individuals and societies to value 

free choice—a tendency that seems to be both good and bad. In the text NET 

Lamentations 3:40 Let us carefully examine our ways, and let us return to the 

LORD.

Furthermore, after the eating of the fruit, the man and woman make both 

coverings and excuses for themselves and explain things to the LORD God. 

The man decides that he should (re)name the woman “Eve”. The woman 

gives birth to children, and chooses their names (4:1, 2, 25). Cain defends his 

“autonomy” when he asks if he is his brother’s keeper (4:9). The descendants 

of Cain develop a human culture, complete with metal, music, and murder 

(4:16-24). Since there is no mention of the Lord/God in connection with these

684 F or v a r io u s  p erm u ta tio n s o f  th is in terp retation , c f. J o h n  B a k er , “T h e  M y th  o f  M a n ’s ‘ 
‘F a ll’ ‘— A  R ea p p ra isa l,” E T 9 2  (1 9 8 0 /8 1 ):  2 3 5 -2 3 7 ;  B arth , Church Dogmatics, V o lu m e  III 
Part 1, 2 8 4 , 2 8 6 -2 8 8 ;  W a lter  B r u e g g em a n n , Genesis, In terp reta tion  (A tla n ta : J o h n  K n o x  
P re ss , 1982): 4 0 -5 4 :  M artin  B u b er, Good and Evil, ( N e w  Y ork: C h a rles  S c r ib n e r ’s S o n s ,  
1 9 5 2 ,1 9 5 3 ) ,  7 3 -7 9 ;  H a m ilto n , Genesis, Chapters 1-17, 1 6 5 -1 6 6 . S e e  a lso  D o n a ld  E. G o w a n ,  
From Eden to Babel: A Commentary on Genesis 1-11, IT C  (G ran d  R a p id s: E erd m a n s 1 9 8 5 )  
5 4 -6 1 ;  M o b er ly , “D id  the  S erp en t G et It R ig h t? ” : 2 4 .

685 httD.//plato.stanford.edu/entries/autonomv-moral/flCon Am accessed 4 -2 0 -2 0 1 6
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enterprises, it seems possible to call these developments “autonomy”. 

Brueggemann, for example, writes, “Knowledge leads to freedom to act and 

the capacity to control. This text may be a reflection on the role of wisdom, 

perhaps in an aggressive royal context. It probes the question: Are there 

modes of knowledge that come at too high a cost? (cf. Prov. 25:2-3.) It asks if 

there are boundaries before which one must bow, even if one could know 

more.”686

However, the concept of autonomy seems to have become a common 

topic in literature only during the Enlightenment Period.687 Thus, speaking of 

"moral autonomy” in connection with the ancient world seems anachronistic. 

Furthermore, the question must be raised as to whether the ability to make 

moral decisions on one’s own is ever portrayed positively in the Old 

Testament as being located in the individual.688

It should also be noted that the grammar does not naturally incline one 

toward this position. The words and in  do sometimes suggest the ability 

to discem/decide between what is good and what is bad,689 but when this is so, 

there are other markers in the text in addition to the presence of the words nits 

and in . For example, in Genesis 2 4 :50 , in the phrase nitS'iN in , the word iK

686 B ru eg g em a n n , G enesis , 5 1 . S im ila r ly , c f. H a m ilto n , G enesis C hapters 1-17, 1 6 5 -1 6 6 .  
H a m ilto n , b u ild in g  o n  the  w o rk  o f  W . M a lc o lm  C lark, “A  L e g a l B a c k g r o u n d  to  the  Y a h w is t ’s 
U s e  o f ‘G o o d  and E v il ’ in  G e n e s is  2 -3 ,” JB L , 8 8  (1 9 6 9 ):  2 6 6 -2 7 8 ,  a lso  a rgu es h is  c a s e  b y  
c it in g  u se s  o f  the  w o r d s “g o o d ” and “e v il,"  w h ic h  se e m  to h im  b e st  u n d e rs to o d  as a u to n o m y .

687 C f. “A u to n o m y  in  M ora l and P o lit ic a l P h ilo so p h y ” in th e  S tan fo rd  E ncyclopedia  o f  
Philosophy  (h ttp ://p la to .sta n fo r d .ed u /en tr ie s /a u to n o m y -m o r a l/, a c c e s s e d  0 8 - 2 6 -2 0 1 0 ) .

688 C f  P ro v erb s 3 :5 -7  and C la u s W esterm a n n , E lem ents o f  O ld  Testam ent Theology, 
translated  b y  D o u g la s  W . S to tt (A tlanta: John  K n o x  P ress , 1 9 8 2 ) , 1 5 3 -2 1 6 . C f. a lso  W alth er  
E ich rod t, Theology o f  the O ld  Testam ent, v o lu m e  2 , tran slated  b y  J. A . B a k er , 2  v o lu m e s  
(P h ilad elp h ia : W estm in ste r , 1 9 6 7 ), 1 8 1 ,3 2 9 .
D e u te ro n o m y  m ig h t b e  c o n s id e r ed  an  e x a m p le  o f  th e  p e o p le ’s a b ility  to  c h o o s e  b e tw e e n  g o o d  
and e v il,  and thus to m ak e  a u to n o m o u s  c h o ic e s . D e u te r o n o m y  3 0 :1 9  is  th e  c la s s ic  e x a m p le .  
H o w e v e r , th is c a ll to c h o o s e  is se t in the  c o n te x t o f  G o d ’s  c o m m a n d  (D e u te r o n o m y  3 0 :1 1 ) .  
T h u s, it d o e s  not su g g e s t  the a b ility  o f  the  p e o p le  to  d e c id e  a u to n o m o u s ly  w h at is  r igh t and  

w r o n g  for them .
689 C f. 2 S a m u el 1 4 :17  and 1 K in g s  3 :9 .
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stands between the crucial words in  and 3ia.690 The word “or” in this context 

implies an exclusive choice—i.e., it is an either/or decision, not a both/and 

situation. Often prepositions suggesting division are used with the words aits 

and in . For example, in 1 Kings 3:9 (in 1? 3itry3), the prepositions ya and b, 

suggest being able to judge between good and evil, rather than the joining of 

the words 3iu and in . Furthermore, the verbs that govern the objects in  and 

3itS in other biblical texts do not support the idea that moral autonomy is in 

view in these texts. For example, in 1 Kings 3:9, the verbal root is y3. If the 

idea being conveyed were “establishing what is in  and 3ii3 on one’s own,” the 

root Cv3 orm p in the hiphilmight have been expected.

Kissling notes the similar construction in Deuteronomy 1:39.
The phrase “good and evil” occurs elsewhere in the Pentateuch in 

Deuteronomy 1:39 where Moses uses it of the innocence of children, who 
do not “know good and evil.” I would argue that the tree prohibits personal, 
intimate knowledge of evil. Human beings are not created to be god or 
even gods. God can know everything there is to know about evil and yet 
not be tempted by it nor tainted by it. Human beings are not so constituted.
We have to choose to avoid certain types of knowledge of evil things 
because we will be tempted by it and then tainted by it. One need only 
contemplate the trivialized violence in the modem media and the relatively 
cavalier way in which we participate in state-sanctioned violence to see the 
connection. Humanity cannot know everything, especially evil, and remain 
untouched by it. Even comprehensive knowledge of good things can be 
twisted into pride. Sometimes when we gain knowledge, we are tempted to 
think that we have no need of God.641

Furthermore, the moral autonomy view falls prey to the same argument 

that is often used to dismiss the moral discernment approach.692 Although the 

serpent seems to influence the woman’s thinking about the tree, it is the 

woman herself who sees the good qualities of the tree (3:6, 13), and 

(autonomously) decides to eat, as does the man (3:6, 12). Surely this is an

690 T h e  o n ly  b ib lica l lo c a t io n s  w h ere  g o o d  and e v il  are jo in e d  b y  a u a w  are in D e u te r o n o m y  

1:39 and 2 S a m u el 1 4 :1 7 .

691 Paul K is s l in g , G enesis , 161.

692 S e e  a b o v e .
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expression of the humans’ autonomy, even before the man and woman partake 

of the fruit. How could Adam and Eve have been held responsible for (or 

made) an autonomous choice, if they did not already possess some degree of 

autonomy? If they already possessed moral autonomy, how did eating of the 

forbidden fruit change their situation?

On the other hand, the same counter-argument that was suggested above 

to reinstate the ethical theory of the knowledge of good and evil might be used 

to argue for different levels of autonomy. Adam and Eve might have had 

enough autonomy to be able to make a free choice to obey or disobey God’s 

command, but a greater degree of autonomy afterwards.
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2. The Knowledge o f Good and Evil as a Test693

Although Mettinger comments that approaching . . the Eden Narrative

as dealing with a divine test does not seem to play any role in the history of 

exegesis,” this assessment seems exaggerated.694 Testing may not seem to 

play a role in interpretive approaches because the idea of testing is often 

blended with other interpretive aspects.

Mettinger argues for a linkage of Genesis 2-3 with Genesis 22 and Job, 

but especially with the Deuteronomic tradition. He notes the importance of the 

Hebrew root ma in Deuteronomy, and the presence of that same root in 

Genesis 2:16-17 and 3:11,17. .. [T]he whole central passage, 3:1-7, turns

on the divine commandment, although neither the noun nor the verb from the 

root swh occurs in this passage.”695 Mettinger also notes the significant 

Deuteronomistic phrase “to listen to the voice of YHWH”, as contrasted with 

the man listening to his wife’s voice (Genesis 3:17). There is also the matter of 

the choice between blessings and curses in both Deuteronomy and Genesis 2- 

3.696

While Mettinger may be correct in broad tenns, there seems to be a 

different emphasis in Deuteronomy when compared to Genesis 2-3. In 

Deuteronomy, life and good are linked with blessing, whereas death and evil

693 C f. A a ld e r s , Genesis: 9 3 ; D erek  K id n er, Genesis: An Introduction and Commentary, 
T O T C  (C h ica g o : I llin o is , 1 9 6 7 ); M ettin g er , The Eden Narrative: A Literary and Religio- 
historical Study o f  Genesis 2-3, 4 9 -6 0 .

694 M ettin ger , Eden Narrative, 2 3 . C f., fo r  e x a m p le , W a lto n , Genesis, 2 1 3 -2 1 6 .  W a lto n  
a rg u es a ga in st the  E d en  N arrative  as an  arbitrary test. H e  s e e m s  to  p u sh  that a p p ro a ch  o u t the  
front d oor , o n ly  to  q u ie t ly  bring  it b ack  in th ro u g h  the b a c k  d oor.
W a lto n  (p a g e  2 1 6 )  a rg u es that the p ro h ib itio n  w a s  tem p orary , an d  that i f  the  m an  an d  w o m a n  
had o b e y e d , th ey  w o u ld  h a v e  e v e n tu a lly  b e e n  a llo w e d  to  ea t o f  the  te m p o ra r ily  p r o h ib ite d  tree  
o f  the k n o w le d g e  o f  g o o d  and e v il .  1 hus, w h ile  W a lto n  p r im a rily  th in k s o f  G e n e s is  2 -3  as  
b e in g  abou t a prem atu re grab for m aturity.

695 Ibid.. 26.
696 M ettin g er , Eden Narrative, 4 9 -6 0 .  C f. a lso  M o sh e  S o lle r , “A  L a tch  and C la sp  C o n n e c t in g  
D e u te r o n o m y  3 3 :2 7 -2 9  w ith  G e n e s is  3 :2 2 -2 4 :  A  P r o p o se d  In terp reta tio n ,” JBQ, 133 (2 0 0 6 ):  

1 2 -1 5 .
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are linked with curse. This is true in Deuteronomy 11:26-28 and 30:5-20, both 

of which Mettinger quotes. However, the only place where good and evil are 

linked with the waw in Deuteronomy is 1:39, and there, it is precisely those 

who did not know good and evil, who would enter the land of Canaan.

Furthermore, the Eden Narrative contains no explicit word for testing, a 

point that Mettinger acknowledges.697 In the cases of Abraham and 

Deuteronomy, the testing aspect is made explicit.698 In the case of Job, 

Mettinger is using a story that may suggest a test in order to support his 

argument that another story (Genesis 2-3) is also be a test. This seems to be a 

questionable interpretive move.699 There may indeed be an aspect of testing in 

Genesis 2-3, but this approach does not seem to exhaust the meaning of the 

phrase uni aits.

697 Ib id ., 2 3 .

698 C f. G e n e s is  2 2 :1 ;  Deuteronomy 8:2 , 16.

699 For a cr itiq u e  o f  the “ te stin g ” ap p roach  to the k n o w le d g e  o f  g o o d  and e v il ,  c f. W a lto n , 

Genesis, 214.
“T h e  m o st c o m m o n  in terp retation  in  trad ition al th e o lo g y  is  o n e  that s e e s  the tree a s  a 
p rob ation ary  test. In th is  v ie w  n e ith er  th e  tree  n or its  fruit h a v e  a n y  p articu lar  q u a lit ie s . 
In stead , o n e  g a in s  k n o w le d g e  o f  g o o d  b y  p a s s in g  th e  te st an d  r e s is t in g  th e  tem p ta tio n . In  
contrast, o n e  g a in s  k n o w le d g e  o f  e v il  b y  su c c u m b in g  to  the te m p ta tio n  an d  e a t in g  o f  th e  fruit. 
A s  w e  c o n s id e r  th e  m erits  o f  th is v ie w , it ap p ears to  h a v e  tro u b le  w ith  e a c h  o f  the  fo u r  criter ia  
lis ted  a b o v e . [W a lto n  had ju s t  lis ted  th ese  fou r criter ia ],

1. It sep a ra tes the  k n o w le d g e  o f  g o o d  fro m  the k n o w le d g e  o f  e v il  a s  is  d o n e  n o w h e r e  
e ls e  in  th e  u se  o f  the ph rase (ig n o r in g  the  m e r ism  as it d o e s  so ) .  It c a n n o t e a s i ly  b e  
r e c o n c ile d  w ith  the  record  o f  E v e 's  s ta tem en t that the  fruit w a s  d e sir a b le  to m a k e  o n e  
w ise .

2 . It ig n o r es  the  n a k ed n e ss  is su e  a lto g e th er — w h y  sh o u ld  their  n a k e d n e ss  b e c o m e  
e v id en t to th em  ju s t  b e c a u se  th e y  d iso b e y e d  an d  fa ile d  the  test?

3 . It d e v a lu e s  th e  s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  the fruit an d  tree in that G o d  c o u ld  h a v e  ju s t  a s  e a s ily  
m ad e the te st a river that th ey  w eren 't to  sw im  in  or  a m o u n ta in  th e y  sh o u ld n 't c lim b .  
In con trast to  th is , the report o f  E v e 's  sta te m en t fo c u s e s  o n  th e  fru it’s c a p a c ity  to  
m ak e o n e  w is e .  O n e  m ig h t o b je c t that E v e 's  a s s e s sm e n t  is  n o t n o r m a tiv e , but sh e  is  
c lo s e r  to  it than a n y o n e  e ls e . T h e  text g iv e s  e v e r y  in d ic a t io n  that there  is  a p rop erty  
in  the fruit i t s e l f  (ju st a s there w a s  in  th e  tree o f  l i f e )  that w o u ld  lea d  to  the  
k n o w le d g e  o f  g o o d  and e v il.

4 . It is  d if f ic u lt  to  r e c o n c ile  th is v ie w  w ith  3 :2 2 , b e c a u se  it p ortrays A d a m  an d  E v e  as 
g a in in g  k n o w le d g e  o f  e v il  ( in s te a d  o f  g o o d )  th ro u g h  th e ir  e x p e r ie n c e  o f  e v il .  T h ere  
is  n o  w a y  that th is  can  b e  con stru ed  as b e in g  lik e  G o d  in  h is  k n o w le d g e  o f  g o o d  and  

e v i l .”
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3. The Knowledge o f Good and Evil as a Test7,H>

The sexual interpretation of ini aia n inn  appears to have much to

recommend it. The evidence is of three principal varieties: that from the Old

Testament, evidence from other ANE material (particularly The Gilgamesh

Epic), and evidence based on logic.

The biblical evidence may be summarized as follows. First, the verbal 

forms of the Hebrew root I7T sometimes express sexual intercourse.700 701 The 

root is used of Adam “knowing” his wife, outside the garden.702 Other biblical 

clues that the knowledge of good and evil might have sexual overtones are the 

nakedness of the man and woman,703 and the fact that some of the terminology 

of the punishment section may relate to sexual desire,704 and certainly relates 

to child-bearing.705 Furthermore, Veenker notes that gardens are sometimes 

associated with sex,706 and that eating—especially, eating fruit—is often a 

metaphor for sex.707

700 c f - A a ld e r s , Genesis: 9 3 ; D erek  K id n er, Genesis: An Introduction and Commentary 
T O T C  (C h ica g o : I llin o is , 1 9 6 7 ); M ettin ger , The Eden Narrative: A Literary and Relieio- 
historical Study o f  Genesis 2-3, 4 9 -6 0 .

701 Cf., for example, Genesis 4:1; 19:5, 8. However, none of the 90 
occurrences of the noun form of the root appears to have a sexual nuance 
This weakens the argument for the sexual connotation, at least in Genesis 2:9 
and 2:17.
702 G e n e s is  4 :1 .

703 G e n e s is  2 :2 5 ; 3 :7 , 10, and 11.

704 In G e n e s is  3 :1 6 , the  w o rd  Tjr^wJn is  e n c o u n te r ed . C f. G e n e s is  4 :7 ;  S o n g  o f  S o n g s  7 :1 1 . 

In S o n g  o f  S o n g s , it h as a d e f in ite  se x u a l c o n n o ta tio n .

705 G e n e s is  3 :1 6 .

706 V een k er , “F o rb id d en  F ruit” : 6 0 -6 2 .

707 Ib id ., 5 7 -7 3 .  V e en k e r , 6 5 ,  c ite s  P ro v erb s 3 0 :2 0  a s  an  e x a m p le  o f  ea tin g  as a m eta p h o r  fo r  

s e x . A lso , in  fn. 3 4  o n  the sa m e  p a g e , V e e n k e r  g iv e s  G e n e s is  3 9 :5 -6  a s  an  e x a m p le , th o u g h  
th is is  a m o re  a m b ig u o u s  e x a m p le . P ro v erb s 9 :1 6 -1 7  an d  S o n g  o f  S o n g s  5:1 m ig h t a lso  b e  
c ite d  a s  p o s s ib le  e x a m p le s  o f  th is  u sa g e .
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However, the sexual meaning of the Hebrew root in ’ is not common.708 709 

While Gordis and others have argued that the roots aitt and in  are associated 

with UT in a sexual context in 2 Samuel 19:35 (36, Hebrew), this is by no 

means certain.704 Nakedness is rarely associated with sexuality,710 but more 

often suggests vulnerability.711 Wallace seems to be correct that some of the 

main elements of the story in Genesis 2-3 might suggest sexuality, but that this 

does not apply to the story’s present form.712

A second line of evidence for the sexual interpretation comes from ANE 

materials. For example, it has been noted by Charlesworth that, in the ANE, 

the snake has various symbolic connotations, including the sexual 

connotation.713 However, unless Genesis 3 is an example, one would be hard 

pressed to find a clear example of a sexual valence for serpents in the Old 

Testament.714

708 There are approximately 17 of some 954 occurrences of verbal uses of the root SJ'T', 
having a definite sexual connotation. Cf., for example, Judges 11:39 19:22, 25; 1 Samuel 
1:19; 1 Kings 1:4; Genesis 19:5,8. Most significantly, cf. Genesis 4:1, 17, 25, which not only 
follows closely Genesis 2-3, but also (at least, in 4:1-16) mirrors Genesis 3 very closely.
709 Robert Gordis, “Significance of the Paradise Myth,” 90, fn. 16, writes, “On our 
interpretation, this verse would contain the earliest reference to the triad o f ‘Wine, Women, 
and Song!’”
However, the phrase in'? 3i0T3 in 2 Samuel 19:36 is not syntactically parallel to the 
following phrases which begin with DX. It might, therefore, be preferable to take the first 
phrase in? 3iUT3 int$n as a general statement which summarizes the clauses which begin with 
OX. These two ox clauses would then give examples to illustrate the general statement.
710 Cf. Bailey, “Initiation,” 146. Even in passages where a sexual aspect is present (e.g., 
Ezekiel 16:7; 23:29) the idea of vulnerability is still present.
711 Engnell, “Knowledge” and “Life in the Creation Story,” 115; Gordis, “ Significance of 
the Paradise Myth,” 86-94 (cf. especially page 92); Bailey, “Initiation,” 145-147.
712 Wallace, Eden Narrative, 118-119. See also David Damrosch, The N arrative Covenant: 
Transform ations o f  G enre in the Growth o f  B ib lica l L iterature  (San Francisco: Harper &
Row,'1987), 94-95.
713 James H. Charlesworth, The G ood and  E vil Serpent: H ow  a U niversal Sym bol B ecam e  
Christianized, AYBRL (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010), 217-218.
714 Cf. Bailey, “Initiation,” 145-147, contra W. S. McCullough, “Serpent,” ID B  4:290. 
McCullough thinks that the bronze serpent mentioned in 2 Kings 18:4 may have been the 
symbol of a remnant of an ancient fertility cult, but this is by no means certain. Even 
McCullough has to admit that his interpretation is “more probable” than that the bronze 
serpent was made by Moses.
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A better argument may be made from the Epic o f  Gilgamesh. After 

Enkidu has sex with the prostitute Shamhat, she says to him, “You have 

become [profound] Enkidu, you have become like a god.”715 While the crucial 

word that Dailey translates “profound” is broken and must be tentatively 

reconstructed,716 the other words “. ..  you have become like a god,” are clear, 

and may be connected with the serpent’s words in Genesis 3, “You shall be 

like god/s.” The fact that the woman clothes Enkidu also makes us think of 

the man and woman clothing themselves.717 This would seem to support the 

sexual interpretation of “knowing good and evil”, although it is important to 

note that, in Gilgamesh, “the knowledge of good and evil "p erse  makes no 

appearance.

Moreover, Bailey may be correct in stating that Genesis 2-3 does echo 

phrases and motifs in The Gilgamesh Epic, but that this indicates the direction 

that the author of the Eden Narrative chose not to take.718 719 Bailey’s argument 

against the sexual interpretation for the knowledge of good and evil quoted 

here at some length.717

715 Stephanie Dailey, translator, M yths fro m  M esopotam ia: Creation, the F lood, G ilgam esh, 
and  O thers  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 56. For discussions of points of contact 
between the Eden Narrative and Gilgamesh, see Thomas L. Brodie, G enesis as D ialogue: A 
Literaiy, H istorical, & Theological C om m entary  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 
67-68. Alexander Heidel, The G ilgam esh E pic  an d  O ld Testam ent P ara lle ls , 2nd edition 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949), 260; Bailey, “Initiation,” 137; Conrad E. 
L’Heureux, In an d  Out o f  Paradise: The B ook o f  G enesis fro m  Adam  and  E ve to the Tower o f  
B abel (New York: Paulist Press, 1983), 43-44; Bernard F. Batto, “The Yahwist’s Primeval 
Myth,” in G ilgam esh: A R eader, edited by John Maier, (Wauconda, Illinois: Bolchazy- 
Carducci Publishers, 1997), 245-259.
716 Shlomo Izr’el, T heA dapa  M yth: Language has the P ow er o f  L ife an d  D eath  (Winona 
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2001), 129, suggests “you are [go]od, Enkidu
717 Keith Dickson, “The Wall of Uruk: Iconicities in G ilgam esh .” JA N E R  9/1 (2009): 32-34; 
Blenkinsopp, “Gilgamesh and Adam, 93-95, 103. See also Ihorkild Jacobsen, The Treasures 
o f  D arkness: A H istory o f  M esopotam ian R elig ion  (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1976), 
219. However, for both Blenkinsopp and Jacobsen, G ilgam esh  and Genesis 2-3 are about 
sexuality as the introduction into the admittedly ambiguous business of growing up.
718 Bailey, “Initiation,” 147. See also Wallace, E den N arra tive , 119.
719 Bailey’s formatting is preserved in these quotes.
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1) Nakedness in the OT usually refers to the loss of human and social 
dignity . . . .720

2) The cry of the man when the woman is brought to him (2 23), and 
his giving her a name which is used of sexually mature females, imply that 
the man and woman were created sexually mature; J took for granted sexual 
intercourse on their part from the beginning . . . ,721

3) Concerning the serpent as a symbol of sexuality (argument # 3),
Bailey points out that the snake has no such connotation in the OT, and that 
even in other Near Eastern literature, the serpent does not always have this 
connotation.722. . .

4) Only in certain clearly recognizably (sic) cases does in the OT 
have a sexual meaning, and always there is a clear sexual object. Here there 
is no sexual object; “good and evil’' are not that.723

5) Most of the parallel OT passages in which “good and evil” occur 
point to its meaning “everything possible,” the two opposites good and evil 
being employed not for their own sake but to express a totality (what lies 
between the two)—a case of merism.724

6) The evidence against the sexual interpretation is thus so strong as to 
be conclusive. This means that the Gilgamesh parallel is of significance not 
because it indicates the path which J followed, but rather the path which he 
knew but from which he departed. Within the context of Mesopotamian 
fertility religion it is understandable that sexual experience would be 
considered the means of initiation into civilization. But in the context of the 
religion of Israel, which does not see fertility as the ground of all being 
human and divine, there was no place for such an initiation. J therefore 
altered the tradition he knew at this point.725

7) Therewith the seventh argument loses its force. The garden milieu 
provides an excellent setting for a sexual initiation, to be sure—and maybe, 
at an earlier stage, in one of the traditions upon which J drew, it actually did 
so. For J, who understood Yahweh in nonsexual terms and did not see 
sexuality as the key to man’s development, this could no longer be the case. 
The woman in Gen 3 is, therefore, not to be understood like the harlot, as a 
sexual temptress who seduces the man.726

The “logical” argument for the sexual interpretation runs something like 

this: As long as the man and woman were content to be without sexual 

awareness, there was no need for them to die. However, when they came to 

such awareness, death became inevitable, since children would be their

720 Bailey, Initiation,” 145.
721 Ibid., 145-146.
722 Ibid., 145-146.
723 Ibid., 146.
724 Ibid.
725 Ibid., 147.
726 Ibid.
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“immortality”, and they had to make room for the new generation.727 

However, while this argument may seem logical, there is no evidence for it in 

the text.

Beyond the problems already mentioned, Hamilton points out two others. 

First, in line with 3:22, this theory must apply sexuality to God.728 Second, 

Genesis 2:24 seems to suggest that sexuality preceded the fall.729

727 Cf. Gordis, “Significance of the Paradise Myth,” 93-94.
728 Hamilton, G enesis: C hapters 1-17, 164. Milgrom, “Sex and Wisdom,” 21, 52, argues for 
the sexual interpretation, but immediately qualifies sexuality as “creativity.” Cf. also John 
Day, From Creation to Babel, 43.
729 Hamilton, G enesis: C hapters 1-17, 164. Hamilton also suggests that 4:1 can legitimately 
be translated as a pluperfect. See also Barr, G arden o f  E den , 66-70 See also Bailev 
“Initiation,” 145-147.
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4. The Knowledge o f Good and Evil as a Test730

Many scholars have taken the knowledge of good and evil as growing into 

maturity of the originally child-like Adam and Eve. For example, Bechtel 

thinks that the image of nakedness-without-shame suggests early childhood, 

and that shame indicates the onset of adolescence.731 What happens in 

Genesis 2-3 is . . not a ‘fall’, but movement toward the emergence of human 

consciousness, freedom, maturity, socialization, and the realization of identity 

in relation to the group.”732 As with the “moral autonomy” approach, the 

maturity approach is appealing to modem western habits of thought. Modern 

westerners generally regard obedience to external authority as a sign of 

immaturity.

However, despite its appeal, Bechtel’s interesting and creative exposition 

founders on the larger linguistic and contextual rocks.733 She refers to the 

expulsion of 3:24 in positive tones, but this is a stretch. The root eha is a 

strong word meaning ‘‘to drive out”, and often implies some force. Cain uses 

the same word in 4:14, and hardly in a positive sense. Indeed, most scholars 

recognize that Genesis 3 and 4 are by the same author. If Gen. 3 is a fall 

upward, what is Gen. 4? The seriousness o f the fall (for such it may be, even 

if the word “fall” does not occur in Genesis 3) is seen clearly in the light of 

Genesis 4 ff. As Gordon points out, while the words “sin” and “disobedience”

730 Cf. Aalders, G enesis: 93; Derek Kidner, Genesis: A n  In troduction  and  C om m entary, 
TOTC (Chicago: Illinois, 1967); Mettinger, The Eden N arrative: A L iterary and  Relig io-  
historical S tudy o f  G enesis 2-3, 49-60.
731 Bechtel, “Interpretation of Genesis 2.4b-3,” 84-85. Cf. also Walton, G enesis, 215.
732 Ibid., 85.
733 Bechtel, 103, deals in a rather cursory manner with God’s prohibition in 2:16-17. In a
very brief paragraph she fails to discuss the word N?, the most common nuance of which is as 
a permanent prohibition.
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do not occur in Genesis 3, the concept can hardly be better described than the 

story of Genesis 3 describes it.734

If, as Bechtel suggests, the serpent is actually helping the man and the 

woman to grow up, why does God curse the snake? It does not help to 

translate thn as "shamed”, as Bechtel does, since shame is such a serious 

matter in the ancient Near East.735 736

Stordalen also argues for an increased mental maturity for the man and 

woman after they had partaken of the forbidden fruit. He thinks that their 

intention to remedy their nakedness was correct as shown by Genesis 3:21, 

and that their expanded verbal abilities are shown in their defense of 

themselves to God.73(1 However, God’s clothing of the man and woman seems 

to indicate the inadequacy of their own efforts, even if it does signal that their 

intention was basically correct. Furthermore, the idea that excuse-making and 

blaming of others is a sign of maturity must be questioned.

Sawyer has argued that Genesis 2-3 needs to be read in close connection 

with Genesis 1. Indeed, he thinks that Genesis 2-3 is an “expansion” of 

Genesis l .737 Thus, Genesis 3 becomes not a fall, but a fulfillment.

Sawyer’s reasons may be summarized as follows:

1. 2:4a, while written in the style o f the preceding narrative, is
“ . . . a kind of title or introductory formula for what follows

738

734 Gordon, “ Ethics of Eden,” 14-15. See also Terence E. Fretheim, “Is Genesis 3 a Fall 
Story?” WW 14/2 (1994): 146.
735 Cf. Saul M. Olyan, “Honor, Shame, and Covenant Relations in Ancient Israel and its 
Environment,” JBL 115/2 (1996): 201-218. Olyan notes how common are the concepts of 
honor and shame in Israel and West Asia, and how these concepts permeate all social 
relationships. They even extend into the afterlife. See also Zeba Crook, “Honor, Shame, and 
Social Status Revisited,” JBL 128/3 (2009): 591-611. Crook, 591, refers to the concept as 
“pivotal.”
736 Stordalen, Echoes o f  Eden, 236-237.
737 Sawyer, “The Image of God,” 64-73(especially page 64).
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2. The overlap in subject matter between Gen. 1 and 2-3 is 
more substantial than is usually admitted.738 739

3. The idea of humankind being in the image of God persists 
even after the Garden narrative.740

Concerning number 3 above, Sawyer comments:

The recurrence of the 'image of God,’ motif after the story proves that 
the two stories are not intended to be understood as sequential, the creation 
of Adam followed by his 'Fall', as is often supposed, but in parallel, the one 
elaborating and explaining the other. The ‘image of God’ story in ch. 1 is 
complete in itself, telling how human beings were created, male and female, 
with some divine resemblance in them. Chapters 2-3 tell the same story in 
much greater detail, explaining how it came about that a man made out of 
the dust of the earth came to resemble God.741

However, it should be noted that the language that is used in Genesis 

1 \26-21 for man being created in the image and likeness (l3rnn“|3) of

God, is nowhere used in Genesis 2-3. If the author had intended such a 

positive linkage, the same Hebrew roots might have been expected. True, 

Genesis 2-3 is indeed to be linked with chapter 1, at least in its final form, and 

Sawyer may well be correct in noting that the image of God remains even after 

Genesis 2-3.742 However, is this linkage positive or negative?

Furthennore, it is difficult to see how an ancient author (or an ancient 

audience) would have thought that “maturity” came about as the result of 

disobeying a command from God. Although the book of Ecclesiastes—at 

least in its final form—counsels its readers not to be overly righteous, wise, 

wicked, or foolish,743 the book also tells its readers to obey God’s 

commands.744

738 Ibid., 64.
739 Ibid., 65.
740 Ibid., 65-66.
741 Ibid., 67.
742 Ibid., 65-66.
743 Cf. Ecclesiastes 7:15-18.
744 Ecclesiastes 12:13-14. See also Wallace, Eden Narrative, 117.
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No word for “maturity” occurs in Genesis 2-3. Often, those who adopt 

the maturity interpretation of the Eden Narrative—as well as those who adopt 

other approaches—point out that the word “fall” does not occur in Genesis 2-

3. However, these same interpreters frequently fail to acknowledge that the 

word that would clearly support their own interpretation (such as the word 

“maturity”) is also absent.

6. The Knowledge o f Good and Evil as Omniscience

Another common way to approach the phrase “good and evil” is to regard 

it as a “merism”—i.e., two polar opposites to express everything between.745 

Those who take the meristic approach to the phrase in i frequently refer to 

the seminal work of A. M. Honeyman.746 Honeyman does not list im  nit: as
T T

it occurs in Gen. 2-3, as an example of merism, although Krasovec does list 

the phrase as one of the “meristische Wortpaare,”747 Von Rad expresses the 

thought in the most sweeping terms, using the word “omniscience”.748 

Westermann takes this approach as being beyond question.749

One of the main arguments for this approach is the similar wording in 2 

Samuel 14:17, 20. However, three cautions are in order concerning using 2 

Samuel 14 to elucidate the meaning of the phrase “the knowledge of good and 

evil” in the Eden Narrative. First, the wording of this passage differs 

significantly from the wording in Genesis 2-3. Second, although at the lexical 

level, 2 Samuel 14 does seem to suggest wide-ranging knowledge (if not

745 Mettinger, Eden Narrative, 63-64. Walter Vogels, “‘Like One of Us, Knowing TOB  and 
R A " S e m e i a  81 (1988): 150.
746 A.M. Honeyman, “M erism us  in Biblical Hebrew,” JB L  71/1 (1952): 11-18
747 Joze Krasovec, D er M erism us, BO 33 (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1977). 102
748 Von Rad, G enesis, 78, 81.
749 Westermann, G enesis l - l l ,  243. Cf. also Brodie, G enesis, 139.
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omniscience), the emphasis is upon David’s ability to handle a judicial case 

correctly, rather than all-embracing knowledge.750 Third, the larger literary 

context seems to call the words spoken about David’s knowledge—even taken 

in the judicial sense—into serious question.

Wallace has argued for a meristic understanding of the phrase irn niu in 

Genesis 2-3,751 although he does not deny that other nuances may have been 

emphasized in various tellings and retellings of the story.752 Wallace’s subtle 

analysis acknowledges that many of the verses in the Old Testament that use 

the words 31U and in  are disjunctive, “. . . representing two mutually exclusive 

extremes . . . ”753 However, he thinks he can identify several possible,754 and 

a few clear cases of merism.755

Wallace’s argument is weakened significantly by the fact that some of his 

“clear” instances of merism are virtually identical to cases that he identifies as 

non-meristic or unclear. Thus, although he thinks that the case for merism is 

“less certain” in Genesis 31:24, 29,756 Wallace thinks that Genesis 24:50 is a 

clear case of merism.757 He holds (although with differing degrees of 

probability), that in these cases, the best understanding is that Abraham’s 

servant (Genesis 24) and Laban (Genesis 31) are not to say anything at all. 

However, this ignores the fact that both men do say something in the very act

750 Cf. W. Malcolm Clark, “A Legal Background to the Yahwist’s Use of ‘Good and Evil’ in 
Genesis 2-3,” JBL 88 (1969): 266-278. (See especially page 270.)
751 Wallace, Eden N arrative, 121-129.
752 Ibid., 131.
753 Ibid., 122. For the larger discussion of non-meristic uses of the words, see pp. 122-123.
754 Ibid., 123-124.
755 Ibid., 124-128.
756 Ibid., 123.
757 Ibid., 124.
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of reporting that they can speak neither 3iu nor y i.758 Similarly, Wallace lists 

1 Kings 3:9 as less clearly meristic,759 but 2 Samuel 14:17 as clearly 

meristic.760 Yet the wording of the two passages is very similar.761

Also, as with the “maturity” approach to the meaning of the phrase 

“knowing good and evil,” the omniscience interpretation may be entirely too 

modem to think that an ancient story posited all-encompassing knowledge for 

humans. While both the Gilgamesh Epic and the Adapa Myth suggest great 

knowledge for their protagonists, the stories as a whole seem to suggest 

definite limits for their knowledge. Gilgamesh must leam (the hard way) that 

death is the lot of humankind, even for one who is two-thirds divine. Neither 

Adapa’s great knowledge nor that of his god, Ea, can prevent death from being 

Adapa’s final fate. Whether in Israel elsewhere in the ANE, all human 

knowledge has its limits. Barr correctly contends that Adam and Eve never 

knew everything at any stage in their career. Indeed, he thinks that the 

meristic interpretation is . . the abandonment of an explanation.” 762

758 The differing phrases should also be noted. In Genesis 24:50, the wording 
is nitrix in nan bri: . . .  (“. . .  [W]e cannot speak to you bad or good”). 
In Genesis 31:24, 29), the wording is inn? nitap afjjro» m in y? main. (“Be 
careful that you do not speak to Jacob either good or bad”). If anything, it 
would be preferable to take the phraseology in Genesis 31:24, 29 as indicating 
a merisrn, rather than that of Genesis 24:50.
759 Ibid., 123.
760 Ibid., 125-126.

761 2 Samuel 14:17 has 17111) 3)121 and 1 Kings 3:9 has 171*1 aiO‘^ 2  It
may be that to “hear the good and the evil” is a prelude to “discerning between good, with 
reference to evil.” Wallace does not explain why he classifies these two passages differently. 
It may be that he is basing his taxonomy on the fact that in 2 Samuel the crucial phrase ( in ¡11 
ailSH) is joined by a waw
However, in the larger context of the story in 2 Samuel 14, this semantic argument would not 
carry as much weight. After all, the “hearing of good and bad” in the Tekoaite’s story is for 
the purpose of making a judicial decision, involving the choice of the good and the rejection 
of the bad. Therefore, although the phrasing of the two passages is different, the context 
suggests a similar meaning for the two usages.
762 Barr, Garden o f Eden, 62. Cf. also Clark, “Legal Background,”266-278.
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Tentative Conclusions on the Meaning o f Good and Evil in Genesis 2-3

In each of the approaches that have been sketched, there are certain clues 

in the text that lend credibility to that approach. On the other hand, there seem 

to be significant problems with each approach. This may be because of our 

lack of competence as readers of this ancient document,763 or these seemingly 

conflicting clues (and their consequent interpretive approaches) may result 

from diachronic layering of various accounts.764

On the other hand, these apparently disparate clues may signal a 

deliberate strategy on the part of the author. If the author/redactor was trying 

to be deliberately cryptic, for whatever reason, then a trail of clues leading in 

several different directions might be part of his strategy. If the Eden Narrative 

was designed to function as a hidden polemic against certain excesses in royal 

ideology and behavior, the need for the author to create a smokescreen would 

be entirely understandable.

It is important now to analyze the specific phrase “the knowledge of good 

and evil” and related phrases as they occur in Genesis 2-3. As Westermann 

points out, the phrase “to know good and evil” and related phrases are a 

“leitmotif’ in this story that colors the whole narrative in its final form.765

The verses in Genesis 2-3 that involve some variation of the phrase “the 

knowledge/knowing/knowers (of) good and evil” are listed below. It is 

important to discuss their morphology, lexical form, and meaning in their 

context.

aiui n tanb *ram firb a  na*iK;r|n nirr nos»] 
uni aiu n:nn pin ]an -jina c^nn pin baxnb

763 John Barton, Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical Study 11-12
764 Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis, 11.
765 W esterm an n , G enesis l - l l ,  2 4 2 .
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Genesis 2:9 And out of the ground the LORD God caused to grow 
every tree that is pleasing to the sight and good for food; the tree of life also 
in the midst of the garden, and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

There are two grammatical problems with the phrase in i ninn pin. 

No really satisfactory solution has yet been proposed for the first problem.766 

The word ninn (usually translated “the knowledge o f ’) appears to be, in both 

form and function, an infinitive construct. However, it has the prefixed article. 

Although it is possible to emend the text, there are no manuscripts that support 

such emendation.767

Wenham regards the word ninn as a “substantivized infinitive”, and says 

“. . . it may still take a direct object.” However, the only other biblical 

example of such a phenomenon that he gives is Jeremiah 22:16.768

The other important syntactic issue in Genesis 2:9 is the location of the 

trees: Are both the named trees “in the midst of the garden”, or does only the 

tree of life hold that position? It might strike the modem reader o f Hebrew as 

awkward when he/she encounters the Hebrew.

in i 3ia n jnn  fin tan -¡in: D^nn fin  Genesis 2:9

Genesis 2:9: . .  . the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of 
the knowledge of good and evil.

This last phrase seems to be awkwardly tacked on. One possible 

explanation is that, if one assumes that Genesis 2-3 is a composite narrative, 

the redactor left some inexactitudes in order to preserve exact wording of 

originally separate stories. However, it may be that this grammatical anomaly 

may function as an intentionally somber, discordant note in an otherwise

766 See for example, Wallace, Eden Narrative, 116; Hamilton, Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 160- 
161, fn. 2.
767 Wallace Eden Narrative, 115-116.
768 Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 46.
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idyllic portrait of Eden. If so, it announces to the reader that trouble is coming 

in connection with this tree.769

However, Michel has discussed this matter at length, and has made a 

strong argument for this “gespaltene /coordination” (as he calls it) being the 

normal way of presenting Hebrew coordinate clauses.770 While Wyatt 

dismisses Michel’s analysis as “special pleading,”771 Michel cites many 

instances of this phenomenon of “split coordination.” Even if some of his 

examples are questioned, there is still strong evidence for his contention.

It is significant that these two trees “in the midst of the garden” are named. 

Do they both fall under the same description as the other trees that were 

mentioned earlier in the verse (“every tree that is pleasing to the sight and 

good for food”)? On the other hand, is the reader/hearer to understand that 

these two trees are named, precisely because they do not fall under the 

preceding description? Are the trees signalled out because they are especially 

delectable, or because they are particularly problematic? At this point, the 

readers/hearers are not told.

" rT Genesis 2:17

uran b̂zm e r a ' s  «»a mb ini aits nsnn fini
man nia

NAU Genesis 2:17

. . but from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you 
shall not eat, for in the day that you eat from it you shall surely die.”

769 Similarly, cf. Coats, Genesis, 52. Concerning the two trees being mentioned in 2:9, and 
then dropped for the time being, Coats thinks of them as “foreshadowing motifs.” They are 
left “. .. unintegrated, but nonetheless tantalizing.”
770 Andreas Michel, Theologie Aus Der Peripherie: Die Gespaltene Koordination Im 
Biblischen Hebraisch (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1997), 1-22.
771 Nicolas Wyatt, “A Garden for the Living: Cultic and Ideological Aspects of Paradise.” 
Forthcoming.
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In 2:16, the LORD God gives to the human God’s first recorded 

command,772 using the root ms. Yet the first “command” seems strange: 

“Eating, you shall eat of all the trees of the garden . .  . Where is the 

command in this? Surely the command is found in verse 17. Indeed, some 

scholars think that this emphatic permissive of v. 16 merely sets up the 

antithesis in v. 17, thus emphasizing the negative restriction.773

On the other hand, Hamilton speaks of God’s “ample provision”.774 It is 

striking that the same grammatical construction that is used for the permission 

to eat in v. 16 (the infinitive absolute with the finite verb) is also used for the 

effect of disobeying the LORD God’s command in v. 17. The phrase “eating, 

you shall eat” is contrasted with “dying, you shall die.” In both verses, these 

words are emphatic.

Walton thinks of the prohibition of the tree of the knowledge of good and 

evil as being temporary.77’’ However, the sternness o f the threat seems to tell 

against such an interpretation. The Hebrew word kb most naturally suggests a 

permanent prohibition.776

What of the threat that, if the man eats the forbidden fruit he will surely 

die “on that day” (Genesis 2:17)? Clearly, this does not happen. Various 

approaches have been made to try to explain (or to explain away) this threat.

772 By this, canonical order is meant.
773 G KC  §113. Cf. also John Skinner, A C ritical and  E xegetica l C om m entary on G enesis ,
ICC (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1910), 66.
774 Hamilton, Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 172.
775 Walton, G enesis, 205-206.
776 Cf. G KC, $152.c. G KC  contrasts this with the conditional negation ofbx in §152. f. 
However, Allan Harman, “Particles,” N1DOTTE, 4:1036, argues that kb is used for 
"legislation,” while bx is used for “an urgent situation. In either case, the giving of the first 
command in Genesis 2:17 suggests that this a very solemn and serious usage of the word kb. 
Furthermore, the use of the infinitive absolute and the cognate imperfect verb (man niB=“you 
shall surely die”) is emphatic, whatever its particular meaning may be.
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The NIV  translation blurs the issue by translating DV3 “when”. However, 

Wenham rightly states that, while the Hebrew expression can sometimes have 

the rather generic meaning “when”, it more often “. . .  tends to emphasize the 

promptness of action . . . especially in the closely similar passage (1 Kgs 2:37, 

42).”777 Wenham takes the death as metaphorical. He uses the analogy of the 

expulsion of lepers from the camp of Israel as a kind of death.778

Wenham goes on to note that although the serpent told no outright lies, 

what God had said was still true. Certainly, for the ancient Hebrews, death 

was not simply viewed as occurring when a person drew his last breath.779 

However, one wonders if the more metaphorical sense of “death” works well 

in Genesis 2-3.

Perhaps the most straightforward approach to the fact that the death 

sentence is not carried out immediately is that of Barr, who holds that the 

serpent got it right.780 Similarly, Dershowitz has a chapter on the Eden story, 

“God Threatens—and Backs Down”.781 In a similar (though more positive)

777 Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 68.
778 Ibid., 74.
779 Cf. Hans Walter Wolff, Anthropology o f the Old Testament (London: SCM, 1974), 99-
118, especially, page 111-112. In order to substantiate his argument, Wolff cites such biblical 
texts as Psalm 88:15, 4f.; 38:13f.; 55:4; and Job 33:29f. See also Gordon, “Ethics of Eden,” 
26.
780 Barr, Garden o f Eden, 8.
781 Alan M. Dershowitz, The Genesis of Justice: Ten Stories of Biblical Injustice that Led to 
the Ten Commandments and Modem Law (New York: Warner Books, 2000), 27-47. Cf. 
Skinner, Genesis, 67; Hamilton, Genesis, Chapters 1-17, 172-174. Hamilton cites 1 Kings 
2:37, 42 as an example of the idiom man nia (Genesis 3:17) meaning “you shall surely die.” 
He goes on to say that the expression “in the day” is . . underscoring the certainty of death, 
not its chronology” (172). See also Hamilton’s examples of other cases where the death 
penalty is threatened, but clemency is shown (173-174). Hamilton points out that of the 
twelve occurrences of the phrase outside of Genesis 2:17 and 3:4 (Genesis 20:7; 1 Samuel 
14:44; 22:16; 1 Kings 2:37, 42; 2 Kings 1:4, 6, 16; Jeremiah 26:8; Ezekiel 3:18; 33:8, 14), in 
two of the cases (Jeremiah 26:8; 1 Samuel 14:44), a reprieve is granted.
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vein, some scholars speak of the “mitigation” o f the LORD God’s initial threat 

o f punishment.'82

Despite all that is unknown (and perhaps unknowable) about this 

prohibition, the most important aspect is perhaps the easiest to ignore: It is a 

prohibition.

w ,T Genesis 3:5

c r 'r u  inpap) larap nabax e ra  "3 D'nbt< h t  "3 
ini aia 'j;f  D'nbits crrvn 782

782 Skinner, Genesis, 67.
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r'AlJ G enesis 3:5

“For God knows that in the day you eat from it your eyes will be 
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.”

Here, the phrase in i niu is connected with a participial fonn of the root

i n \  The participial fonn could here be taken in apposition with God (“you

shall be as God who knows good and evil”), or in a predicative sense (“you

shall be as God, that is, you shall know good and evil”).783 “. . . [T]he serpent

intends to place before her the possibility of being more than she is and more

than God intended her to be.”784 If Hamilton is correct, then the knowing of

good and evil would be tantamount to being like God (or like gods).

Another uncertainty is what the serpent intends (or what the humans hear) 

by the word C'n^N. Does the serpent mean that the humans will become like 

the LORD God? It is striking that the expression D'nbtt rnrr (“the LORD 

God”), which was so prominent in chapter 2, and reappears as soon as the 

LORD God returns to the garden, is completely absent during the dialogue 

between the serpent, the woman, and her apparently silent male partner.785 

The word certainly can refer to the LORD God of Israel, but can also

refer to the gods of the nations,786 or to divine beings who are conceived as 

making up some sort of heavenly council. Perhaps the serpent is promising 

(or the humans are hearing?) that the knowledge that the tree offers will make

783 Hamilton. Genesis, Chapters 1-17, 189.
784 Ibid., 190.
785 C f. C a ssu to , Genesis, P art / ,  8 8 .

786 C f., for  e x a m p le , G e n e s is  3 5 :2 , 4 ;  E x o d u s  2 0 :3 .
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the humans like the Q'n'SKrrjQ (“the sons of God—or sons of the gods”) 

mentioned in Genesis 6:2, 4.787

WTT Genesis 3:22

use nmo rrn o"ixn in nvi1?« mm -ioioi
~  ~ : T  T T  T T I •• ■ vs T

mmn pyc dj rip1?) im nipw,"[E nnyi ini aito r\'jib
nbi;1? 'm  Sski

NAlJ Genesis 3:22

“Then the LORD God said, ‘Behold, the man has become like 
one of Us, knowing good and evil; and now, lest he stretch out his 
hand, and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever . .

Based on Genesis 3:7, the hearers and readers of this story may have 

decided that the woman and man had not attained the knowledge of good and 

evil after all. All that they “knew” was that they were naked. They knew 

enough to make coverings for themselves. However, in 3:22, the LORD God 

appears to confirm the serpent’s statement about the effect of eating from the 

forbidden fruit. The words seem straightforward.

Many scholars take these words as indeed being straightforward.788 With 

regard to the serpent’s speech in Genesis 3:5, Stratton writes, “As the narrative

787 For a recent treatment of the Old Testament concept of “the council of God”, cf. David E. 
Bokovoy, “3pir JV33 imum laao: Invoking the Council as Witnesses in Amos 3 :1 3 JBL 
127/1 (2008): 37-51. Especially, note Bokovoy’s reference to Genesis 1:26 and 3:22 on page 
42. However, Bokovoy acknowledges that these references are “ambiguous”. Wenham, 
Genesis 1-15, 85, also thinks of Genesis 3:22 speaks of the humans becoming “. . . like the 
heavenly beings, including God and the angels . .., insofar as man now knows good and evil.” 
(See also Wenham’s discussion of Genesis 1:26 on pages 27-28, where he lists six different 
interpretations of the plural “Let us”.) E. A. Speiser, Genesis, AB, (Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1981), 24, commenting on the phrase “like one of us” says, “A reference to the 
heavenly company which remains obscure.” Similarly, see Waltke, Genesis, 95. Cassuto, 
Genesis, 172, comments on 3:22 (“like one of us”) “—like one of my entourage, like one of 
the Divine entities, which are of a higher order than man, for example, the cherubim and their 
kind.” Cassuto goes on to cite 2 Samuel 14:17 as a reference to the same sort of idea. Cf. also 
Rainer Albertz, „Ihr werdet sein wie Gott: Gen 3, 1-7 auf dem Hintergrund des 
alttestamentlichen und des sumerisch-babylonischen Menschenbildes.“ Welt des Orients 24 
(1993): 89-1 11.
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will bear out in 3.7 and 3.22, it is inappropriate to refer to the serpent’s 

remarks at this point as lying.”789

However, it is possible that God is speaking ironically.790 Good, while he 

does not explicitly refer to Genesis 3:22 as an example of irony, does think of 

Genesis 1-11 as shot through with irony.791 The fact that God acts, rather than 

merely speaks, the conclusion of the clause that begins “. .  . and now, lest he 

stretch out his hand, and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live 

forever “. . . ”) demonstrates that the LORD God is still God, and Adam is but 

a man. The man and woman are not ushered into the divine council. Instead, 

they are driven out of the garden.

7X8 Barr, G arden o f  Eden, 57; John E. Hartley, G enesis, NIBC (Peabody, Massachusetts: 
Hendrickson.2000), 72; Westermann, G enesis 1-11, 272. Walton, G enesis, 214, also seems to 
take Genesis 3:22 in a very straightforward manner. Cf. also Skinner, G enesis, 87.
7X9 Stratton, O ut o f  E den, 45, fn. 1.
790 Cf. Ephrem the Syrian holds the view that God was mocking Adam. Cf. G enesis 1-11, 
Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, 100. John Calvin, A C om m entary on G enesis, 
translated by John King, (London: Banner of Truth Trust, 1947, first published in Latin in 
1554), 182-183; Hamilton, Genesis, Chapters 1-17, 208.
791 Edwin M. Good, Irony in the O ld Testam ent (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1965), 81- 
89 (especially, 81-84). Cf. also McConville, G od and  E arth ly P ow er, 24, who thinks that both 
3:5 and 3:22 are ironic echoes of 1:26.
Radday and Brenner have pointed out that much humor (including ironic humor) is very
subtle and relies on the “.. . the reader’s sensitivity to see through the camouflage___It
goes without saying that this kind of writing runs the risk of being misunderstood.” See 
Yehuda T. Radday and Athalya Brenner, On H um our a n d  the C om ic in the H ebrew  B ible, 
JSOTSup, Bible and Literature Series 23 (Sheffield: Almond Press, 1990), 33. See also 
Harold Bloom, “From J to K, or the Uncanniness of the Yahwist,” in The B ib le a n d  the  
N arrative Tradition, edited by Frank McConnell (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 
23-24. “J sounds  rather matter-of-fact, but that is part of J’s unique mode of irony.”
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iv. Other Motifs which Suggest Knowledge in Genesis 2-3.
a. Adam naming the animals and

Eve.792

b. Eve’s dialogue with the serpent
(3:1-5) and her evaluating of the 
tree (3:6).

There are other indications besides individual words and phrases in the 

Eden Narrative that portray the woman and man as knowing individuals, both 

before and after they partake of the fruit. In 3:1-3, the woman is able to 

understand and correct the serpent’s reasoning. After she has eaten of the 

forbidden fruit, she seeks to shift the blame to the serpent, reevaluating her 

own choice, as well as the serpent’s words. The narrator tells us that the 

woman is able to see before her eyes had been opened by consuming the fruit 

(3:6). He also tells us that she is able to see that the fruit was good (nitt) —at 

least in her eyes—even before she had partaken of the fruit. Furthermore, the 

woman uses the same language to describe this tree as the narrator had used to 

describe God’s view of all the trees of the garden in 2:9. Her language also 

may reflect God’s evaluation of God’s creation in Genesis l.793

The man is also portrayed as having some degree of knowledge before he 

partakes of the forbidden fruit. As Gordis and Bledstein have pointed out, the 

act of naming demonstrated the man’s knowledge.794 The man’s ability to 

name animals is perhaps parallel to King Solomon’s knowledge of plants and

792 Cf. 1 Kings 4:29-34. While “naming” is not mentioned in 1 Kings 4, “speaking o f’ 
animals and plants may suggest that wisdom is generally connected with an expansive 
knowledge of nature.
793 Cf. Carol M. Kaminski, “Beautiful Women or ‘False Judgment’? Interpreting Genesis 6.2 
in the Context of the Primaeval History,” JSOT 32/4 (2008): 470; and, for a different 
evaluation of what Eve is doing, Stratton, Out o f Eden, 45-47.
794 Gordis, “Knowledge of Good and Evil in Old Testament and Qumran Scrolls,”: 127; 
Adrien Janis Bledstein, “The Genesis of Humans: The Garden of Eden Revisited,” Judaism 
26/2 (1977): 191. See also Anthony Tharekadavil, “Is Genesis a Confusion?” Bible 
Bhashyam 28 (2002): 627. Note also the references to Solomon’s encyclopedic knowledge 
(including speaking of animals and plants) in 1 Kings 5:9-14 [EB, 1 Kings 4:29-34],
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animals.795 After he had partaken of the forbidden fruit, he knew enough to 

answer (or evade?) the questions that the LORD God asks. Thus, it would 

seem that the man is portrayed as having some degree of knowledge, both 

before and after partaking of the forbidden fruit.

However, the knowledge of the man and the woman, both before and after 

eating of the forbidden fruit, seems to be problematic. The man’s knowledge 

before partaking of the forbidden fruit is demonstrated to have been 

insufficient to keep the man from transgressing the command of the LORD 

God. Kings in the ANE and in many parts of the Old Testament are portrayed 

as being obedient to the command of their god/gods.796 Since, as already 

noted, kings are routinely associated with knowledge and related concepts, the 

readers and hearers of the Eden Narrative would likely have associated such 

words and concepts with royal ideology. The readers and hearers would also 

likely have noted the problematic nature of knowledge, as portrayed in 

Genesis 2-3.

What would be the purpose a polemic against an uncritical linkage of 

kings and knowledge? Such a hidden polemic would not likely have been 

designed to incite the toppling of a particular king. It is even less likely that 

the Eden Narrative, if it contains a hidden polemic against excesses in royal 

ideology, advocates the complete repudiation of kingship. However, at the 

very least, the evidence suggests that the story calls into question a complete 

or uncritical ratification of royal ideology concerning knowledge.

795 1 Kings 4:33 [Hebrew, 5:13].
796 Cf. the quote attributed to Queen Hatshepsut above, page 107, fn. 343, and the comments 
on the connection between Solomon’s long life and his obedience to God, page 149 See also
the comments by Mark Hamilton on pages 155-156 and fn. 535.
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The precise purpose of a hidden polemic against the linking of kings with 

knowledge may not be recoverable. However, at the very least, the polemic 

would suggest a critical questioning of one of the central qualities of kings in 

the ANE and in the Old Testament itself.797 Such a questioning would not 

likely topple the throne, but it might make it more difficult for the king to 

make extravagant claims concerning his knowledge.

iv. Other Motifs which Suggest Knowledge in Genesis 2-3.
a. Adam naming the animals and

Eve.798

b. Eve’s dialogue with the serpent
(3:1-5) and her evaluating of the 
tree (3:6).

It has been argued that knowledge is a very important theme in Genesis 2- 

3. The evidence upon which this argument is based is the frequency with 

which the roots J7T, DU?, and are used. Other roots such as n to  and i?E© 

may also be relevant to the discussion, since they also often indicate the means 

of perception. Other indicators that the man and woman had some degree of 

knowledge before and after partaking of the forbidden fruit were also briefly 

noted. The fact that knowledge occurs in certain crucial locations in the 

narrative has also been pointed out.

However, while this serves to indicate the importance of the knowledge 

theme in the Eden Narrative, it does not prove that the narrative has anything 

to do with kings. Much less does it prove that there is a polemic (hidden or 

otherwise) in Genesis 2-3. However, it must be continually remembered that a

797 Cf. the previous discussion on pages 106-116.
798 Cf. 1 Kings 5:13 [EB, 4:29-34], While “naming” is not mentioned in 1 Kings 4, “speaking 
o f’ animals and plants may suggest that wisdom is generally connected with an expansive 
knowledge of nature.
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hidden polemic, by definition, will be difficult to detect. Therefore, the fact 

that a political interpretation of the Eden Narrative does not lie on the surface 

of the story does not rule out the possibility.

One of the clues that points toward a hidden polemic against certain 

excesses in royal ideology is the fact that knowledge is closely and commonly 

associated with kings in the ANE.799 This is true of the Old Testament as 

well.800 Because this is so, it might bias us in favor of such an approach to 

Genesis 2-3, even though kings and kingship is not made explicit.

There is another line of argument that is accompanied by some evidence 

and would also point in the general direction of royal ideology. Many of the 

words and phrases connected with knowledge and associated terms are linked 

with kings in other parts of the Old Testament. This is true of the roots in ’, 

c iy , and bDta. As has been pointed out, these roots are used in Proverbs 1:2-7, 

a passage that is programmatic for understanding the book of Proverbs— a 

book that is intimately connected with kings, however that connection is 

analyzed.

Furthermore, several of the biblical texts that are used to elucidate the 

meaning of the phrase “the knowledge of good and evil” are connected in one 

way or another with passages with royal connections. In particular, it has been 

noted in a previous chapter that 2 Samuel 14:1-20 is connected with David’s 

ability (or inability) to discern between good and evil. 1 Kings 3:1-15 is 

another instance in which knowledge is connected with good and evil, and 

with royal ideology. Scholars have used these texts to argue for various 

nuances to the phrase “the knowledge of good and evil” in Genesis 2-3.

799 See the discussion on pages 80fF.
800 See the discussion on pages 82ff.
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However, even if the precise meaning of the phrase itself is not clear, it is 

clear that the phrase in these texts from 1 Samuel and 2 Kings are connected 

with kings. This more general association has, perhaps, been too seldom 

noted.

The closest parallel to the phrase “the knowledge of good and evil” and 

“knowing good and evil” occurs in Deuteronomy 1:39. It is not without 

significance that, in a book that very significantly limits monarchy and 

challenges royal pretensions, 1:39 points out that it is those who did not know 

good and evil who were going to enter the land of promise.

It is not being suggested here that all references to knowledge or the 

knowledge good and evil in the Old Testament are associated with kings. This 

would certainly not be the case. However, there are enough clear associations 

to suggest that Genesis 2-3 triggered such associations in the minds of many 

of the early readers/hearers. While knowledge itself does not make the case, 

another key theme in Genesis 2-3—life—makes the cumulative case 

somewhat more cogent, if not compelling.

1. LIFE IN GENESIS 2-3 AS A HIDDEN POLEMIC 
A GAINST EXCESSES IN ROYAL IDEOLOGY.

After a brief introduction that notes the importance of life and related 

ideas in the Eden Narrative, this subsection of the thesis will be subdivided 

into three parts.

1. Uses o f  the Root /7V7 in Genesis 2-3, besides the Tree o f  Life

2. The Tree o f Life in Genesis 2-3

3. Related Concepts: Gardens, Abundant Water, and Fruitfulness

The Importance o f Life and Related Ideas in Genesis 2-3.
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Life abounds in Genesis 2-3, and not simply in the phrase “the tree of 

life.” Despite the importance of the tree of life in Genesis 2-3, it is important 

to acknowledge other indicators of this important theme, and to discuss their 

significance. In order to avoid neglecting these other aspects of life (and 

related concepts), these other references to life and related aspects will be 

discussed first. The following aspects will be discussed:

Uses o f the Root,Trr in Genesis 2-3, besides the Tree o f  Life 

The root rrn occurs some 111 times in the Old Testament. The greatest 

number of occurrences are in Genesis (125 times), Ezekiel (107 times), and 

Psalms (81 times). After these Old Testament books, the number of 

occurrences falls off significantly. In Deuteronomy, the root is found a total 

of 39 times, and in Proverbs 38 times.801 The frequency with that the root rrn 

occurs in Genesis suggests the importance of the life theme in the book.

Indeed, in the Eden Narrative, words built off the root rrn occur 14 times.802 

Two verses in particular should be noted: Genesis 2:7 and 3:22.

"TT Genesis 2:7 

isi? cikhtin c'hSn hit
¡rn nnxn vn D,,n noeii vsns na’i nrsiftrrp

NAU Genesis 2:7

Then the LORD God formed man of dust from the ground, and breathed 
into his nostrils the breath ot life; and man became a living being.

One key verse in the Eden Narrative that uses the root rrn is Genesis 2:7. 

Since this usage occurs in the verse that relates to the creation of the man, it is

801 G. Gerleman, ‘TPn.” TLOT 1:41 llbid., 412-413.
802 Genesis 2:7 (twice); 2:9, 19 (twice); 2:20; 3:1; 3:14 (twice); 3:17, 20, 22 (twice); and 3:24.
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especially important. It seems to suggest two primary aspects of the creation 

of the man. First, there is the man’s origin is humble (nn*wrrjp isy).

Second, it is the LORD God who gave the man life (D’*n natía VBKa na’1

n*n tíca1? mnn ,rr>]).

Hamilton notes that it was especially the kings in Israel and the ANE, 

who were said to have (or to be) “the breath of life.”803 Hamilton argues that 

the reference to the LORD God breathing breath into Adam (or humanity?) 

suggests that the way the story is told in Genesis 2 (as in 1:26, with the image 

of God) may . . be a demythologizing of royal mythology and a 

democratization of society in Israel.”804 While Hamilton himself does not 

make this interpretive move, such demythologization and democratization 

would be a challenge to royal ideology. To broaden the concept of God’s 

breath is, simultaneously, to challenge any sort of monopoly on God’s 

breath—including a royal monopoly.

However, while the importance of Genesis 2:7 should be acknowledged, 

there is no mention here of eternal life in 2:7, but simply of life. Indeed, there 

is no mention of eternal life initially when the tree o f life is mentioned in 2:9. 

Barr may be correct in saying that humans were not created immortal, nor that 

they lost their immortality when they sinned.805 On the other hand, as Gordon 

has pointed out, death was not, as in Gilgamesh, divinely ordained for humans. 

On the contrary, in Genesis 2-3, death is connected only with disobedience.806

803 Ibid., 158-159. However, as Hamilton, Genesis. Chapters 1-17, 158, concedes the word 
in Lamentations 4:20— which he cites is ITH, rather than ¡1003. Cf. also Brettler God is 
King, 46; Mowinckel, He that Cometh, 68-69.
804 Cf. Günther Wittenberg, “The Image of God,” 12-23.
805 Barr, Garden of Eden, 14.
806 Gordon, “ Ethics of Eden, 18-19.
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Perhaps rather than speaking of the man and woman as either “mortal” or 

“immortal” in the garden, one should speak of the man or woman as being 

“amortal”. Neither mortality nor immortality were issues for them, as long as 

they stayed in the garden and obeyed the LORD God.

While Genesis 2:7 does not suggest eternal life, 3:22 does have the 

expression cb'jb  ,m. Scholars have often seemed content with discussing

what the phrase does not mean. Thus, Jenni notes that “[t]he Eng. translation 

‘eternity’ . . .  is inappropriate for a number of OT passages with ‘olam, and, 

even when it seems appropriate, it may not be pennitted to introduce a 

preconceived concept of eternity, burdened with all manner of later 

philosophical or theological content. . .  ,”807 This is an important caveat.

Jenni comments that, the meaning “. ..  ‘most distant time,’ either with a view 

to the past. . ., to the future, or to both . . .  covers most of the instances of 

the use of the word.808

However, it may be that discussions of the translation of the Hebrew 

expression cb'^b 'n have obscured the fact that this and similar phrases are 

frequently used in connection with kings. Indeed, although Jenni notes that, 

“[a] few OT texts express a wish for ‘eternal’ life for the king, to which 

extrabibl. courtly terminology has pars., e.g., in the Amama 

correspondence,”809 Jenni seems to acknowledge a significant number of texts 

that link kings with life in some way.810

807 E. Jenni, “cbij! ‘olam eternity,” TLOT2:853.
808 Ibid., 853.
809 Ibid., 858.
810 Ibid. For the expression “May the king live!” he lists 1 Samuel 10:24; 2 Samuel 1616- 1 
Kings 1:25, 34, 39; 2 Kings 11:12; 2 Chronicles 23:11. Jenni also speaks of “an 
intensification with Fcolam" in 1 Kings 1:31; 2 Samuel 14:21; and in Nehemiah 2 3
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Jenni regards the wish for “eternal” life for the king “an intensification” of 

the more common expression “May the king live!”811 He notes the presence 

of the concept of eternity in 1 Kings 1:31 and Nehemiah 2:3, as well as the 

similar expressions in Aramaic in Daniel 2:4; 3:9; 5:10; 6:7, and 22. About 

these instances, as well as those in the Psalms, Jenni regards them “. . . as an 

exuberant wish for the king’s long life and for the continuation of the dynasty . 

. . ,”812 Jenni points out that,

Even if the formula may have originally once implied the deification of 
the king, it has already become a hyperbole of courtly speech in pre- 
Israelite usage (cf. EA 21:22f., 39 “and may my brother live in eternity . . . 
for 100,000 years”; cf. 149:24ff. of the life of the servant), and certainly so 
in Israel, where the longing for eternity is canceled by statements 
concerning the God-ordained fmitude of all human life (Gen 3:22; 6:3; Job 
7:16).813
Jenni’s cautious comments may well be warranted. However, whatever 

the precise meaning of the expression cb'vb ’n may be, it would likely have 

been suggestive of royal ideology in the minds of hearers/readers of the Eden 

Narrative.

Life, even apart from the tree of life, is a major theme in Genesis 2-3.

This life is said to be a gift from God. This is stated in a way that would have 

likely evoked royal claims in the minds of hearers/readers. However, this gift 

oflife is compromised by the man and woman who are given life by the 

LORD God when they disobey the command of the LORD God.

The Tree o f  Life in Genesis 2-3

WTT Genesis 2:9

no7Nrr]Q E'ribN rnrr nas»i 
IT! l?n "jina c ’nn brxa1? rnsnaS nan)

811 Ibid., 858-859.
812 Ibid., 859.
813 Ibid., 858-859.
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in i aia ninn

NAU Genesis 2:9

Out of the ground the LORD God caused to grow every tree that is pleasing to 
the sight and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and 
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

WTT Genesis 3:22

rrn cnxn in □ 'ribx mn1 "m*i
T T T T T \ •• • v: T :

□a nzbi iT nbtf'Hs nnm jni nits run? aarsn “tnxn
| -  t : t "  : ■ l v  t -  : t t  -  -  t v  • -  -  :

nbvb ■•ni n^nn yvn

NAU Genesis 3:22

Then the LORD God said, “Behold, the man has become like one of Us, 
knowing good and evil; and now, he might stretch out his hand, and take also 
from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever—”

WTT Genesis 3:24

nsi transrrnK oipn  ciNrrnN tthri
c'th  ]'V i it h n  "ib©1? rcsnnan :nnn anb
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NAU Genesis 3:24

So He drove the man out; and at the east of the garden of Eden He stationed 
the cherubim and the flaming sword which turned every direction to guard the 
way to the tree o f life.”

Many scholars have focused on the tree of the knowledge of good and 

evil, and virtually ignored the tree of life.814 This is true of Westermann, who 

has an in-depth discussion of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and a 

very short paragraph on the tree of life, even though Westermann speaks of the 

author’s skill in combining disparate materials such as the tree of knowledge 

and the tree of life.815 816

However, the fact that the tree of life is one of the two named trees in the 

garden suggests the importance this tree in Genesis 2-3. The position of the 

tree in the middle of the garden,811’ and its function as an inclusio in 2:9 and 

3:22, 24, also suggest the importance of the tree. Furthermore, as Barr has 

argued, no matter what the prehistory of the present form of Genesis 2-3, in its 

present form the text gives the possible access to the tree of life as “. . . the 

sole express motivation for the expulsion from the garden.”817 Thus,

Mettinger seems to be correct when he writes,

The Eden Narrative in Genesis 2-3, in the form that we now have it, is 
a story about divine commandment, human disobedience, and the 
consequences of insurrection. This span of events has as its focal point the

814 Ellen van Wolde, Words Become Worlds: Semantic Studies of Genesis 1-11 (Leiden: 
Brill, 1994), 32.
There are a few scholars who argue that the tree of life was the original and/or more important 
tree. Cf. Eduard Nielsen, “Creation and the Fall of Man: A Cross-Disciplinary Investigation,” 
HUCA 43 (1972): 13-22. (See especially pp. 20-22.) See also Jutta Krispenz, “Wie Viele 
Bäume Braucht das Paradies? Erwägungen zu Gen II 4b-III 24,” VT 54 (2004): 301-318.
815 Claus Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 212.
816 Brodie, Genesis as Dialogue, 139.
817 Barr, Garden o f Eden, 59. Cf. also W. Lee Humphreys, The Tragic Vision and the 
Hebrew Tradition, Overtures to Biblical Theology (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), 75,
79. However, Humphreys emphasizes not so much the expulsion, as the motivation of the 
LORD God, who is worried about the man violating the deity’s realm.
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two special trees in the garden of Eden, which are the most prominent 
symbols of the narrative.818

It is somewhat surprising that even scholars who recognize a connection 

between the tree of life and kings do not think of this connection as a crucial 

indicator as to the theme and purpose of the Eden Narrative. Wallace, for 

example, notes that there is “especially” a connection between ‘the plant of 

life” and kings in the ANE, but does not seem to recognize this connection as 

important for understanding the Eden Narrative.819 Similarly, Stordalen notes 

the following:

There is no explicit biblical reference to the king as gardener. On the 
other hand, passages like Ps 72:16 portray the ruler as pivotal for the 
distribution of blessing upon the nation. As demonstrated by Arvid 
Kapelrud, the idea of royalty as responsible for fertility (and eo inverso 
famine) lies at the core of 2 Sam 21:1014. Given the symbolism of royal 
gardens in neighbouring cultures, it seems reasonable to assume a similar 
symbolic Hebrew royal ideology. Positive evidence for this assumption 
remains weak.820

However, it is the contention of this thesis that the connection of life with 

kings is particularly suggestive when it comes to the tree of life. While the 

actual “tree of life” does not appear to be common in the ANE, the plant of 

life is a common phrase that is associated almost exclusively with kings.821 

Again, the thesis here presented is not arguing for precise verbal connections 

between texts. Such connections would be difficult to prove.

On the other hand, the “tree of life” and the “plant of life” are sufficiently 

similar to suggest a connection between the tree and the plant. The tree of life 

may in fact be an intensification of the plant of life that is commonly

818 Mettinger, Eden Narrative, 5.
819 Wallace, Eden Narrative, 105. Wallace encapsulates this observation in one sentence
82(1 Stordalen, Echoes o f Eden, 102.
821 Cf. pages 106-110 of this thesis.
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associated with kings throughout the ANE and in the Old Testament.822 

Certainly, kings and kingdoms are frequently linked with trees.823

It is important to note carefully what is not explicitly said concerning the 

tree of life.824 The tree was created before the man and woman were created. 

Presumably, since the man is placed in the garden that the LORD God had 

planted,825 to serve and guard the garden,826 this divine purpose would have 

applied to the tree of life. The woman is created in order to help the man, 

likely in order to aid the man in caring for the garden.827

It is arresting that God makes no mention of the tree of life to the man or 

the woman. Did they even know of its existence? While the readers are told 

of the tree’s existence by the narrator in Genesis 2:9, and the readers are 

allowed to overhear the speech of the LORD God concerning the tree in 3:22, 

there is no evidence that the man and the woman are aware of it. Boer notes 

that, “Genesis 1-3 is not merely a narrative of origins; it is also one of loss.”828

822 Sandra Scham, “The Days of the Judges: When Men and Women Were Animals and Trees 
Were Kings,” JSOT97 (2002): 37-64. Cf. also this thesis, p. 132 and fn. 436, and p 133, fn. 
441.
In the research involved in this thesis, no scholar who was consulted has proposed the term 
“intensification” for the expression D,!,nn }'jJ. The idea would merit more study.
823 Cf., for example, Ezekiel 31:8-9, 16; 17:23; 2 Kings 14:9=2 Chronicles 25:18; and Judges 
9:7-21. One problem with some of the works that connect kings with trees is that they strive 
for a specificity that may be impossible. For this thesis, only a widespread connection 
between kings and kingdoms is being argued.
824 Cf. C. John Collins, Genesis 1-4: A Linguistic, Literary, and Theological Commentary 
(Phillipsburg, New Jersey: P & R Publishing, 2006), 115. “There are a host of proposals to 
explain the two trees. For our purposes, the key thing to note is that the author of Genesis 
does not explain at all the natures of these two trees.” However, Collins immediately goes on 
to give a brief explanation of the trees.
825 Genesis 2:8-9.
826 Genesis 2:15.
827 Genesis 2:18.
828 Roland Boer, “The Fantasy of Genesis 1-3,” BI 14:4 (2006): 320.
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He thinks of the tree of life as “lost” at the very moment when it comes into 

human awareness.829

If they were aware of the tree of life, why did they not eat of its fruit? Or 

did they? Barr has argued for the idea that the story does not envision that 

they had eaten from the tree of life. The primary evidence that he adduces is 

the word ]D, in Genesis 3:22.830 Barr thinks that the word (usually translated 

as “lest”) cannot easily mean “lest the man continue to do something he has 

already been doing”.

However, as Stordalen notes, in Ex. 1:9 f., the word ]s is used quite 

clearly to express “lest the Hebrew slaves continue to multiply.”831 Stordalen 

also refers to II Sam. 12:27 f. as a possible example of the use of ID to indicate 

“lest someone continues to do something which they had already begun 

doing.” Stordalen holds that it is not possible to tell whether they had been 

eating the fruit of the tree of life, but that, in any case, the point is that they are 

not allowed to eat of it now that they have eaten from the forbidden tree.832

Still, it seems that the preponderance of the evidence is that the word ]D is 

used most commonly in connection with preventing something from 

happening at all, rather than preventing something from continuing to happen. 

The man and woman in Genesis 2-3 apparently forfeited something crucial— 

the tree of life—even if they were not aware of the tree.

How might the tree of life be polemicizing against aspects of royal 

ideology? The following comments suggest some tentative conclusions.

829 Ibid., 321.
830 Barr. 58, 135, fn. 2.
831 Stordalen, Echoes o f Eden, 230-231. See also Walton, Genesis, 170, 183-185, 230; H Th 
Obbink, “The Tree of Life in Eden,” Z4 W 46 (1928): 106.
832 Ibid., 231.
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The fact that the man and woman are portrayed as unaware of the tree of 

life could be a criticism of royal pretensions to life. As has been pointed out, 

particularly in chapter 4 of this thesis, kings throughout the ANE and in the 

Old Testament are explicitly connected with life, and especially with the plant 

of life. Kings receive life from the gods/God, and they mediate life to their 

subjects. Despite the position of the tree of life in the middle of the garden, 

the man and woman seem to be unaware of the tree of life. How could the 

man and the woman not be aware of the tree of life, when the tree is in the 

middle? To use royal language concerning the tree of life in connection with 

the man and woman, and yet to portray them as oblivious to that tree is 

evidence for a hidden polemic against a crucial aspect of royal ideology.

Furthermore, the man and woman are explicitly said to be driven away 

from the garden and from the tree of life. Since they no longer have access to 

the tree, they can neither enjoy its fruit for themselves, nor pass it along to 

anyone else. As has been argued, one of the most crucial and pervasive 

elements in royal ideology in the ANE and in the Old Testament was the 

king’s possession and mediation of life. Thus, to call into question such a 

connection would likely have caused ancient hearers and readers to detect a 

polemic in the Eden Narrative, albeit a muted one.
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The connection of the king with abundance, and the compromising of 

abundance in the Eden Narrative is also worthy of note. In the ANE, kings 

were often connected (or connected themselves) with abundance.833

However, in Genesis 2, it is God who establishes the garden, plants the 

trees, and provides water, not the man and the woman. The man—and later 

the woman, presumably, as the man’s “ity—is to “ serve and guard” (n io r t l  

r r p ^ )  the Garden, but they are not given credit for planting the garden or for 

providing water for it.

The Eden Narrative begins with a negation. There were no shrubs because 

there was no rain. Furthermore, there was no man to cultivate the ground.

XVTr G enesis 2:5

ator1»! pxp rrrr dip rnian rpia bii 
pNrrbj? d p 'Sk nirr -ppnn vb p  rnton

nDnxrrnx 1 2 b  rx d-iWi
f  t  : t  -  |  • -  t  t  :

Related Concepts: Gardens, Abundant Water, and Fruitfulness

NAl1 G enesis 2:5

“Now no shrub of the field was yet in the earth, and no plant of the field had 
yet sprouted, for the LORD God had not sent rain upon the earth; and there 
was no man to cultivate the ground.”

This contrast between “before and after” may be reminiscent of the ANE 

literature that portrays the world as a chaotic wasteland, especially, before the 

creation of the king.834 However, in the Eden Narrative, it is not the man who

833 Shalom E. Holtz, “The Thematic Unity of Psalm cxliv in Light of Mesopotamian Royal 
Ideology,” VT58 (2008): 367-380. See especially 373-378. See also Lambert, “Kingship in 
Ancient Mesopotamia,” 54-70.
834 See especially the references in the chapter on scholarship, as well as Carlo Zaccagnini, 
“An Urartean Royal Inscription in the Report of Sargon s Eighth Campaign,” in Assyrian 
Royal Inscriptions: New Horizons in Literary, Ideological, and Historical Analysis (Papers o f
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primarily resolves this problem of the lack of life-giving conditions on the 

earth. Rather, it is the LORD God who does so, although part of God’s 

solution is the creation of the man.835

As has been pointed out in this thesis, the planting of gardens is 

considered a royal act, both in the ANE in general and in the Old 

Testament.836 However, the planting of the trees in the garden is pointedly 

said to be the work of the LORD God. Thus, while the man and woman are in 

the garden, they are portrayed as servants of the garden, rather than as the 

garden’s founder or sustainer.

When the LORD God pronounces the curse on the ground, he states that 

the ground will no longer yield its abundance to the man.837 This lack of 

fruitfulness is further exacerbated in Genesis 4, a chapter that mirrors chapter 

3 in many ways, but also intensifies chapter 3.838

Genesis 2-3 portrays Adam and Eve as made by the LORD God and given 

the task of caring for the garden by the LORD God. In the ANE in general, as

a Symposium held in Cetona (Siena) June 26-28, 1980, OAC 17 (Roma: Instituto Per 
L’Óriente, 1981), 259-295. As Zaccagnini points out, kings boast about how they have 
brought about order and fruitfulness, in contradistinction with the kings over whom they have 
triumphed. Cf. also Batto, “Paradise Reexamined,” 33-66; Thorkild Jacobsen, “The Eridu 
Genesis,” JBL 100/4 (198): 513-529.
835 Cf. Hamilton, Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 153-154. Hamilton points out that there are two 
problems. First, God is not doing what God customarily does—i.e., sending rain. Second, 
there is no man to till the ground. Both are essential. Cf. also Tepe Stordalen, “Man, Soil, 
Garden: Basic Plot in Genesis 2-3 Reconsidered,” JSO T53 (1992): 13, 15.
836 Cf. the discussion of gardens and the provision of water in the ANE above, pages 135-136, 
and footnotes 451-458. For the discussion of the provision of water by kings in the Old 
Testament, cf. pages 177-180, and footnotes 626-629.
837 Genesis 3:17-19.
838 Genesis 4: 12. Cf. John O. Oswalt, ni2 , TttOT  1:437. Oswalt comments concerning the 
word ni3, that “. . . more commonly it expresses potency, capacity to produce. This may be 
expressed in sexual terms (Job 40:16; Gen 49:3), or it may express the product of the earth's
potency (Gen 4:12; Job 31:39; etc.)---- ” While the same root is not used in other ANE
documents, the general tenor of royal boasts seems to be very similar.
Cf. also Matthew Richard Schlimm, “At Sin’s Entryway (Gen 4,7): A Reply to C. L. Crouch,” 
ZA W 124/3 (2012): 414, in which Schlimm notes the many similarities between chapters 3 and 
4. Whether the two chapters are designed to compare (as Schlimm argues) or to contrast (as 
Crouch contends), they agree that the two chapters are somehow linked.
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well as in Ecclesiastes 2:4-9, it is the king who boasts of planting elaborate 

gardens with fruit trees and providing abundant water.

One crucial aspect of gardens (encountered in both the rest of the ANE 

and in the Old Testament) is the provision of abundant water for the garden. 

Genesis 2:10-14 is often taken as an insertion,839 contributing nothing to the 

main story line. However, in light of the often encountered claims of ANE 

rulers to provide water for their people, these verses might be emphasizing 

that it was not the man who provided water. One might think of the “mist” 

that the LORD God caused to water the earth,”840 and the river that went forth 

from Eden, as being a critique of royal pretensions to supply the necessary 

water for the people.841 In the Eden Narrative, it was the LORD God who did 

so. On this reading, Genesis 2:10-14 may be regarded as an integral part of 

the story.

Summary’: Life in Genesis 2-3 as a Polemic against Excesses in Royal
Ideology.

As with knowledge, life is a common theme throughout the Old 

Testament. However, the particular way in which the theme of life is treated 

in Genesis 2-3 would likely have awakened royal associations in ancient 

readers and hearers. As with knowledge, there are indications of such “royal 

resonances” in Genesis 2-3 in ANE literature in general and also in the Old 

Testament.

Perhaps individually none ot these lines of evidence is conclusive. 

However, taken together, these various aspects of life and related themes point

839 For example, Westermann, Genesisl-U, 216, speaks of the “. .. deliberately parenthetic 
nature” of Genesis 2:10-14.
840 Genesis 2:6.
841 Genesis 2:10-14.
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hearers/readers toward a hidden polemic against the life aspect of royal 

ideology.

As has been pointed out, kings in the ANE were often said to be endowed 

with the breath of life by their god(s). They are also portrayed as being the 

breath of life to their subjects, and at times, to be the breath of life even to 

foreign peoples. In the Old Testament as well, the king is frequently 

associated with life—or with its opposite.

However, in the Eden Narrative, the emphasis is upon the LORD God’s 

gift of the breath of life, rather than upon the man’s (or woman’s) mediation of 

life to others. The planting of the garden, the planting of the trees (including 

the tree of life), and the provision of water are likewise attributed to God.

Finally, when it comes to giving life, two things should be noted 

concerning the Eden Narrative. First, it is the LORD God who gives life. 

Second, the actions of Adam do not lead to life. On the contrary, they lead to 

death. In view of the close connection between kings and the giving of life in 

the ANE and in the Old Testament, the original readers/hearers likely might 

have felt these resonances much more than moderns do.

C. OTHER CLUES IN GENESIS 2-3 FOR A HIDDEN POLEMIC
AGAINST EXCESSES IN ROYAL IDEOLOGY.

There are other possible indicators of a connection — indeed, indicators of 

a negative connection—with royal ideology in Genesis 2-3. Many of these 

have been indicated by previous scholars, but bear repeating in connection 

with the argument that is presented here. These are presented in tabular form. 

In the left-hand column various words, phrases, or motifs are mentioned. In 

column two, other biblical texts that connect these words, phrases, or motifs to 

royal ideology or action are listed. Footnotes refer to scholars who have
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argued for connecting these elements from Genesis 2-3 (as well as from other 

biblical texts) with royal ideology and practice.
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GENESIS 2-3: 
WORDS, PHRASES, 
AND MOTIFS

OTHER POSSIBLE
BIBLICAL
CONNECTIONS

“formed from the dust” 
(Genesis 2:7)842 *

1 Samuel 2:8; 1 Kings 
16:2; Psalm 72:9

The Garden of EdenS44 
as a (Royal) 
Sanctuary844

Ecclesiastes 2:5-8; 
Ezekiel 28:1 1-19.845

The Cherubim846 1 Kings 6.

The River Gihon (Gen. 
2:13)847

Gihon is the place where 
King Solomon was 
coronated (1 Ki. 1:33, 
38, 45).848

The image of God and 
the mandate to rule over 
the earth (Genesis 1-
3)849

While kings are never 
said to be in the image 
or likeness of God in the 
Old Testament, this is a

842 Walter Brueggemann, “From Dust to Kingship,” ZA W 84 (1972): 1-18.
842 The garden as a symbol of the life-giving aspect of royal ideology has already been 
discussed. The idea that the garden may also be related to sanctuaries is listed separately, 
although this idea may also be related to the life-giving aspect. One might think, for example, 
of Ezekiel 47:1-12. While there is no reference to the king in the Ezekiel text, the text does 
closely connect the temple and life.
844 Gordon J. Wenham, “Sanctuary Symbolism in the Garden of Eden Story,” in Proceedings 
o f the World Congress ofJewish Studies 9 (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1986), 
19-25. This article also appears under the same title in I  Studied Inscriptions from Before the 
Flood: Ancient Near Eastern Literary, and Linguistic Approaches to Genesis 1-11, edited by 
Richard S. Hess and David Toshio Tsumura (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1994), 399-404.
John Strange, “The Idea of Afterlife in Ancient Israel: Some Remarks on the Iconography in 
Solomon’s Temple,” PEQ 117 (1985): 35-40; Omer Sergi, “The Composition of Nathan’s 
Oracle to David (2 Samuel 7:1-17) as a Reflection of Royal Judahite Ideology,” JBL 129/2 
(2009): 261-279.
845 Cf. the discussion above, page of Van Seter’s comments on royal motifs.
846 Elizabeth Bloch-Smith, “ ‘Who is the King of Glory?’ Solomon’s Temple and Its 
Symbolism,” in Scripture and Other Artifacts, edited by Michael D. Coogan, J. Cheryl Exum, 
and Lawrence E. Stager (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994); Stordalen, Echoes
o f  Eden, 459.
847 Amit, “Biblical Utopianism,” 11-17.
848 Whether or not the Gihon of Genesis 2:13 is associated with the Gihon of 1 Kings 1, it is 
possible that the mere sound of the name may have awakened thoughts of Israel’s wisest king, 
Solomon.
84g Cf. Middleton, The Liberating Image. One fruitful area for further research is the pursuit 
of the connections between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2-3, in tandem with Enuma Elish and 
Gilgamesh. Possible—indeed, likely—connections have long been noted between the biblical 
texts and these two ANE works.
some possible connections between royal ideology and the stories of Enuma Elish and 
Gilgamesh have been noted in this thesis. However, further exploration might reveal ways in 
which one story or account polemicizes the other in speaking of kingship. For example, is it 
not possible that Enuma Elish is seeking to ideologically validate not only Marduk and
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common way of 
speaking of kings in the 
ANE.

Being driven out of the 
Garden (Genesis 
3:24)* 850

(Exile)

Primeval creation of 
humanity.851

Ezekiel 28:1 1-19.852

The clothing of the man 
and woman as a royal 
(or anti-royal?) act.853

The fact that the garden seems to be linked in some way with temples, 

which are frequently linked with kings in both the ANE and in the Old 

Testament, also lends credence to a royal connection in the Eden Narrative. 

Sergi points out that

Babylon, but also the king of Babylon, whereas Gilgamesh, though set in ancient Ur, might be 
seeking to undermine an uncritical pro-royal ideology in some other time and geographical 
setting?
It is also possible that Genesis 1 is presenting God (and the humans as his co-regents, as in 

vss. 26-28) in terms similar to Enuma Elish in order to make a pro-royal statement. Perhaps 
Genesis 2-3 may not only use motifs from Gilgamesh, but may also be calling into question 
the pro-royal ideology of Genesis 1, in a similar way that Gilgamesh may call into question 
the pro-royal assumptions of Enuma Elish.
These are, however, only possibilities, and are not developed in this thesis.
850 Cf. Brueggemann, David and His Theologian, 9. “It is not, I think, forcing the narrative to 
see a parallel in Gen 3:23-24 in which the man is expelled from his garden. The loss of 
garden and loss of kingdom come to mean the same thing, exile.”
Admittedly the root is never unambiguously used for “exile,” although the root may 
suggest this in Hosea 9:15. However, the root ©73 is used in contexts which connote violent 
expulsion, whether of individuals (Leviticus 21:7ff.) or groups (Joshua 24:18). The more 
common word for exile is 17173.
831 For example, cf. Mary R. Bachvarova, From ‘Kingship in Heaven’ to King Lists: Syro- 
Anatolian Courts and the History of the World,” JANES 12 (2012): 97-118. Bachvarova, 97, 
notes that Hittite-Hurrian kings connected their reigns with “. .. a variety of kings from far-off 
lands. . . . ” This served to allow . . .  them access to the distant past and connecting them to 
world events.” Thus, the ancient creation of humankind may be linked to royal ideology in 
the ANE and in Israel.
Cf. also Aage Bentzen, “King Ideology—‘Urmensch’— ‘Troonsbestijgingsfeest’,” ST  1 
(1950): 143-157.
852 Cf. the discussion above (pages 80-81) of Van Seters’ approach to Ezekiel 28, and its 
possible connection with Genesis 2-3.
853 William N. Wilder, “Illumination and Investiture: The Royal Significance of the Tree of 
Wisdom in Genesis 3,” WTJ68 (2006): 51-69. Wilder makes the intriguing suggestion that 
the man and woman were designed to be royalty, as symbolized by investiture. However, they 
took a shortcut, which Wilder regards as premature, self-motivated, and disobedient.
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. . . setting the royal dynasty and the temple at the heart o f royal 
ideology was common practice in ancient Near Eastern kingdoms. In light 
o f this and since the temple and the Davidic monarchy seem to occupy a 
major role in biblical historiography, as well as the prophetic literature and 
in biblical poetry, we may assume that role o f the temple and the dynasty in 
the royal Judahite ideology was not only a Deuteronomistic issue but was 
addressed also by pre-and even post-Deuteronomistic scribes.854

However, if Genesis 2-3 does indeed portray the Garden of Eden as a 

sanctuary, the relationship between the man and woman and this sanctuary is 

quite problematic. At the end of the story, the man and woman are driven out 

of the garden. This is hardly a positive outcome in terms of the Garden- 

Sanctuary. The cherubim now guard ("icci1?) the way to the tree of life. As 

Walton puts it, “. . . [T]he warden is off to jail.”855

854 Sergi, “The Composition of Nathan’s Oracle to David,” 262.
855 Walton, Genesis, 230.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

It has been argued that one of the rhetorical uses of the Eden Narrative— 

if not the author’s rhetorical purpose for it—is to provide a hidden polemic 

against certain aspects of royal ideology, as well as the behavior based on such 

ideology. The individual pieces of evidence presented from Genesis 2-3 are 

not convincing, when each clue is considered in isolation. However, there is a 

cumulative weight to it, even if each individual piece of evidence is 

inconclusive. The association of life and related concepts with kings, and 

above all the portrait of the woman and man attaining “the knowledge of good 

and evil” and “becoming like gods seem to provide evidence for such a 

reading.

Can the precise target of the hidden polemic of the Eden Narrative be 

identified? Such attempts have been made.856 One line of scholarly argument 

is based on evidence that suggests a composition during the time of the early 

Israelite monarchy. If this is correct, the targets of polemic may be early 

Davidic kings.

Despite the scholarly reaction against the notion of a “Solomonic 

Enlightenment” as proposed by von Rad, the existence of such a literary 

flowering is still plausible, unless one holds that “the united kingdom of 

Israel” was a complete fabrication.857 A transitional time that is characterized 

by relative peace and prosperity can indeed be a time for the flowering of

856 Cf., e.g., Rendsburg, Redaction o f  Genesis, 107-120. See also Gerhard von Rad, Genesis, 
revised edition, translated by John H. Marks, OTL (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1972), 16; 
Brueggemann, David and His Theologian, 1-27.
857 Cf. the balanced (albeit, conservative) discussion in Jens Bruun Kofoed, Text and History: 
Historiography and the Study o f the Biblical Text (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 41-58, 
and his references to various scholars on both sides of the debate. Cf. also the careful 
statements in Walter Dietrich, The Early Monarchy in Israel: The Tenth Century B.C.E., 
translated by Joachim Vette (Atlanta: SBL, 2007), 259-262 (especially, 262).
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culture and literature. Furthermore, Israel was surrounded by monarchies, or 

(as in the case of Canaan areas which had been dominated by monarchies). 

Most of these monarchies had existed for hundreds of years. Israel did not 

need to create its own institutions or the ideologies that undergirded them ab 

novo. Rather, Israel could pattern its own institutions on the models provided 

by other ancient monarchies.858

There is indeed evidence that that suggests connections between the Eden 

Narrative and the account of the early kings in Samuel and Kings.859 These 

have been noted by many scholars.860 For example, there is the mention of 

Gihon, which is associated with the coronation of Solomon.861 The 

boundaries of the land of Israel, as recorded in Genesis also appear to 

correspond with those mentioned in the Court Narrative. People groups and 

names of individuals that are encountered in Genesis reappear in the Court 

Narrative. A somewhat more positive viewpoint toward foreigners seems to 

permeate both Genesis and the Court Narrative.862

Do the many connections with the Davidic and Solomonic reigns prove 

that Genesis 2-3 was composed during or shortly after that time? If this is

858 Cf. Day, “The Canaanite Inheritance of the Israelite Monarchy,” 72.
859 For a classic presentation of the evidence which seems to point toward an early monarchic 
date for Genesis, cf. Benjamin Mazar, “The Historical Background of the Book of Genesis,” 
JNES 28 (1969): 73-83. Some of the major lines of evidence and argument which Mazar 
presents are as follows. The extent of the promised territory in Genesis corresponds to the 
boundaries of the United Kingdom of David and Solomon (p. 74; cf. Genesis 15:18), 
references to Judah’s ascendancy (p. 74; cf. Genesis 49), and references to place names, such 
as Moriah (p. 74f.; Genesis 22:14; cp. 2 Chronicles 3:1).
860 Cf., for example, Otto Kaiser, Introduction to the Old Testament: A Presentation o f  its 
Results and Problems, translated by John Sturdy (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Augsburg, 1975), 
78-91; Gary A. Rendsburg, The Redaction o f Genesis (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1986), 
107-120; B. Mazar, “The Historical Background of the Book of Genesis,” JNES 28 (1969): 
73-83.
861 Cf. 2 Kings 1:33, 38,45; 2 Chr. 32:30; 33:14.
862 In particular, John Day, From Creation to Babel, 48, notes a more positive attitude toward 
Edom in Genesis—especially in Genesis 33.
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true, then David and/or Solomon may well be the polemical target for the 

Eden Narrative.863

However, if the argument made in this thesis is correct, such a precise 

determination may be impossible. The actual time of the composition of a 

story may be very different from the in which the story is set. If the Eden 

Narrative assumed its final form in the Persian or Greek period,864 it would 

have been wise for the redactor or author to present a protest against certain 

aspects of monarchical pretensions in terms of Israel’s earlier history.865 In 

this manner, whatever royal “establishment” was the immediate target of a 

hidden polemic might have read the polemic against certain aspects of royal 

ideology, without recognizing that they were its target. Its author/redactor 

might be able to deflect royal wrath by pointing out that this story was directed 

against certain aspects of Israel’s own royal ideology and practice. A foreign 

overlord—whether Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, or Greek—might well have 

been mollified, or even pleased, by this explanation. It was up to the Jewish 

reader to read between the lines, and conclude that the Eden Narrative might 

have something to say about present royal arrangements.

However, no matter the time of the composition or redaction of Genesis

2-3, there are many references to people groups, places and names in the Eden 

Narrative, in the Primeval Narrative, and Genesis as a whole, that seem to

863 Cf., e.g., Rendsburg, Redaction o f Genesis, 107-120. See also Gerhard von Rad, Genesis, 
revised edition, translated by John H. Marks, OTL (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1972), 16.
864 Indeed, the presence of the story of the tower in Babylon might argue, not for a Neo- 
Babylonian date, but rather for a Persian date. The Persian overlords of Judah might well 
smile at the story, without perceiving that, mutatis mutandis, the story was about them as well. 
Kingly pretensions seem to be amazingly intercultural and unchanged across time.
865 This is one case in which the maximalism/minimalism debate does not materially affect 
the argument. Whether such literature was practically an eye-witness account, or was entirely 
fabricated, its status as a hidden polemic against certain aspects of royal ideology of kings 
would still be valid.
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connect Genesis with the Court Narrative.866 These references would likely 

have awakened associations with royal ideology in the mind of the 

readers/hearers of Genesis. While pinpointing the precise nature of these 

connections may be difficult, or even impossible, for the purpose of arguing 

for a more general reference to an ANE worldview concerning kings and 

kingship, precision may not be required. Indeed, precision may have been 

precisely what the author was striving to avoid, if  the author was indeed 

engaging in a hidden polemic.

Furthermore, the reading of the rhetorical purpose of Eden Narrative that 

is here proposed is in line with other portions of the Old Testament. Some of 

these other texts are frequently used to elucidate the meaning of the phrase 

“the knowledge/knowing/ knowers of good and evil,” although often only at 

the lexical level. While the meaning of these similar phrases may indeed help 

us to understand the phrase at that level, in the larger literary context, these 

other occurrences may paint a more negative portrait of the knowledge of 

good and evil,867 and of life.868

This approach to Genesis 2-3 as a hidden polemic against certain excesses 

in royal ideology might help to account for some of the details of the story that 

seem to pull the reader/hearer of the story in various, and often contrary, 

directions. If the story—at least in something like its final form—was a 

hidden polemic against certain aspects of royal ideology, then it ought not to 

be surprising that there are so many different, diverse (and even contradictory)

866 Cf. fn. 859 below for references.
867 Cf. the discussion on some of the less than flattering references to the knowledge of good 
and evil in connection with kings in this thesis in fn. 361, 362, 508, and 754.
868 Cf. the discussion in chapter 4 and the evidence from Genesis 2-3 that was presented in the 
preceding chapter.
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interpretations of what might seem on the surface to be a simple story. This 

may have been intended by the original redactor who is responsible for 

something like the final form of the Eden Narrative. If the king’s security 

forces knock on the door at midnight, it is a very good idea to be able to say, 

“Oh, but your Majesty, this was but a trifling story about. . . .” A certain 

degree of indirection may be the soul of discretion when polemicizing against 

kingly pretensions.
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CONCLUSION AND POSSIBILITIES FOR FURTHER 
RESEARCH

Certainly further research could be done on individual aspects that point 

toward a hidden polemic against royal ideology in Genesis 2-3. Some of these 

have been mentioned in tabular form above.

However, another fruitful avenue was recently proposed in the form of a 

question from one of the readers of this thesis: What evidence is there (if any) 

for an elite’s ability to criticize it? This is an excellent question, and merits 

further study.869

It would be very interesting to examine the ways in which modem 

scholars approach the royal aspects of ancient literature. Is there a tendency to 

minimize or ignore aspects of ancient literature? If so, why might this be so? 

What are the advantages of such modem approaches? What might be the 

drawbacks of such approaches?

What conclusions can be drawn from this study? If the text o f Genesis 2- 

3 is indeed capable of very different readings, this alone would suggest that all 

conclusions about the meaning o f the text are tentative. If the Eden Narrative 

is a hidden polemic, all conclusions are rendered even more precarious.870 At 

the very least, the following observations are in order.

First, since royal ideology is obviously a very important and controversial 

topic in the ANE and in the Old Testament, it is not a leap to assume that royal

8̂ 9 several days of fruitless searching for bibliographic resources on this important matter 
, ,  st that the literature on this important matter is not plentiful. However, that may suggest 

nmmabout the searcher than about the quest itself.
»70 Fdwin M Good, Irony in the Old Testament (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1965), 22. 

d has pointed out, if one cannot misunderstand irony, it probably is not particularly 
t°° irony “Is not a source of irony's attraction and repellence alike that it may plausibly 

h t ken literally invites us to take it literally, makes a certain sense when taken literally? Yet 
a nagging doubt hints at a meaning hidden behind the mask.” The same may be said of hidden 
polemic.
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ideology may be connected in some way with the Eden Narrative. In the ANE 

and in the Old Testament it is not only important to decide who is king. It is 

also vital to decide how a king is to rule. This does not prove that Genesis 2-3 

is concerned with royal ideology. It does, however, suggest the possibility of 

such a connection.

Second, as has been pointed out in chapter 2 of this thesis, a number of 

scholars have noted certain royal motifs and/or royal words and phrases in 

Genesis 2-3. This, in and of itself, should predispose modem readers to 

recognize the possibility of a royal connection.

Third, clues that have often been used to date may be part of the disguise 

of the hidden polemic. If this is true, then the time in which the story seems to 

be set may be intentionally misleading. Thus the dating of the Eden Narrative 

may actually be rendered even more problematic than has been assumed in the 

past.

Fourth, the extreme differences in scholarly interpretations of Genesis 2-3 

may actually be a function of various clues sprinkled throughout the Eden 

Narrative. This would have been an unintended consequence of the fact that 

the writers and the hearer/readers of the Eden Narrative intended to protect 

themselves from royal retaliation. Such a rhetorical move would have served 

not only to help keep alive the writer or redactor of something like the final 

form, but would have also aided in the preservation of the story.871 Thus, the 

Eden Narrative has become a confusing and rich text that seduces and baffles

871 A later redactor or scribe may have been more inclined to preserve the story if it could be 
read in several different ways. Thus, the Eden Narrative may have been preserved, not in 
spite of its apparent contradictions, but because of them. This idea, though intriguing, would 
be exceedingly difficult to substantiate regarding ancient literature, and is not developed in 
this paper.
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the hearer and reader, even as it invites reflection and debate on political 

power, obedience to God, and the importance of human choices.
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